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280.149 & 355.109 1. Clinical Notes 2. Random Notes From Prison 3. Excerpt from Bei Ya Po Zhe De Nu
Hou (The Roar Of The Oppressed)\fn{by Chiang Wei-shui aka Xuegu (1890/91-1931)} Yilan, Yilan County, Taiwan
(M) 15
1\fn{This is made out as if it was a patient’s history in a doctor’s office:H }
Prepared for the patient named Taiwan
*
Name: Island of Taiwan
*
Gender: Male
*
Age: Since moving to current place of residence, twenty-seven years
*
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Place of origin: Taiwan District, Fujian Province, Republic of China
*
Present address: The Government-General of Taiwan, Empire of Greater Japan
*
Occupation: Prime strategic point guard for world peace
*
Lineage: Obvious lineal ties to the bloodline of the Yellow Emperor, Duke Zhou, Confucius, Mencius, and oth ers
*
Talents: As noted above, the descendant of sages and worthies, strong and healthy with natural endowments of
wisdom
*
Past medical history: In his childhood, during the times of Zheng Chenggong, he was strong in stature, keen of
mind, strong in will, lofty in moral character, and nimble of action. Since the Qing Dynasty, because of having
been poisoned by political policies, he grew weaker by the day, his will deteriorated, his moral character grew de spicable, and his moral integrity became increasingly debased. After relocating to the Japanese Empire, he re ceived unsound medical care and, although there was some improvement, after about two hundred years of slow
poisoning, it has been difficult to successfully treat him with drug therapy.
*
Current symptoms: Moral values decayed, sense of humanity spoiled, excessive desire for material goods,
lacking the spiritual in life, customs polluted, submerged in superstition, thickheaded and stubborn, completely
lacking in basic hygiene, shallow in knowledge, no sense of a long-range plan, concerned only with seeking shortterm profit, degenerate and indolent, corrupt, debased, neglected, vain, lacking in modesty and a sense of shame,
exhaustion and slackness in all four limbs, overcome by inertia, dejected in spirit, and no vitality to speak of.
*
Patient’s complaint: Neck pain, dizziness, and hunger pains. For the most part this is an accurate assessment of
the patient, During the examination it was discovered that, given his size, he should have quite a large head,
which presumably would indicate a strong capacity for reasoning. Several questions were posed to test his general
knowledge, but his answers failed to rasp the main points of the questions and suggest that the patient is either
foolish or mentally retarded. Although he has a large skull, its contents are suspect and he seems to lack sufficient
intelligence. When he was asked more challenging questions about philosophy, arithmetic, science, and world affairs, he became dizzy. Yet his arms and legs are well-developed, due, perhaps, to excessive hard labor. Further
examination of his abdomen reveals it to be small and sunken, with the surface covered by row upon row of wrin kles shaped by the intestinal walls, which look exactly like the stretch marks on women who have just given birth.
This presumably is attributed to the Great War that began in Europe in 1916.\fn{ 1914} For a time the abdomen had
expanded, but last summer’s news of peace talks led to a bout of intestinal flu that worsened and became dysen tery, which caused the abdomen to contract.
*
Diagnosis: A mentally retarded child of world culture
*
Etiology: Poor intellectual nutrition
*
Course of Illness: Contracted a long-term chronic illness
*
Prognosis: Because his basic constitution is good, if given proper medical treatment, he should recover
quickly. If, however, the wrong treatment is given or proper treatment is delayed, the disease will attack the vital
organs and will likely lead to death.
*
Prescription: Normal school education: maximum dose; supplementary education: maximum dose; kindergarten: maximum dose; library: maximum dose; newspaper reading club: maximum dose. If the treatment regimen
outlined above is immediately taken as instructed, a full recovery can be expected in twenty years. Other effective
medications are omitted.
2
The last time I got out of prison, I brought a lot of “souvenirs” with me, which I published in the Taiwan min112

bao\fn{Taiwanese People’s Press} for the edification of you readers. This time in jail I had planned to write even more as
a gift to bestow once I am released. After all, this time I had to serve four months in prison, the term of imprisonment was definite. I did not need to go to court to argue with the judge, therefore, I was certain that I would have
works fully loaded to share with you readers after my return in glory. With a set plan and enthusiastic heart, on my
second day in prison I requested that the warden supply me with ink, pens, and paper. I was all set to write when the
warden suddenly came, saying,
“Now you are not as free as the time when you were unconvicted. Keep quiet and be careful not to write anything.”
And with that, he confiscated my pens and ink. Therefore, for these eighty days in prison I could only read, not
write, so I have no good souvenirs to offer you all. This fills me with regret! These few random jottings are my impressions while in prison, etched into my mind, but not written down until after my release.
*
On February 20 the guilty verdict came down and I raced to the dubao she\fn{Newspaper reading club} and the
homes of a few friends to gather more than one hundred books, which I had always wanted to read but had never
had the time. I used newspaper to wrap them into seven bundles. My food for the spirit while in prison was all
ready to go. Everything else could be put aside.
Then I was off to the Jiangshan Lou Restaurant for my farewell party before prison. Even though it was ar ranged at the last minute, more than twenty people showed up.
After the dinner I went to the Matsuda Dental Clinic to have my tooth problem treated. It just happened that
the appointment was to install a gold crown for me. That was my good fortune, because it would have been diffi cult to avoid dental problems while in prison for four months. I got the crown and left in a very happy state of
mind.
It was only after I returned home that I found the prosecutor had been by to serve a sum mons. Since I wasn’t
home, he was unwilling to serve it and so had returned it to the court.
Ha! I knew exactly what he was up to. Some Taipei youths were hosting a farewell tea for me that evening
and had already posted flyers. And there were other comrades from Ilan who had come to see me off and tried to
host a farewell banquet for me. The prosecutor wanted to deprive me of these tributes by imprisoning me right
away. I saw through his plans and phoned him at court, telling him to serve me again with the summons.
After I took it, with books all packed and crown in place, with no other worries except for the regret of not
seeing those Ilan comrades who had especially wanted to give me a send off and the sorrow I felt for their hav ing made the trip for nothing, I set off.
At that time there was a steady drizzle and forty to fifty comrades who came to see me off were all piled into
rickshaws, which proceeded unhurriedly in single file. Along the way we encountered several young women,
who, when they saw I was on my way to prison, followed alongside telling me with deep sentimental feel ing to
look after my health, and escorted me with other male comrades to the court.
When we arrived at court, I stepped from the rickshaw, removed my hat, said my goodbyes, and went inside
to meet Prosecutor Kamiuchi.\fn{Japan was in administrative control of Taiwan from 1895-1945:H }
*
When the officer brought me into the detention room, the other unconvicted detainees there began whis pering:
“It’s Chiang Weishui. Chiang Wei-shui is here!”
Then the officer began to bind me with a rope. Not a moment before, the prosecutor had clearly told him
“no need for restraints,” so how could he have forgotten? He was too forgetful. I was on the verge of arguing
with him, but then I thought that one should experience everything; how could I let this opportunity to expe rience being bound slip away? Prosecutor Kamiuchi was showing his good intention by not having me
bound, and the constable carrying out the sentence was also showing his good will by binding me and en abling me to have this experience, so I should actually have thanked him.
However his method of binding was not good for one’s health—he bound my chest so tightly that it was
difficult to breathe, which was very harmful. I was going to instruct him on the proper way to tie a person,
but when I saw him lead in other criminals already tied up at the belly, I dropped the idea.
*
At dusk, when the prison van was about to set off, the courtroom office boy hurried over:
“The Southern Prison Administration is on the phone, they want to speak with the convoy driver for Chiang
Wei-shui.”
The police officer didn’t understand what he said and asked me if I had come in an automatic car. I replied that
I had not. He became even more perplexed and didn’t want to take the call. The office boy came over several
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times and said if he didn’t take the call he would be taken to task. Only then did the police officer go.
Ha! I understood what was up: this was because there were so many people who had wanted to see me off
waiting by the prison gate. The prison authorities either wanted the driver to take an alternate route, or drive
through at high speed so the onlookers couldn’t shout encouragement to me.
The constable was not smart enough to guess this, what a dimwit! It would not matter if he only drove through
at high speed, but what if he took an alternate route? It was rainy and cold at dusk; this was really unfair to my
comrades.
When the van arrived at the prison, no one was there. Alas! They must have been fooled by the police! My
comrades, you truly suffered hunger, cold, and dark. I felt very sorry. When I alighted \fn{ The text has: alit} from the
van I felt relieved to know that they did not really suffer hardships!
*
I had to ask the other convicts in the van for help when I got off, as my packages of books were too numer ous. One of the other convicts said,
“Mr. Chiang is working for the people of Taiwan, he is a decent man, so it’s only right that we should lend a
hand.”
At this, everyone on the van grabbed something and unloaded my baggage immediately. This was the first
harvest I reaped during this imprisonment.
In Taichung Prison, Nanqiang and Tiensheng gained a reputation of noble convicts. In Tainan Prison, Fengshan and Fangyuan received genuine assistance from their convicted compatriots.
All these things can be considered a rejuvenation of the spirit.
*
The prison guard temporarily placed me in a detention cell overnight, until the warden came to deal with me
the next day. It was already about 7 p.m. when I arrived. The guard on duty was the same guy I knew from the
year before last, so we chatted. He exclaimed,
“You’re back again?”
“Yes, yes,” I answered.
When I had left home that day I hadn’t wanted to wear a jacket, but my wife had insisted that I should wear it.
I told her that this time we convicts must have prison garb and there was no need for a jacket. But she persisted
with her idea. We argued back and forth, and it almost ended with force.
As a result, the soft overcomes the hard, and I could not but wear it. As I was retiring for the evening, I sensed
the warmth the jacket would bring me that night, and finally I understood my wife’s thoughtful care for me in every possible way.
*
On the morning of the twenty-first, the warden asked me if I accepted my verdict. I told him I absolutely did
not. Since one can only comply with the law, the verdict must be carried out despite my refusal to accept it.
Not long after, I took off my clothes, changed into light-colored prison garb, and I was moved to the cells for
the convicted. (These were the same size as the detention cells for the unconvicted; the only difference was that
they were equipped with plumbing.)
After half an hour, when I was cleaning my cell, the warden took me back to the unconvicted detention area to
meet with the prison guards, all of whom I had known from my imprisonment the year before last.
The younger prisoners were singing, which made me feel nostalgic, as if I had returned to the home of a good
friend.
*
Sweet potatoes are my favorite, and brown rice is healthy and nourishing. Current theory has it that the nutritional value of grains lies mainly in the bran. Besides preventing beriberi, brown rice has a fragrance not found in
polished rice that pairs very nicely with the sweetness of sweet potatoes. It is really delicious and I always eat ev ery last bite.
Prison food is divided into six grades, depending on how much energy it gives for labor. Portions are allocated
along the modern concept that if you work more, you eat more; work less, eat less. I did not do any labor so I de served only to receive the sixth grade: four go of rice a day, and thirteen sen to pay for it. Even though it was
lower-quality brown rice, it was still better than the threaded sweet potatoes many of the southern rural folk had to
make do with.
Frankly speaking, there wasn’t enough food, and so I choked down even empty husks. Because we didn’t get
meat, I didn’t get enough calcium, so I also consumed even the little pebbles in the rice. Under such circumstances, even little pebbles were a source of nourishment.
*
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Spoiled grains of cooked rice that turn black are often cast away without a second thought; in prison, however,
these are more delicious than millet. So sometimes when I saw one of these spoiled grains I would take a bite only
to discover it was actually rat dung. It smelled so bad and was so disgusting I wanted to vomit, but if I did,
chances were I would throw up good food along with it, so I could not but choke it down.
*
The government is most afraid of communism, terrified at the sight of anything red. The objective of prison is
to reform prisoners and make them respectful and submissive citizens. But the majority of the prisoners’ mentality
is already communist.
Looking at it from today’s perspective, criminals are those who have dangerous ideologies or behaviors. The
prison authorities ought to issue white clothing to prisoners, but by giving them red clothing, isn’t the prison en couraging them to go communist? Wearing red clothes, I sense how completely illogical the government is.
*
Once while in medical school I thought of quitting and going to study politics at Waseda University in Japan. I
thought politicians had more to do with people than doctors. Later, because of various events beyond my control, I
ended up being a doctor anyway.
But even today, the desire has never changed: at least I can be an “after school” student of Waseda. Because I
had never had the time to study, a great opportunity fell into my hands in prison; I was able to read my fill of po litical and economic works, fully satiating my life’s wish. I was overjoyed; this time going to prison was like go ing off to attend Waseda University, and now I’ve graduated from it.
*
The last time I went to prison, I wrote an article, My thoughts in Prison, which includes a short piece, entitled The Old Prison Guard’s Thinking is too Old-Fashioned, to criticize a certain prison guard’s short-comings.
He was still there this time when I went back.
I thought this was a shame: he would want to seek revenge. I knew there was nothing I could do but wait for
something to happen; after all, I was walking into the tiger’s mouth.
But much to my surprise and completely beyond my expectations, he treated me with even more kindness. It
was a genuine case of letting bygones be bygones and returning good for evil.
But he was most afraid of me writing, and cautioned me especially for this. He at least allowed Cizhou and
Ruheng to practice calligraphy, but he took away all my pens, paper, and ink. He wouldn’t even permit me to
keep a diary.
*
In Taiwan we endure only the contempt, remoteness, oppression, impudence, and rudeness of the metropolitan
people, rarely experiencing their kindness, warmth, and good will. That is, in the metropolis, most people will
speak to us in a friendly manner and do their best to help, so we do not feel humiliated. In Taiwan we feel as if we
were living in a dark refrigerator and have no opportunity to enjoy the friendship of metropolitan people.
Only in prison, did I experience it. The friendship between people of the metropolis and Taiwan does not ap pear in society but can only be found in prison.
This is indeed sad. However, it is better to find it in prison than not find it at all!\fn{ I think this means that in the
countryside people from the city behave differently toward the locals than they would if they encountered them in metropolitan circum stances; but that in a prison situation this disappears. I am not certain of this, however:H }

*
If human desires are suppressed and expression of them is prohibited, the consciousness of these desires becomes subconscious. The subconscious often appears in dreams. The study of psychological phenomena, such as
dreams and hysteria, is what we call psychoanalysis in these modern times.
One Western woman had been suffering from serious hysteria—female psychasthenia—because she unconsciously loved her older sister’s husband. She herself did not recognize the feeling as love until her sister fell seri ously ill and died. Only then was she aware of her desire to marry her sister’s husband.
In Japan, it is common for a woman to marry her brother-in-law, but in the Western world it is considered im moral. This woman deeply loved her sister’s husband but was constrained by society’s conventions. She could not
but suppress her feelings and, therefore, got serious psychasthenia—hysteria caused by profound agony and dis tress.
In the South Pole, an exploration team experienced difficulties, lacking food supplies. At night all the team
members dreamt of food delicacies from both land and sea. Those traveling in African deserts dream of the beautiful mountains and rivers of their homelands; the sexual desires that cannot be satisfied in reality can be com forted in dreams. All these examples are explained by the study of psychoanalysis.
Because of the lack of food, this time in prison I dreamt of banqueting at Jiangshan Lou and Donghuifang every
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night. Lamentably, although I ate delightfully in my dreams, I unexpectedly awoke only to find my satiated happiness suddenly disappear like an illusion.
After I got out of prison, Cizhou and Ruheng told me that on most nights they also had dreamt of food. I was
able to have this psychoanalytic experience in prison and learned much from it.
*
How can a monk maintain celibacy?
This is an unsettled question I always wondered about before going to prison. The prison diet fundamentally lacked
meat and we prisoners ate like vegetarians! And so for eighty days I did not experience any sexual desire and I realized
that monks maintained their celibacy by removing meat from their diet. Meat and sexual desire bear a close relationship, and thus removing meat makes celibacy much easier to achieve. The unsettled question I had had was resolved
while I was in prison and thus I learned from this, too.
*
One morning upon awakening, I saw two male turtle doves fighting in the grass outside my barred window. It was a
terrible battle, lasting for half an hour. Both fought with courage and were injured without a cry, yet neither was willing
to yield.
As I watched, I felt pity for them and, had there been no bars, I would have gone to mediate their dispute. I would
have been the mediator Lu Zhonglian of the bird world.
Two female turtle doves, their respective partners, were off to the side calmly watching with indifference. How
heartless! I railed at the injustice of this. If these were humans, their wives would rush out to help or mediate, but birds
lacked even this knowledge.
These were, indeed, only birds. What if, however, these were human? I was afraid that two females would fight each
other for their husbands. It also was a good thing that these two female turtle doves remained calm and put this fight to
a peaceful end. From this perspective, they perhaps surpassed human wives.
3
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41.1 The Merchant’s Wife\fn{by Xu Dishan aka Lo Hua-sheng (1893-1941)} Changhua, Changhua County, Taiwan (M)
7
“It’s time for your morning tea, sir.”
The voice of the second-class cabin attendant was urging me to get up. Since I’d been very busy yesterday
before boarding the ship, my mind and body were so completely exhausted that I slept from nine o’clock straight
on through until seven A.M. without stirring. When I heard the attendant’s call, I got up immediately. After
attending to those matters that need to be taken care of in the morning, I went to the dining hall.
By that time the hall was crowded. Everyone there was drinking tea and chatting: predicting who would be
victorious in the European War, discussing whether Yuan Shi-kai should have made himself emperor,\fn{ By the last
imperial act of the Manchu regime (February 12, 1912), Yüan Shi-k’ai (1859-1916), himself Chinese, was appointed Premier of China and
given the power to form a Republican government; and in October, 1913, he was formally elected President of China. Within a year,
however, he had dissolved the first Chinese Parliament and begun to rule as a dictator; and late in 1915, his adherents having secured
apparent provincial approval for the restoration of the monarchy, he proclaimed himself emperor. Unable to control rebellion against him in
southern China, he was forced to abdicate in April, 1916, and died just two months later .} or conjecturing whether the revolt of
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the Indian soldiers in Singapore was incited by the Indian Revolutionary Party. The buzzing and murmuring
almost transformed the hall into a marketplace. I wasn’t accustomed to it. As soon as I was done with my tea, I
returned to my cabin, took a volume entitled Miscellanies of the Western Capital, and ran off to starboard looking
for a place to sit. I was planning on an intimate conversation with the characters of the book.
As I opened it and was about to begin reading, an Indian woman, leading a child of about seven or eight by the
hand, came and sat down facing me. I had seen this woman at the Pond for Releasing Life\fn{ A note reads: A pond
where people release captive fish or turtles, often after purchasing them nearby; the practice is a Buddhist one, reflecting the Buddhist
principle of respect for life .} in the Temple of Supreme Joy\fn{ A note reads: This temple is located on the island of Penang off the
west coast of Malaysia.} the day before yesterday. I had also spotted her boarding ship, and on board had often seen

her at the rail, port and starboard, enjoying the cool air. As soon as I saw her my curiosity was stirred, for though
her attire was Indian, her deportment was not that of an Indian woman.
I laid the book down and watched her furtively, pretending to be reading whenever she turned her gaze toward
me. After I had done that several times, I feared she might suspect an ulterior motive and lowered my head, not
daring to allow my eyes to touch her again.
She absentmindedly sang Indian songs to the child, who pointed here and there, asking her questions. As I
listened to her replies, unconsciously I stared at her face again. When she saw me raise my head, she ignored the
child and quickly asked me in a Southern Fukienese dialect:
“Uncle,\fn{A note reads: Lao-shu in the original, which means “Old Uncle.”} are you going to Singapore too?” (She had
the accent of the Haizheng country folk, and her tone of voice too was that of a country dweller.) She spoke
slowly, syllable by syllable, as if she were just learning to speak. When she asked me this question my suspicions
multiplied, and I answered:
“I’m returning to Amoy. Have you been to our area? How is it that you speak our language?”
“Eh? I suppose since you saw that I am dressed as an Indian woman, you suspected I wasn’t from the ‘lands of
the Tang.’\fn{A note reads: Overseas Chinese refer to their motherland as Tang Shan, the lands of Tang China .} To tell you the
truth, my home is in Hongjian.”
When the child saw us conversing in our native dialect, he had a strange feeling. Shaking his mother’s knee, he
asked in Indian:
“Mama, what language are you speaking? Who is he?”
He had probably never heard her speak this language before, and thus felt it was strange. To learn this woman’s
background a little more quickly, I went on with my questions.
“Is that your child?” She first answered the child, then turned to me and sighed.
“Why not? I raised him in Madras.”
The more we talked the more familiar we became, so that our initial inhibitions subsided. Once she knew my
home and that I was a teacher, she stopped addressing me as “uncle” and called me “sir” instead, which was more
appropriate for a man of my profession. She related to me, moreover, the general conditions in Madras. Because
her experiences were out of the ordinary, I asked her to tell them in some detail. By then she was in a mood to
talk, and she agreed. Only then did I put the book in my bag and with undivided attention listen to her story.
*
“When I was fifteen I was married to Lin Yinqiao of the Qingjiao area. My husband ran the sugar shop around
the comer from us. Although he spent little time at home, this scarcely affected our good relationship. During the
three or four years I spent with him, we never argued or had a difference of opinion. One day, he came back from
the shop looking troubled and depressed. As soon as he came through the door, he grasped my hands and said,
“‘Xi-guan,\fn{A note reads: It is customary for people from Fujian to address one another by adding the suffix -guan to the given
name, whether it is a person of an older generation speaking to one of a younger, or a man and woman of the same generation addressing
each other.} my business is ruined. From now on I won’t be going back to the shop again.’

“When I heard this I had to ask, ‘Why? Has business been bad?’
“‘No,’ he said. ‘No, I ruined it myself. These past couple of days some friends have been urging me to gamble
with them. At first I won quite a bit, but then I lost everything—even the store’s equipment and furniture. I wish I
hadn’t done it … I’m really sorry; I can hardly face you.’
“I was stunned for a while and couldn’t find the right words to console him. I was even more at a loss for
words to rebuke him.
“He saw my tears stream down and hurriedly wiped them away as he went on. ‘Ai, you’ve never cried in my
presence before. These tears you shed before me now are like molten pellets of iron dripping one by one into the
depths of my heart. It really hurts me more than you. But you needn’t worry too much: I’ll simply look for some
capital to set up business again.’
“Then we two sat there wordlessly staring into each other’s eyes. Although I had a few things I wanted to set
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straight with him, whenever I looked at him, I felt as if he had a kind of demonic power that, before I could speak
any thought, had long since understood it. I could only say,
“‘From now on you’d better not throw your money away! You’ve got to realize that gambling …’
“He was at home, without a job, for almost three months. It turned out that we could get along on the money I
had saved, so there was no need for him to worry about a livelihood. He would be out the whole day to borrow
money for capital, but unfortunately no one trusted him enough to loan him a penny. He was so desperate that he
finally decided to migrate to Southeast Asia.
“By the time he was ready to leave for Singapore, I had all the things he would need, including a pair of jade
bracelets to sell at Amoy for travel expenses. He wanted to take advantage of the morning tide in leaving for
Amoy, so the day before we were to part we talked all through the night. The next morning I saw him off onto a
small boat and then walked back alone, my mind troubled. I sat down at my desk thinking that most men who
went to Southeast Asia never missed their homes or thought of their families, and I wondered whether he would
be like them. As I was still lost in this thought, a trail of hurried footsteps stopped at the door. I recognized them
as his and quickly got up and opened the door.
“‘Did you leave something behind?’ I asked.
“‘No,’ he replied. ‘I forgot to tell you something. When I get there, no matter what I’m doing, I’ll write you. If
I don’t return in five or six years, you come look for me.’
“‘All right,’ I said, ‘You had to come back to tell me this? When the time comes I’ll know what I should do.
It’s getting late. You’d better hurry back to the boat!’
“He pressed my hands, heaved a long sigh, and then turned and left. I watched him until he reached the edge of
the banyan tree’s shade and saw him descend the long dike, before I closed the door.
“I was twenty that year when I parted from Lin Yin-qiao. After he left home only two letters came, one saying
he had opened a grocery store in Tanjong Pagar in Singapore and that business was good. The other said he was
quite occupied with business and couldn’t afford to come home. For many years I waited for him to come back
for a reunion, but year after year my hopes were in vain.
“The woman who lived next door often urged me to go to Southeast Asia and look for him. When I gave this
some thought, I realized we had been separated for ten years. To go searching for him, even if it wasn’t easy,
would be much better than suffering alone at home. I got together the money I had saved, turned the house over to
the care of a village family named Rong, and went to Amoy to take ship. Since this was the first time I had gone
abroad, of course I couldn’t get used to the rocking of the ship in rough seas, so when I arrived in Singapore, after
what seemed to be ages, I was happier than I’ll ever be again. I asked someone to take me to the Yihecheng
Grocery in Tanjong Pagar. I can’t put into words the excitement I felt. I saw that business in the shop was very
brisk, and there was no need to wonder about the success my husband had enjoyed in those ten years, since I
could see it displayed right before my eyes. .
“None of the employees in the store knew me, so I told them who I was and why I had come. A young clerk
said to me,
“‘The boss didn’t come down today. I’ll take you to his home.’ Only then did I realize that my husband didn’t
live in the shop; at the same time I guessed he had married again. If not, he certainly wouldn’t have kept a
separate ‘home.’ On the way I tried to sound out the clerk a bit, and it was just as I’d expected!
“The rickshaw wound about through the streets and stopped at a two-story, half-Chinese, half-foreign building.
The clerk said,
“‘I'll go in first and tell the boss.’ I was left outside, and it was quite some time before he came back out and
said,
“‘The boss has gone out this morning and isn’t back yet. His wife asks you to go in and wait a while. Maybe
he’ll be home soon.’ He took my two cloth bundles—that was my only baggage—and I followed him in.
“I saw that the rooms were furnished in a plush manner. The so-called ‘boss’s wife’ was a Malay woman. She
came out and nodded perfunctorily.
“As far as I could see her manner was most disrespectful, but I didn’t understand Southeast Asian customs, so I
just returned her greeting. She was wearing huge diamonds and pearls in her hair. Among the precious stones,
gold, and silver that she wore, her swarthy face was conspicuous in its unbearable ugliness. She exchanged polite
pleasantries with me and had someone bring me a cup of coffee while she herself stayed to one side, smoking,
chewing betel nut, and not engaging me in much conversation. I thought that was due to the uncertainties of a first
meeting, and thus didn’t dare ask her too many questions. After a short time I heard the sound of horses coming
from the main gate straight up to the portico and guessed it was my husband returning. I saw that he was much
fatter than ten years ago and sported a potbelly. He had a cigar in his mouth, and was carrying an ivory stick in his
hand. As he got out of the carriage and stopped in the door, he hung his hat on the rack. Seeing me seated to one
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side, he was just about to ask me something when that Malay woman stepped forward and murmured a buzz of
words at him. Although I didn’t understand what she said, I could tell from her expression that she wasn’t happy
at all. My husband turned to me and said,
“‘Xi-guan, why didn’t you give me any notice before you decided to come? Who made you take the trip?’
“I had thought that once he saw me, he would be sure to say some tender words; I had never dreamed that he’d
angrily demand an explanation! Then I suppressed my disgruntled feelings and forced a smile, saying,
“‘But Yin-ge,\fn{A note reads: -Ge means “brother,” used here as a suffix of affection .} you know that I can’t write. And
that letter writer in the village, Mr. Wang, often writes the wrong words for people, even to the point of getting the
wrong meaning across. So I didn’t want him to write for me. Besides, I’d made up my mind to come look for you,
and sooner or later I still would have had to set out. Why waste all the time and effort? Didn’t you say that if you
hadn’t returned in five or six years I should come?’
“‘So you came up with this brilliant idea on your own, huh?’ my husband scoffed.
“When he finished he went straight into the house. What he said proved that he was a different man from ten
years ago. I couldn’t understand the reason behind all this. Was it because I was getting old, losing my charm? But
I felt that I was so much prettier than that Malay woman. Could it be an accusation of misconduct? But I had
pleased him all the years we had been married and had never gone beyond my bounds. To this day I haven’t been
able to figure out the riddle of Yin-ge.
“He put me up on the ground floor, and for seven or eight days didn’t come to my room even to speak to me.
That Malay woman, however, was very hospitable. She came and told me,
“‘Yin-ge has been rather upset these past few days because you showed up. But don’t worry too much about it;
in a few days he won’t be angry anymore. We’re invited to dinner tonight. Why don’t you go get dressed and
we’ll go together?’
“These sweet words of hers completely dispelled my former suspicions about her. I put on a lake-green cotton
blouse and a bright red skirt. When she saw them she couldn’t repress her laughter. I felt like a country bumpkin
from head to toe and was quite embarrassed.
“‘That’s all right,’ she said. ‘Our hosts aren’t from “Tang lands.” They certainly won’t notice whether you’re
wearing the latest fashions. Let’s go, then!’
“The horse-drawn carriage went on for some time and then passed through a grove of coconut trees before
arriving at our hosts. Just inside the gate was a very large garden, and as I followed her into the sitting room, I
looked about me. They really had a strange banquet set up. All the female guests were Malays or Indians, and they
were in the midst of an animated and incomprehensible conversation. My husband’s Malay wife left me by myself
and went over to chat with them. Before long she left with a woman. I thought they had gone for a walk in the
garden, and didn’t pay much attention. But after a good deal of time, when they hadn’t returned, I became a little
anxious and said to one of the women present,
“‘Where did the lady who came in with me go?’ Although she could get my meaning, I didn’t understand a
word of what she said in reply.
“I sat on a cushion, my heart beating violently. A servant brought a pot of water and gestured toward the set
table. I saw the others wash their hands and realized that it was a custom before eating. So I washed my hands.
They showed me to a table. I didn’t have the faintest idea where I was supposed to sit and simply took the place
they directed me to. They prayed before they selected what food they wanted, with their hands, from the platters.
The first time I picked up something to eat with my fingers, it was certainly unwieldy, but they taught me how to
do it. At that time I was very troubled by the absence of that Malay woman of my husband’s, so I wasn’t able to
concentrate on eating or socializing. After the tables were cleared, the guests kissed me with a smile and left.
“I too wanted to follow them out the door, but the mistress of the house told me to wait a bit. I gestured to her
in mute talk, and we were dying with laughter when an Indian man in his fifties came in from outside. The woman
hurriedly got up and said a few words to him, and then they sat down together. Encountering a strange man while
in a foreign place, I was naturally abashed. That man walked up to me and said,
“‘Hello, you mine now. I use money to buy you. It good you stay here.’
“Although he spoke Chinese, his syntax, accent, and tones were all wrong. When I heard him say he had
bought me, I couldn’t help bursting into tears. The woman was at my side comforting me, trying to be nice about
it. It was after nine, and they told me to go in and sleep, but I simply sat, fully dressed, through the night off to
one side of the sitting room. How could I have done as they said?
“Sir, hearing this much of my story you certainly must be wondering why I didn’t choose to die. Well, I had the
same thoughts then, but they guarded me like a prisoner—no matter what time it was there was someone with me.
As time went on, my violent emotions subsided; I gave up wanting to die and decided to live this life of mine
through and see what fate had in store for me.
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“The man who bought me was Ahuja, an Indian Muslim from Madras. He was a serge merchant, and since he
had made a fortune in Singapore, he wanted to take another woman home with him to enjoy life. And my ill fate
brought me to this plight, turning me into his foreign curio. Before I had lived a month in Singapore, he took me
to Madras.
“Ahuja gave me the name Liya. He made me unbind my feet and pierced a hole in my nose, hanging a
diamond nose ring through it. He said that according to their customs every married woman had to wear a nose
ring, since that was the sign of a wife. He also had me wear a fine kurta, a malamu, and a pair of aisan.\fn{A
Muslim woman’s upper garment, bodice, and trousers, respectively .} From then on I became a Muslim woman.
“Ahuja had five wives—six including me. Among those five I got along best with the third. The remainder I
detested, because they often took advantage of my not being able to speak their language and made fun of me,
too. My small feet were naturally a rarity among them: although they couldn’t stop touching them, I didn’t take
offense. What I hated was that they told tales to Ahuja about me and made me suffer.
“Akolima was the name of Ahuja’s third wife—she was the very same woman who had arranged that dinner
when I was sold. She was quite fond of me, often urging me to use summa\fn{A note reads: Sunna is generally used only
by men. It is a powder applied to an iron rod and then inserted into the eyes by the traditional Muslim vendor. It is intended as a cooling
agent. Colerium, often called sunna, is used as a sort of eyeshadow and is probably intended here .} to line my eyes, and to dye my

nails and palms with balsam flowers. Muslim women use these things daily, as we Chinese employ rouge and
powder. She also taught me to read Bengali and Arabic. I remembered that because I couldn’t write a letter, I had
given Yin-ge an excuse and ended up in this predicament. Therefore, in this period when I hadn’t a single friend
or relative around, I wanted to use the time to work hard at learning to read a bit. Although Akolima was not much
of a scholar, she was more than good enough to be my teacher. I studied a year with her and then could actually
write! She told me that in their religion there was a holy book, which wasn’t readily given to women, but that later
she would be sure to bring it to teach me. She always said to me,
“‘Your fate has been such a painful one because it was predetermined by Allah. Don’t keep thinking of your
family! Someday it’s possible that great happiness will descend upon you, and it’d be too much for you to enjoy.’
At that time such fatalistic words of comfort could actually raise my spirits somewhat.
“Although I never felt a wife’s love for Ahuja, I had to live with him as man and wife. Ah! This child of mine
(as she spoke she stroked the child’s head with her hand) was born the year after we arrived in Madras. I was over
thirty when I became pregnant and had never in all my life experienced such pain. Fortunately, Akolima was
thoughtful and often comforted me with her words, distracting me from the pain of that time. Once when she saw
the pain was particularly bad, she said to me,
“‘Hey, Liya! Be strong! We don’t have the fortune of the fig tree\fn{ A note reads: This reference to the fig tree alludes
to the Qur’an, where it is recorded that Adam and Eve, having been lured by the devil to eat the fruit Allah had forbidden them to, noticed
immediately that their heavenly garments had vanished. They were ashamed by their nakedness and tried to borrow leaves from a tree in
Eden to cover their bodies. Since they had violated Allah’s command, none of the various types of trees dared loan them any. Only the fig
tree, moved by their pitifulness, generously loaned them a few leaves. Allah approved of this conduct by the fig tree and conferred upon it
the capability of producing fruit without going through the pain of blossoming and being disturbed by the bees and butterflies .} and so

we can’t avoid the strain of pregnancy. When you’re going through painful times, appeal to Allah. If he has pity
on you, he’ll grant you peace.’
“She helped me a lot when I was about to give birth. Even today I cannot forget her kindness to me.
“Not more than four months after I gave birth, a disappointing turn of events distressed me: I was separated
from my good friend. She didn’t die, but I’ll never find out where she went. Why did Akolima leave me? It’s a
long story, but probably it was my fault.
“We had a young, eighteen-year-old widow next door to us named Honna. She had been widowed since she
was four. Her mother treated her cruelly, but that wasn’t enough. She told her that her sins accumulated from her
past lives were great, and if she didn’t pay for them through suffering, she would not be redeemed in her next life.
Everything that she ate or wore was worse than others. She often wept secretly in the back yard. Since her garden
was separated from ours only by a hedge, when I heard her there, crying, I would go and chat with her, sometimes
to comfort, sometimes to offer something to eat, and sometimes to give her a little money.
“When Akolima first saw me help the girl, she didn’t feel it was right at all. I explained to her time after time
that anyone in China could receive someone’s aid regardless of creed. She was influenced by me and later also
showed compassion herself for that widow.
“One day just as Akolima was handing a few pieces of silver to Honna through the hedge, she was accidentally
seen by Ahuja. He kept quiet and tiptoed up behind her, gave her a slap and yelled,
“‘You little bitch! You dirty sow! What are you doing here?’ As he went back in, so angry that his entire body
trembled, he pointed his finger at Akolima and said,
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“‘Who told you to give money to that Brahman woman? You stained your own reputation! Not just your own,
but mine and that of Islam. Miishii-Alliih!\fn{A note reads: Xu Di-shan’s original gloss for this phrase is “Allah forbid.”
However, it should mean “As Allah wills.” } Take off your burqah\fn{I.e., remove your veil, indicating that he is no longer married to
her and has divorced her.} immediately!’
“I heard clearly from inside, but thought that everything would be normal again after the scolding. Who would
have known that in no time at all Akolima would come in batting tears as big as pearls from her eyelashes, and
say to me,
“‘Liya, we’ll have to say goodbye.’ When I heard this I was shocked and asked immediately,
“‘What do you mean? I don’t understand.’
“‘Didn’t you hear him asking me to take off my veil? That means he’s disowning me. I’ll have to return to my
family right now. You needn’t feel sorry for my sake, for after a couple of days when his anger subsides, he’ll
probably have me come back.’
“I was so grief-stricken, I didn’t know what to say to comfort her. We sobbed in each other’s arms and then
parted. Indeed, as the couplet goes, ‘Those who kill and burn wear money belts; those who repair bridges and fix
roads turn into lepers.’ What an apt description of human life!
“After Akolima left, my desolate and sorrowful days started all over again. There were simply no feelings of
friendship between Ahuja’s four other women and myself. As for Ahuja, as soon as I saw that thin strip of a dark
face, with a beard like the spines of a porcupine, I would be filled with loathing and wish that he would leave the
next second. My day-to-day life consisted of nurturing my child; aside from that there was nothing to do. I was so
frightened by Akolima’s incident that I no longer dared venture into the garden for a stroll.
“A few months later my painful days were about over, since Ahuja returned through an illness to his Paradise. I
had heard Akolima say before that one hundred and thirty days after a husband’s death a wife became free and
could pick another match of her choosing. Originally, I wanted to wait until that prescribed day before leaving,
but those four women were afraid I’d take advantage of them in the inheritance, because I had a child, so they put
various pressures on me to drive me out. I still can’t bear to talk about their schemes.
“Honna urged me to flee to her older sister’s. She told me to send a little money to her brother-in-law, and then
I could take shelter with them. I’d already met her sister once, and she was a good person. When I thought about
it, running away didn’t seem like such a bad idea after all. Those four women were treacherous by nature, and if
I’d been caught in their schemes, I’d have had it. Honna’s brother-in-law lived in Arcot. I set things up with her
and told her to let me know when she found a good opportunity.
“A week later, Honna told me her mother had left town and wouldn’t be back until late at night, and I should
climb across the hedge. This wasn’t an easy matter, because it must be done so that I wouldn’t cause Honna to
suffer afterward. Moreover, a barbed wire ran along the top of the hedge, making it difficult for me. I peered up at
the jackfruit tree growing next to the hedge—one branch stretched over to her side, and the tree had grown at a
slanted angle. I told her to wait until everything was quiet and then to stand ready underneath the tree.
“As it happened, the room I lived in had a small door leading into the garden. That evening, when there was
just a little starlight in the sky, I packed my clothes and valuables into a bag, put on two extra layers of clothing,
and was just about to leave when I saw my child sleeping there. I really didn’t want to take him along, but was
afraid that when he woke he’d see I wasn’t there and would cry. So I stopped for a moment and picked him up in
my arms to let him nurse. Only when he was nursing did I truly feel that I was his mother, and although I had no
emotional tie to his father, I had still borne him. Moreover, once I’d gone, he would certainly be ill-treated. As this
thought crossed my mind, tears burst from my eyes. And yet to add the burden of a child to the escape would
make my task even harder. After I considered all this over and over again, I finally put him on my back and in a
low voice said to him,
“‘If you want to be a good boy, don’t cry! All right? You’ve got to sleep quietly too.’
“Fortunately, it was as if he understood me then, and he didn’t make much noise. I left a letter on the bed
explaining that I was willing to give up those possessions due me, and my reasons for running away, then went
out that small door.
“With one hand I steadied the child, with the other carried the bag, as I stole to the foot of the jackfruit tree. I
tied the bag to a rope and slowly crawled up the tree, stopping for a moment when I reached the extended branch.
Just then the child grunted once or twice. I patted him lightly and rocked him a few times, then pulled the bag up,
tossing it over to Honna. I crawled over further and groped for the rope Honna had prepared for me. I grasped it
tightly to me and slowly let myself down. My hands couldn’t stand the friction and were cut by the rope in no
time.
“After I had descended and thanked Honna, I quickly left her house. Not far from Honna’s gate was the Adyar
River. Honna went with me to rent a boat. After she had explained things clearly, she went back. The helmsman
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was an old codger and probably didn’t understand what Honna said. He rowed me to the Saidapet Terminal and
bought a ticket for me. Since it was the first time I had taken a train, I wasn’t very clear about the regulations of
rail travel. When he told me to get on, I just did as I was told. Only after the train had started and the conductor
examined my train ticket did I learn I had boarded the wrong train.
“When it arrived at an intermediate stop, I quickly got off, intending to wait for a return train. By that time it
was the middle of the night, and the people in the station said no train would be going into Madras until dawn. I
was forced to sit in the transit lounge. I spread my mazhila\fn{A note reads: A Muslim woman’s outer garment.} over me
and put my hands in my pockets, pretending to sleep. At around three or four o’clock, looking up by chance, I saw
a very distant gleam of lamplight through the railing. I quickly went to the platform and, pointing to the light,
questioned the people standing there. There was one man who smiled and said,
“‘This woman can’t tell one direction from another. She mistakes the morning star for the headlight on a train.’
Taking a good look, I couldn’t help laughing as I said,
“‘Oh, my gosh! My eyes aren’t seeing right!’
“As I faced Venus, I thought of something Akolima had said. She once told me that that star was the
transformation of a woman who had been a siren good at bewitching men. Because of this I remembered that the
feeling between Yin-ge and myself had been basically good, and that if he hadn’t been fooled by that foreign
bitch, he never could have stood for having his beloved first wife sold off. My being sold couldn’t have been
completely Yin-ge’s responsibility. If I could have stood those painful days in China, and if I hadn’t decided to go
to Singapore to rely on him, none of this would have happened. As I thought it over, I had to smile at my own
impulsiveness in fleeing. I figured that since I had made it all right out of the place, what need was there to
impose on Honna’s sister?
“When I had reached this conclusion, I returned to my waiting place with the child in my arms and summoned
all my energies to resolve this question. The things I’d run off with and my ready cash together were worth more
than three thousand rupees. If I lived in a village, they could support my expenses for the rest of my life. So I
decided on an independent life.
“The stars in the sky one by one gathered in their light, until only Venus still twinkled in the east. As I looked
at her, it was as if a voice beamed out from her saying,
“‘Xi-guan, from now on don’t take me for a woman out to bewitch men. You should know that nothing that is
bright and sterling could bewitch. Among all the stars, I appear first, to tell you that darkness will soon arrive; I
return last, so that you may receive the first rays of the sun on my heels. I’m the brightest star of the night. You
could take me as the diligent awakener of your heart.’
“As I faced her, I felt exuberant, and can’t describe the gratitude I felt in my heart. From that time on, whenever I saw her, I always had a special feeling.
“I inquired about where an inn was to be found, and everyone said I’d have to go to Chinglepet to find one. So
I took another train there. I didn’t live in the inn for long before I moved to my own home.
“That house was bought with the money I got in exchange for my diamond nose ring. It wasn’t large—only
two rooms and a small yard, with pineapple trees planted all around as an enclosing wall. Although Indian-style
homes weren’t good, I loved the location near to the village and could not afford to be bothered by appearances
either inside or outside. I hired an old woman to help with the housekeeping, and besides raising the child, I was
able to find time to read some Indian books.
“Every day at dusk, a rather solemn song would drift to my ears. I went into the garden for a look and saw that
it came from a small house opposite mine. At first I didn’t know the purpose of their singing, and only later did I
understand they were Christians. I met the mistress of the house, Elizabeth, before long. And I often went to their
evening prayer meetings. Her family could be considered the first friends I had in Chinglepet.
“Elizabeth was a most amicable woman. She urged me to attend school. Moreover, she promised to take care
of the child for me if I did. I felt that only a person completely without ambition would idle away the days, so the
very next year she arranged for me to study at a woman’s school in Madras. I went home once a month to visit my
child. She took care of him for me very well, so that I didn’t have to worry.
“Since while at school I had nothing to divert my attention, my grades were very good. In this period of about
six or seven years, not only did my knowledge progress, but my beliefs also changed. And since graduation I’ve
worked as a teacher in a small village not far from Chinglepet. So that’s my whole life in outline; if I were to go
into details, I couldn’t finish relating everything in a year’s time.
“Now I’m going to Singapore to look for my husband, because I want to know just who it was that sold me. I
firmly believe that Yin-ge couldn’t possibly have accepted it. Even if it was his idea, then someday sooner or later
he’ll repent.”
*
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Xi-guan and I had been talking for two full hours or more. She spoke very slowly, and the child bothered her
from time to time, so she had not told me about her student life in much detail. Because she had talked for such a
long time, I was afraid she would be tired out, and so I didn’t go on asking questions. I just said to her:
“That you were able to find your way in life during such a period of drifting is really admirable. If you would
like me to help you look for Yin-ge tomorrow when we reach Singapore, I’d be glad to do it.”
“It’s not really that I’m so smart. This way was merely one opened for me by some unknown heavenly mentor.
When I was in school I was moved the most by Pilgrim’s Progress and Robinson Crusoe. These two books gave
me much comfort and many things to learn from. Now I’m simply a female Crusoe. If you would help me search
for Yin-ge, I’d be very grateful. Since I don’t really know Singapore, tomorrow I’ll need your—”
At this point the child began pestering her to go into the cabin and get some toys for him. She stood up, but
continued speaking:
“Tomorrow, I’ll need your help.”
I stood up and bowed as she left, then sat back down to record the conversation we’d just had in my diary,
which I carried with me.
*
After twenty-four hours some mountain peaks appeared faintly in the southeast. All the people on the ship
were very busy. Xi-guan, too, attended to packing and didn’t come out on deck. Only as the ship was entering the
harbor did she appear, holding her child by the hand. She sat with me on a bench.
“Sir,” she said to me, “I never expected a chance to see this place again. The leaves of the coconut trees are
still dancing; the seagulls above the water are still flying back and forth to welcome strangers.
“My happiness is the same as it was nine years ago when I first met them. In the blink of an eye these years
have passed—like an arrow—yet I can’t find any difference between what I saw then and what I see now. So the
expression ‘time is like an arrow’ doesn’t refer to the speed at which an arrow flies, but the arrow itself. For no
matter how fast time flies, things show no change—as something attached to an arrow, although it may fly with
the arrow, doesn’t go through any changes at all. But though what I see today is the same, I hope Yin-ge’s
affections won’t change as slowly as natural phenomena; I hope he’ll change his mind and accept me now.”
“I know how you feel,” I said. “I heard this ship will moor at Tanjong Pagar. I think that when we arrive, you
should wait on board at first; I’ll go ashore to inquire a bit and then come back for you. What do you think?”
“This is getting to be more and more of a bother to you,” she said.
I went ashore and asked at a good number of homes, but they all said they didn’t know any Lin Yin-qiao. I
couldn’t find even a trace of the sign for the grocery. I was getting desperate, and after being on my feet for the
better part of the day, a bit tired, so I went into a Cantonese teahouse to rest. By chance I picked up a clue there
when I questioned the shopkeeper.
According to him, because Lin Yin-qiao had sold his wife to an Indian, he had incurred the ill-feelings of the
numerous Chinese in this area. At that time, some people said it was his idea to sell her, others said it was that
foreign bitch who sold her; in the end it couldn’t be said for sure who did it. But his business suffered immensely
because of this. He saw that he couldn’t stay in Singapore any longer, and so closed his shop and moved, lock,
stock, and barrel, to some other place.
When I returned and had reported all that I had learned to Xi-guan, and, moreover, urged her to return to
China, she said:
“I can never go back. With this brown-skinned child, as soon as I got home, people would shame me and laugh
at me. Besides, I can’t read Chinese at all. If I went, I’d just starve to death. I plan to stay in Singapore for a few
days, to ask carefully about his whereabouts. If I can’t learn anything, I’ll return to India. Well, I’ve become an
Indian now!”
From what I made of the situation, I truly could not think of anything to persuade her to return to her home
town, and just sighed and said,
“Your life is really full of misfortune, isn’t it?”
But she smiled.
“Sir, in all human affairs, there is basically no distinction between the painful and the pleasurable. When you
try too hard, it is painful; when you have hope, it is pleasurable. As you’re actually doing something, it is painful,
but to recall it is pleasurable. In other words, everything in the present is filled with suffering. The past, recollecttions of it, and hope are pleasant. Yesterday, as I related my experiences to you, you felt they were painful. My
narration of past circumstances, displayed before your eyes, led you to feel that they were events in the present. If
I recall them myself—the long separation, being sold, my escape, and so on—none of these events are without
happiness.
“So you needn’t feel sorry for me. We must learn not to take things so hard. I would only ask one thing of you:
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when you go back to China, if it is convenient, would you go to my village and let my mother know the latest
news of me? She must be over seventy—she lives in Hong-jian. She’s the only relative I have left in China.
Outside her gate there is a very tall olive tree. If you ask for Nanny Liang, everyone will know.”
As the boat left the dock, she stood on the shore waving me off with a handkerchief. That sincere expression
on her face is something I can never forget.
Not more than a month after I got home I went to Hong-jian. The broken-down house under the olive tree was
sealed up by old vines. Through a crack in the door I could see faintly several sets of rotting wooden ancestry
tablets on the table.
How could there have been a Nanny Liang there?
59.37 & 280.163 1. The Advocate 2. Festival High Jinks\fn{by Lai He aka Lai Ho, Lan Yün (1894-1943)} Changhua,
Changhua County, Taiwan (M) 8
1
“I’d be grateful if you’d talk to the landlord, sir. My relatives can hardly even afford a casket, let alone pay for
a grave plot. Poor people like me just don’t come with rich relatives. Zhi She has so much property—half an
ounce of silver is nothing to him! Please help us out, Mr. Lin!”
“I know it’s not easy for you—you’re just on the other side of the bamboo break, so I know about you and
your family. But the boss has quite a temper, and considering that I’m on his payroll, you’d probably be better off
finding someone else. Half an ounce of silver can’t buy much opium, so he probably won’t object.”
“Who else can I ask, Mr. Lin? If it weren’t for you, we peasants wouldn’t dare even come here. Please, you’ve
got to help!”
“The boss is having his nap right now, and I can’t say anything without his consent. Come back in the afternoon, and I’ll see what can be done.”
“It’s already been two days since he died, and he can’t be left lying around much longer. I’d appreciate it if
you’d talk to the administrator of the cemetery so my relatives can carry out the burial now. If the landlord
objects, we can just tell him that I’ll pay as soon as I can. I’ll work my butt off to find the money and, if I can’t,
I’ll sell my son to raise the funds! I’d never let you down, sir, I swear!”
Mr. Lin heaved a sigh.
“Well then, you leave me with no other choice! All right, I’ll write a note to the administrator and talk to the
boss after he wakes up. But I can’t promise you anything. You’d better think of some way to find the money.”
Mr. Lin worked for the landlord, Zhi She; he kept the landlord’s accounts and handled all his business. People
said he was originally from a village of the mountain people,\fn{ A note reads: Taiwan’s indigenous people are called
“mountain people” because they live in Taiwan’s central mountainous region .} but no one knew whether he had aborigine
blood in him! Like them, he was straightforward and courageous.
After the peasant had left, Mr. Lin was very uneasy. He paced back and forth in front of the door of the house,
recollecting that his boss had once said that people will put on any type of show in front of the rich in order to
gain sympathy or charity. This type of man could never condone what he had just done. Lin was disgusted and
reflected how in this day and age one’s status seemed to be determined solely by the amount of one’s wealth. The
rich look good because of the poor, he thought, and that would account for the latter’s ongoing poverty. As Lin
mused, he thought of the complacent attitude of the landlord and was overcome by disgust. He deeply resented
having to work for this kind of person; distraught, he racked his brains for a solution.
Cough, cough, cough.
Lin was suddenly roused from his reverie by the thought that Zhi She would be hankering for his opium pipe.
When he remembered what had just happen, his uneasiness mounted.
“Lin! A peasant was here just now, isn’t that right? Asking to postpone payment for a grave site. You didn’t
agree, I hope?”
The landlord walked out of his bedroom. He had been made aware of the problem by a family member and had
decided to confront Lin right away.
“Yes. You were asleep, and I didn’t want to disturb you. I agreed to the burial, but still insisted on payment. I
said you are a generous man and that you might not ask for payment at all.”
“Has the burial taken place?”
“I don’t know. Probably.”
“Well then! You make the decisions around here then, how about it!” The landlord was clearly displeased.
“Sympathy? Hasn’t the world been screwed over by this type of phoney morality? Only a dog can afford to be
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sympathetic!”
“Don’t be angry, Mr. Zhi! I didn’t agree that he shouldn’t pay. I only told him to come back in the afternoon.”
“Did you tell him to bring the money?”
“Yes!”
“And what if he doesn’t?”
“Let him owe it. Sooner or later he’ll figure out a way to pay. I know he will!”
“You seem to feel you’ve got the time to fiddle with overdue accounts, but don’t ask me to fork out money for
a ledger!”
“If he doesn’t come through, I’ll pay out of my own pocket,” Lin replied grudgingly.
“If you’ve got so much money, perhaps you don’t need this job!” The landlord was even more upset.
“This job? Who’d want it!”
“You don’t like it? If that’s the way you feel, you can go!”
“I’d be only too happy to!” At this point, Lin had completely forgotten about his dependents back home.
“Just don’t forget that someone who goes begging or getting others to beg for him is up to no good!”
“Ha! What a joke!” By now, Lin had completely lost any form of respect for his employer. “I’d like to ask you
something. What right do you think you have to take possession of that cemetery?”
“Huh! You’re crazy! Just because you’ve lost your job!”
“And such a great job it is, thanks to you! But let’s talk seriously. If you don’t surrender that hillside, you’ll
never find peace in your life again.”
“Who are you trying to scare?”
“I remember you telling me that money can protect you from anything, but just watch how I make my move!”
“What a load of bullshit!”
“I’m not here to argue with you. You owe me part of my salary which I’ll take when I leave.”
*
“Mr. Lin! I haven’t seen you around here for a while!”
“I’ve been busy lately, but you’ll be seeing more of me now.”
“But you’re harvesting now, aren’t you?”
“No, I’ve been fIred.”
“What? I can’t believe Zhi She would fire you.”
“We had an argument. He flew off the handle, and I was pretty upset, too.”
“Working for the rich is a real pain. It’s ‘Yes, sir, lord and master,’ all day long. I don’t know how you put up
with it. You’d be better off holding classes in the village school.”\fn{ A note reads: The Taiwanese shu offered a classical
Chinese education for the children of the literati.}
“My friends predicted I wouldn’t last four months, but I actually held on for over a year.”
“What was it about?”
“A burial site.”
“I guessed it might be something like that. The peasants really can’t afford to fork out half an ounce of silver
every time someone dies.”
“And I intend to do something about it.”
“Oh? You’ve got something in mind?”
“Yes, but I need your help.”
“What can I do?”
“I’ll tell you everything in a moment, but in the meantime, I need to ask you a favor. I want to use your cell for
a few days.”
“Go ahead, but it’s not good for much of anything. In my opinion, if you’re thinking of a lawsuit, it’d be a
complete waste of time.”
Mr. Lin laughed.
“Don’t worry. I wouldn’t be so stupid. The one big factor in lawsuits is money. If you don’t have money, you
can’t talk sense with officials. Even with money, the real power lies with the masses.”
“What do you mean?”
“We all know who’s having a tough time around here—those who can’t cough up half an ounce of silver every
time someone dies. So if someone comes out on their behalf, he’s bound to get their support.”
“Sure, but you’d be risking your life.”
*
Mr. Lin was talking with a monk in the latter’s cell in the Guanyin Pavilion temple. The temple was in the
center of town, and its entrance was the busiest spot in the whole of the county capital. There were two parallel
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arcades just inside the three temple gates, and the arcades were crowded with stalls vending sweetmeats, pastries
and various kinds of rice cakes. The inside of the temple was an ideal place for storytelling, and day and night,
balladeers on the temple benches recited the sagas of Kong Ming, Huang Tianba, Song Jiang and Bai Yutang.\fn
{A note reads: Kong Ming is the courtesy name (zi) of Zhuge Liang; Huang Tianba is the bodyguard in the Qing collection of detective
stories Cases of Magistrate Shi (Shi Gong An); Song Jiang is the popular leader in the Men of the Marshes (Shuihu Zhuan); and Bai
Yutang is a knight-errant in the Qing romance Seven Knights and Five Brothers (Qi Xia Wu Yi ).} There was also a fortune-teller at

the further end of the main hall. Guanyin is a popular buddha; thus, the temple was a hive of activity all year
round.
The rear compound of the temple was another hive of activity, although for a different reason. The compound
was full of elderly, well-educated loiterers who were no longer interested in visiting brothels or winehouses but
who came instead to drink the tea and to chat about current affairs. The director of the local charity organization
was always there discussing important business, while the District Board Bureau, an autonomous organization
with more authority than the municipal yamen, had similarly set up shop in the compound.\fn{ A note reads: Five
Wealthy Households of the Four City Gates was a civil organization providing social services and charity. The District Board Bureau,
consisting of wealthy merchants and the landed class, functioned to represent popular sentiment and to influence the local government .}

The most trivial of talk originating from the members of these organizations carried great weight where the
peasants were concerned; they even viewed it as the embodiment of correct moral standards.
Most of the members of these organizations were highly talented, although they were all paupers. They were
very different from the members of the gentry class, who, with their wives and concubines, had little need for
other types of diversion. As a result, the decisions of the organizations were free from domination by the wealthy
class. This fact is related to our story about Mr. Lin.
After Mr. Lin had quit his job with Zhi She, the landlord was plagued with troubles. His troubles were not
brought on by Lin’s departure, but they certainly had not existed before. The local population, for one, had
suddenly became less docile. In the past, the peasants had paid a fee prior to consulting a geomancer; now, they
buried their dead without bothering to make payment. The administrator of the cemetery had tried to enforce the
rules, but no one listened to him, and he was sometimes even assaulted. The town had a population of twenty to
thirty thousand people,\fn{I live in a self-stylized city of ten thousand people (Corning, New York) and I was born in Chicago,
Illinois (population 2,722,369); truly, presumptuousness is in the eye of the beholder:H } and there were many people who died on
any one day; all of them were buried in the cemetery on the hill. As Zhi She was the only landlord in the area, the
deaths engendered a large amount of revenue, which he was greatly alarmed at losing. Zhi She became so
concerned that after greasing a few palms he presented himself before the local officials and demanded their
protection.
Mr. Lin had similarly approached the local officials, although his objective was to file a lawsuit accusing Zhi
She of appropriating the hillside as his private property. Lin had written a testimony that he distributed among the
townspeople outlining his argument. It read as follows:
No one can survive apart from the land. The land provides us with the resources necessary for survival. The land
belongs to the king, and as the people are also the king’s, the people have the right to land as their means of
subsistence. Nonetheless, Zhi She, the landlord in our county, has appropriated the tract of land on the hillside in our
district and has left it to lie fallow, depriving many peasants of their means of support. This act constitutes the first of
two violations. Zhi She’s second violation lies in the payment he demands for grave sites on the hill. The poor do not
have the means to pay for these sites and are obliged to forego proper burials. Zhi She’s actions are illegal; thus, the
authorities are obligated to strip the landlord of his unauthorized holdings and to return the rights of ownership to the
people. This action and the protection of the interests of the people are in keeping with the way of the sovereign.\fn{ A
note reads: The land tenure system in Taiwan during the Qing period\fn{1644-1911} was based on a principle first enunciated in the
Book of Odes. According to this principle, all land is crown land and there is “no person who is not the king’s servant” (Ski Ling Mao
, No. 205, “Bei shan,” verse 2). In theory, private title to land was conditional only. The way of the sovereign (wang dao) is a
Confucian term for the rule of justice and benevolence.}

Mr. Lin’s testimony circulated far and wide. Everyone, with the exception of Zhi She, waited excitedly for the
outcome. Overnight, Mr. Lin had become a hero.
In China, however, the official class seldom pays any attention to the wishes of the people for the simple
reason that what is advantageous to the people is usually not so to the officials. Mr. Lin’s lawsuit did not directly
clash with their interests, but there was nothing to be gained from it. The officials were not in the position of
having to pay half an ounce of silver to buy a grave plot, so they couldn’t understand the difficulty this
represented for the peasants, and as a result, the lawsuit was rejected.
Finally, thanks to the many bribes the landlord had distributed among the officials the authorities concluded
that the culprit was actually Mr. Lin because Lin had incited the peasants to ignore the established precedent. Lin
was sentenced with a charge of disturbing peace and social order—a charge that was as serious as sedition—and
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he was thrown into prison.
When the peasants heard of Lin’s arrest, they were incensed.
“Mr. Lin’s been thrown into jail for a concern that is ours! What the hell is going on?”
“They live off our taxes, but prefer to give special protection to Zhi She. They’re nothing but shysters!”
“Let’s demonstrate in front of Zhi She’s house!”
“We’ll break into the yamen!”
“Demonstrate!”
The shouts had erupted at the entrance to the temple. By the time the small group of indignant citizens had
arrived at the yamen, it had grown to an angry mob of a few hundred people. Several peasants stormed into the
yamen where they beat wildly at the drum inside. The magistrate was fairly experienced when it came to dealing
with the public and inquired calmly about the reason for the disturbance. He then ascended the court.
“We demand that you release Mr. Lin!” the peasants shouted as the magistrate took his seat. The atmosphere
was tense.
“This is a court of law. Shouting is forbidden!”
The magistrate’s subordinate translated the call for silence into the local dialect. “If you have something to say,
a few representatives can come forward. There is no need to shout.”
The court became quiet, and several peasants stepped forward.
“The representatives can stay. The rest of you can leave and wait outside for our decision. If you stay here,
you’ll only obstruct official proceeding.”
The assistant came forward to bid the crowd to leave. Faced with the yamen guards, the peasants reluctantly
dispersed and regrouped at the entrance to the temple. After a long time in which those inside did not reappear,
some decided to investigate. On their return, they reported that the door of the yamen was locked and that it was
very quiet inside. Apparently, the leaders had been detained. When the others heard this, they became enraged,
and some of them entered the temple to discuss how they should negotiate with the magistrate.
The next day, both townspeople and peasants crowded into Guanyin Pavilion. The road outside the temple led
to the gateway of the county yamen, and the crowd on the street becarne increasingly agitated. Just then, someone
yelled,
“Close the shops! Loot those who refuse to cooperate!”
The sound of slamming doors echoed from one end of the street to the other. In the twinkling of an eye, the
merchants along the entire length had locked up their doors.
“Let’s storm the yamen!”
With this yell, the heavy front door of the yamen was battered down.
In imperial times, the common people were easily provoked, but because most officials were anxious not to
lose their posts, they often yielded to the demands of the people. Traditionally, it was the practice in the official
class to make as much money as possible from one’s position in order to provide for one’s descendants. As a
result, the office-holder did what he could to keep his insignia of office.\fn{ A note reads: Literally, the “crown [of the
hat]” (ding dai), the precious stone worn on the peak of the ceremonial headgear of an imperial official. The type and quality of this stone
indicated the wearer’s rank in the official hierarchy .} Popular unrest, such as on the present occasion, could not be put

down by two or three yamens, and it was considered a serious problem if one had to resort to the military. Because
local disorder was a hindrance to one’s career, the official often gave in.
Mr. Lin and the peasant leaders were released, but Mr. Lin’s petition still did not have the desired effect.
Furthermore, Lin had discovered that Zhi She had hired on a number of thugs to patrol the hill. If the thugs didn’t
get the peasants’ money, they stopped any burial from taking place.
“Zhi She seems willing enough to give his money away to hoods, so why doesn’t he think of those who really
need it?” Lin seethed with indignation. Deeply moved by the peasants’ support, he resolved to persist and, if need
be, to sacrifice his life.
Lin then took his case to the provincial capital in Tainan. But after submitting his petition to the intendant, he
discovered that the landlord had distributed his bribes in the south as well, so nothing could be accomplished
there. He had no other choice but to go to China.
In his farewell speech, he said to the crowd assembled before him,
“I am indebted to you all for your support. We don’t know if my journey will be successful, but I’m convinced
that justice can be found. Heaven will be compassionate, although it sometimes seems that we can’t put our faith
in it. When tyrants aren’t dealt with by the law, we really know what things have come to! We have to try our best,
and although we may not succeed, we can’t blame ourselves. My journey is very long, and I don’t know whether
we’ll ever see each again, but you’ll undoubtedly hear of what happens. Thank you again for your support!”
“Take care, Mr. Lin. Everything will turn out fine!”
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“You’ve really gone out of your way for us, Mr. Lin. Take care on your trip, especially since Zhi She’s hired on
a gang of thugs.”
“That doesn’t mean anything! Sometimes scoundrels have a conscience, too, you know!”
“Take care!”
The ship's gong sounded, and the boatmen burned paper money.\fn{ A note reads: A traditional way of bribing malevolent spirits before undertaking a dangerous activity, such as embarking on a trip .} The sails were pulled taut by the wind, the
anchor was weighed and the boat was pulled out of the harbour by the outgoing tide. It took the boat a few days to
get from Lukang to Mawei, and from there, Mr. Lin travelled to Fuzhou, the end of his journey.
*
Fuzhou was completely unknown to Mr. Lin, so he sought accommodation in an inn. There he inquired about
the location of the governor’s yamen and, on his way back from the yamen, passed by a teahouse. He had often
heard that teahouses were a good place to bide one’s time and went inside. Besides drinking tea, he hoped to cull
some local gossip.
He found his way over to an empty seat and, as he was sitting down, overheard some people discussing him.
He assumed that the speaker had traveled on the same boat as he and had brought news about him to Fuzhou. He
sat quietly and listened as they talked, embellishing the tale just as story-tellers do.
“I hear he’s entered the provincial capital. I wonder if it’s true.”
“It is. Someone came over on the same boat.”
“Where is he now?”
“He’s lodged at the Butou Inn.”
“I’d do anything to make his acquaintance.”
“I’ll go there with you, if you like.”
“It’d be really interesting to see what he’s like.”
The plaudit made Mr. Lin uncomfortable and, feeling bored in the teahouse, he decided to return to the inn.
“Allow me to join you for a cup of tea!”
Lin was about to get up when a man who looked like a begger came up to his table. He was stunned for a
moment and didn’t know what to say. The man was very friendly and sat down opposite him, saying
“You’re not from around here, are you?”
“No, this is my first time in the capital.”
“You’re from Amoy, aren’t you? I can tell from your accent.”
“No, I’m from ——.”
“What would you like?” The waiter saw that there was a second guest at the table and poured more water onto
the tea leaves. The newcomer ordered two servings of good pastry, then, turning back to Lin, continued to quiz
him,
“You’re from Taiwan, then? How long have you been here?”
“I just arrived.”
“Do you mind if I ask why you’ve come?”
“There’s no special reason.”
“Oh?” His tone was one of disbelief. “I ask you, your name Lin, isn’t it?”
“Yes.”
“Ha! I know you’ve come about a lawsuit.”
Lin was stunned again. For a moment, he couldn’t think of anything to say.
“You don’t need to be alarmed, but there’s also no point in hiding anything because I know exactly why you’re
here. Don’t worry, Mr. Lin, I support what you’re doing.”
“Huh? Hah!!” Mr. Lin guffawed; as before, he was completely tongue-tied.
“You can relax. No one’s watching us. People only come to the teahouse to drink tea and kill time, or else to
chat. There’s no way they’d harm us.”
“But …” Mr. Lin hesitated.
“Waiter! Bring some hot water!” As the man called out, he drew out a little earthen teapot from the front of his
shirt. He set the pot down before Mr. Lin and, smiling fondly at it, said,
“Please take a good look at this. My family’s entire inheritance has been swallowed up inside this pot. All the
property left by my ancestors is packed away inside.”
“In this? How’s that?” Mr. Lin asked a little unnaturally.
“That’s right! I’ve never had any other interest in life besides drinking good tea. I’ve drunk all the finest
varieties there are, steeping them all in this pot. Over the years, the pot’s inside has absorbed the essence of the
tea. Take the lid off and smell for yourself!”
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“Is that so?” Mr. Lin lowered his head and was just about to sniff the inside of the pot when the waiter returned
with a kettle of boiling water.
“Excuse me, sir, allow me to pour the water.”
“Please bring a little sugar,” Mr. Lin quickly raised his head and spoke to the waiter.
“Yes.” The waiter put down the kettle and turned to leave.
“No, that’s not necessary. There’s enough flavor with just the hot water.” With a solemn air, Lin’s companion
took up the kettle and poured the water himself. After a while, a thin vapor with the scent of tea wafted upward
from the little pot.
“What do you think of this fragrance!” The man sniffed the aroma with an air of satisfaction.
“It’s very nice!” Lin also smelled the air before him.
“I hope you don’t mind my asking you, but have you sent in the petition yet? Believe me, you can trust me.
Besides, if I were out to cheat you, it would only be at the cost of a cup of tea and a snack or two.” The more tea
the strange man drank, the more lively he became. The subject then turned back to serious matters.
“Not yet.” Lin decided that it was safe to talk to this beggar-like fellow and he confided, “I’ve really been
sweating over it. I simply cannot come up with any good ideas.”
“Well, you can start by telling me what you want to say!”
“I want to begin by talking about the common people and their difficulties, then turn to that crook, Zhi She,
and his appropriation of the hillside. He’s made life unbearable for the local population.”
“That’s not bad, but may I sugest sixteen words which you could add to your petition? I think they could make
the impact a bit stronger.” The stranger dipped his forefinger into the tea bowl and wrote the following words on
the surface of the table:
Peasants have no livelihood
And, when dead, no graves;
Oxen have no grass,
Sheep no meadows.

Lin read the sixteen characters in amazement. This was exactly what he had wanted to say but had been unable
to find the words to say it with. He shook the stranger’s hand delightedly.
“That’ll help a lot! What’s your name, please?”
“We still don’t know if it’ll work! What do you want to know my name for?”
“Your advice is invaluable and it’s given me confidence.”
“It’s not as though you’ve been bribed to come here. Let’s just say that as long as the tea and pastries haven’t
been wasted, nothing’s been lost.”
“Please tell me your name!”
“Ha ha!” The stranger said nothing. He rose from his chair and, laughing, walked out of the teahouse. Lin
asked the waiter about the man, but the latter knew nothing and only said that he didn’t come to the teahouse
often. Mr. Lin puzzled over the strange encounter for a long time afterward.
*
After a time, our district finally heard about Mr. Lin, including the fact that he had won his lawsuit in the
provincial capital. The hill was restored to its rightful place as a public cemetery, and it was no longer necessary
for the peasants to pasture their goats and oxen by Dadu Stream. The peasants also regained their right to gather
firewood and grass.
What had happened to Lin, however, remained a mystery. Everyone was convinced of the worst and concluded
that he had probably been killed by Zhi She’s thugs, but no one knew for sure. In the end, the peasants’ difficulties
were alleviated, the dead obtained a final resting place, and, with time, Mr. Lin and his lawsuit gradually faded
from memory.
*
A version of the saga about Mr. Lin was inscribed on a stone tablet at the city’s east gate. The city wall has
long since been torn down, and the tablet was removed. A portion of the hillside that was the source of the local
dispute has been retained as a public cemetery.
2
The boundless clear blue sky, as if wiped clean, was daubed with puffs of white cloud, giving it an
exceptionally wide, open feeling. A silvery bright moon quietly rolled from the light blue mountaintop to the
middle of the sky, enveloping the human world with its cool, clear beams. A gauzy cold smoke wafted over the
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streets, while the light emitted from the lamp under the eaves and the streetlights merged with the moonlight,
flickering like starry sparkles. From the quiet end of the street, the melodious sounds of a Chinese flute spread
with the billowing evening wind into the vast space, as if to inform people that this was a beautiful moonlit
night.
At this moment, all the men in the neighborhood seemed to have left, leaving women sitting in groups in a
doorway here and by an underpass there, chatting and gesturing away in high spirits about something.
A group of happy children playing with a dragon-like coil of incense, came laughing out of a narrow alley and
circled round the pillars supporting the overpass.
“What pests,” a woman said. “Go play on the main street; it’s more fun over there.” That command sent the
children scampering merrily away.
“Wait a second,” an older kid said, “Let me go get a gong.”
“Great! Wonderful! Hurry!” the other kids urged him gleefully.
Kan! Kan! Kan! The brass gong sounded loud and clear.
“Let’s go into town,” some kids yelled.
“Right, let’s go. Follow us,” shouted those leading the way. The ruckus swept the kids and the dragon-shaped
incense along to the middle of the street.
*
Some time later, they returned with their heads hanging down, looking dejected. The hempen rope had lost quite a few
of its coils of incense, and no longer looked like a dragon. The gong was also silent, while some of the kids were
cursing indignantly.
“What happened?” some curious people asked.
“They bullied us. Damn them,” the kids answered. “And they cut off our dragon’s head.”
“You must have caused quite a commotion over there, right?”
“No, we didn’t,” the kids retorted in their defense. “We were playing in a vacant lot and, for no reason, they bawled
us out.”
“Some of the people over there are like that, rude and unreasonable,” said one of the adults.
“Bullies,” another one said unhappily. “We can’t let them take advantage of us.”
“Those are kids’ matters. Why get involved?” one of them said, unconcerned.
The discussion was getting heated, adding a liveliness to the street. One of the adults said,
“I’m afraid no one remembers the ruckus from fifteen years ago. It might not be bad to have another one.”
Another said,
“That’s a terrible idea. Once it starts, it may not be easy to quell.”
The bright moon was by now slowly slanting westward, while the smoke looming over the street was thickening
and sparse lamplight was flickering in the cold wind. Fatigued and sleepy faces filled the street; streaks of frost bore
through their clothes and chilled their skin. Many in the crowd were warming their hands in their sleeves, tucking
their heads down and scrunching their shoulders, stretching lazily or yawning. The discussion had lost its intensity;
driven away by the cold and sleepiness, the crowd dispersed before reaching a conclusion.
*
The following night, a group of kids formed ranks on the other side and declared war. The fight continued for
two or three nights, escalating a youths’ argument into an adults’ battle.
In the evening, lines on one side were blocked by the other side; since one side was all kids, who were no
match for big fists, they were forced to swallow their anger. It would not have taken much for the situation to
worsen, so someone came forward to mediate, thus bringing an end to the standoff.
One side thus felt they’d won and were granted the power to willfully humiliate and oppress the losers. So, un willing to give up this unearned domination, they steadfastly carried out their authority. But they were unaware
that their actions provided a wellspring to incite rebellion, a lightning rod for revolt.
Those on the other side could no longer contain their anger. They rallied support from others who felt the same
indignation, and so again began the battle to avenge the humiliation. One side came filled with anger, while the
other side, descendants of the poor, who had inherited the temperament of determination to win at all costs, were
scrimping to show up the four wealthy districts of Fuhu—as the proverb says:
“Save on food and endure hunger.”
So this time all hell would break loose, like unleashing mad dogs. However, nothing could be done without
funding, so someone came forward to collect money. Some were against it, but the blood boiling hot in the
crowd’s heart could not easily be doused by a ladleful of cold water. All anyone cared about now was to save face,
and no one had the time to worry about meaningless losses.
Nearly a thousand yuan would be squandered in one night. Moreover, the busiest market day was just around
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the corner, so gawkers gathered from all over, making the street scene livelier by the day.
*
In one living room, a few who were waiting to see the action were chatting away.
“Ai! It seems like it was only yesterday,” A sighed. “How could it already be fifteen years?”
“Time flies,” B exclaimed. “The local leader back then, Drunken Master, lost everything and died. Now we
can’t find anyone like that who could spend a few hundred yuan each day without batting an eye.”
“This is a totally meaningless competition—utter nonsense.” C took a sip of his tea and set down his cup before slowly saying,
“At a time like this, when we don’t have time to help with emergency situations, where do we get the time to
waste money that otherwise could be put to good use? This is really sad and despicable. What kind of face are we
fighting to save anyway?”
“A tree needs its bark to survive, and a man his dignity,” A said excitedly. “Who wants to be humiliated with out fighting back? If we don’t have our revenge, we’ll lose face.”
“What face?” C said, in disagreement. “Some who have been severely abused still willingly endure ill-treat ment, not even daring to make a sound. What’s this talk about fighting back? With such a naïve view, they don’t
deserve to talk about face.”
“It’s actually better now,” an older man stopped the argument by adding gravely, as if from experience, “Like
way back before the Japanese came, the competition was much worse within the four city gates.”
“What did it look like, back then?” a curious young man asked.
“Ai!” the old man said emotionally. “Back then there was much greater local autonomy, since it hadn’t been stripped
completely, like now. So those who lived inside the Fuhu district, no matter who they were, were required to share responsibilities. No one could say ‘no’ to things such as money collection or volunteer work. If you dared to, then you’d soon be
expelled from Fuhu. So the poor also had to do their best to strive for such a pointless matter as face saving, even if it
meant pawning their clothes and blankets.”
“I heard a pitiable but laughable story,” B continued. “The old man who sells snacks by West Gate spent fifty
yuan of his savings for his final days, lost a styful of piglets, plus the money for his business. On top of that, he
was mocked by everyone in the neighborhood.”
“That was hard to blame.” A blew out the cigarette smoke he had just inhaled and opened his smug, big mouth
amid the wafting smoke. “The other side started to prosper and develop, owing, in his judgement, to the previous
victory. Didn’t so-and-so, and so-and-so, both rake in a few hundred thousands? That’s truly what they meant by
dog-shit fields turning into auspicious land that produced zhuang-yuan scholars.”
“If it didn’t do anything else,” said someone who looked knowledgeable, “it was at least a diversion of daily life.
Anyone who vehemently raises objections deserves to be criticized. He didn’t know this was a great opportunity to
develop a sense of competition and cultivate the spirit of unity and cooperation.”
“Those who are doing the planning this time,” B said, “include scholars, some committee members, some who
have a high school education, and community leaders, right? Don’t they all have knowledge and social status? But
he has to say that they are ignorant people and their behavior is savage, so he can show how clever he is.”
“He said people are crazy and he himself is insane,” A said, laughing.
“I heard that the mayor and the county head both gave their approval and support,” B said. “They came to visit
last night, and quite a few rounds of firecrackers were set off outside the city hail and county hall, as a sign of
welcome.”
“So that makes you think it was the utmost honor then?” C said, as if feeling pity for others.
“Being able to comply with the government, then …” A said, “Damn! Let’s see how much power he has to raise an
objection.”
“I heard that some people are trying to make peace. Will it work?” the old man asked, unconvinced.
“Damn,” A said excitedly. “We all spent our own money, but he didn’t want to shoulder his share. So he should
consider himself lucky that he isn’t being chased out. Now he even tries to stop people from having fun. Damn
him.”
“No more to see tomorrow night,” said someone who just entered the room.
“I couldn’t believe it,” surprised and suspicious, C said. “I heard that because so-and-so was running back and
forth, it’s not going to succeed. How could they suddenly make peace?”
“People in general aren’t aware of their limitations,” said the newcomer. “He kowtowed to quite a few people and
said many pleasing things, but all that was no comparison to a word from the mayor. He did his best, but failed. But
just now the mayor came forward with a few words, and both sides agreed to stop.”
“How could it be done so easily?” C asked. “That’s incredible.”
“Because they’re unhappy,” the newcomer said. “Those leaders, when they’re happy, they urge people on, and
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now that they’re unhappy, they have made peace.”
“Weren’t both sides unrelenting during the negotiations in the afternoon?” asked C.
“Unrelenting, like the stiff beak of a dead duck,” the man said. “Those humble families could no longer af ford it and it’s time for them to use the leaders’ money. So why wouldn’t they make peace?”
“If they had settled the matter a few hours earlier, one side could have saved a few hundred yuan,”added B. “I
heard they’ve already gotten a roadblock, bells, and drums ready, so they’ve spent the money for nothing.”
“In my view,” C said, “it means nothing for the rich families to spend a few thousand yuan. Normally it’s difficult to extract a cent from them, so if this thing continues, it wouldn’t be bad, for the laborers would get more of a
chance to work.”
“There are other things you haven’t thought of,” said the old man. “For a poor family, even the expense of ac commodating guests is hard to come by. Isn’t it true that now one yuan can’t buy you half a peck of rice?”
“Damn! What an annoying old jerk!” cursed A, who was still upset.
*
The festival had started, shouted the children on the street. The people who were engaged in the discussion
went out one after another, leaving the dispute to the teacups, teapot, tobacco, and matches in the room. The festi val-goers gathered in groups, like raging waves.
The streets were still alive the next day, for the festive time for the neighborhood fell on the following two
days. The people’s beliefs and Mazu’s spiritual efficacy were the indispensable items in strategic planning; the
town visit of the celestial sedan and the procession of pennants and drums were the most important representtations of prosperity.
Indeed, the streets came alive with activity on those two days. On the third day, the streets were still full of
people, since those from afar could not immediately depart for home. When night fell, the streets were bathed in a
soft light from a new moon; the newly trimmed trees cast their sparse shadows on the road; one could hear the in termittent coughing of passersby and the menacing dog barks, provoking a longing for the festive air of the previous days.
280.158 Return In Glory\fn{by Ch’en Hsü-ku aka Chen Man-ying (1896-1965)} Changhua, Changhua County, Taiwan
(M) 4
“Telegram! Telegram!” called the delivery boy, startling Wang Xiucai (County Graduate Wang) out of his
dream. Rubbing his eyes, he hurried outside and took the telegram.
“Now let me ask your advice,” he said to the delivery boy with a laugh, tearing the envelope open awkwardly
with a long black fingernail and handing it to him with some ceremony. The delivery boy took it.
“Köbun kyudai,” he read out several times, as if he’d never seen the words before. He cocked his head,
thinking.
“Hmm. This is really odd. Köbun kyudai. It just doesn’t make sense. Hmm. This really is a case of the apprenice barber running into his first beard!”
“Where’s it from?” Xiucai looked at him expectantly.
“This? It’s from Tokyo,” he said, not looking up from the telegram.
“Ahh! Maybe it’s my son Zaifu?”
“Yes! That’s it! It’s Zaifu. Here it is, Saifuku,”\fn{In Japanese} the delivery boy read out suddenly in a loud
voice.
“The young puppy! He’s asking for money again. I wired him fifty yuan just a couple of weeks ago. Where’s
that gone? How much does he want now?”
“No! No! He’s not after money, as I read it, that’s pretty clear. This is about …” He fell silent, his lips moving
as he read, concentrating deeply. He tilted his head to one side and closed his eyes but the secret therein was not
about to reveal itself. Xiucai waited impatiently.
“Well, what is it? Can you understand it?”
“I can’t,” he blurted. “I can’t understand it!”
“And you studied Japanese, didn’t you?”
“I … I completed public school.”
A fleeting sneer appeared on Xiucai’s face. Embarrassed, the delivery boy scratched his ear, rubbed his jaw,
and walked off, repeating to himself
“Köbun kyudai.”
Xiucai heaved a long sigh and tossed the telegram on the table. He hated that he was incapable of resolving
urgent problems of this nature, learned as he was in the Confucian classics. He railed against the dynastic changes
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which had, of course, made the Confucian classics worthless.
And he despised the youth of today with their new education. He saw them as pretentious, only able to spout a
few fashionable phrases but actually knowing nothing about literature. He thought of his son, away studying in
Tokyo for a good seven or eight years at enormous expense and still without any proper technical qualifications. It
would be better to bring him back home and have him run a small business; that would be a relatively easy way of
setting him up.
In the material world the god-like wealthy can command the spirits but, apart from making a fortune by
securing an official position, the learned find that scholarship is ultimately just empty talk. He had great reserva tions about his son’s education.
He was feeling angry, sitting at the table letting his imagination run away with him, when his eldest son rushed
in quite out of breath.
“I just got a telegram from my brother,” he said, beaming. “He said he’s passed the Imperial Examination to
become a higher civil official.” Xiucai jumped up from the chair.
“He’s passed? Ahh, that’s excellent!” He fell almost heavily back into the chair.
“Then this telegram brings good news?” he said, grabbing it up off the table and handing it to him.
“Exactly!” his son exclaimed, taking it. “This is the same as the telegram I received.”
“Quickly. Go and get your mother. Hurry up!” In no time, the sound of shrill laughter was heard approach ing,
with an accompanying commentary:
“Thank heaven, thank heaven! Oh, the miraculous power of the deities! Last night I dreamt he came home and
I clearly saw him riding in a four-curtained sedan chair preceded by a large gong and a trumpet and followed by
lots of people, with a red sedan chair at the rear carried by four men. They said it was a young lady from a
prominent family of Atabu\fn{Now called Wufeng} and it looked like they had been married by imperial decree. I
was so delighted I wanted to stomp my feet.” There was general laughter.
“And what official title does a higher civil official have?” Xiucai’s wife asked excitedly.
“Well, a higher civil official can be a prefect or a governor,” the eldest son replied.
“Is it comparable to a Qing Dynasty county-level graduate?”
“Oh, much higher! It’s about the same as the provincial-level\fn{ Juren} or national-level graduate!”\fn{Jinshi}
“Really! It’s more impressive than you, even?” she asked incredulously.
“Goodness me! Are you still dreaming? Don’t you realize this is really something? This has to be the most
prestigious thing that’s happened here; there are very few in the whole of Taiwan.”
“So it’s as valuable as all that, is it?” Xiucai said haughtily. “Who else is one in our area?”
“Not a soul besides him. The brightest young county-level graduates from all over Japan compete for this,” the
eldest son replied even more arrogantly, “and only the extremely talented dare face not being up to it.” Xiucai:
“How much can he expect to make in a year?” The eldest son:
“Upon appointment to a position he’ll receive at least 2,000 and it shouldn’t be too difficult for him to soon get
that up to 3,000 or 5,000. With this grade of qualification, a native Taiwanese with dependable backing will make
18,000.”
“Oh, well, it’s not as good as it was in the Qing Dynasty, then,” Xiucai sighed with disappointment. “As soon
as you succeeded in gaining official rank you were appointed to a position and you made a fortune, with three
wives and four concubines.”
Xiucai’s wife just smiled, exuding benevolence. Xiucai:
“When that boy was born I sent someone to the Guanyin Pavilion to have his destiny foretold. His destiny was
simply to be an official and to be wealthy. And today that has indeed come true. It’s fashionable now to laugh at
us old fogies for being superstitious, but there is actually irrefutable evidence that everything is decreed by
Heaven, that a ton of effort is not worth four ounces of destiny. Yes, indeed!”
Xiucai’s wife testified that he spoke only the truth. She added a few words of her own.
“According to the fortune-teller, that boy was definitely born from a star in Heaven,” she said, lowering her
voice as if fearful of revealing one of Heaven’s secrets.
Xiucai was silent for a few moments. Then something important struck him. He waved a hand at his son as if
he had suddenly realized something:
“Write to him and urge him to come back home. For one who has won honors not to return to his native place
is like wearing brocade out in the dark of night. Say I send my very best to him. And let him know he must tell us
in advance when he’s arriving so that we can get everything ready.”
He stretched and gave a tired little yawn. His wife noticed the tears in his eyes and immediately realized he
had been hit by a craving for opium. She quickly urged him to go and have a smoke. Xiucai stretched his limbs
and raised his chin; he blew out a puff of air, saying that his hands and feet had gone weak. He started trembling
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all over and scurried into the room.
2
A small room, cold and dark, mostly taken up by an opium couch. On the couch was a rectangular wooden tray
with two square boxes and a pitcher of water at one end; at the other end was a small dish piled high with tobacco
ash and, beside the dish, a strip of black cloth. There was a lamp on the tray, its glass cover filthy with soot from
the smoke, and its dim glow reflecting the ghastly scene in the small room.
Xiucai’s wife was seated to the left of the bed and Wang Xiucai lay sprawled on the right. Xiucai’s wife was
speaking.
“The day before yesterday the matchmaker came with an offer of marriage. The father is headman of a ward
and the furniture\fn{Given as wedding gifts} would be worth 40,000 to 50,000 with a dowry of 4,000 to 5,000. The
daughter is very beautiful, too. The only trouble is she went to a public school. Zaifu is a grown man now;
wouldn’t it make his homecoming even more delightful if we took the opportunity to arrange this marriage for
him?”
Xiucai just shook his head in disagreement. He didn’t speak, because he was sucking in smoke for all he was
worth. With one hand he held a pipe; one end passed over the lamp flame and the other stuck into his mouth, his
cheeks working like bellows as he blew and sucked. Two steady streams of smoke poured from his nostrils. When
he had finished one smoke, he removed the bowl of the pipe and lifted the cover, revealing a heap of ash. With his
other hand he picked up a long, slender tobacco knife and poked it in a few times until all the ash had spilled out.
Then he closed the lid, making sure it was on tight.
As he did so, he took a blunt writing brush from the pitcher of water and moistened the pipe bowl with a wipe.
Then he took the tobacco knife and started poking it into a small box about four inches high by about an inch and
a half wide. He eased out a ball of creamy light-black opium, which he roasted over the lamp. Smoke from the
opium filled the room with an indescribably sweet aroma that dulled the senses. Xiucai lifted his head to breathe
in this aroma, from time to time bringing the lump of roasting opium to his nostrils the better to inhale it. The pain
in his muscles dissolved and his nausea left him. The fragrance seeped through to the very core of his being.
He went on nimbly with his preparations. When he had finished roasting the opium and it was heated through,
swollen and at the point of melting, he quickly set the tobacco knife to one side. He let it cool and solidify, then
rolled it around in the bowl of the pipe a few times before forming a sharp point on it and pushing it into the small
hole in the bowl, ramping it with his fingers. He extracted the tobacco knife and put the pipe to his mouth, drawing deeply on it.
After three or four deep draws, Xiucai seemed to be completely at ease. Casting a sidelong glance at his wife,
he started speaking.
“You need to be a little careful about arranging a marriage for Zaifu because he’s not the same person he used
to be. He alone in our area has gained the qualifications to become a prefect, and it goes without saying that our
family,” he indicated this with his thumb, “having produced such talent, will surely be seen as an asset in this
area. So I feel that talk of this marriage should not be entered into lightly.
“Headman of a ward? We don’t think much of him now, do we? Don’t you think that for a prefect a headman is
simply a flunky? And not just a headman; one look at a prefect and wouldn’t a village head fall on his knees?
Would that be a good match?
“A marriage has to be between families well matched in social status and I think we have to expand our
options to include the whole of Taiwan and prestigious families of wealth and influence. Previously, it was us
seeking others; now others must seek us out.”
He spoke vigorously and smoked some more of his opium. Xiucai’s wife smiled broadly, her tender cheeks a
mesh of fine wrinkles. The only sound in the cold, dark little room, completely enveloped in smoke, was Xiucai’s
breathing as he smoked steadily on.
3
A young man of twenty-five or twenty-six, dressed in very stylish Western clothes, sat in the second-class
carriage. He kept fingering his brightly colored tie, looking at his highly polished leather shoes, putting his hand
in his trouser pocket and taking out a white kerchief to brush off the cinders that fell on his trousers. Many a time
he went to the washroom to stand at the mirror and comb his sleek hair, thick with oil, and to straighten his tie.
Then he would carefully look himself up and down, checking that he was all neat and tidy, dignified.
All this activity made him very interesting to the other passengers, who seemed to realize he was a newly
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qualified higher civil official. From time to time he would lean forward and gaze down at the scenery from the
train window. He saw how green and delightful the mountains were and how entrancing were the gurgling
streams, as if the very rivers, and mountains knew he was returning to his old home in brocade and they were
putting on a special welcome in his honor.
“Ahh! The landscape and the people in it go hand in hand. Like me, for instance, whose talent does justice to
the magnificent natural beauty of my native place.”
He was in turn delighted and lost in admiration, and every now and then he would steal a glance at the
Japanese in the carriage, their eyes all on him. He felt so pleased with himself he wanted to say to them,
“I am qualified as a higher civil official, I am the embodiment of the Taiwanese people, and I am a countylevel graduate of Japan; I have absolutely nothing to do with your image of ordinary native Taiwanese, that inferior race.”
He also fantasized about how excited his parents would be when he got home, how much his friends and
relatives would admire him, and how the beautiful young girls would look up to him. A satisfied smile crept over
his face when he imagined how obsequious the haughty die-hard elders of the district would be.
The train had stopped and a cacophony of sound erupted. The train whistled, the conductor shouted announcements, and travelers cursed as they jostled one another out of the compartment and along the platform. Ahh!
Home! Home, sweet home, at last!
Outside the train window he saw the crowd shouting and jumping for joy in welcome. After a few courteous
words with them he was ushered forward through the ticket gate to the accompaniment of a great racket, with
firecrackers of all descriptions, the clamor of drums, and the shrill of pipes. The drummers and pipers also seemed
to understand that nothing as fine as this had happened in the area for decades and that if they played well nothing
could stand in the way of their receiving a bonus, so they put everything they had into it, piping and drumming for
all they were worth and startling everybody into noisily scrambling to welcome the return of the higher civil
official to his native place!
The new imperial national graduate was on parade! How handsome! How young! You didn’t need more than
one good son!
Zaifu, in his rickshaw, heard these acclamations very clearly from the spectators lining the road. He maintained
his awesome bearing even as he felt ill at ease and a little shy; yet ultimately, conceit and pride won out over his
sense of shame.
4
A big, canopied green entrance with lots of little red flags stuck into it had been erected outside the main
courtyard. A silk banner with the words, RETURN IN GLORY, written in big letters, was draped over the top and
pairs of crossed rising-sun pennants on either side fluttered in the light breeze. The tops of the red, white, and blue
tents encircling the courtyard screened a colorful backdrop, thick with flags of all nations. It really was a riot of
color.
Having negotiated the entrance, the first thing that struck you was the stage, upon which preparations for a
performance were under way. A podium had been set up some ten or eleven yards in front of the stage and on the
podium was a round table spread with a velvet cloth upon which had been placed a vase of fresh flowers.
Places had been set for a banquet in the open area across from the stage, the tables spread with white cloths. It
was all very clean and tidy.
Xiucai greeted the honored guests as they arrived one after another, smiling and nodding as he accepted their
praise on his good fortune and uttered polite platitudes. By the time all the guests had eventually arrived the hands
of the clock were pointing to 3:30, and they were already an hour behind schedule.
The guests sat wherever they wished, it was just that several local old scholars, members of the gentry,
modestly yielded to one another the seat right at the center, requiring the solicitous attention of the host to finally
decide on their seating arrangements.
The banquet began, toasts were proposed, the guests partook of food and drink, and melon seeds were eaten
amid talk and laughter. It truly was a very cheerful atmosphere.
Then everyone was clapping and Xiucai was at the podium unfolding a sheet of paper with trembling hands. In
a low voice and slightly out of breath he read:
This banquet is being held today in honor of my son having passed the imperial examination for higher civil
officials.
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Ladies and gentlemen, I am privileged to have your presence grace my humble abode, I express my highest
gratitude. It is over thirty years since Taiwan was made part of the empire. The emperor’s virtues have spread afar
and there have been considerable achievements; especially in the matter of education has the utmost in good faith
been displayed. This has all been administered with the interests of the ruler and the people always in mind.
This excellent embodiment of the imperial will arises from love of the people. That is why Taiwanese people
of talent are coming forward in large numbers, like bamboo shoots after a spring rain. This good fortune of my
son, Zaifu, who has been favored in being destined to pass the imperial examination for higher civil officials,
reflects not only on our Wang family; on a higher level it will also reflect on the three million loyal folk
throughout this island and, for this, we should weep in gratitude.
I trust my humble descendants will give their all as good and honest imperial citizens, in an attempt to repay
even the tiniest part of our deep debt of gratitude.
Xiucai’s voice trailed off until no one could hear what he was saying. They saw his mouth opening and closing
and soon he descended from the podium.
Then Zaifu stepped up onto it with a deep and respectful bow to enthusiastic applause from the seated guests,
who seemed to be letting it be known that they were warmly welcoming this higher civil official for whom they
were full of praise.
A radiant Zaifu smiled and bowed again and the courtyard fell silent once more. What a brilliant young man!
These words of praise suddenly broke the respectful silence and, in mellifluous and solemn tones, Zaifu spoke for
quite some time.
At first everybody pricked up their ears and listened quietly as Zaifu spoke, happily and warmly. As he went
on, however, some people began to show their disgust, whispering among themselves and talking and laughing
out loud, seeming bored. Old Person:
“His Japanese is very fluent, isn’t it? It’s a shame we can’t understand it. Really takes the pleasure out of it!”
Old Person Two:
“Japanese is definitely easier to speak than Taiwanese, but all the guests at the banquet today are Taiwanese.
Why is he going to the bother of speaking Japanese?” Ward Headman:
“He was in Japan for a very long time; perhaps he’s forgotten how to speak Taiwanese.” Old Person:
“You’re joking! That’s absurd. But I suppose an official has to speak the language of officials.” Young Person:
“It’s a Japanese world nowadays. Speaking Japanese is honoring that; it’s demonstrating that in a way.” Ward
Headman:
“You always have to be a bit slack in everything. It won’t work if an official is too conscientious. There’ll be
no money to be made and he won’t have the influence, isn’t that so?”
*
Everybody nodded and murmured agreement. The only one who remained unconvinced was the young person
with his cold smile. He was suspicious of what the headman had said and ap peared to want to ridicule him. He
seemed to want to mount a defense but just as he was about to say something there was a burst of fitful and not
very enthusiastic applause.
Zaifu had finished.
The guests ate and drank to the full, staying to the very end of the banquet. The performance played out on
stage was of a Number One Scholar parading through the streets.
The actor playing the Number One Scholar seemed to have ten times more power and prestige than the real
higher civil official, who was not up on the stage. The full-capacity audience laughed themselves sick.
The rosy clouds on the western horizon, set ablaze by the fiery red globe sinking in the west, seemed to be
wishing the Wang family all the best.
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355.121 Excerpt from Liu Shi Hui Yi: Han Shiquan Yi Shi Zi Zhuan (Recollections Of Sixty Years)\fn{by Han
Shiquan (1897-1963)} Taiwan (M) 23
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258.51 Excerpt from Orphan Of Asia\fn{by Wu Zhuoliu (1900-1976)} Hsinchu, Hsinchu County, Taiwan (M) 10
1
The spring sun was warm on Hu Taiming’s back as he kept count of the stepping-stones that studded the
backyard path to the little hill, up which his grandfather led him by the hand. The path ran through a small woods,
and nameless little birds chirped and flitted from branch to branch around them. Forever, it seemed: before he
knew it, Taiming was short of breath and had lost count of the stones, and his grandfather was nowhere to be seen.
Puffing, he caught up with the old man, who was waiting quietly for him at a level spot on the slope.
Grandfather had untied his long black bandanna to expose his head to the breeze. Taiming did the same and
took off his bowl cap and wiped the sweat off his forehead. Although his head at the base of his pigtail itched,
thanks to the breeze he soon stopped sweating.
The old man seemed ready for a smoke. He tied his bandanna back on, sat down on a rock, packed purple
tobacco into his beloved long bamboo pipe and, after having Taiming light it for him, began, with relish, to make
it hiss. The protracted hissing was familiar to Taiming. It carried him into a realm of curiously nostalgic feeling
like the enticing prelude to the unraveling of a long tale.
For a while the old man seemed far away in memories, but then he slapped the pipe bowl against the rock and
remarked:
“It’s changed. When Grandfather was young, this place used to be a deep forest of huge pine and camphor and
oak trees. What’s more, it was overgrown with wisteria and rauwolfias,\fn{ A type of tropical evergreen tree and shrub }
and badgers and squirrels came by in broad daylight. Even brave men hesitated to come this way alone. But listen
to this, Taiming, when your grandfather was around twenty, he used to come on this path alone.”
*
Back then, the slope was the secret passageway of bandits and thieves. If a cow was stolen here, you knew you
would never see it again. The scariest place of all was Dragon’s Neck, at the top of the hill, where even if a person
was killed by bandits, the authorities usually didn’t investigate: the crime was assumed to have been committed
by barbarians, whose lands were not far away.
But one day the old man, still young and reckless, walked up the hill alone. Halfway up, a big gust of wind—
unbelievably cold—hit him. He yelled and instinctively shielded himself, but something resembling a cloud of
dust covered his already partly obstructed vision. Cowering, he could not move. When he finally steadied himself
and looked at where he was standing, there a huge umbrella snake lay.
Horrified, he stepped back and picked up a stone to defend himself, but suddenly! the snake was nowhere to be
seen. He threw away the stone and stood for a while dumbfounded, so strange was what had taken place, which
had lasted no more than a few seconds. Nothing else happened.
A courageous young man, he continued on to his destination and did what he had to do there. On his way back,
though, when he reached the same spot, the stone, which he knew he had thrown into the undergrowth, was sitting
right in the middle of the path.
An unexplainable chill went up his spine, and he flew home, terrified and gripped with fever. His head was
spinning, and his waist hurt as if his legs had dropped out from under him.
He did not doubt that he had met a “demon,” but he purposely refrained from “exorcising” it. Day after day,
delirious with a high fever, he cursed,
“Demon! You decided that we would meet. Try another unlucky fellow if you want money, because I’m not
giving you any!”
Although he tried to fight, the demon persisted. Grandfather’s mother was worried and decided to ask a
fortune-teller to appease the demon who, they were told, was Barefoot Bighead. A thou sand sheets of gold paper,
three hundred of silver, five sticks of incense, a pair of large white tigers, a bowl of rice, one of soup, and an egg
were prepared and sent to a point exactly 120 paces from where Grandfather lay ill. The gold and silver sheets
were burned. His fever was gone the next day. By holding out for a week, he had exhausted the demon's patience
—so said the old man and laughed like a hero.
*
“Well, Taiming, shall we?” he said, finished with his reminiscences. He stood up with a yo-ho and started
leading the way again. When they went over the Dragon’s Neck, it was as though their field of vision had
suddenly been brightened: in front of them were endless, eye-opening, fresh green tea fields, at whose far end lay
the Central Mountains as clean as though they had been washed and completely erasing, as if it had been a
daydream, the eerie legend of Dragon’s Neck recounted just a moment ago.
From behind the trees came the songs of young women, the coarse mountain songs of tea pickers. They
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stopped singing when they heard footsteps; a certain expectation had made them keep still. When they found out
who was there, they did not hide their disappointment:
“Humph! An old man and a kid.” Laughing lewdly, they exchanged obscene remarks.
“What an awful place,” the old man muttered bitterly and hastened his steps, eager to get away as soon as
possible. It is not the practice of gentlemen and scholars, even the cruder ones, to sing mountain songs. The old
man, who loathed mountain songs as though they were reptiles, felt as though his ears had been polluted.
They walked down a broad incline covered with pine trees and eventually reached the Ladder to the Clouds, a
school that faced a courtyard containing a banyan tree. Across from the study, with the tree in between, was a
temple, one of whose wings served as a classroom. In the small room were as many as thirty or forty pupils. Their
reading voices and the whole disorderly atmosphere of the classroom spilled over into the courtyard.
With Taiming in tow, the old man went into the dark building. The abrupt transition from the bright outdoors
temporarily blinded them, but as their eyes got used to the dark, the details of the room gradually became visible.
In the corner was a bed and, above it, a square ashtray on which a shaded light, an alco hol lamp, flickered tiny,
pale flames. The same dim flames were reflected gloomily on leaves, a pipe, a tray, and other carelessly strewn
implements for smoking opium, as well as on a skinny old man who lay next to them. Books piled high on a desk
by the bed, a holder for a number of crimson brushes (although summer was still some time off, it also contained
a dirty bird-feather fan, which stood out), a picture of Confucius on the wall straight in front of it, incense smoke
that trailed like a piece of string—these thickened even more the room’s cloistered, swirling air. The old man
walked up to the bed and saluted reverently:
“Master Peng.”
The old man on the bed opened half an eye and seemed merely to stare at the other’s face, then suddenly sat up
and said, “Aha, Master Hu!” in an unexpectedly strong, beautiful voice. “It’s been a long time.”
Rising from the bed, Master Peng recovered his dignity, went to take a peek in the classroom next door, and
uttered a word of reprimand. At once the din of the boisterous students subsided and there was only a hushed
silence.
*
Licentiate Peng used to be Old Hu’s impoverished but brilliant classmate. Old Hu helped him in those days. If
your work bore fruit and you finished as a top student, it was customary to visit the houses of the rich to receive
congratulatory monetary rewards. Thus Licentiate Peng became rich, too, in a small way. But he quickly
squandered the money to become poor again, as though to say,
“This suits me better.”
The only occupations for literati in the countryside were surveying, medicine, fortune-telling, and pedagogy.
Like many others, Licentiate Peng chose to teach and became a master at the Ladder to the Clouds. He also
remained a scholar, hoping to win a recommendation to the interior.
But when Taiwan was placed under the administration of imperial Japan, the educational system changed, too.
The ancient gateway to success was shut and bolted. With his dream of three decades crushed, Licentiate Peng
devoted his life, without enthusiasm, to teaching at the local school at the Ladder to the Clouds. Rather than
grooming talent, he was simply eking out a living. But when he spoke to Old Hu, he lov ingly used literary words
to bemoan the decline in the study of Chinese classics (“The way of the lords is no more,” he asserted, “oh, my
way has grown thin”) and spoke formally even to Hu Taiming (“Thou art how old?”). When Taiming responded
as his grandfather had taught him to, the master was overjoyed. Such was their fondness, and pride, for what had
been lost.
Today the old man had brought along Taiming to entrust the boy’s education to the scholar. Citing the distance
the boy would have to commute, Licentiate Peng recommended waiting another year, but Old Hu wanted his
grandson to begin studying the Chinese classics right away. Now that the village bookstore had closed, there was
no place else except the Ladder to the Clouds. Moreover, the current state of affairs was such that the Ladder to
the Clouds itself could be forced to close any day, so one could not afford to wait until next year. Bowing to Old
Hu’s convictions, they decided that Taiming should enter school immediately as a boarding student, since
commuting was not a possibility. Although it was not easy for the old man to give up his cherished grandson,
sacrifices had to be made for the sake of scholarship.
Before they left that day, Licentiate Peng put 120 copper coins on a red string and placed the necklace around
Taiming’s neck. Thus it was that Taiming, in the cloth shoes his mother had made for him and with a brand-new
bowl cap on his pigtailed head, entered the Ladder to the Clouds in April when the flowers of labor still smelled
sweet.
2
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Hu Taiming’s education began with the three-character book: Repeat after the master. After a couple of times,
study on one’s own, and recite before the master three or four times a week.
The text, which proceeded in strings of three characters each and consisted of maxims regarding history, the
humanities, and complex moral philosophy, was too difficult for Taiming. Its main purpose, however, was to teach
characters, and because Taiming had learned some at home, he did not have much trouble with them.
Although the class went smoothly, the kids at the Ladder got into mischief in their spare moments. Chinese
chess and hide-and-seek, of course, but they also stole fruits and vegetables from the neighbors, mainly for the fun
of it. There was no lack of theft-worthy fruits, peaches and plums in spring and longans\fn{ The fruit of a tropical tree
native to southern Asia, belonging to the same family as the lychee } in the summer, but the most numerous were the fruits of
autumn: pomegranates, pomelos, and persimmons. Winter, too, offered tangerines. The kids’ usual strategy was
for their antics to coincide with Licentiate Peng’s daily nap, which he loved above all else and always began at
noon and lasted for two hours. The expeditions sometimes became a problem for the neighbors, but the kids,
whose mischief did obey rules of a sort, avoided the field right next to school. Although they could have stolen as
much as they wanted from the absentminded old man who owned it, they chose instead for their exploits the field
that belonged, say, to the old cat lady, a notorious miser. The more elaborate the measures taken to keep them out,
the greater their pleasure in circumventing them, for it was not the end but the means—the process by which their
cunning, carefully drafted plans bore fruit—that amused them.
Nonetheless, the kids were scared of Licentiate Peng, who used strict pedagogic methods, mercilessly
spanking those who did not do well. Moreover, unlike most opium addicts, Licentiate Peng woke up unusually
early. His water pipe, which filtered the smoke, began bubbling before sunrise, and the end of the bub bling meant
that the rear gate was about to open with a creak: this was a signal for the boarding students to rise quickly, shine,
and water the flowers. Lifting up, by flicking his waist, the hems of a robe that was as long as a mosquito net,
Licentiate Peng would soon be coming down the stairs.
Because he spent his life smoking opium in a dimly lighted room except when he was teaching, the master’s
almost fleshless face was a pale blue that betrayed no trace of blood even in the morning sunshine; his lips were
dark blue, and his teeth, black. The nails on his left hand, in which he held his water pipe, grew uncut to well over
an inch. Indifferent to all worldly matters except opium, mixing with no one, hardly ever exchanging any but
pedantic remarks with his students, he still looked every morning at the flowers in the garden, his favorites being
the orchids and the chrysanthemums.
It was part of his daily routine. He had lived in this way for almost thirty years.
*
One day, Taiming had an accident. He was playing with several classmates in a meadow close to the school
when a grass-eating water buffalo lazily accosted him. To Taiming, the buffalo was just another familiar detail of
his pastoral surroundings. Standing up, he reached for its horns with his hands in an innocent show of affection.
But the moment his two hands touched the horns, a blast of black wind whished before his eyes, and his offbalance body collided with the earth so hard that he lost consciousness.
The astonished buffalo had shaken its head and thrust its horn into Taiming’s side. Taiming vaguely felt
someone pick him up but then fell unconscious. When he came to, he was on a bed, and his parents were
anxiously looking into his face. There was a dull, numbing pain in his side.
Seeing his mother crying made Taiming remember the accident he had had. He relived the terrifying instant,
but only as a memory of a faint and receding past. His father, seeing that Taiming had revived, said,
“Everything is OK now. Don’t worry.” And looking over his shoulder, he added for the others to hear, too,
“We’ve rubbed bile of bear on your wound and made you drink carrot juice.”
He was a doctor of Chinese medicine. Licentiate Peng, who also was at Taiming’s bedside, uttered heartfelt
words of relief. When he saw Licentiate Peng, Taiming reflected dully,
“So I must be in the Ladder to the Clouds.” His father and mother had come rushing over the Dragon’s Neck.
The next day, Taiming was carried away from the Ladder in a palanquin to convalesce at home. Because there
were not many doctors of Western medicine, bluish green herbs were applied to his wound. Meanwhile, his
mother prayed for his recovery almost every day, making promises to various gods and grinding incense sticks for
him to swallow. Fortunately, the wound did not become infected, and Taiming recovered in due course, but the
year was nearly over by the time he was on his feet again.
*
As Taiming’s wound healed and the new year approached, everyone at home grew busier and busier. His
mother was preoccupied with making, under a feeble lantern light, shoes for Taiming and a hat for his sister. He
hardly ever saw his father, who left home early every day and didn’t seem to come back until late at night as far as
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Taiming could tell. His older brother was out until very late harvesting the sweet potatoes with the manservant;
then the brother’s wife processed the potatoes, steaming them and placing them in large barrels, hoping they
would ferment well.
Amid this bustle, only Old Hu had nothing to do. The children discussed sweet cakes, bragged about their new
shoes, and counted the days until their pig would be slaughtered.
The Ladder was closed until after New Year’s Day, and so Taiming, though fully recuperated, was still at
home. His job was to change the water in the old man’s pipe. Old Hu, who was happy to be talking to Taiming
after so long, repeated as often as before that “manifest virtue is the way of great learning” and told him about his
own experiences. Sometimes he also complained:
“Taiming, Japan’s time has come, and it’s not all bad. We have fewer thieves and robbers, and the roads are
wider. But your way to scholarship and government has been blocked. And how are we supposed to pay such high
taxes!”
The new year came at last. Speaking ill of others was prohibited during “New Year’s Greetings,” December 25
to January 5 on the old calendar. Misfortune lay in store (or so it was believed) for anyone who was criticized
during that period.
Every New Year’s Eve, Taiming’s family slaughtered a pig to make a votive offering to the Son of Heaven.
Around an altar set up in the middle of the yard, they placed candies, fruits, the five fragrances, alcohol, votive
coins, and gold and silver sheets at the head; chicken and meat at the lower seat; a sacrificed sheep on one flank;
and the pig on the other. Then, at around four in the morning, the whole family left the house to worship the Son
of Heaven.
Old Hu and his son, dressed in ritual robes for the Triple Address, prayed for the family’s prosperity, making
vows to the Son of Heaven and to gods ranging from the merciful Guan Yin to the warrior Guan Di, and
expressed gratitude for the past year’s peace. On New Year’s Day, starting in the early hours of the morning,
firecrackers were set off everywhere, honoring the ancestors and gods. People forgot their work and abandoned
themselves to the new spring until January 15 or so, with the men making their New Year’s rounds and gambling
and the women visiting their parents’ homes and burning incense. The red planks with verses and the lively bursts
of firecrackers, though nothing new, fanned their congratulatory spirit.
On the third day of the first month, Poverty Demon’s Day, people usually stayed home and burned coins at the
gate to drive away the demon of poverty. Shortly after noon, however, Licentiate Peng strolled in on a surprise
visit. He stood for a while in the courtyard, admiring the poem on the red plank. When he was invited into the
main building, he exchanged greetings with Old Hu, praised the tea cakes that were offered to him, and said,
“Excellent. ‘A yard of chicken and dogs? | Tour the enchanted garden. | The smoke that fills your path? | The
mist keeps out the worldly.’ Such ethereal lines come only to the most detached.” In response to the licentiate’s
praise, Old Hu requested meekly,
“And your own, how does it read this year?”
“Terribly,” the Licentiate warned: “Fresh dew does not blight the large tree, | But coats the ancient ladder to the
clouds.” He also wrote it down for the old man to see.
“Excellent. I am reminded of those brothers in ancient times who refused to be fed by a traitor who had turned
against their lord—I’m talking about the young princes Boyi and Shuqi, who preferred to eat their own sandals
and starve.” But in a voice suddenly clouded with gloom, he asked,
“Even so, will the Ladder to the Clouds truly guard its ways as the poem says?” Without really meaning to, he
revealed his most recent concern
“In that case—in the event that the Ladder to the Clouds is ordered to shut down,” Licentiate Peng replied
dolefully, “classical learning will perish.”
Right then, Taiming, his brother, and their father came out to exchange greetings, and from the gathering rose a
merry din befitting the new spring. After a while, Licentiate Peng started to yawn repeatedly: his last dose of
opium was wearing off. Old Hu, who was as considerate as he was shrewd, caught on immediately and invited
Licentiate Peng to come to the old man’s room and, there, gave him the needed fix.
At that moment, the yard suddenly grew animated. A new guest had arrived, Old Hu’s elder brother’s son, who
had not called on them for some time. A heavy smoker, Opium Tong had turned to ash every ounce of a holding
that was worth six thousand bushels of rice when his family had established itself as a separate branch—thus his
name, whose unmodified form was Hu Chuantong. Opium Tong was also a gifted conversationalist and instantly
livened up the atmosphere.
*
Taiming absentmindedly compared the two unexpected guests, Licentiate Peng and Opium Tong. As he could
deduce from the exceptional treatment shown to the first, Old Hu revered the scholar. But Taiming did not want
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scholarly or bureaucratic career, regardless of what his grandfather thought; rather, he sensed only hell in such a
life.
Conversely, he was fascinated by Opium Tong’s son Zhida, who spoke Japanese and was a police deputy.
People called Zhida “Sir,” and he certainly cut a fine figure, carrying expensive Japanese cigarettes, flashing a
brilliant white handkerchief, and leaving whiffs of perfume everywhere he went. To soak such a handkerchief
with one’s sweat seemed terribly wasteful to country folk. The refreshing, peculiarly cultural smell of soap that
Zhida left in his wake the villagers called the “scent of Japan.” At a time when clothes were washed with
soapberries\fn{Of which family longan and lychee are members } and faces with teaberries, the new soap smelled
expensive and special.
Taiming sensed in Zhida’s frivolous airs the harbinger of a new era.
But Zhida was not especially popular with the villagers. His own family treated him like a stranger, and the
rest of the village paid him only the falsest respect. They bowed incessantly to his face, but while the scent of
soap was still fresh—in fact, the moment he turned around—they denigrated him, and not just because he was
part of the establishment.
Meanwhile, Zhida found it easy to talk to Old Hu, who had been to Hong Kong and Canton as a young man
and knew something about Western culture. He called frequently on the old man. Soon, losing all sense of
restraint, he began to advise him,
“Sir, you ought to send Taiming to a real school. That’s how things stand today.” Old Hu’s reply was always
this:
“However they stand, you can’t study the classics there.”
Although Western culture impressed him in some ways, he did not have much use for it—and wasn’t Japanese
culture merely copying it? His mind was full of admiration for the Chronicles of Lu,\fn{ The Spring and Autumn
Annals, the official chronicle of the State of Lu, covering the period 722-481BC, claimed by Mencius to have been authored by Confucius }
the teachings of Confucius and Mencius, Han and Tang literature, Song and Ming science, and the magnificent
culture of ancient China, and he wanted this heritage transmitted to his descendants at all costs.
Not averse to his host’s insistent offer, Licentiate Peng, who had arrived on the third of the month, stayed on
for four days or so. He might have stayed longer if Opium Tong’s friends, who had gotten wind of the Hu family’s
largesse, had not begun to gather and horn in on the elders’ refined conversation. With the mood spoiled,
Licentiate Peng said he was going home.
Now, the villagers had nicknamed Opium Tong’s friends Tail Winders, for they were a bunch of sycophants.
Well aware how awkward their position would be if Licentiate Peng left, they tried their utmost to persuade him
to stay, but to no avail. Old Hu’s entreaties could not change the scholar’s mind either.
Although Meng Chang-jun of the Three Thousand Guests was the old man’s ideal, he had no desire to entertain
the likes of Ah-San and Ah-Si. Once his former classmate took off, Old Hu withdrew, leaving his son, Taiming’s
father, in charge. His son had a reputation for being tough-minded and practical, so the uninvited lodgers, ill at
ease, shuffled off on their own accord.
*
The lingering New Year came to an end. The moon had quietly been waxing, and it was now the fifteenth of
the month. Various attractions were being prepared in town for the night of the full moon, the Flower Welcoming.
The young girls, all dressed up, appeared, escorted by their parents, and there were plenty of young men. Besides
being a great time to choose a bride, it also was one of the girls’ rare opportunities to step out of the prover bial
“boxes” or homes in which they were guarded.
Taiming and his grandfather set out before sundown to attend the festivities. As they neared the town, the noise
of drums and gongs and pipes and flutes whetted their appetite for an evening under the full moon.
The promise of special attractions had drawn such a large crowd that it was almost impossible for them to
make their way through the streets, in which people from as far away as Taipei were packed. When the human
wave rolled, the child and his grandfather could hardly stay on their feet; Taiming and old Hu were carried to the
center of the festival when it was reaching high tide, with interminable lines of torches and floral lamps swirling
breathtakingly.
Trumpeters, choruses, masquerade parades of giants and dwarves, and wizards and fairies in their best clothes
were gently swaying on floats. It was theater adorned with flowers and antiques, and as the floats passed, old Hu
explained that the man who was murdering his wife had lived in Wu and that the barbarian’s lady bride, whose
willow was dying, was Zhaojun. Taiming stood on his tiptoes and gazed, captivated, as a spectacu lar Lord Guan
cut down six enemy generals.
Last in the procession was a high platform decked with real singing geishas. Hoisting white paper lanterns,
each with a large red dot—the Japanese flag—the policemen and young volunteers below were directing the
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traffic. It seemed as though the feverish crowd, pushing and shoving to get a better look at the geishas, was
gathering force like a tsunami, when suddenly more than a dozen bodies, squeezed out by the human wall,
stumbled toward the procession.
“You stupid chinks!” yelled the officers and swung their clubs to chase away the intruders.
Chaos ensued. Old Hu had been pushed out of the human wall—his legs had not been strong enough—and
found himself in the middle of the melee. He was hit hard and crumpled to the ground. Although he finally
managed to stand up and get to a safe spot, he was unable to calm down and kept moaning,
“What a disaster … what a disaster!” Clinging to the old man, Taiming begged, crying,
“Grandpa, let’s go home, let’s go home right now.”
The incident thoroughly damped their high spirits. Forgoing what should have been a pleasant celebration, they
left the town and trudged home in the moonlight, feeling as miserable as beaten dogs.
*
The incident had a tremendous impact on Taiming. The old man, too, looked downcast, his pride wounded. But
as the days sped past while they visited ancestors’ tombs and the like, their painful wounds healed. By the time the
bright white narcissus on Taiming’s desk was tinged with yellow and the once arresting red of the plank at the
gate had faded, Taiming’s long New Year vacation was over, and at long last, he returned to the Ladder to the
Clouds. The school, which had lost many students, seemed completely different, desolate.
The public school’s incessant recruiting had drawn away students who lived closer to town. Licentiate Peng
showed no signs of being upset, apparently having resigned himself to the way in which things were going, and
refused the public school’s invitation to teach Chinese literature there. Oblivious to his own fate, he recited Tao
Yuanming’s poem of leave-taking. His water pipe still bubbled in the morning, and he continued to tend his
flower garden.
It was not exactly clear why, but when the watermelons were beginning to ripen, Licentiate Peng accepted an
invitation from a private school close to the barbarian lands. He departed as if he had no attachments. Although
Old Hu was disappointed, he had no choice but to take Taiming back. The task of guiding him through the classics
now was up to the old man himself.
3
In the meantime, the tremors of the new civilization that was rocking their sluggish existence were beginning
to reach Taiming’s everyday life too. He realized this for the first time when his young cousins, who had come to
celebrate Taiming’s mother’s birthday, played and sang Japanese games and tunes in the “enchanted” yard.
Painfully aware that there was a world he did not know, he recalled Cousin Zhida’s words and felt left behind.
Taiming’s father, Hu Wenqing, was beginning to repeat, like a chant,
“Those who can’t speak Japanese are as good as fools in the civil service today.”
Times were changing, and the grandson could not understand why Old Hu was pushing him to study the
Chinese classics. Although Hu Wenqing had vague hopes for the new education, he let the matter slide because he
had other things to do.
These things—like buying back the land that Old Hu had lost—seemed worthwhile to the son, in his capacity
as a son, and did not hurt his own interests, either. He made mistakes, however, such as when he bought a plot
without asking about third-party obligations. He also found out that some mismeasured tracts actually belonged to
him but had been included in the adjacent property.
One day, because he was a doctor, he rushed to the site of an avalanche merely to sit and idly watch the
efficient government physicians handle the situation. In another case, a single injection saved a patient that he had
given up on; sexually transmitted diseases, in particular, were beyond the capability of a doctor of Chinese
medicine.
Hu Wenqing finally understood that real estate matters had to be settled according to a new, living, and
practical science and that the sick were saved by Western medicine more often than by Chinese medicine. To
begin with, doctors of Western medicine made so much more money! Thus, despite his interest in the new
disciplines, he continued to entrust Taiming’s education to Old Hu and those classics lessons; Hu Wenqing knew
only too well his father’s stubborn nature.
Taiming thus became a small, rudderless boat drifting between the currents of two epochs.
*
An unforeseen development set him on course. Not far from the Hu’s house was a lake; one day, the principal
of the public school, who was fishing there, dropped by the house on his way home. He was warmly invited to
tea, along with his interpreter Lin, who taught at the public school and whose conversation with Old Hu that day
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was only the first of many. Master Lin had a background in the Chinese classics as well as a knack for getting
along with older people, and he finally managed to convince Old Hu to surrender his grandson to public
education. Since it was common in those days to skip grades or to begin school without the proper qualifications
in the middle of the school year, Taiming started at the beginning of the second semester. His view of the world
abruptly widened, vast and vivid.
The school’s bustling atmosphere was nothing like the Ladder with its restrictive atmosphere. The playing field
and the classrooms were large and bright. Taiming lived in a commoners’ dormitory which housed, in addition to
Masters Lin and Horiuchi who occupied a corner of the building, five or six students, all of whom were about
twenty years old, some already married.
They all adored the quiet, sincere, and diligent Taiming. He advanced through school with flying colors.
Everything he saw and heard was new and wonderful. The place efficiently shattered the sorts of superstitions
that Taiming had been taught; for instance, a camera did not rob you of your soul. Everyone was photographed
without fear.
Taiming was not the only one who changed. When he returned home on vacation after a long absence, his
family’s pine woods had been reduced to a miserable state. Having heard the rumor that all forests were to
become state property, the Hus had cut down their carefully preserved pine trees, citing a family emergency—but
too hastily, it turned out, for the state had decided merely to monitor them, not to appropriate them.
Hu Wenqing was busy every day visiting the sick at their homes, and he gradually bought back the lands his
father had lost. Although at one point, the Hu family seemed to be in decline, it now was showing signs of
recovering its fortunes, its wealth and luck—or so said the villagers. As the Hu’s financial condition improved,
Taiming’s father’s short black tunics turned into flowing robes, at first made of cotton and, later, of the soft est
silk.
Hu Wenqing looked very proud in his flowing patterned silk robes. Under them, he nurtured hopes in his
bosom for a certain young woman whom he had first seen on his way home from work. Her name was Ah-Yu.
Having somehow detected Hu Wenqing’s secret, the parasite Au-San whispered sweet, seductive words in his
ears:
“Doctor Hu, I don’t blame the roosters for making so much noise. Ah-Yu has a pretty face, her skin’s second to
none, and what’s more, she’s obedient. She’s certainly good enough to be your mistress. Ah, and no entanglements
she’s got no family other than her mother. A man like you ought to have two extra beds—and you don’t even have
one! No sir, we won’t have that.”
“Really?” Hu Wenqing replied, grunting indifferently. But his heart was beating wildly with lust.
The palpitations of the doctor’s heart were no secret to Au-San, who gestured that he understood everything.
With a knowing smirk, he added,
“Don’t worry, doctor, it’ll turn out just fine. Just leave it to Ah-San …”
Everything turned out just fine for Ah-San, that is. The frugal Hu Wenqing began to support Ah-Yu, and brandnew furniture accumulated under her roof. Knowing, for the first time, the skin of a woman other than his wife’s,
Hu Wenqing was as happy as an idiot, oblivious to the fact that when he was not on the fancy bed he had bought
for Ah-Yu, Ah-San smoked opium on it.
A greedy man, Ah-San was not satisfied with his cut for having played the go-between. He whispered into AhYu’s ear,
“When it comes to money, you ought to get as much as you can, while you can. You think pigs know how to
love? I bet you don’t know how to squeeze so much money out of a pig that you won’t have to work for the rest
of your life.”
Ah-Yu, who was the daughter of one of his relatives, called Ah-San “uncle.” When she heard him say that, she
thought,
“Uncle has a point.” Uncle also convinced Ah-Yu’s mother that they should add another act to the unfolding
drama.
Having completed the day’s rounds, the unsuspecting Hu Wenqing visited his mistress’s house. Dinner was
served with chicken sake, which he loved, and Ah-Yu was more passionately deferential than ever. When he
finished his meal, Hu Wenqing lay his pleasantly inebriated body on the bed he had bought for her, ready to wade
into a bliss so wonderful that he could almost forget that it was, like the bed, expensive. Ah-Yu knew the routine
well and would slip like a soft wisp of air into the reach of his voluptuous tentacles.
Moments of languorous bliss, not unlike the opium smoker’s, flowed slowly. Then Hu Wenqing drifted into the
sleep that beckoned him.
It was midnight when a knocking so violent that it seemed about to tear down the door woke him up. In
between the thundering knocks, someone yelled,
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“You thief! Here’s the cuckold! You tomcat, open the door so I can beat you to death!”
Shocked out of his wits, Hu Wenqing jumped out of bed. Ah-Yu tidied her disheveled nightgown and screamed
in a voice pitched high with fear:
“Oh, it’s him!”
So completely unnerved was Hu Wenqing that his body shook like a dying man’s. Between the knocking and
bellowing at the door, he could also hear Ah-Yu’s mother’s pleading wails. For some reason, at this late hour, AhSan also was around.
“Wait, leave it to Ali-San! Let me handle it, I say!” he excitedly insisted.
Thanks to Ah-San’s opportune mediation, Hu Wenqing survived the perilous encounter. Before he scurried
home, he promised to pay five hundred yen as a settlement, wrote an IOU, and handed over as a guarantee his
gold watch, gold ring, gold chain, gold-rimmed glasses, and all the other valuables he had on him.
The next day, Ah-San brought Hu Wenqing the piece of paper, exchanged it for five hundred yen, and badgered
him for a hundred more, this for himself—the doctor owed the schemer that much for the rescue, did he not?
In just a couple of days, the whole village knew about it.
Having paid six hundred yen for a lesson he apparently took to heart, Hu Wenqing did not mention Ah-Yu’s
name for a while. But two months later, when Ah-San told him that Ah-Yu had been divorced by her husband, Hu
Wenqing’s desire revived. The lesson had been hammered in so deeply that he hadn’t been able to stop thinking
about her.
Through Ah-San, he asked Ah-Yu whether she would live with him as his concubine. She had no objections;
instead, the problem was how to convince his own wife, Ah-Cha, to accept such an arrangement. He consulted
Ah-San, who proved wise again. One day, escorted by Ah-San, a fortune-teller who seemed to think highly of
himself came to the Hu house.
“Geography is absolutely crucial,” he said, praising the house’s location, “for the auspicious fortune of a place
and its inhabitants.” Said to hail from China, he spoke the dialect of the continent’s southern marshlands, wore
heavy black-rimmed glasses, and held a large fan.
“And yet every person’s life has its own laws, rhythms, and duration—what people call ‘fate.’” Citing the story
of the wise Kongming, the brave Guan Yu and Zhang Fei, and their lord Liu Xuande, who did not, despite the
lord’s virtues, prevail in the War of the Three Kingdoms, the fortune-teller warned against the folly of resisting
fate. He added that death lurked on Master Hu’s countenance, that he had probably suffered a severe bout of ill
luck recently, and that he might have lost his life were it not for his ancestor’s virtues, not to mention Master Hu’s
own good deeds. But the bad luck was far from over, and the only way to escape it was—the fortune-teller paused
here and concluded in grave style—to have a concubine.
“I would like to examine madam’s physiognomy as well,” he went on. “It will round out our results.”
Elated, Hu Wenqing advised his wife to submit, which, obedient to her husband, she did.
“Madam has the look of a woman affluent in old age, but she should not monopolize her husband unless she
wants to jeopardize his well-being. His luck is expected to improve for just one year and flounder for five, during
which time he will be extremely vulnerable.” Finally, in a matter-of-fact tone, he declared,
“It’s fascinating how consistently Master Hu’s signs cry out for having two women in his life.”
If this was true, Ah-Cha had to consent. After all, it was not uncommon for a husband to keep a concubine, and
she should not take it personally. Although Old Hu had a pensive look, he did not seem to mind all that much. It
was Hu Wenqing’s elder son, Zhigang, who opposed the plan.
As usual, Ah-San knew how to cope with such annoyances. Hu Wenqing followed Ah-San’s advice and
promised to add to the land that Zhigang, as the elder son, would inherit when he moved out. The promise
immediately dispelled the son’s fastidious objections.
*
That was how Ah-Yu joined the Hu household. Sustained in the face of changing times, such practices—so
remote from the transformation that Taiming was undergoing.—puzzled and alienated him during his infrequent
homecomings. Sensitive to trends among the progressive elements of those times, Taiming had cut off his pigtail
and wore his hair cut short. There was a hollow ring where the pigtail used to be, and the village’s gossips
nicknamed it “the limestone.”
The village elders, who believed it was unethical to damage any part of one’s body, were scandalized, as
though he had lopped off his own head. In fact, a traditional, private means of bringing justice against adulterers
was to shave their heads.
Taiming, of course, had had his pigtail cut off voluntarily. The first time he went home with his new haircut,
his mother Ah-Cha told him in a trembling voice that she tried hard to control:
“Taiming, you won’t meet your ancestors when you die.” She wept. When Zhigang introduced him to others,
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he always snatched off his younger brother’s cap, more for the fun of it than for reasons of etiquette, and his
younger sister kept saying, “Gross!”
In the streets, comments like “Hey little monk!” were hurled in his direction.
Ah-Yu usually stayed in the innermost rooms of the house and never emerged except for meals, but when
Taiming came home, she offered to look after him as though she were his mother. On his part, Taiming resisted
the familiarity of the stranger who had become a family member without his knowledge. A kind of rift separated
him from the rest of the family. A vague uneasiness propelled him back to school as soon as he was through with
whatever he had come home for. This unfulfillment fueled his desire to study and to know more.
4
Because Taiming was exceptionally honest, all the teachers loved him. His Japanese improved quickly as he
helped Mr. Horiuchi (a bachelor) cook. When Taiming graduated, he sat for medical school exams, and when he
failed them, he entered the teachers’ program at the Department of Japanese. During his four profoundly
influential years there, he became a man of the new kind of culture, however shallow his actual learning may have
been.
Some of his classmates left for Japan with high hopes of pursuing their studies further, but like most of the
others, Taiming accepted his duties and was assigned to a school in the countryside. He dropped by his native
village for a brief visit with his family.
His cap and suit were edged with gold, and a short sword hung from his belt; the civil officer’s full uniform
was quite a sensation in the village. As the firecrackers were set off at the gate, more and more friends and
relatives gathered at his house for a welcoming celebration as elaborate as the feasts Taiming had known as a
child. Seventy or eighty people were chatting in the hall by the time the drinks were poured. Opium Tong stood up
to make a toast:
“Here is the first civil officer our village has produced. The learned men of old were not more honorable. To
the glory of our clan!”
Everyone heartily welcomed this excuse to drink and feast. Taiming, a product of the new education, felt not
only alienated but repulsed by the mindless spree. He cut short his stay and departed to fill his post.
From the desolate station where he got off the train, it was more than an hour’s ride on the local sugar
refinery’s flatcar to get to his first workplace, K Public School. The student body consisted mostly of children
from nearby farming villages, and the teaching staff numbered thirteen, including the principal. Two of the
instructors were new, Taiming and a Japanese woman named Naito Hisako who had just graduated from a
women’s college.
The two went to the principal’s office to introduce themselves. Even though his bald head made him look
much older, the principal, who was Japanese, was not many years past thirty. The Taiwanese headmaster who
stood obediently at his side was going on forty-five and looked as lackluster as his dirty uniform, whose gold lace
had lost its color. The principal offered formulaic instructions, and when he was finished, the students were
marshaled into the main hall to greet the new teachers. On the platform, Taiming was flustered by the innumerable
gazes fixed on him.
He did not remember a word he said. As he left the hall, the headmaster said to him,
“What energy, what eloquence!” Taiming sensed that he was being ironic and felt even more embarrassed.
It rained the next day. From the classroom quiet after dismissal, he gazed thoughtfully at the white petals,
fallen from the oil trees, that littered the muddy brown dirt from one end of the playground to the other. He heard
footsteps and turned around to find Headmaster Chen, Instructor Li, and Trainee Huang coming through the
doorway. Grinning, Headmaster Chen approached Taiming and said,
“Hu! So what do you think?”
“Well, I’m not used to it yet. I don’t know what I’m doing.”
“Ah yes, that’s how it was for all of us. You’ll get used to it soon enough. By the way,” he added, turning to
Instructor Li, “the Cat is getting pretty nasty: he hosted a Japanese-only welcoming party for Miss Naito Hisako
last evening. Did you know that?”
“He was calling for staff harmony just yesterday, after the entrance ceremony! ‘Japanese-Taiwanese unity!’ It’s
depressing.”
Their conversation seemed to be directed to Taiming. Apparently, “Cat” was the principal’s nickname, and the
trio continued their mean-spirited talk in a manner that did not become educators. Somewhat disgusted, Taiming
turned his face to the window and pretended not to hear.
“Hu, what do you think?” the headmaster asked.
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“Well, I’m pretty new here …”
Taiming did not have to clarify his position, for the trio immediately resumed enumerating their grievances
against the principal and the other Japanese members of the faculty. Finally they said, “We’re leaving, go home
and get some rest,” and filed out of the classroom.
This pungent whiff of the school’s smoldering racial tension gave Taiming a sinking feeling. His mood
darkened further upon reflection: he could not care less whether the principal had invited him, but it was his
having been snubbed that had prompted the headmaster and company to air their latest grievances in his presence.
Three days later, after Saturday classes, Headmaster Chen came to Taiming’s classroom to tell him,
“There’ll be a welcoming party for you this evening—just among us—so get ready.”
The headmaster seemed to think he was hatching some plot, and his clandestine, unabashedly retaliatory intent
annoyed Taiming. The insinuating “just among us” had the peculiar overtones of an ideological cadre, and
Taiming dreaded the prospect of clearer self-definition through successive meetings. Strife between the Japanese
and Taiwanese faculty was bound to cast a dark shadow on the children. Considering this, he replied that he had to
decline the honor, though he was grateful to the headmaster, who was being too kind. Headmaster Chen took this
as a sign of Taiming’s modesty and urged him to accept the invitation; preparations had already been made, and
the welcoming party was to be held in Taiming’s room.
The room had neither closets nor paper screens. The blanched surface of the six tatami spoke eloquently of his
dull living conditions. There was nothing on the dirt-floored patch adjacent to the room except a cooking stove
and a water jug. Before Taiming moved in, the room had belonged to Trainee Huang’s family of five.
At the designated time, Headmaster Chen and five or six instructors, one of them a woman, trooped into his
room. Taiming fretted, too late, that he had no cushions for his guests. And yet—wasn’t he supposed to be the
guest?
They brought their own drinks and told him they had ordered food from a restaurant in town. The drinking
commenced and continued with the help of the lady instructor, who poured. The alcohol had the effect of
centering their conversation on the principal’s antics.
The Cat used the school’s janitor as his personal servant, making him chop wood, prepare his bath, and run
errands. The Cat also monopolized the occasions for formal, funded trips and preferentially assigned the rare paid
leaves to his Japanese colleagues. The voluntary instigator of these verbal attacks was Instructor Li. The others
nodded and assented, but only halfheartedly, and they did not seem particularly interested. As a matter of fact, the
arrival of every new dish occupied their attention and repeatedly interrupted the attack.
Taiming grew sadder and sadder that evening. It was not a welcoming ceremony but an excuse for an uncouth
gathering for food and drink.
When all the dishes had been eaten and empty bottles littered the room, Headmaster Chen and the lady
instructor went home. The four or five who remained were not yet satisfied and took Taiming out on the town.
The night breeze felt good against his hot cheeks, which still glowed from all the drinking forced on him. His
inhibitions disappeared with the wind. He suddenly wanted to shove his thoughts, which had been gathering heat,
in his colleagues’ faces.
In the strongest words, they lived by the trifles that dangled before their eyes, and their way of thinking was
utterly petty. What came out from Taiming’s mouth, however, were fragmentary, unconvincing sentences that
failed to express even a hundredth of what he felt.
“You’re such a great citizen,” retorted Instructor Li. The expression, borrowed from an occupation-era song
that went “Be a great citizen,” meant that Taiming was a lackey of the Japanese. “I’m afraid you’re still too
green,” Instructor Li jeered some more. “The notes you took at school are useless in the real world. I wish it were
that simple!”
They suddenly found themselves in a weird place, although it was sudden only for Taiming; the others had
been steering him to this destination. With Trainee Huang at their head, the party went through a scarlet curtain
that swayed seductively across one of the doorways. In the middle of the tidy room was a bed and over it hung a
silk mosquito net, decorated at the top with what looked like a horizontal painting but was, in fact, Fuchou
embroidery of a beautiful phoenix that seemed to be dancing. Relaxed, playfully muffled, but provocative
laughter came from a lady in a high-collared dress who stood in front of the net. Taiming made out a couplet on
the hanging picture of a Xihu beauty that adorned one of the walls:
“A brave recalls his once sweet one, a ginger stamen in the sun.”
He grasped the couplet’s hidden message and felt rather satisfied with himself. When Trainee Huang, who
seemed to be well acquainted with the lady, tried to introduce Taiming to her, the new face Taiming surprised
everyone by preempting him:
“Nice to meet you, Miss Yingkui.”
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“Hu, how do you know her name? How?” Trainee Huang demanded, suspicious.
Taiming only laughed and answered that a good prime minister knows his people even if he never steps out of
his palace. The woman, too, looked more than a bit puzzled that Taiming had guessed her name, so he proceeded
to divulge his trick as well as his erudition: the first line of the couplet on the hanging scroll began with the
character “ying,” the second with “kui.” Later, Trainee Huang started singing a mountain song, and their
conversation gradually lost all vestiges of sophistication.
That night, in his dingy room, Taiming had trouble falling asleep for a long time after he went to bed. He
thought about the suffocating atmosphere that had surrounded him ever since he arrived, about the sense of injury
the Taiwanese faculty nursed against their Japanese counterparts, and about the sad melodies and lyrics that
Yingkui had sung from Lament of the Courtesan.
After a while, Yingkui’s face became Naito Hisako’s, and when he thought about Hisako, his youthful blood
coursed quickly through his veins.
5
The semesters that segmented teaching life came and went like whirlwinds, and the seasons hectically tumbled
past. The watermelons, which had lined the grocer’s storefront until just now, disappeared when you stole a
furtive glance back at the summer vacation; the quick-handed grocer had replaced them with rich vermilion
persimmons.
Meanwhile, local government was reformed in the direction of greater autonomy, and the gaudy gold laces of
the civil officer’s uniform gave way to black frills. The short sword was recalled, although some people had
grown attached to theirs.
Taiming found the sudden lightness of his belt to be physically and emotionally liberating.
Autumn failed to dissipate the heat, but at school, Sports Day was coming up. In the playground, from which
one could see the peak of Mount Cigao thrust into the azure sky, the students practiced their games and dances
after school. The teachers in charge of dancing were Ruie, the only woman at Taiming’s welcoming party, and
Naito Hisako. As the head of the music department, Taiming was busy every day, playing the organ
accompaniment for the dances. Sometimes his mind drifted off the keyboard into a dream, and the children
danced awkwardly to the slowly fraying rhythm until it became too difficult.
“Mister, you’re completely off!” said Ruie, wiping her sweat unceremoniously and coming over to Taiming’s
side. She scowled at him, but the look in her eyes was more flirting than scolding.
“Ah! I don’t know what’s wrong with me,” Taiming replied.
He put his elbow on the organ, rested his chin on his palm, and looked faraway. Ruie’s breasts, which rose and
fell with her heavy breathing, occupied a corner of his vision, so close he could have touched them. When Naito
Hisako saw that Taiming was not about to start up again very soon, she blew her whistle, called for a break, and
walked slowly toward her colleagues. Ruie said to her pointedly, seeking agreement,
“I say there’s something wrong with our Mr. Hu.”
But her chiding remark was imbued with a protectiveness rooted in their assumed kinship. It was not that
Taiming did not notice her persistent attempts, sometimes coquettish, to befriend him; rather, he was deliberately
avoiding them. He felt sorry not to respond to her advances, but he could not help it. His heart was filled so
completely by Naito Hisako that he could hardly think about anyone or anything else. Ruie’s kindness and
affection only annoyed Taiming.
Almost pushing him off, Ruie demanded to sit down at the organ. Taiming surrendered his seat grudgingly and
thought,
“If only that were Hisako just now.”
Naito Hisako began to dance to Ruie’s organ accompaniment. Whenever Hisako bent her body to the swaying
tunes of the The Celestial Nymph’s Gown, her gymnastically trained limbs flashed elegant arcs. It was incredible.
As she turned, the hem of her skirt spiraled upward, revealing a couple of pistils, the whitest of legs.
“Ah! Ah, those white legs!” Taiming observed to himself.
He felt dizzy and shut his eyes. The skirt did not spiral downward under his eyelids, where the white legs went
on voluptuously flexing more enchanting curves. The plump and fragrant legs of a Japanese woman—and how
like a butterfly, how charmingly her hands hopped from breeze to breeze! He recalled the talent show at which
Hisako had worn a white robe to dance the celestial nymph, when her glamorous limbs and their immaculate
movements overpowered the packed hall, which grew quiet with pleasure. And on those rare occasions when she
was walking around in her beautiful kimono, her obi puffing out at her back, Hisako’s inexpressible allure also
was not to be underestimated.
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He opened his eyes. Hisako was still dancing unawares, but Taiming could not watch anymore. For the more
she aroused him, the more depressed he felt and the deeper he slid down into the unbridgeable abyss that
separated them, he Taiwanese and she Japanese.
He actually was sick, and thus chance intervened to augment his longing. That day he excused himself on
account of a headache, and lying down on his back as soon as he tumbled into his room, he glared at the ceiling.
He couldn’t stop thinking about Hisako:
“That she is Japanese and I am Taiwanese is a fact. Can anyone change that? No one can change it!”
The fact tormented him. If, if they did manage to get married, then what? He would be virtually helpless when
it came to providing Hisako with the high standard of living that a Japanese woman naturally expected, and as a
public school teacher he had no chance of becoming rich. The best he could hope for was to become a principal
somewhere in the countryside, and that only after thirty years of hard work. A thorough examination of his
options drove him to despair.
Taiming washed Naito Hisako in his pool of ideals. She was the spotless gown of the celestial nymph, the
perfect woman, almost an idol. Curiously, the real Naito Hisako said things like, “I bet you’ve never taken a bath
in your whole life, Mr. Hu, people on this island just don’t,” and complained that he stank of garlic. But Taiming
never ate garlic. She never tired of saying, “What can you expect of these people?” though not maliciously; it
seemed more that she could not help but acknowledge her sense of superiority. Baozheng’s party, to which both of
them were invited for the old New Year, was the site of one of many telling scenes. When a whole roasted chicken
(which still was in its original form) appeared on the table, Hisako leaned toward Taiming and whispered,
“Are we barbarians or what?”
Once she had a bite, she declared it delicious and started chewing like a pig, succumbing to the exquisite,
artless taste born of that people’s wisdom that she had just now ridiculed as barbaric. She never noticed the
contradiction, namely, that her arrogance fed on ignorance. The heedless stupidity with which she gorged herself
showed that she was just another woman.
Taiming was not unaware of this. It was just that her faults tended to fuel his passion rather than dampen it.
“Then my blood is,” he thought, “polluted after all. It’s my karma I must overcome; the filthy blood of a man
who made a concubine of a loose ignoramus courses through my body …”
For a long time that night, his inner conflicts kept him awake. …
280.154 & 280.165 1. Uncle Headman 2. Elder Brother Xing\fn{by Ts’ai Ch’iu-t-ung, aka Ch’ou Tung, K’uang Jen’ye,
Ch’iu-tung (1900-1984)} Yunlin County, Taiwan (M) 8
1
Nicely and quietly, the horsetail trees lined the sides of the main streets. In the wintry night they swung back
and forth with sizzling and rustling sounds.
From the far edge of the trees, the shadow of a man slowly emerged. He was walking in the direction of the
police station, holding a bag in his hand. The moon shed its light on his bag, illuminating it only dimly; hard to
tell what it was. He came to the back door of the police officer’s residence, gently knocked, then called out softly
—the kind of softness that suggested respect, not secrecy:
“Madam. Madam.”
The door opened and the officer’s wife came out. She realized that Uncle Headman had brought a year-end
present for the officer. Uncle Headman said,
“Just a small trifling, nothing fancy. It represents only my humble sincerity and respect. Please accept it,
Madam.” The officer’s wife said,
“Oh, no! Thank you! It's so very kind of you. There is really no need for the present. But please come have a
drink with us on the New Year!” Uncle Headman said,
“Thank you very much. Good-bye, Madam.”
*
Although having gone to the officer’s house with a bag and leaving empty-handed, Uncle Headman was
actually quite cheerful; he had a rather satisfied look on his face. All this implied his special relationship with the
officer, which represented a great honor in its own right.
People called Uncle Headman Mr. Li. Before he became the district representative, however, he was a
hoodlum. He took an arcade as his lodge and the butcher’s chopping stand as his bed, gambling as his real job,
and fighting as his amusement—a true rascal of the village. If someone had to butcher a pig or a sheep, it would
be a great idea to keep it from him. If someone had the bad luck to let him become aware of it, he would make
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sure it was reported to the officer in no time, as if he were an appointed detective.
Uncle Headman had an auntie who lived in the neighboring village, who had once secretly butchered a dead
pig. It so happened that Mr. Li had stopped by her house. His auntie had vigilantly prepared a whole table of
fancy hot dishes to please him and purposely sent her son to buy on credit a bottle of White Deer sake, knowing
that Mr. Li had befriended the officer and had been under the officer’s official influence—especially in terms of
their special fondness for the White Deer brand of Japanese sake. When everything was ready and the sake was
heated, Mr. Li was invited to the table.
Uncle Headman grabbed his seat, sat down, and started shamelessly devouring the food. As this nephew was
her own brother’s son, Auntie didn’t treat him as a stranger; she waved her chopsticks and spoke to him, grinning:
“Auntie doesn’t often have this kind of opportunity to treat you, nor do I often have good food in the house. It
so happened that this hundred-pound pig died this morning, so I got some help in butchering it. One piece went to
this person, and one piece for you. This particular cut of spare-rib is really the best, and you get to eat it.”
Having said this, his auntie seemed to have recalled something all of a sudden. She looked frightened:
“Oh, my God! People say that you often report to the officer things like who is engaged in illegal butchering
and what not. This kind of thing is no good! You shouldn’t do that any more! The older you become, the more
understanding you should become. We didn’t do anything wrong. Even if we had seen thousands of dollars in the
middle of nowhere, it’s really none of our business. In this kind of thing, you really should listen to me.”
Auntie’s words did not sound too pleasant to Mr. Li. For a natural-born good-for-nothing like Uncle Headman,
would these kinds of words make any difference to him, or even make him repent?
After devouring one big bowl of spare-ribs and one whole bottle of Japanese sake, Uncle Headman began to
feel bored. All his gambling instincts began to tingle—he felt itchy all over and could no longer sit still. Bidding
farewell to his auntie, he dashed off to the gambling place by the screwpine bushes.
The penniless Mr. Li could do nothing more than be an “observer.” Watching one game after another, he felt
waves of heat and emotion filling his chest. Mr. Li said to himself:
“It’s a shame that there is no money! Just no money! This round of the game is indeed …”
The dice cup was lifted before Mr. Li finished his words. It was exactly what he had in mind. Alas! How
pathetic Mr. Li was! He was absolutely accurate every single time. It was truly a pity that he had no money to bet.
Otherwise, wouldn’t it only be natural that he would have won a great deal of money?
Somehow, the whole thing was unbearable for him this time—there was simply no way to even borrow any
money. Even if he kowtowed to others, they would not lend him anything, which made him absolutely resentful.
He thought about reporting the gambling to the officer. But what if these ferocious people discovered that it was
he? He was terrified by the thought of being beaten to death. He quickly let go of this pathetic line of thought.
It was growing dark and the second game was about to start. The cheerful winner of the first game was about
to go home. He threw some little coins on the ground for Mr. Li as some sort of tip or bribe to keep his mouth
shut. The loser, however, had no way to vent his anger. Seeing Uncle Headman picking up coins from the ground,
he gave him a casual kick,
“What hellish luck to bump into your evil spirit today. I wouldn’t have to deal with this kind of bad luck if not
for you!”
Mr. Li raised his head, casting the guy a look. He patted his rear end that had just received the kick, muttering,
“Fuck your mother!”
He knew it would do no good to try to fight with this guy, so he just picked up the coins. By then, most of the
people had moved off. He held the coins in his palms but that did not make him happy. He felt it was an ill-fated
day. A meal at his auntie’s house had only resulted in his having to endure her endless preaching, and at the
gambling place, he was further humiliated.
The more he thought about it, the more resentful he became and the desire for revenge finally overcame his
fear of being beaten up. Speeding up his pace, he rushed to the police station. He saw the policeman at his house
and reported everything to the officer, who was having his dinner.
A couple of days later, a court summons reached Auntie’s house. Auntie’s mouth hung wide open for quite
some time. But what use would it be to curse? Mr. Li’s auntie murmured,
“I got a summons! It was that bastard, that infernal kid! That's all right! He doesn’t have to imag ine ever
getting even a drop of piss to drink from my house in the future!”
*
By now, old or young villagers, relatives or friends, had all learned how unsuitable a friend Uncle Headman
could be. They would not share or reveal anything to him any more. Actually, everybody in the village hated him
and he also hated all the villagers. As far as Mr. Li was concerned, no matter whether it was rela tives or friends,
pigs or lambs, dogs or whatever, as long as the officer was willing to punish them, Uncle Headman certainly had
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no hesitation in making any sort of report. The entire village, including chickens and dogs, was turned upside
down by Mr. Li.
By now, almost every single household in the village had had the experience of being “blessed” by Mr. Li. That is
to say, that no household in this village could escape the officer’s punishment. One can easily imagine Mr. Li’s
power and influence now. Everybody had to “respect” him.
For this reason, Mr. Li got the unanimous vote of the villagers in the district representative’s election and such an
honorary office naturally fell to him. To these villagers, Mr. Li was the one on good terms with the officer; Uncle
Headman was also the one who really knew how to talk with him and this ass-kissing job was perfect for him to do.
Besides, the honest, simple peasants in this village really did not have the talent or time to deal with this sort of
bureaucratic business. Actually, everybody knew that the stupid former district leader had actually lost a big portion
of his family fortune during his term of service—a major part of the district representative’s honorable duty was to
make sure that the officer was appropriately entertained. Privileges like those the Sugar Cane Committee had
enjoyed, however, remained beyond the powers of a district leader. The villagers voted for Mr. Li out of sympathy and
he was really an ideal candidate.
*
By this time, Mr. Li was no longer homeless. Who knows from where he found a “friend” and settled down in
a place behind the Earth God’s Temple to the south of the village. He built a pigsty right against the temple wall,
and there he raised two pigs. Now he had his own household to claim.
Mr. Li became the district representative of this village. Seeing that all the villagers had succumbed to him, he
started to change little by little. He got serious and behaved like a district representative now. He hoped he could
really leave a good name to his descendants and he tried to build an official residence to com memorate his
achievement.
But the Earth God’s Temple was really too old. It needed to be remodeled. Living at the back of the temple
really did not do justice to his status of being a district representative and, indeed, disgraced his authority and
dignity. Mr. Li gave this matter some good thought. He thought and thought then, there came these wonderful
ideas.
Soon, the Earth God manifested a series of examples of his magic. It was real magic: Brother Pigsy’s wife at the
edge of the village was in labor for three days and three nights until she finally swallowed a whole pot of incense
ashes and delivered a baby immediately; the Old Stupid Man lost fifty dollars.
The Earth God predicted that the money would be found in three days, and, sure enough, the money was found
under the sacrifice table.
Auntie Good Fortune had been suffering from rheumatoid arthritis for more than three or four years, but after
washing with the incense ashes left at the side of the incense pot, she could suddenly hold a rice bowl and use
chopsticks. The Earth God was truly magnificent and truly powerful!
All the villagers got excited. Hearing about these events, people from neighboring villages all rushed to the
Earth God’s Temple. They came to burn incense and make wishes; incense continued to be lit and burned in the
temple for days and nights. The roads leading to the temple were lined with pious men and women. The sound of
stage shows and drums inspired more and more sincere worshipers from neighboring villages to come.
The Earth God’s magic and revelations continued to be reported. Now, of course, the temple needed to be repaired.
No one in the village had any objection, which was in itself a true commitment to monetary contribution. Mr. Li
made good use of his eloquence to solicit contributions from everyone. He also designated specific amounts to be
contributed by each villager. Nobody in the village would show unwillingness because this matter concerned the
Earth God, the very god that protected the entire village.
Some villagers donated money, some offered manpower, some moved stones, and some carried bricks. In a
short time, the Earth God’s Temple had a brand-new look, and Uncle Headman’s official residence was also
completed.
The timing was perfect. Uncle Headman’s son was born. It was a time of luck and money. There fore, Uncle
Headman named his son Jincai, meaning “money flows in,” a good name to commemorate this special luck.
On the day that the construction was completed, pious men and women all came from distant places to burn
incense and make wishes—not from neighboring villages, but from places more than ten miles away. Uncle
Headman was proud and content. The worshippers all praised Uncle Headman’s competency in planning to
remodel the temple into such a gorgeous building. Indeed, by now, Uncle Headman’s monumental undertaking
had been achieved.
Details concerning this construction were recorded on the stone monument by the entrance to the temple. The
last line of the monument bore the initiator’s name and that was Uncle Headman. Uncle Headman’s fame will be
preserved, and passed down to future generations for thousands of years. His name will live long, just like this
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stone monument.
Uncle Headman was very busy all day during the celebration ceremony. He served as the master of
ceremonies, calling out in his loud voice:
“Kneel down! Bow! Kowtow!”
He also organized a group of strong men to guard against any unexpected happenings. He was busy greeting
and entertaining the dignitaries who attended this important ceremony, but he did not forget to peek at the female
worshippers. Neither did he forget to respond to people’s compliments. He ran back and forth, until his legs grew
stiff.
The show ended after it got dark and it was time for the banquet. It also was time for Uncle Headman to
entertain the honorable officer. Nobody but Mr. Li knew how to entertain the officer in the proper way. The officer
carried on a conversation with Mr. Li and started to drink to his heart’s content. He did not stop until a whole
dozen cups of White Deer sake were consumed.
*
The relationship between Uncle Headman and the officer became more and more intimate. The more friendly
they became, the more trusting the officer became of Uncle Headman. Although Uncle Headman had obtained some
wealth, it was still not enough. He set up a casino inside the temple. The officer trusted Uncle Headman so much that
he thought he was only doing it to kill time.
“Money comes through my hands and through money I will become an officer.”
In this society where money talked, Uncle Headman daily learned more and more tricks; his skills grew day by
day; his flame rose higher and higher every day; his status consolidated itself day by day; his social activities also
became busier.
He knew almost everything about the customs and rituals in the Japanese officialdom.
The gifts must be generously presented on Girls’ Day in March and on Boys’ Day in May.
At the end of the year, the year-end presents must be special.
Throughout the year, there were all sorts of gift-giving customs and Uncle Headman did not miss a single one.
On New Year’s day, Uncle Headman had his long gown over his shoulders, wore a soft hat, put on Japanese
socks, and chewed a betel nut until his lips were all red. He proceeded to the officer’s residence and saw the house
was crowded with guests. Uncle Headman had learned the polite expressions of the new year and he had
rehearsed and rehearsed until he could say them smoothly. At the door he took off his hat and said,
“Congratulations.” At the same time, he bowed to the lowest possible position. But before he raised his head,
someone would have already dragged him to the officer’s living room, where Uncle Headman would sit down and
start to eat to his satisfaction.
People made toasts to one another. They drank and drank. The host brought out a souvenir glass, filled it, and
proposed that everybody take turns to consume all the wine from the glass. After four or five turns, Uncle
Headman reached his limit but, from the beginning, he was determined to get drunk on an occasion like the New
Year to show that his relationship with the officer was a very special one. Even if it meant that he would look bad,
it would not matter. For this reason, he decided to indulge himself in drinking. People continued to toast each
other.
Eventually Uncle Headman was dead drunk. He forced himself to reach for another cup, but realized that,
Good Lord! he could no longer sit up. In a hurry he ran to the bathroom. He threw up and threw up again. Finally
he struggled to go back to the living room and suddenly he collapsed on the floor like a piece of dead meat. At
that point it was totally beyond his consciousness whether it upset the officer or not.
*
After a considerable time, when he woke up, the officer was no longer there. Neither were the other guests.
Uncle Headman struggled to stand up. He bade farewell to the janitor who was cleaning up. It was not very clear
to him if the janitor asked him to stay or not.
Uncle Headman stumbled home. Now and then he held his stomach to vomit and then went to lean against a
horsetail by the roadside to gasp for a while. When he reached home, his wife was just coming out to begin
feeding the pigs. Seeing how drunk Uncle Headman was, she ran to his side to help him into bed. Uncle Headman
fell on the bed muttering,
“Where is my gown? Where are my socks? Did I wear them home?” When Uncle Headman sobered up a bit,
his wife started her scolding.
“Stupid idiot! How dare you drink like this and make a fool of yourself? That son of a bitch. When he came we
worried and fretted about whether he was hungry or thirsty; we gave him presents all year round and he has not
shown even the slightest willingness to give us anything in return. People said it would cost a fortune to befriend
an official. How true!
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“You stupid idiot pig! You tried to please him with something all the time! Did he ever even try to reciprocate
with anything? Nothing! Nothing when Jincai was one month old, nothing when Jincai was four months old, and
still nothing when he turned one!”
Uncle Headman got a long scolding from his wife through and through. He tried hard to come up with a
response:
“Okay, Okay, but how could the officer know anything about our customs?”
“Sure! Uncle Headman knows the customs, and the officer does not!”
Uncle Headman fell into a sound sleep despite his own snoring. His wife continued her mumbling and
scolding, then moved to the kitchen to do her things.
At this time, their baby, Jincai, was playing beside him with a puppy. One could hear the baby’s hearty and
loud laughter.
2
The sun was about to set in the west and the birds flew back to their nests in pairs; likewise, the farmers in the
fields got ready to go home. It was in the middle of winter, and people walking on the road were hurrying on their
way. The strong wind over the flat, open road only made those walking quicken their pace.
Damaged by the last wind storm, each stalk of sugarcane, although still showing some sign of vitality was
flattened on the fields as if withered. Gradually the sky grew darker, and everything quieted down.
Elder Brother Xing, who sat under the windbreak smoking, looked at the water in the field, seemingly unaware
of the growing darkness. At this time, except for Elder Brother Xing and the windbreak in the corner of the
garden, nothing was in sight.
The farm of Elder Brother Xing was not irrigated by ditches, but from wells that had been dug. A drop of water
was as valuable as money. It was the season again and the farmers all had started sowing their fields. But the well
water on Elder Brother Xing's farm was insufficient, and even digging another well wouldn’t have provided the
amount of water he wished for.
The shortage of water on his farm prevented Elder Brother Xing from eating and sleeping and, on top of that,
even from singing (which he was good at), nor could he play his round four-stringed guitar, which nearly made
him ill. He was proud of his farm, because by farming he had managed to raise a famous son.
Elder Brother Xing was in his fifties and was as strong as in the prime of his life. He had five sons and two
daughters, who all had grown up and stayed on the land, with the exception of his famous son Feng’er. Elder
Brother Xing’s oldest son somehow learned the skill of digging wells. All the wells he dug contained a large
quantity of water and lasted for a long time, thus, he became known by another name, “Master Well Digger.”
The golden age of sugarcane occurred before the Chianan Grand Canal was completed. Sugarcane was planted
everywhere, and the market price was good, although never as good as the price of millet. Elder Brother Xing
knew the underground spring water was good for planting rice and he ordered his son to dig wells. In those days,
well water was used only for drinking. With three or four wells he could irrigate the fields to grow rice, but not
expensive millet. The wells his son dug for him allowed Elder Brother Xing to sow rice earlier than other farmers
and also to reap a greater profit. Elder Brother Xing grew richer with every year.
The saying “first well-fed then well-bred” was particularly well suited in Elder Brother Xing’s case. He was a
poor farmer, unable to send his oldest son to school. He did send Tai’er, his second son, to the old-fashioned
school to learn classical Chinese, which couldn’t be used anywhere. Feng’er, his third son, was not only dashing
and fond of studying, but also lucky in that when he went to school, the old private school system had been
replaced with a new education system featuring a new curriculum. Elder Brother Xing had ample means then and
Feng’er was studious, so he decided to send him to middle school and even to college if his crops produced.
When Feng’er graduated from public school he failed the college entrance examination, which was not unusual
on an isolated island like Taiwan where education tended to lag behind, even though there were excellent students
like Feng’er. Later Elder Brother Xing accepted his friend’s advice:
Since there was no school in Taiwan for Feng’er to study at, it was better to send him to Tokyo.
Feng’er left home and went to the capital, determined to study well or not return home.
*
Prosperity comes and goes, flowing like a river. The postwar boom went from bad to worse. The price of millet
collapsed and that of sugarcane dropped sharply until the cane became unwanted goods. The farming villages
were in a state of utter exhaustion. Elder Brother Xing’s previous savings had all disappeared in the economic
slump and with his son’s tuition, which he finally found difficult to keep paying. If things continued in this
fashion, not only Feng’er’s tuition, but the entire family would soon be hard to support.
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Elder Brother Xing’s heart broke like a shattered grindstone.
“How can we know when heaven will not accord with human wishes? If I had known the depression would be
so bad, I wouldn’t have sent Feng’er to study.”
Feng’er’s letters requesting money came one after another, which embarrassed Elder Brother Xing. Then came
the telegrams.
What was he supposed to do? Sell his farm? Then what would he do?
Another telegram arrived. Elder Brother Xing’s relatives and friends had given him financial assistance;
however the hole was too big to mend and the depression was worsening. If things continued this way, he’d have
to ask Feng’er to quit school.
Caught in this dilemma, Elder Brother Xing suddenly had a brainstorm. He didn’t have to sell his farmland, but
could use it as collateral to borrow money from a hypothec bank.\fn{This was a bank “empowered to make loans,
redeemable by annual installments within 50 years, on the security of immovable property, such as paddy fields,
upland fields, salt fields, forests and fishing waters and rights.” ( A Short Economic History of Modern Japan, 1867-1937, I,
p. 48)} He used one field as collateral this year and another the following year. Now all the land Elder Brother
Xing owned lay under obligation to the hypothec bank.
Time passed like lightening. Feng’er finally finished school and was ready to return home.
*
But Feng’er was not the old Feng’er.
Having lived in Tokyo for many years, he made the acquaintance of a Japanese girl who was willing to marry
him and stay in Taiwan. Feng’er’s glorious homecoming would be something like the Qing Dynasty custom of
“the highest placed in the examinations parading the streets and throwing an embroidered ball to choose a
spouse.” It would certainly cause a sensation.
Everybody envied his luck in love, and even Elder Brother Xing felt that the grace of heaven in giving him a
Japanese daughter-in-law was predestined due to his good deeds in a previous life. Feng’er set a good example for
the young people of the village because very few of them were ambitious like him or determined to study abroad
for their future.
It was hard to describe Elder Brother Xing’s happiness when he received the good news that made the entire
village proud, and they were going to make the celebration a splash.
The day before Feng’er came home, Elder Brother Xing was both happy and fretful, for Feng’er’s bride was a
Japanese girl whose customs he didn’t really understand, and he was a man who stuck to the old ways. Insisting
on having “the bridegroom’s lamp” gave him a headache. Without displaying “the bridegroom’s lamp,” taking a
wife would be nothing, besides, how would he demonstrate his family’s importance?
Anyway, everything was prepared the next day. The relatives and friends arrived in succession, and the sounds
of fireworks were heard in the distance. Then the children playing in the front yard shouted,
“The bride is coming, the bride is coming.”
A car stopped in front of Elder Brother Xing’s house. What? Without the ritual of fetching the bride, she got
out of the car by herself, which made Elder Brother Xing worry about the “threshold.” The threshold was
associated with male authority. Custom forbade the bride from stepping on the threshold the first time she entered
the house. If she made the mistake of stepping on it, it would be detrimental to her father-in-law. Fetching the
bride from the car was supposed to be the mother-in-law’s privilege. After the bride arrived, Elder Brother Xing
had ordered a person with common sense to guard the threshold. However, the bride didn’t enter through the main
hall, but went directly to the bedroom with Feng’er.
Elder Brother Xing was displeased, but received and entertained his guests as if nothing unusual had happened.
As the ceremony began, all the guests clapped to welcome the bride and bridegroom as they took their seats.
The newlyweds, dressed in Japanese kimonos with the family crest, stood side by side and gabbled in Japanese to
thank the guests. Feng’er, who had been away from home for many years, had practically forgot ten his native
language and customs, not to mention his future life in his ancestral house. Elder Brother Xing, who had depleted
his family fortune hoping that Feng’er would succeed in school and return home to glorify their ancestors, didn’t
understand why the lamp, bearing the words “Fraternal Academician,” had not been displayed in front of the
house. He wondered if the world wasn’t really going to the dogs and if traditional relations weren’t declining.
After the ceremony, the newlyweds left hand in hand.
*
Since Feng’er’s glorious return home, Elder Brother Xing was increasingly unhappy and didn’t seem to be
himself. His daughter-in-law never even served him a meal, nor could he remember what she looked like.
Recently he acted very strangely: Sometimes he went out in the morning and didn’t come home till evening or
even midnight! He stayed out to guard the wells and the farm, walking back and forth. In the last few days he
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had changed completely: before sunrise he would go out to the fields where he would doze under the
windbreak all day long.
The sound of firecrackers bidding the old year farewell woke Elder Brother Xing. He lifted his head to see the
dark sky.
“The New Year is here, I almost forgot! My son, Feng’er, will be home and tonight well have a family reunion
dinner. Reunion, ha ha …”
He got up and hurried back to the house where he saw the couplet scrolls had been replaced with new ones on
either side of the doorway. The red strips for fortune had also been pasted on! Elder Brother Xing hurried into the
house, but didn’t see Feng’er there. Surprised he said,
“Yes, yes, yes, he must be taking the night train home.”
Many firecrackers had been set off and a lot of spirit money had been burned in the courtyard. The son of
Zhang San next door had returned home already; the grandson of Li Si had arrived the day before. Being together
again, the families glowed with pleasure at the prospects of a family dinner. But the night train passed and the
firecrackers exploded again.
Elder Brother Xing was dejected, and he cursed his unfilial son who acted in such a shocking fashion by never
coming home all year long, not even on this particular day. Everyone should come home for a reunion.
“You’re not coming home? Fine! Wait until after the New Year and your dad will go and ask you about it.
We’ll see if you don’t know who your dad is!”
Angry, Elder Brother Xing had a New Year’s feast with his oldest son and small grandchildren.
*
On the fifth day of the Lunar New Year, all married daughters were expected to return home. Elder Brother
Xing’s clan was big and he had more than twenty grandchildren. He was still the master of a big family—his first
and second daughters-in-law served him very well and even brought him water to wash his face and rinse his
mouth. Elder Brother Xing was a rock-ribbed patriarch, thus both grandfather and grandmother. Seeing his first
and second daughters-in-law serving him with care, he thought of his Japanese daughter-in-law, who, since
becoming a member of his family, had never brought him water for washing or rinsing, and who had left the
house in an excited state and gone away.
The idea of settling accounts became lodged in Elder brother Xing’s heart.
*
Feng’er worked in the ancient capital so that’s where Elder Brother Xing headed. He hadn’t been to the ancient
capital for a long time, not since the Mazu pilgrimage had stopped there. After getting off the train and exiting the
station, he was completely disoriented, everything had changed. Surprised, he asked himself if it really was the
ancient capital.
He had to take a rickshaw to find Feng’er. From the rickshaw puller he learned that Feng’er was quite well
known by every rickshaw puller. Elder Brother Xing sat bolt upright in the rickshaw, enjoying the sights of the
ancient capital. He let the puller take care of everything. He took the turns as quickly as he did the straight roads.
Going down a wide street, Elder Brother Xing grew suspicious and feared he might be lost, otherwise why would
they be on such a road? Just as he was about to tell the rickshaw puller to stop, they arrived in front of the official
residence of the famous Feng’er.
It was one o’clock in the afternoon. Feng’er was still at the office, and his Japanese daughter-in-law wasn’t
home. The door was locked tight. He could do nothing; he couldn’t even go sightseeing because he didn’t know
where to go, so he squatted there and waited for Feng’er to come home.
After waiting for nearly two hours and smoking a whole pack of cigarettes, he dozed off. No! He had no idea
of how much rice he would have pounded.
The sound of the door opening half awoke Elder Brother Xing. Sure, a windfall would happen if you could
wait long enough. Elder Brother Xing approached the doorway and poked his head in and asked,
“Is Feng’er back yet?” He was just about to enter when he heard his Japanese daughter-in-law shout, “You
fool!” and she actually shut the door on him.
Elder Brother Xing was disappointed and considered going home, but he hated not having a chance to see
Feng’er. He figured she probably didn’t know who he was, so he tried again,
“I am your father, open the door this minute!” He pushed open the door as he spoke. But she didn’t know who
he was and continued cursing,
“Chink, old donkey …”
Elder Brother Xing could do nothing but linger outside. The sky grew darker and the young students, who had just
gotten out of school, were conversing in groups in Japanese mixed with Taiwanese. Elder Brother Xing knew they
were Taiwanese children and asked them to interpret for him.
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The Japanese woman opened the door again. Seeing the door open Elder Brother Xing paid no heed to anything else
and leapt inside, where the Japanese woman was preparing dinner. Elder Brother Xing knocked over a pot of rice that
was being washed, scattering the rice all over the kitchen floor. Elder Brother Xing himself also slipped and fell on the
wet floor.
All the young students—nearly thirty of them—immediately circled round the kitchen and watched. The Japanese
woman, annoyed and amused, drove the students away.
At that moment, Feng’er, swaggering back from his office, entered, and, catching sight of his father who was still on
the ground, hastily pulled him up. The Japanese woman immediately came to help her husband support his father. Elder
Brother Xing’s rage was turned into joy,
“Ha-ha, my good daughter-in-law!”
The couple jabbered in Japanese, which he didn’t understand. She then grabbed a pair of clogs and fetched a basin
of water and placed them before Elder Brother Xing. With her delicate hands, she washed his coarse feet. Elder Brother
Xing was so happy he laughed and let her wash his feet. In the tatami room, Elder Brother Xing stood against the wall
because he wasn’t accustomed to sitting on mats. He took out his long pipe, which he always carried with him, and
started smoking.
Father and son talked about worldly affairs and the family livelihood. In a short time his Japanese daughter-in-law
had dinner ready.
Feng’er took his seat first and invited his father to be seated. Seeing his Japanese daughter-in-law sitting there with
no intention of leaving them alone—he did not know it was her custom—he made a show of smoking and ignoring
Feng’er’s entreaties. Finally he forced himself to sit down with them.
Feng’er knew his father usually drank Rose Dew. With her delicate hands holding a bottle of Rose Dew, she toasted
him and with one sip, he knew it was his favorite Rose Dew and drained the cup. Elder Brother Xing usually drank
wine from a bowl, and the tiny cup of wine was hardly enough to fill his mouth. But he was satisfied that night because his Japanese daughter-in-law knelt before him to serve the wine.
He drank until he was drunk and dozed off. He couldn’t sit upright any longer and finally fell over. Polite
but improper, the Japanese woman hurriedly supported her father-in-law to bed.
Close to midnight, Elder Brother Xing sobered and woke up to find himself for the first time in his life
sleeping on a soft, thick futon instead of a mat. Never in his life had he dreamed of such a thing.
No! Elder Brother Xing felt uncomfortable and was unable to go back to sleep. He tossed and turned all
night. Blaming the night for being too long, he got up before dawn to smoke and waited for the day to break.
It was Sunday, so Feng’er didn’t have to go to his office to work. He insisted on taking his father for a stroll
and sightseeing in the ancient capital. After breakfast, Feng’er went out to buy a felt hat and a pair of black cloth
shoes for him.
*
Elder Brother Xing was a simple man. Wearing a headscarf, bare footed, and carrying his long pipe, he had
come to the ancient capital to visit his famous son at his residence. Who would believe that he had such a child!
He wasn’t used to wearing a felt hat or black cloth shoes, but in response to Feng’er’s good intentions, he did
what his son asked. As the father of such a well-dressed civil official son, he didn’t want to embarrass Feng’er
with his sloppy dress.
Elder Brother Xing was not used to wearing shoes, but he put them on to maintain Feng’er’s dignity. In a new
hat and shoes, Elder Brother Xing walked with measured steps behind Feng’er.
Stepping out of the official residence, they passed a tall building, and then he saw tall buildings and large
mansions everywhere on the glittering streets. They entered a shop that was like a fairyland that sold everything
and couldn’t be exhausted in half a day of looking.
Elder Brother Xing finally grew tired of walking—to tell the truth, he had more blisters on his feet than he
could count. As they reached the top floor, he couldn’t walk any further. It was time for lunch so he forced him self to walk to the restaurant.
Elder Brother Xing saw many pretty girls walking back and forth, which made him wonder if it was really a
restaurant. He whispered,
“Feng’er, is this a restaurant?” Feng’er only shook his head and gabbled in Japanese with one of the pretty
girls.
Elder Brother Xing took off his shoes before he settled himself on the seat. He checked his feet for blisters
and smelled his shoes. The tea was ready and so was the wine and, in a short while, so were the dishes.
Elder Brother Xing examined the wine bottle, smelled the bouquet, and forgot his sore feet. He lifted a cup of
wine and drank, but finding that it wasn’t Rose Dew he was disappointed, for he was used to drinking nothing but
Rose Dew! Whether the wine was White Deer or Emerald Likeness, Elder Brother Xing didn’t want to drink, but
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without wine, even the exotic delicacies were nothing.
Feng’er finally realized that his father didn’t like any other wine and was ready to leave the department store.
They walked to the elevator and Feng’er held onto his father tightly to help him onto the elevator down, when
suddenly Elder Brother Xing had a momentary attack of dizziness, perhaps due to exces sive inactivity. Feng’er
was shocked and the department store employees were alarmed by the disruption. Luckily, it was just fright and
he finally got hold of himself.
*
Feng’er tried to get a taxi but he refused to take it. He lost his enthusiasm to entertain his father and decided to
go home after leaving the store. Elder Brother Xing, then took off his shoes. He held them in one hand and his
long pipe in the other. Perhaps because of his fainting spell he staggered a little in the center of the busy commer cial district. Worse yet, he was stopped at the corner by a patrolman because he walked on the left when he
shouldn’t have.
How could it be so hard to get along? he wondered. The more he thought, the more he hated it. The only
thought in his mind was to leave this disgusting ancient city and return to his farm. Nothing in this murderous city
could keep him for another moment. He wanted to go home, and Feng’er and his wife couldn’t prevent him.
As he entered the house, he shouldered his long robe and was about to take off, but was grabbed by his Japanese daughter-in-law in the vestibule. Annoyed, he shouted,
“I can’t stay any longer in this kind of place. I’ve got to get home to sow my fields, I only wish to flee and get
home.” However, his daughter-in-law took away his long robe. All he could do was curse,
“Fuck you … Instead of good will, you want my anger!” Feng’er defended his wife and said,
“Papa, she is saying your long robe is tattered and ugly and, as such, indecorous; she is going to wrap it nicely
for you.”
Father and son walked out the door first, followed by the Japanese woman. The northbound train was coming
when the three of them arrived at the train station. As Elder Brother Xing boarded the train she said,
“Goodbye! Come again.”
He couldn’t have cared less. As the train started to move he suddenly shouted,
“I forgot to go burn spirit money for the goddess Mazu.”
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280.170 1. The Singing Clock 2. A Love Story Before Dawn 3. Remaining Snow\fn{by Weng Nao (1908-1940)}
Shetou, Changhua County, Taiwan (M) 20
1
Who would have expected to hear a singing clock in this day and age? Yet when I awoke one morning, I could
hear the clear, metallic sounds radiating toward me from somewhere.
Do do do re … mi mi mi re … do do do la … so …

Now, what was that song? I knew I had heard it before. No, I was certain I had even sung it. Only the tune
remained somewhere in the base of my ear; I had forgotten the words.
Then one day, as I walked along a sooty road in Fukagawa that smelled like a rubbish heap, a hairy man in a
ragged knit top and bottom, fully visible beneath his disheveled kimono, began moaning in a demented voice,
The locomotive whistles once as it heads toward Shinbashi …
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Oh yes, that’s what it was, I thought—the song was The Locomotive Whistle! With a sense of wonderment I
followed the man’s lead.
The next morning, I heard the singing clock once again. How odd it was to hear that! But in the next moment, a
different song came floating through my consciousness. Accompanied by the clock, I sang in a low voice:
The crows are cawing, caw caw,
The sparrows are chirping, cheep cheep,
The shoji screens are letting in light,
If we don't get up soon were going to be late.

It was a song I had learned when I was young.
Ancient memories came flooding back. I had learned that song from my schoolteacher.
Not long after, when I went to my grandmother’s house, her clock had chimed out a melody, utterly amazing my
childish heart. The clock was in her old sitting room, on top of an old desk. When I listened carefully to it, I
discovered that it was playing that same song from school,
The Crows Are Cawing, Caw Caw.

I secretly examined the innards of the clock. It contained parts, I realized much later in life, that resembled the
machinery in a rice-milling plant, for example, or the propeller of an airplane. The machinery would rotate while
the song played; as for the propeller, it spun so fast I couldn’t see it. Whenever I stopped the propeller with my
finger, the machinery too would stop and the song fall silent.
This was endlessly fascinating to me. Every time I went to my grandmother’s house, I made my way to the
empty sitting room and started up the clock. Eventually it was the anticipation of playing that song that made my
visits to her home a pleasure.
One of my uncles lived in my grandmother’s home. Whenever I saw this uncle, I would quickly try to stop the
clock’s song. However, I had no knowledge of how to actually accomplish this. I was in my first year of middle
school. My uncle and I went to different schools, but he was in middle school as well, although in the fourth year.
Because our respective schools were very far away, we stayed in boarding homes during the school year.
When I returned home for summer vacation that year, I immediately visited my grandmother’s place. The
singing clock was, as usual, on the desk in her sitting room.
Later that same summer, at the time of the Festival of the Dead, a large number of our extended family
assembled at her house. Among them was a beautiful girl I had met only once or twice before. My uncle and I used
long poles that day to pick longans in the back yard, eating some and sharing some with the relatives. At night, he
and I were assigned to spend the night in an annex with that beautiful girl.
She was agreeably plump and vivacious. We went to sleep with the singing clock by our pillows; the clock was set
to wake us at six. When the girl began snoring lightly, my uncle poked my ribs.
“Hey, you go sleep with her,” he said.
“No way, you sleep with her.” I was embarrassed and felt my cheeks burn in the darkness.
Awhile later, I furtively started to stretch my hand toward the girl. All I wanted was to touch her—although the
thought also crossed my mind that if neither she nor my uncle were to notice, I would like to hold her gently. No
matter how long I reached for her, however, my fingertips never made contact. I tried all night long, but in the end I
didn’t manage to touch her even once.
And then—and then the clock started its song. Dawn had broken:
If we don’t get up soon we’re going to be late.

Even now, on occasion when the sky turns faintly white at daybreak, I recall that time. I wonder how many years
have passed since then. Who has that girl married?
This event took place long ago, in a hometown far, far away. Is that singing clock still on the desk in my
grandmother’s sitting room? How completely unexpected it is, to hear that self same song in this city after so many
years.
2
I longed to be in love, and I could think of nothing else.
For love, I was prepared to give up every last drop of my own blood, every last bit of my flesh. I was
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convinced that love was the sole trajectory by which my physical being and spirit could attain completion. I’m
deliberately avoiding the word “miracle”; love truly is a trajectory. This is because in our universe only love, in
every circumstance, can draw a line to the thing I seek. In this sense, it might be acceptable to call love a
miracle.
By the way, in telling you about this, I need to be clear about something to avoid a misunderstanding, and that
is that even if I were mixed in among ten million people I wouldn’t stand out in any way; I am, in other words,
an entirely average human being. I intend, therefore, to tell you about my experiences and thoughts without
embellishment or distortion.
I have no way of knowing about you or anyone else, but at least regarding myself, I can state that my
introduction to love was a generally miserable experience.
One day—well, let’s see, I must have been about ten years old—out in the yard of our home in the countryside I
saw a powerfully built cock, with a bright red comb, suddenly spread one of its wings and kick up the dirt with its
claws. Maintaining its posture, the cock inched over to the side of a gentle, white hen pecking away at the earth. I
hadn’t been watching the proceedings with any particular intention. Indeed, it was mere chance that the scene
caught my attention.
But that is neither here nor there. The cock deliberately sidled up to the hen, as if to ask,
“So what do you make of my manliness?” His comb had turned even brighter red and stood stiffly alert;
something about his bearing suggested that the blood had suddenly coursed through his entire body as well.
At times like that, you know, the blood overflows not just in cocks but in humans too. Don’t laugh, now! No
making fun of me! I’m telling you this in all seriousness.
As for the hen, she curled herself up like a meek bodhisattva and put on a show of running scared. And then,
when, with lightning speed, the cock fastened himself to her neck and tried to leap onto her back, she began in
earnest to race about.
“Why,” you ask?
Well, of course it’s because she couldn’t say, “Please, no,” and so she indicated her feelings through action.
Naturally, the cock only got more wound up, and he darted after her like an arrow. This time he leapt onto her
with far greater force and perched astride her back like a cannonball. Surprisingly, although the hen had until that
moment tried to flee him, she abruptly gave up and came to a halt. I won’t describe what happened then, nor is
there any need to do so.
“This is it! This is the moment!” I suddenly realized.
Human beings, I thought, would never work frantically all day to the extent they do, or, to be more specific,
project the mask of a sage or gentleman, or race about fussing over stocks and sales and businesses, if, ultimately,
they were not doing so in anticipation of this moment.
An insolent thought, you say? You’re exactly right. I’m nobody. But as I promised at the outset, I’m merely
telling you everything without concealment or embellishment. Pathetic as I am, I’m still fully aware that as you
continue listening to me you will find me increasingly impudent. That is your prerogative; it’s entirely your
prerogative. But of course that’s how it is.
Come, now, you wouldn’t want to overestimate my ability to impede your will or bend it to my own, would
you? My will? Oh, no, there’s not a great deal of it where I’m concerned. Besides which, I have a habit of valuing
other people’s wills over mine.
It’s embarrassing to speak of myself in this way, but please believe me when I say that, as a consequence of
respecting other people’s wills, I no longer have within me anything resembling a will. I wouldn’t mind in the
least telling you how I came to lose it, but that would take far too long, so let me move ahead.
Of course, as you know from the fact that I am telling you my story, I haven’t completely lost my will. This
isn’t a laughing matter. Even I would have no desire to live on if my will were completely effaced. In other words,
I still have a shred of it left in me, if you would keep that in mind.
Now, to get back to the chickens, they planted a terrible idea in my head, only to start pecking the earth again
as if nothing had happened. To be honest, until that moment I still believed what my parents had told me about
babies being born from the cracks between rocks or the tops of one’s head. But I started thinking that that couldn’t
be right, and over a long period I tried to reason things out.
You can imagine that the result was a flash of insight that came uncharacteristically quickly to me. I believe
you’re probably familiar with bananas. They’ll of course ripen on their own, but to speed up the ripening process
one can either pull them out each day from their storage jar and expose them to sunlight, or light a stick of incense
in the jar. This results in the bananas ripening in about a week when ordinarily they take three weeks. Three weeks
versus one—don’t you agree that that’s a fairly impressive difference?
Likewise, my youth was a repetition of one round of induced ripening after another. Whether I liked it or not, I
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wound up precocious beyond my years. I could hardly believe that any other youth as mature as I existed on this
earth.
*
Following that scandalous incident with the chickens, I began to come upon countless such events. Yes, I
shall never forget the spring of my thirteenth year when I accompanied my mother to the mountaintop temple
where I had prayed to the deity to favor me in my middle school entrance exams. When I successfully passed the
exams we went to report this outcome to the miracle-working deity.
After offering my thanks, I ventured into the gardens in front of the temple. Before me, the southern winds
were fragrant and the scenes of spring languorously inviting. The well-known lines really were apt, for by now
there was no other way to describe the season except to call it spring.
You’re asking where I was born? I should have told you before; I’m from the southern lands. You’re from the
northern snow country, aren’t you? If you ever tire of life in this city and wish to go somewhere beautiful, I
recommend the region of that temple.
There I was, standing in the temple garden. Suddenly, I saw two geese waddling before me. I thought
immediately that the two must be male and female. I was certain that they would never walk so intimately
together if they were not a male and female pair, that even if they were to walk together, surely they would not
be walking in this manner.
In a moment, their actions proved beyond a doubt that my intuition was correct. The couple, or rather the pair
of geese, sheltered themselves in the shade of the eaves. One gripped the other’s neck with its beak. The one
being held calmly hunkered down. The other then climbed on its back. But because the fellow was not only
unusually large but extremely clumsy, as I watched, his feet kept slipping off the female’s back and he would fall
off.
How many times do you think he fell? By the time I realized I should have been counting from the beginning,
he had fallen so many times I could barely recall how many times it had been, but of the times I actually
counted, he had fallen nineteen. It was quite astonishing. In the end even I, a mere onlooker, was growing
impatient. But watching the event was not necessarily unpleasant, for the two were drooling; truly, I’m not
exaggerating, they had slobber hanging from their beaks. After that …
After that I can now tell you about the butterflies, whose forms reveal even more how intoxicated they are.
This happened around the end of my second year in middle school, in other words, the early spring of my
fifteenth year. One day, when I was playing the piano in the music room at school, a pretty swallowtail butterfly
flew in the open window and for some reason dropped onto the keyboard, right by my fingers. In wonderment, I
tried to touch its wings but in that instant I realized it was not a lone butterfly and withdrew my hand. Of course,
the two butterflies were stuck together as firmly as if they had been nailed to the spot. The two staggered about as
if they were plastered. In that moment, cruelty took the place of compassion in my heart.
*
From youth into adolescence, as a human being I was, shall we say, extremely unmerciful. It is possible even
to characterize myself back then as violent. I thought about nothing but destroying anything destructible. The
reason is that yet another impulse surfaced in me to betray my own impulses.
There is no way that the antinomy,\fn{ In logic and epistomology, the supposed mutual incompatability, real or fanciful, of
two laws} which I believe even today to be a fundamental principle of our universe, would exclude me. I am, by
nature, emotionally sensitive. And that, I suppose, is precisely why all my actions that day were so cruel and
sadistic.
I did something terrible. I caught the two butterflies that had even forgotten to fly and were risking their
very lives. Can you guess what I did next? I tried to tear the two apart, although it appeared as if they would
never part from each other, even if a bolt of thunder were to land on their heads.
However, what I thought would be a simple matter was far from that; to my amazement I could not pry them
apart. I then pulled with all my strength, until finally the two came apart. I placed them on the keyboard, thinking
they would probably fly away. However, against my expectation they not only did not fly away but, as if they
were both even more inebriated, they headed back toward each other, their tiny torsos and huge wings trembling.
Watching them, what do you suppose I decided to do with them? Beat them to death? Hardly. I was perfectly
aware that true suffering, true bullying, involves more insidious torture than the carrying out of a death penalty. I
caught one butterfly in each hand, and creating the greatest possible distance between them, threw them high into
the air, one eastward and the other westward.
Yes, in this moment I reached the extreme of cruelty. I am sure you’re not excusing my violence as acceptable
behavior, on the ground that they were nothing more than butterflies.
*
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I am, as I rather believe you must know, a complete mess. I’m a person who would try anything unconscionable. If ever you stop to think about me, please remember that about me.
You’re asking what the butterflies did after that? Of course, they flew around in concentric circles in the space
where they’d been wholly inebriated and then thrown into the air. They seemed barely able to manage
directionless, wavy lines. At times something would send them spiraling toward the ground. They flew about in
desperation, each trying to find the other from which it had been torn apart. But fate led them farther and farther
away from each other. They kept seeking each other in the wrong direction.
Then suddenly, in almost the same instant, the two stopped circling about. As if they had abruptly woken
from a drunken stupor, they resolutely flew off in opposite directions. I am certain that the two were never
again able to come together in our nearly unlimited space on earth.
I seem to have gone on for too long about the butterflies. I would like also to tell you a little bit about those
even more passionate pigs, or the even wilder cattle, or the even subtler snakes, but I will refrain for now. If
you were to desire it, I believe I could tell you about every living creature. For example, there were the
silkworms, but no, I should move ahead. I do, indeed, have too many things to talk about. If I were to tell you
every detail that popped into my head about something I saw, heard, or thought in one minute on a particular
day, I would most certainly need three months to do so. But I don’t have that kind of time, and I know, of
course, that you don’t either. This is why I’m nearly losing my mind trying to figure out how to condense and
simplify the story I have begun to tell you.
I’m chattering away at great length about matters that are entirely ordinary. Actually, we are only now getting
to what I really wish to tell you. But it was necessary for me to first tell you about these ordinary matters before
we started on that.
*
As I told you before, all I wanted was to be in love. I dreamed about nothing but experiencing love. That
was my sole desire and ambition. Being a worthless cad, I had nothing so fine as hopes or ideals. I therefore
didn’t give a single thought to anything like fame, or success, or wealth, as other people do. My only thought
was to hold close to me that one young lady I adored, that one woman I loved.
Yes, that is truly all that I thought about. Even now that remains unchanged. Oh, to hold the woman I love
as tightly as possible in my arms, to kiss her sweet lips, and to bring our bodies together as one—that is the
moment in which that being called “I” will materialize whole!
Well, the moment this thought sprouted within me, it grew with fantastic momentum and soon had
established roots throughout my body. Would you believe that there could be anyone on this earth as obsessed as
I? I am insane. But I’ve attained the madness I sought since my youth, so although this isn’t anything to be proud
of, it gives me satisfaction enough.
I’m sure, since you are quite bright, that I don’t need to explain in great detail how I came to be such a person;
I have no doubt you can imagine based on, the environment I mentioned earlier from my youth. You say it sounds
like nonsense? But from my point of view, the emergence and progression of all human ideologies and emotions
is rooted in frivolous, insignificant, nonsensical matters.
And it’s precisely those little matters with enough importance to rule a person’s entire life that must differ
completely from one person to the next. If that’s the case then there’s nothing strange about my having selected,
from within the non-canonical domain, a philosophy I consider to be my flesh and blood, worth a thousand casts
of a fishing rod. Don’t you agree? Nor is it odd that something dismissed as non-canonical has, with the passage
of time, come to seem less and less non-canonical.
I wanted a sweetheart. My desire filled me with hopelessness and crazed abandon. When I went to bed at
night, I would say,
“Go to sleep, my love!”
I was greatly saddened that I could not call her by name, since, of course, she didn’t have one. I didn’t know
her name, much less where she was. For, you see, I had never even met her. If I woke up during the night,
hovering foremost in my thoughts was my lover’s form. Although I did not know her, she would stand vividly
before me. Her saintly figure lingered before my eyes, smiling and utterly calm. I always saw her surrounded by
an aura of light. I would extend my arms toward her, and then clasp her tightly.
Ah, the woman I adored! My greatest love in the world! I would kiss my sweetheart’s lips with great passion.
My lips would fiercely seek hers, and I would scoop her up to me, my chest burning. My love for her would be so
great, tears would come to my eyes.
I’m sorry. I’ve let myself get carried away … My chest feels like it might explode. You can tell, can’t you, that
every one of my muscles is shuddering as if I were having convulsions. It is thanks to you that I can speak about
this without inhibition. I could never talk about such matters with anyone else.
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*
First of all, I’m never even remotely in the mood to converse like this when I’m around other people. Permit me
to say that I don’t care what might happen to me when I’m with you. Do you understand what I mean? Until now,
no matter how others might pressure me, I have never exposed my true self to this extent. But you, you are so
simple and good, I need you to look deep into my heart.
I am a beast. If the human way is the way of the sage, then I have undeniably stepped off that path and lead an
existence that should be condemned. Please look upon me with contempt. But do not laugh. However contemptible
they are, beasts are not meant to be laughed at.
First of all, they are not even worth laughing at. Moreover, my thought is this: If the earth were once again to
be taken over by wild animals, that would actually be a desirable prospect. Please don’t be angry; I’m not hoping
for the demise of civilization. What I mean is that humans today might benefit from wholly rejecting their lifestyles and cultures and returning to the natural state of wild animals.
In truth, I feel an unspeakable revulsion when, for example, someone drapes a several-hundred- yen scarf,
meant for show rather than keeping the cold at bay, off their shoulders. From the fact that the wearer doesn’t
even try to wrap it around his neck, but lets it hang down his back, it is immediately obvious that the scarf is
performing no essential function in staving off the cold. You’re not bothered by such a sight? I feel nauseated
when I see things like that.
Or another example would be the radio. This I really can’t stand. Whether I’m walking around the city or
sitting still at home, that blaring sound pounds relentlessly at my eardrums! I truly can’t abide that noise. I find it
simply astonishing that humanity doesn’t go mad as a result. I’m certain to lose my mind if I live another two
years in this city. I can tell that it’s going to happen.
I’m therefore thinking that in about a year—or in other words before I lose my mind—I’d like to withdraw to
the countryside. You’re asking me what if the radio is blaring away night and day in the countryside, too? Well
then, of course I’d move. And if my new location is no different?
Well, to save time, why don’t you ask me what I’d do if the air above us were to be filled with the sound of the
radio? When that happens, then of course the only recourse for me is to lose my mind. There is no other possible
consequence.
*
On top of that, when I think of the streetcars and cars and airplanes, I can’t help but feel horrified. The streetcar
trundles along like a slug, but wouldn’t you know it is constantly getting into accidents, crashing into something
here and bumping into something else over there. What an absurd machine.
And think about its belly! Inside it you find old grannies as wrinkled as pickled plums who look like they’d be
better off in a coffin, and middle school-aged boys looking pale and falling asleep in their seats even early in the
morning, and … all kinds of others it would take forever to enumerate.
When it comes to automobiles, their filthiness is even more unbearable. Do they really have to careen through
the narrow streets as if their lives depended on it, rushing past our sleeves and hems like a gale—no, referring to
them as a gale is much too noble an analogy so I’ll change that to “like the plague”—they truly are just like the
plague.
All that remains in their wake is resentment and a cloud of dust; they’re the perfect means for shortening our
lives. And what about this? You decide to do them the favor of getting out of their way by standing still at the very
edge of the road, and they come sliding to a halt. A face pops out of the window and they call out,
“Sir!”
Treated like that, I think even the most good-natured person is sure to be infuriated.
Last are those airplanes. You hear the fuss on the morning news about one crossing the Pacific or the Atlantic,
and then by evening they inevitably report that the plane has crashed.
What’s so heroic about that?
*
Now that I think about it all, I feel like I’m wholly unsuited to existence. This is absolutely true. I’ve been
feeling for quite some time now that I’m unsuited to human life. Even I am not certain, though, when this feeling
will arrive at the point of awesome disintegration. I don’t imagine it will be too far in the future. But my
destruction has nothing to do with you. It’s something that really doesn’t matter even to me .
I apologize for my digressions. The temperature seems to have dropped considerably. It may well be snowing
outside. Come to think of it, this year we haven’t had a single snowfall yet, have we—that’s quite unusual since
the day after tomorrow is Christmas. Apparently I was born at midnight the night before Christmas. Which means
tomorrow is my birthday. How old will I be?
Ah, what a sad question you’re asking! Tomorrow at midnight I’ll be turning thirty. When I wake up the morning
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after that, I’ll have to count myself as being in my thirty-first year. Today is the last day of my thirtieth year.
I’d completely forgotten about that. It makes me both happy and sad to unwittingly realize this shocking truth.
Thirty years of age! My youth has passed by. It has disappeared. Here, today, it has reached its end.
And you’re eighteen? Why are you telling me this? You probably have no idea how your words just now have
slashed and pierced my chest. But let me tell you that those very words of yours have sounded the death knell of my
life. The curtain has fallen on my youth. From my perspective, a life from which my youth has been extinguished is no
life at all. I’ve felt this way from just about the time I was your age.
I haven’t told you yet about when I was seventeen or eighteen years old. I’ve been wanting to tell you, and I’m
sure to bring it up in bits and pieces so please do listen carefully.
*
Around then, I was infatuated with the idea of love. I had a burning desire to acquire a lover.
“Appear before me, the woman I adore!”
Even in my dreams I couldn’t forget this cry from my soul. I was always on the ready in case this woman were
to materialize before me, so that I could hold her to me with all the strength of my body and soul. Even one minute
with her, no, even one second would have been all right. In that duration of a second, my physical body would
wholly merge with hers, and our spirits too would form a complete union.
I wished for nothing more than that. I had no other desire. I also hoped fervently that my body would disappear
in that instant. Even now I am filled with a yearning for that second. I believed that that moment would surely
come to me by the time I turned thirty. I never doubted it at all.
But as you’re already realizing, that moment isn’t about to grace me. I swore to myself that if that second didn’t
take place by the very last instant of my thirtieth year, I would, without fail, bring my life to an end. I resolved not
to live beyond that moment.
Please don’t laugh! I understand quite well that this is ludicrous. But I want to say one more thing so please let
me do that.
Basically, I want to note that every single person on this earth, without exception, is fixated on an idea no less
ridiculous than mine. They only throw aside their lives in the instant that they’ve ascended the peaks of utter idiocy,
otherwise they could never be so resolute as to go through with it. Unless someone has cut himself loose
somehow, I don’t believe I could feel the least bit of fellowship toward him.
In any case, as I told you moments ago, my life plan has come full circle. All of my countless performances
up to now have been rendered empty and meaningless. And I have no illusions that in my remaining twenty
hours or so they’ll be transformed into anything meaningful or satisfying. Governed by that hair-raising law of
probability, and that despicable law of inertia, there wasn’t even the remotest possibility of my receiving such a
blessing.
You, now, are still in the prime of youth. At the core of my spirit, my unparalleled love for humanity is about
to end its fermenting process and turn into a fierce contempt, just like fragrant sake that’s on the verge of
becoming an undesirable acetic acid. I have no doubt, even though my life and youth are worthless in relation to
the unfolding of eternity, that my infinitesimal hatred will surely contribute to the destruction of the universe.
*
I must admit, though, that once even I experienced something akin to love; even I had potential sweethearts.
When I think back, it happened in late fall of my fourth year in middle school.
As usual, when classes let out at the end of the school day, my friend and I headed toward a restaurant near the
park to eat tempura.\fn{A Japanese dish of fish, shellfish, or vegetables, fried in batter} We ate there every day. We hadn’t
missed a single day. Not a single one! The moment the bell rang through the school grounds to dismiss us at the
end of the day, my nostrils were assailed by the smell of tempura. If one of the instructors still continued to lecture,
my friend and I would signal each other with our eyes and curse the teacher from the pit of our bellies.
Finally, when the class had been called to attention and had performed the closing ceremony, we’d race out in a
flurry. I was always the first to dart off. Indeed, several times I was forced to repeat the routine because I had
started to take off before the teacher had finished his bow, that is to say, while his chin was still tucked under.
Whoever heard of such baseness! Once I’d raced back to the dorm and thrown down my book bag; my feet
naturally led me toward the tempura house.
My friend and I always walked at the same pace. If we hurried, we could get from school to the tempura place
and back in thirty minutes. Our curfew was five o’clock. We’d meet up at the schoolyard gate.
“Hey, what time is it?” I’d ask him.
“Four thirty on the dot,” he’d reply.
“Ok, let’s go!”
That’s how it went. When we only had twenty minutes, we’d break into a trot. If we had less than twenty
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minutes, we had to give up.
But we had an alternative plan for those days. After the lights went out at nine o’clock and everyone had
settled into sleep, the two of us would scale the schoolyard walls and make our way over to the restaurant.
The streets, I must say, are truly beautiful at night.
Late one evening, we got caught by our rule-bound kanbun teacher on our way back from the tempura house,
and he ratted us out to the principal. I was so happy when we were suspended for the week, since my family
lived in the same city. My friend and I practically lived at the tempura house from morning till night that week.
There’s a lot that doesn’t make sense in this world. In this case, the very punishment designed to prevent us from
eating tempura wound up freeing us to eat it.
Is that funny? Or not? If it’s funny, go ahead and laugh out loud. Why won’t you laugh? You’re saying stories
about eating aren’t interesting? Well, that’s really too bad. If it’s about eating, I could go on and on without end.
*
I’ll tell you, then, how it came about that we, that is, my friend and I, discovered this woman who could be our
sweetheart.
It happened one Sunday. We’d been wandering around the streets since morning. My friend was a philosopher;
he was devoted to Schopenhauer\fn{Arthur Schopenhauer (1788-1860) German philosopher} and believed this earth to be
something to despair and lament over.
Me? Oh, I didn’t study anything. In a word, I was a dolt. My friend now says that at the time he had entered a
transitional phase in his psychic development. He told me,
“What an idiot I am! From today onward I’m no longer going to philosophize.” Quoting that philosopher I
mentioned before, my friend explained his mindset. This is what he said:
“Philosophers, if you will, are those who eat withered grasses in a fertile plain.” He then added,
“As of today, I’m abandoning philosophy and taking up love.” That’s how he announced his switch from
philosopher to lover.
As for myself, I’d never taken my studies seriously in any case, so without hesitation I expressed my
agreement with him, stating,
“That’s fine with me.”
My friend’s glum expression brightened. Because he’d led a life of shadows and gloom until then, this change
greatly affected me. We were in a lighthearted mood. We danced a waltz. It was a dance we’d vaguely learned
from peeking in at the dance halls. The leaves were just starting to fall, and we cut through a park with a fountain
in it, and then made our way down the liveliest streets.
Large shops and department stores lined the streets. We wandered about, still in our scruffy school uni forms.
When we arrived in front of a kimono shop, we noticed two or three women, and that woman, shopping inside.
The first to notice was, of course, none other than my frivolous self. My friend, despite his claim to have given up
being a philosopher, out of long habit fixed his gaze only on the ground. In any case, even if he weren’t staring at
the ground, he wore glasses. The figure of a beautiful woman would never have reflected itself accurately through
his lenses, and so I poked him in the elbow.
I didn’t say a word. I couldn’t say a word, for I feared being noticed by the women. My friend realized
immediately. He smiled gleefully, and then suddenly hissed in a low voice,
“Here’s our chance!”
*
I understood. Standing in the shadow of a tree, we conferred for about five minutes and decided to lunge at
this opportunity. With me leading the way, we sauntered into the kimono shop.
The head clerk shot a suspicious glance at us. Ah, middle schoolers in uniform! To this day I do not
understand why he was so dismissive of us. No one welcomed us into the shop. But that is neither here nor there.
We were quite shy about having entered a shop that only women patronize.
The women looked back at us. Oh, yes, that one! The one who seemed about eighteen, and who was wearing
a light red robe! She was the epitome of the heroine in those stories we concocted in our dreams. I knew it with a
certainty the moment I caught a glimpse of her features head-on. She had slender hips and beautiful legs. My
passion instantly reached boiling point. Ah, how miserable was that seventeen-year-old middle schooler,
standing there in his uniform!
After awhile the women left the kimono shop. We too left. Maintaining a distance of about ten paces, we
followed them. We followed them, like two loyal pups, for the longest time. A cold wind blew through the streets.
Shaking gently, the trees quietly dropped their leaves. The leaves would dance with the wind for a time, then
leaving behind a faint rustling sound, would rest on the ground. I intently tuned my ears to the sound of my own
heart and to the barely audible echoes produced by nature.
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This was completely unexpected. Don’t you find it a little strange that, when humans are most excited, the
faintest sounds that we ordinarily fail to sense or perceive can control us, suddenly becoming the only sound
between heaven and earth?
The women entered a fancy goods shop. It was a narrow shop, so we waited under a tree where we could still
catch a glimpse or two of them. After a very long time the three women exited the shop, each carrying an armload of
purchases. The women walked on, with the pretty one in the middle. Only she looked back a couple of times and
saw us. We were by then quite calm.
The women gradually left the bustling city streets behind and turned onto lonelier ones. We must have followed
along for about half an hour, then suddenly, when the streets were almost deserted and the houses were thinning out,
the women suddenly disappeared from view. We had lost sight of them in an instant. My friend stamped his feet and
pushed his glasses onto his forehead.
But then, out of the corner of my eye I saw that light red fabric, and for just an instant the face of the beautiful
woman gazing over at us. I informed my friend. He was dangerously close to tears, or at least that’s how it seemed to
me, since he had removed his glasses. He rushed to put them back on but instead of staying put they fell off. I caught
them in mid-air.
Matching our gaits, we started to move forward. The woman’s house was deafeningly silent. We stood foolishly
at the gate.
“May we come in?”
It was my friend who called out. There was no answer. His voice echoed in the deep recesses of the house.
“May we come in?” I called out with the same words as my friend.
And then, as if we had fulfilled a responsibility with which we had been charged, we stood in silence. We
could sense someone coming out.
“If I might ask your business?”
It was a slender young man of about twenty-five.
“Oh, it’s nothing in particular,” I answered.
The young man walked jauntily toward us, then stopped at our side. His relaxed manner instantly put us at
ease.
“Actually, we do have some business,” my friend contradicted me.
“And what is it about?” the young man inquired, smiling and addressing us as if we were longtime
acquaintances.
“Well, umm, it’s about the young lady who entered the house a short while ago. We’re quite certain she entered
the house,” my friend stated earnestly.
“Ah yes, she did come in, but why—”
“Oh, it’s nothing,” I interjected like a busybody. But my friend ignored me and asked,
“Uhh, is the young lady married?”
The young man burst into laughter.
“Oh, no, she isn’t, but tomorrow is her wedding day. That’s why, as you saw, she was out today buying items
for her trousseau. She’s my younger sister.”
We were left speechless. After a brief moment, my friend responded in an odd voice,
“Ah, is that so.” Then very softly, he told me,
“Let’s go.” I nodded lightly in agreement. I was overwhelmed, and before I knew it I found myself blurting
out,
“Your sister is a truly beautiful young lady!”
The young man laughed merrily. I must have turned bright red. I stepped over the threshold and found myself
back outside. My friend stayed behind to tell him,
“Well, this was quite embarrassing on our part.” But the young man, laughing even more heartily, replied,
“Oh, no, it’s fine. Don’t give it a second thought. Everyone does this when they’re young.”
We nodded at the young man and left.
Oh, what nostalgia I feel toward that young man! And how shabby were those two middle schoolers in their
uniforms!
So that was my first love. Don’t you think it a pathetic story? My friend and I, having stumbled at the start of
our lamentable journey to find love, sank into a deep state of melancholy, unable even to eat properly. My friend,
the former philosopher, wore an almost unbearably piteous expression. But we quietly bore the torture, and never
once talked about our shared unrequited love.
*
I was in my fifth year, which means I was eighteen years old. I was home for the summer holidays. The break
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was about to end, for it was toward the final third of August. The sun’s rays had finally softened, and the trees had
started once again to breathe. The wind was beginning to blow through the city streets. The sky above the trees
stretched gradually higher.
The reverberations of temple bells, which certainly were being struck all this time, now reached my ears for
the first time. The delicate sounds distilled by nature came back to life in my heart. I began preparations for the
start of the new semester.
One such day, a classmate of my next-door neighbor’s daughter, whom I had known since childhood, received a
visit from one of her classmates and introduced me to her. They stopped by my house after dinner, and we talked
about this and that in my study.
Her classmate stole my heart. I became exceedingly fond of her and fell for her completely. My words gradually
became incoherent and, when my friend realized why, she in turn became flustered and proposed to the woman that
they go back home. They left my room, and as they headed out, my friend lightly caressed me in front of her
girlfriend. This was nothing unnatural for us, but I was exasperated and annoyed.
As a result of my annoyance, when the woman I’d come to have such feelings for left the next day, I obstinately
refused to see her off. What an idiot I was! Here was a woman who had made a deep impression on my very soul,
leaving me behind, and I was lolling about on my bedding. Has there ever been such a dimwit?
I regretted what I’d done. I was deeply remorseful. But luck was on my side, for I knew where she lived. That
was my one consolation.
I returned to school, and two months passed. During that time, I thought about the woman constantly. I chased
after her image. I never for a moment forgot about her.
Then November came, and one Sunday when a desolate wind was blowing, I resolved to visit her home without
telling anyone. I boarded a train. The station where I disembarked after about an hour’s ride was in the countryside.
To calm my racing heart, I stood for awhile in the doorway at the station and took in the bucolic atmosphere.
Ah, so this is the scenery at which she gazes! This is the station where she gets on and off trains! Those were
truly nostalgic imaginings. You can tell, can’t you? Human desires are, in truth, quite simple. I wasn’t entertaining
any wild ambitions. As long as I could have her, I sincerely felt that I could live permanently in that lonely,
deserted countryside.
I started walking. I immediately found her house. I hesitated, but I felt I’d rather die than go right back after
having come to the home of the woman I loved so fiercely. I therefore screwed up my courage and knocked on the
door. An elegant woman of about forty opened the door.
“May I ask your name?” When I told her, the woman told me, “Please do come in,” without any particular
show of surprise. I entered the house and seated myself across from the woman.
“Actually,” I said, initiating the conversation, “I’ve come to make a request concerning your daughter.”
“I’ve heard about you from my daughter. Please feel free to tell me what’s on your mind.”
My sweetheart’s mother welcomed me with unexpectedly kind words. I’m sure I was fidgeting, and so she
most likely was trying to soothe my anxiety.
I hesitated to speak. The many words I’d prepared all died in my throat. I found myself unsure as to which of
those phrases I should use, and the words were jostling against each other along my vocal cords. I understood for
the first time that not one of them was going to serve its purpose, and my confusion increased. Suddenly, however,
some brand-new words formed themselves. With glorious force they pushed aside all those jostling phrases and
leaped from my throat.
“Ma’am, please give me your daughter!”
It wasn’t I who cried out those words. The words themselves leaped forth of their own accord. But this was
excellent. They were fantastic words. Although, sadly, they did not lead to the desired effect; I believe even now
that those are the only noble words I have ever managed to utter in my life.
The mother replied in a subdued voice.
“I’m terribly sorry, but she has a fiancé in our hometown. I am grateful that you have such feelings for my
daughter, but sadly, because of the circumstances, I am unable to grant your wish. I should tell you, as well, that
her father passed away about a week ago, and so we will soon be moving back to our hometown.”
Her voice involuntarily became husky. I was shocked to hear about the death of the father. I glanced into the
adjoining room. Smoke was quietly rising from an incense stick before an urn covered with a fresh white cloth. I
suddenly felt sorrowful and asked the mother,
“Her father has passed away? I had no idea. Please accept my condolences. Would you kindly allow me to
burn some incense?”
At this moment I spotted from between the sliding doors of the parlor the figure of a young woman wearing a
girls’ school uniform. Yes, it was the figure of my dearest sweetheart, whose image I had created and recreated in
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my dreams. For a brief moment she gazed at me with a smile, but then she disappeared. She was trying to escape
her mother’s notice.
My heart began to race. But I had no choice but to follow her mother, who had stood up, and to enter the next
room. Her mother lit an incense stick for me. I bowed respectfully in front of the departed father’s altar. I sat for a
long time with my head bowed.
All of a sudden, I felt something hot flow down my cheek. I automatically wiped it away with the back of my
hand. A single wet line formed itself from my wrist to the nail of my index finger.
Had I been crying? Oh, no, not at all; there was no way I could have been. It was simply that I was flooded
with emotion. Something suffocatingly heavy was pressing on my heart and I could no longer withstand the
weight. I stood up. Returning to the other room, I snatched up my cap. It was an old one, full of holes, and it had a
squashed brass insignia.
“Please forgive my intrusion. Good-bye, ma’am!”
I ran out toward the front door. Startled, the mother came running after me. Without a sideward glance I leaped
out the entryway and looked back. I could see her face at her mother’s back; the mother had lowered herself to the
stepping stone in the entryway.
“Good-bye, ma’am!” I cried out once more.
But she probably could not hear me. For the words did not form themselves; I only believed I had shouted
them.
*
And that, you see, was my experience with love. That was all. I never again had a chance to see her. I
graduated from school about four months later. She, too, graduated from girls’ school. I know because her
classmate, my friend from next door, also graduated. Around the end of April, I heard from my friend that my
sweetheart and her mother had moved back to their distant hometown together. That was it.
Time gradually erased the image of her in my heart, and I completely forgot about her. About two years later, I
learned that she had gotten, married, but I felt no shock. I learned of her marriage through inference, due to a
conversation in passing between my friend from next door and my mother.
What do you suppose happened to the woman? That’s something even I don’t know. But what’s truly strange is
that one day, in the fourth year of my no longer being able to set eyes on her, I received a letter from her. There
was no return address, only her name. I still remember the wording of her letter.
Since we parted I have spent these four years as if in a dream. With each passing day, the image of you carved into my
heart becomes more deeply etched, a secret I keep to myself unbeknownst to others. Oceans and mountains already lie
between us, and no matter how impossible it has been for me to forget you, I realize I cannot embrace my feelings of agony to
see you once again.
My only remaining memory is of my heart being wrenched apart as I watched you forlornly leave my home that day. Why
did I not run to you then and reveal how tortured I felt? This question has haunted me to the point that I realize my regret will
continue undiminished for the remainder of my life.
But I do not mean to sound resentful, only to inform you that I do not have long to live. From the time I first met you in
your room that day long ago, I too secretly yearned for you. That I never told you is due to nothing more than my own helpless
self. After all, I was only a weak woman, and now I have even less strength. And yet again, traces of your figure appear in all
clarity before my eyes.
Farewell, farewell. My only wish is that you, with many years ahead of you, forget me. I have composed and sent you this
letter of farewell for no reason but to share with you my feelings. Good-bye.

This was her letter. A corner of my heart, which had been reduced to ashes, nearly came back to life. But in the
end, everything continued as if asleep.
How many months and years have passed since then? At this point all of my memories about her, and my own
youth itself, have completely faded away.
*
You are very young. I’ve now told you everything about my experience with love, up to the present day. I am,
of course, nothing but a mediocre human being. But I feel that God has been unjust in fulfilling neither my
deepest wish to be in love nor my passionate desire for my sweetheart. Not even for one instant. Oh, how youth
fades away—how quickly it disappears!
You’ve been very kind to listen so patiently and earnestly to my long, monotonous tale. Dawn seems to be
approaching, so why don’t you hand me the jacket there. I must leave before dawn has broken, as my company starts
work at seven. And I still have to ride that interminable streetcar for nearly an hour to reach home so I can prepare
for the day.
Yes, perhaps we will meet again if the opportunity arises. If I were to tell you that I don’t have a single friend
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with whom I can share my story, then maybe you would be able to excuse my rudeness tonight. I know you’ve likely
heard the same kind of story from dozens, no hundreds, of men. But tonight may have been the first time you ever
met a man whose will and actions manifest themselves at such extreme ends of the spectrum.
To think that I spent the entire night lying next to you! I can’t tell you how much I wanted to hold you in my
arms. And yet I couldn’t do it.
I am not at all proud of this. Indeed, I am terribly embarrassed for myself. A coward like me, after all, deserves
only to be despised.
Oh, how I want to embrace you, to hold you tightly in my arms! But no, I’m not bold enough.
No, no, you mustn’t! Please hand me my hat. We’ll wait until my next visit. I will be sure to gather up my
courage when I visit you again.
No, not now! My heart is still too full of things I want to tell you. If I come again I will certainly tell you about
them. I am still suffocating …
Come, now, you aren’t crying are you? What’s the matter? What’s wrong? Please don’t cry. Please stop crying—
for my sake, to relieve my anxiety. If I have you crying over me, my heart will feel heavier about visiting you
again. My legs will move sluggishly.
You are such a sweet thing! Please don’t cry. If you promise me you’ll think carefully about our mutual destiny
by my next visit, then I promise you I’ll definitely come see you once more.
Dawn is about to break. I must hurry. Please come see me off at this doorway. Excuse me.
What a sweet thing you are! Do give me a smile. Thank you. Now I can go home reassured. Good-bye, goodbye!
3
That night, too, Hayashi dropped in at his usual café, Eden. He didn’t even glance at the waitresses lined up
attentively. The moment he saw that the corner booth near the entrance was empty, he paused abruptly from stepping
in further, sat himself down, folded his arms, stretched his legs out, then turned his focus to a popular recording of
Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony. When the recording eventually came to an end he rubbed his face once and opened
his eyes.
An eighteen-or-so-year-old waitress, looking as green as could be, and who surely had not been there yesterday,
stood fidgeting before him.
“Coffee,” he told her tersely, then thought to himself that this woman was undoubtedly a novice. She most
certainly was not the waitress type.
“Would you like some cream in that?” she asked as she placed the coffee in front of him.
“You must have arrived today,” he said, disregarding her question.
“Yes, I came this morning. Pleased to meet you.”
Drawing a chair over, the woman seated herself discreetly next to him with her eyes cast downward. Hayashi
let his gaze slide from the top of her head to the tips of her feet.
Why had a woman like this turned to waitressing? he wondered.
“Care to come by my place? I’m all by myself.” He stood up, having somehow lost his composure, and found
himself uttering words he never meant to proffer. The woman stood also.
“Please do come again. Tomorrow for sure,” she said in a disarming tone, perhaps without much thought.
“Yes, I’ll be back. What’s your name?”
“I’m Kimiko. Tomorrow evening at ten, then. I’ll be waiting for you.”
What on earth was happening to him?
When he got outside, Hayashi sensed that his head was unusually flushed. Snow was still falling relentlessly and
nighttime Shinjuku was whitely luminous. Even though midnight was awhile off, there were almost no pedestrians,
only cars and trains racing incessantly by. When a train stopped at the station, it would soon glide away on the rails by
which it had come.
Hayashi stood in front of the station for a considerable time, reflecting on what it means to return on the road by
which one has come. But then a taxi drove up from nowhere in particular and came to an abrupt stop where he stood.
The driver’s hand reached out the window, beckoning him to come so that he automatically backed away and,
crossing the street, returned to his apartment near Okubo.
Hmm, was that what they call “artless art”? If so, he didn’t need to believe her. Still …
Hayashi circled his room again and again, hesitating as to whether he ought to meet Kimiko at the appointed
time. But shortly before ten the next night, he descended the stairs and put on his shoes.
If this woman had been toying with him, then he’d simply resign himself to the fact that he was a pathetic man
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who couldn’t help but believe women, no matter how often they fooled him. Even tonight, though he couldn’t say
that he had come solely because of her invitation. He would have been satisfied merely placing himself among a
steamy throng of people, watching her from afar, and listening to the music. If she blithely turned out to have
forgotten her words to him, then that really wouldn’t be a problem.
Thinking thus, he found himself arriving before he knew it at a spot where he could effortlessly discern, among
the chaos of neon signs, the lettering for Eden.
Somehow, that woman had left an indelible image in his heart.
Abruptly, Hayashi realized he had walked into someone or something. He looked up, and there before him
stood Kimiko. Moreover, she was clutching a travel case.
“I quit.” From within the folds of her beautiful Western outfit, she smiled at him. Completely uncertain as to
what she meant, Hayashi stared at her, and she spoke again.
“I’ve quit my job.”
“What are you going to do now?” When he finally grasped her meaning and asked the question, Hayashi was
far from clear what else he might expect.
“Let’s go to your place,” she said, and was already walking ahead of him.
“But it’s just me there,” he couldn’t stop himself from pointing out, through a haze of disbelief.
“That’s all right, I’ll leave right away.”
Then, it really was true! But how could this be happening? Here was this alluring being of the opposite sex,
someone more appropriately called a lady than a woman, who of her own accord was coming to his place. But
could this be an actuality?
“If you’re coming to my place, I don’t really have anything.” Hayashi desperately uttered phrases that
suggested he might prefer her not to come. And yet, if she now turned on her heel and announced she wasn’t
coming after all, how disappointed he would be! Suddenly, he felt his blood churn and his heart beat faster; for an
instant he felt dizzy. She, however, spoke quietly.
“I came to Tokyo yesterday, for the first time ever, from Hokkaido. So I don’t know anything yet about
Tokyo.” How firmly the word “Tokyo” resonated when spoken by this woman...
“Is that so? You must have been yearning for Tokyo.”
“Yes, I’ve felt myself drawn to Tokyo for the longest time. But my father kept refusing me permission to
come.”
“So you ran away, then.” In response to his guess, the woman stepped back from him.
“Oh, no, it’s not quite like that. But what made you think so?”
“That’s just how it seemed.”
“Did it really?” she asked, and for some reason laughed happily for a moment and loudly enough for passersby
to take notice.
Ah, so then this woman was still as pure as the snow over there. Hayashi slipped for a moment into
recollecting what had happened the night before; then back in the present again he peered fixedly at the woman’s
profile. A well-defined nose, radiant eyes, lips that reminded him of a cute animal and tended toward narrowness,
lustrous short hair that beckoned to be caressed. What an exquisite woman she was! She was wearing a green
coat. Even the coat, he was now noticing for the first time.
“Let me carry your travel case for you,” he offered, remembering his manners. But by this time they had
already arrived at the foot of his apartment building.
“I’m sure to find work in two or three days—may I stay until then?” Having placed her case on the desk and
seated herself on the chair, the woman asked without looking at Hayashi.
Hearing her words, he suddenly felt his consciousness wobble. His vision blurred for a moment. But he soon
steadied himself, and was able to state firmly,
“If you don’t mind the poor accommodations.”
The woman turned silent. In that moment, a certain thought forcefully propelled itself through his body. No
matter what, he must not under any circumstances allow his heart to indulge in impure thoughts. However, could
one describe this as a pure thought?
Hayashi was no longer able to read his own motives, and he panicked anew. Should he then tell her to leave, if
that were truly the right thing for her? No, no, that would be a deception. It might even be an act of hypocrisy.
What, then, would be the honest path to take? Just as Hayashi’s thought process began to stumble on this point,
Kimiko spoke up, her eyes sparkling:
“I’m all right, you know.”
He felt he understood and yet didn’t understand what she was all right about. But when he realized the
confusion was due to his own indecisiveness, he finally smiled and told her,
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“Oh yes, there’s nothing to worry about.”
“How strange, though.”
“What’s so strange?”
“Well, I’m not sure I understand it all that well.”
“Well then, let me explain. I’m a little embarrassed to be telling you this right now, but I graduated from a
girl’s school in Sapporo earlier this year. And I have to admit that I did leave home without telling anyone. But
I left a long letter, and I’m sure my parents will worry about me, but I also feel they’ll understand my need to
do this …”
She had started her account so as to avoid misunderstanding. As she spoke, she lowered her eyes and blushed.
After all, then, she was exactly the woman he initially sensed her to be! He suddenly felt sorry for having caused
her discomfort, and told her,
“Oh no, that’s not what I found so strange. What I’m surprised about is that such a beautiful young woman like
yourself should be able to tolerate being around me.” Kimiko stood up and, without responding to his comment,
started to remove her coat.
“I’m tired. Do sleep well.”
At one end of the rectangular six-mat room Hayashi laid out an extra futon he had on hand for friends. In no
time she was breathing soundly and, feeling a little worn out himself after this turn of events, he burrowed into the
other futon. However, he felt his head burning up, and when he put his hand on his chest, a gummy, unidentifiable
liquid endlessly pressed forth. Was this due to his lack of sleep from the night before?
*
Hayashi vigorously shook his head two or three times, and compelled himself to focus on the play he would be
performing early next month. The theatre Hayashi was affiliated with was well known, and it was less than a year
since he had joined its acting troupe. He was a mere apprentice, and only once in awhile was he assigned
extremely minor roles.
However, on this occasion he was to perform in two or three scenes of the year’s grand finale. Even that was
not anything particularly impressive, but his ambition was to become a director some day, and to prove himself
back home with a theatrical troupe composed of his comrades. He felt, in light of his dream, that his performances
next month could directly influence his career path, and that he therefore could not treat them lightly.
But would his future truly be as brilliant as some people had promised?
Having thought this far, Hayashi vehemently shook his head again. What an incredible illusion this was! The more
he attempted to calm himself, the more his excitement seemed to mount. His heart, despite the watchful supervision
of its master, was acting like a beast that had broken out of its cage. A single desire—a desire he had never before
experienced—was now completely free of his control and was cavorting about with heedless abandon.
Hayashi was a pale-faced youth of barely twenty-three. His stamina seemed much too weak to recapture that
beast, that desire that he had inadvertently let loose. Kimiko, who was asleep one tatami mat away from him,
suddenly rolled over in her sleep and turned her face toward him. Four or five soft strands of hair were tangled in
her eyelashes, and with each breath she exhaled, the hairs rippled slightly at the edge of her futon. Her eyes were
shut tight like seashells.
The thought occurred to him that this woman might possibly represent the consummate female image that had,
over the years, been taking shape in a corner of his heart. The moment he realized this, he, too, was able to drift
gently into the land of dreams.
*
The next morning, when Hayashi opened his eyes, Kimiko was already awake. She bustled about, apparently
making breakfast. When she noticed Hayashi’s gaze, she spoke awkwardly and lowered the flame on the gas ring
that was installed in the room.
“I’m sorry; I shouldn’t act like it’s my own place.”
“Did you sleep well?” he asked, completely at ease. “I had a dream about you.”
“Oh? Won’t you tell me about it?”
“Why yes, let me describe it.” He stretched out and continued in a somewhat playful voice.
“There was a wide open field, you see, and there you were alongside some running water, wearing a pure white
robe. I chased after you, yelling something. Ha ha ha ha ha.” When he laughed, Kimiko joined in.
“Remember this is a dream, now.”
“It sounds like a Nordic myth, doesn’t it? What happened—did you finally catch up to me?”
“Well, you see. It was like acting out a Nordic myth in true life; no matter how long I chased after you, the
distance between us didn’t change.”
“Oh my, dreams and myths are pretty much the same thing, aren’t they? But how did you happen on such a
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dream?”
“Do you think I shouldn’t have?”
“Not at all, you seem to have quite impressive dreams.”
*
Having finished her breakfast, Kimiko stated that she would go find a job, and left.
So she really was serious about finding work, too. What on earth was she made of? Was this the behavior of an
eighteen-year-old virgin? Was she pushy? Or naïve? Some mysterious way of being must reside within her that
transcended his level of knowledge.
Hayashi was suddenly reminded of an event from the previous year. It was about midsummer. At night, the din of
summer festival dance songs could be heard emanating from plazas and abandoned lots. During the oppressive nights,
when sleep was hard to come by, the townspeople danced wildly in fun and jest to songs blaring from record players.
Neighbors would surround the stage where the dancers performed, forming a mass of people.
Hayashi, too, had mingled among the crowds nearly every night. When he was tired of studying and the festive
sound of laughter rose up to his apartment, he would timidly leave his abode to watch the riotous dancing. The
hubbub of laughter, coming from the dance stage about 100 meters behind his apartment building, was carried
distinctly to his second-floor dwelling.
The stultifying heat showed no signs of abating. When the dance festival, originally planned for two weeks, came to an
end, the planning committee, urged on by hordes of townspeople, extended the event for an additional three days.
Hayashi, as usual, placed himself in the crowds to observe the spectacle of the young men and women, whose dancing
day-by-day had become more wanton.
But then he noticed a young, pallid-faced madwoman, her hair loosely streaming down her back, standing close beside
him and leering. Everyone around them, almost as if by pre-arrangement, moved away. But Hayashi serenely, even
happily, continued to stand there.
That is, until the crowd started staring at him rather than the madwoman. Discomfited, he fled to the back of the
crowd and resumed watching the dancers above everyone. Later he felt a cold tingle along his spine and looked back
in surprise. It was semi-dark. But still he was able to pick out that strangely captivating woman standing apart from
the rest of the crowd.
The moment he caught sight of her, he was struck by the thought that she was too gorgeous a woman to be of this
world. After that, until everyone dispersed at ten o’clock, he kept looking back at the woman. Each time, she was
staring pointedly at him. He went home that night with an image seared into his brain of how he and the woman had
practically glared at each other the entire time.
The next night, too, as he watched the crazed dancing that had spent itself on this final night of the festival, he
thought to himself that the woman would likely not make another appearance. The crowd was even larger than
usual. Not particularly seeking the woman out, but occasionally looking for her anyway, Hayashi could not find her
anywhere. That was the way things were, after all. Exquisite women did not remain until the end. Just as he had
given up on this thought, someone brushed up against him. The moment he looked back, he froze.
It was she. She must be going home. Not wasting a moment to think, he followed the woman. She did not once
look back. Moreover, after awhile she began to sing softly. He would call out to her when they entered that dark
alley. He began to pick up his pace but, in response, the woman stopped and finally turned around. Agitated by the
fascinating turn of events, he approached her in confusion and, in that instant, awakened to the menacing presence
of four or five unfamiliar youths behind him.
So that was it, he muttered under his breath, and swiftly thrust himself back out to a busier street. In that single
moment, he had understood it all. Or at least he thought so at the time.
They were hustlers. Or rather, perhaps they were using the woman as a decoy. But that, too, may have been the
result of his own wishy-washy ways. Now that he thought about it, it might not be a bad idea to experience something
like that again.
But why didn’t the women of this world act more simply? Or was the problem that they acted so simply that men
watching them experienced an optical illusion? If that was the case, then weren’t women the most infinitely appealing
creatures, who deserved more than anything else to be embraced and protected?
Having waffled back and forth nearly all day, his heart uncertain of how to respond, Hayashi began to mull over
what he should do. Just at that moment, the door opened; Kimiko had returned.
*
“My, you’re looking wan. Is something the matter?”
“Oh, not at all. I was thinking about a play.”
“Are you an actor?”
“Well, I guess what I do is acting, but somehow or other I’m just terrible at it.”
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“I’m sure that’s not true! I know you must act wonderfully sometimes.”
“Unfortunately that doesn’t seem to be the case,” he replied, but then he declared with conviction, “No, no,
you’re right. I really have acted well on occasion.”
“I’m glad. But great theatre is usually tragedy, so that’s no fun.”
Now that she put it that way, he agreed that it was indeed so. But then Kimiko once again disclosed the
unexpected.
“I’m starting a new job tonight. It’s at a café in Omori, called Prince. It’s a live-in job like the last one.”
How was it that this woman had, since yesterday, kept acting in such unpredictable ways? At this rate, he too
would be turned inside out.
“Isn’t this all terribly illusory?” He swallowed the words as they formed on his lips, and instead asked,
“So is your show starting or ending?” The moment he said it, he cringed at the cynicism of his remark. Kimiko,
however, only replied with a weak,
“I’m not sure.
From then on, until she stepped into the swirling snow alone, refusing Hayashi’s offer to accompany her, she
barely spoke a word.
“I’ll be going then. Goodbye.”
It was only during their parting at the entryway to his apartment that she finally lifted the heavy silence she had
maintained.
“Goodbye.”
Hayashi had nothing else to say. His gaze followed her for awhile after she left, then he abruptly stepped out
into the snow without even an umbrella.
*
Despite Kimiko’s urging Hayashi to come visit every once in awhile, he never once found the chance to drop in.
The temperature dropped for days on end in December. Due to rehearsals for the play, and especially due to his
financial straits, he had lately been extremely troubled. His hometown was in a rural part of the southern end of Tainan.
His family, involved with farming, belonged to the middle class, and so he had received a suitable allowance during his
first two years in Tokyo, while he was studying law at T University.
As soon as his family learned that he joined the theatre, however, the allowance had stopped coming. It was not in
Hayashi’s nature to chase after something that was no more. This was due less to a belief in the easygoing philosophy
that “what goes away should stay away,” than to something one, no, two steps further afield. Based on a vague
ambivalence of some kind, this tendency of his had begun to gnaw away at his physical being. It was not that he had
failed to notice that this trait might pose a danger to him.
Only one step away from it sprawled a bottomless, jet-black pit. At times, his shock at finding himself somewhere
completely alien, as if he had traveled a long road and suddenly realized he was at the edge of an unfamiliar precipice,
was beyond words. Countless times, he had tried to step quickly back from that spot. Nevertheless, whenever
something out of the ordinary took place, he discovered himself unexpectedly wandering precariously there.
Might this be what people meant by indecisiveness? If so, then he was most certainly an indecisive man. Is such a
man qualified to fall in love? A woman deserves to be held in the arms of a much more dynamic man, a man one might
imagine to have been born at daybreak.
Look upon that woman, who slept soundly at his side without the slightest trace of an impure thought! She
resembled a single lily growing in the midst of a wild, desolate field. If he were to touch that flower, in that moment he
would inevitably crush her underfoot until she was unrecognizable.
He could clearly see the danger signal hanging bright red between her and himself. How could he possibly disregard
that, and cut across into the graveyard? Because he lacked the courage, he and countless men like him were serving as
final runners in the relay race of life. This was certainly not a praiseworthy thing.
*
One day when Hayashi was considering whether or not to stop in at Kimiko’s place in Omori, the maid brought
him a letter and mentioned that it had come by special delivery. When he turned the letter over, he choked and turned
pale. Inscribed there was “Chinshi Tamae.”
By the time he opened the seal, memories from three years ago had tumbled over him like angry waves, knocking
him off balance. It was spring the year he had turned nineteen, about a year after he had graduated from middle
school. A family that had lost its rice business in Tainan had moved barely 100 meters from his home. Their daughter
had attended a girl’s school in Tainan, but was forced to withdraw in the middle of her second year due to the family’s
dwindling fortunes. She (he was to learn much later) was adopted, and so her parents probably had no desire to
continue her education at a sacrifice.
The daughter initially wore her school uniform when she moved to Hayashi’s neighborhood, but after awhile she no
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longer did. Unlike the other village girls, however, and owing to the habits she had acquired from city living, she
switched to simple Western clothing.
She instantly became the object of every village youth’s secret desires, and her name came up in conversation in
every household. Hayashi, too, had first learned from his mother that the girl’s name was Chinshi Tamae. After only
two or three encounters on a path in the village, the two fell passionately in love. She was seventeen, well developed,
and somewhat taciturn. She had begun frequently to do her washing at the stream in front of her house, its limpid
waters bubbling continually to the surface.
One evening, when all the housewives had gone home, only she, uncharacteristically, remained. Hayashi made his
way over and spoke to her, but suddenly he could stand it no longer. Hopping down onto the stream’s stepping stones,
he took her hand and fervently pressed his lips against it. Apparently concerned about watchful eyes, she stiffened and
tried to reclaim her hand. When Hayashi released it and returned to the stream bank, he saw her eyes glisten with tears.
Neither could speak.
For about a year after that, there were innumerable days when they did not exchange a single word. The more their
passions were stirred, the harder the two found it to converse. The villagers began to spread rumors about them.
People first speculated and then declared that they were intimately involved.
“They’re going to get married any day now.”
“Huh, look at them. They’re too young for this nonsense; I can’t stand having to watch.”
The youths in their village were furious.
“Hey, don’t you cry. Horses are going to graze with horses.”
Tamae’s parents were dead set against the match, for their hope was to marry her off to a family that could
afford a substantial bride-price. As for Hayashi’s family, they wanted a girl from a prosperous, if landless,
family. In order to encourage his son to forget Tamae, Hayashi’s father proposed something entirely unex pected. He suggested to his son that he ought to move to Tokyo, study law at the university, and if he were still
inclined to marry Tamae, to wait until he had obtained Superior Civil Servant Certification.
Hayashi had grown up in a family that valued orderliness, and this recommendation seemed a reasonable
one. He was still young, too, he thought pensively. In addition, if he went to Tokyo, Tamae’s and his love for
each other would only be deepened. Once he realized that, or rather, owing solely to that realization, he hastily
left home and crossed the big sea.
Hayashi had sent Tamae a letter after he arrived in Tokyo, but he never received a reply. Ah, so was Tamae
leaving him? Even that violent passion of theirs had been worn down by the lengthy pe riod of three years.
Hayashi’s decision to abandon his Superior Civil Servant Certification, which represented nothing more than
power and prestige, and to throw himself into acting, which had the power to move people’s hearts, was—now
that he thought about it—an absolutely natural step for a man who had become a harlequin of life.
He opened the envelope, still standing where the maid had left him. It contained a postal money order for fifty
yen and a carefully inscribed letter in Tamae’s familiar hand.
Mr. Hayashi Haruo
Dear Mr. Hayashi,
Recently, through word of mouth, I learned for the first time of your present situation and your address. Immediately after
you left for Tokyo, I was pressured to become engaged to the son of a wealthy family in Tainan.
I refused. My parents then told me that I should leave them and take myself wherever I pleased. So I left. I am now working at a
café in Taipei. The enclosed money order has no particular meaning, but I have saved up for it so please humor me and accept it.
Yours, Tamae

Finishing her letter, Hayashi was bewildered as to how to respond, but he set about replying to her the next
day.
Miss Chinshi Tamae
Thank you for your letter and the money. I am glad to hear that you are well. I had completely forgotten about you. It is
regrettable that with the passage of time, my memories are fading. I no longer have clarity of thought, not even about my own
concerns.
I have accepted half of your gift money. This, too, means nothing in particular. I merely felt like returning half of it. Please
take care of yourself.
Hayashi Haruo

The play Hayashi was in opened the day after he sent his reply; it was slated to run for a week. Neither the
opening night nor the next were full houses, but from the third night onward every performance was sold out.
On the fifth night, Hayashi caught sight of Kimiko from onstage, sitting within the packed theatre. When the
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show came to an end at ten, the crowed poured into the streets. Although it was not snowing, the frigid air was
bone-chilling.
As he waded through the crowd, Hayashi buried his chin in the collar of his overcoat and headed toward
Ginza. He had been walking awhile when he heard footsteps approaching from behind, and someone called out to
him.
“Hello, there, Hayashi.”
He looked back, and who should it be but Kyo Hokuzan, who had been a year behind him in middle school.
“What a long time it’s been!” Kyo continued as Hayashi stopped and peered intently into his friend’s face.
“Oh, it’s Kyo, is it? When did you arrive?”
Once Hayashi had recalled his friend’s countenance sufficiently to address him, they started walking, shoulder
to shoulder.
“Oh, just this past summer. My father insisted I take the medical training school examination, so I’m now
enrolled in a cram school, scratching away at the algebra and whatnot we learned ages ago. By the way, Hayashi,”
and here Kyo suddenly raised his voice and peered into Hayashi’s face, “do you know anything of Tamae’s
circumstances?”
“Well, I’ve only heard vaguely. Has something happened?”
“You’re so nonchalant about all this! And to think Tamac has endured a fate worse than death for your sake.”
“Wasn’t she kicked out by her father?”
“It wouldn’t be so bad if she were just kicked out. Do you know how she was harangued by her mother before
she was kicked out?”
“I had no idea.”
“Well, I only heard it secondhand so I’ll not go into details. Hayashi, I’m telling you, whatever future Tamae
lives out, it’s all your responsibility.”
“Did Tamae say that?”
“No, of course not. But that’s how it looks to others.”
“So has Tamae cut off all ties to her family?”
“Far from it. Any day now, they’re likely to trap her and bring her home. There’s no way her parents would
leave her on her own. I don’t want to shock you, Hayashi, but they told her if she doesn't want to marry into this
rich family, she might as well be a geisha; they’ve tried several times to sell her off in Taipei.”
Kyo continued to speak, his voice trembling as if he were beside himself. The two men had by now arrived at
Ginzadöri, where the neon signs insistently flickered on and off. As he trawled along the seabed of light and people,
Hayashi’s face gradually paled.
“I’m quite tired, so I think I’ll excuse myself for tonight, but I’d like to talk things over with you at greater
length sometime.”
Hayashi truly was completely fatigued. He could not help but utter those words, and Kyo, apparently sensing
this abruptly stopped walking and replied,
“Then let’s get together some other time. Goodbye.”
“Goodbye.”
Having left Kyo, Hayashi slipped through the narrow alleys between buildings, one after another, and came out
on Hatchöme behind Ginza. He thought he would go directly to Yurakucho Station, but he was thoroughly
exhausted, and decided to enter a relatively quiet café to rest before continuing on. In the entranceway were
advertisements for various musical events and art exhibitions. When he mindlessly picked up one of each, he
discovered that one of them was for the plays he was performing in. Diagonally cutting across the bold lettering
of The Bandits and Crime and Punishment were the red characters,
“Sold-out houses and unparalleled audience response! Show extended three days!”
Although Hayashi already knew of the extended run, he still could not help but think to himself that he would
never make it through the extra performances.
*
As he sank into the sofa inside the café, he saw Kimiko glance his way with a warm smile. She bowed her head,
so he lightly nodded back. She was with an older woman. After the two women had conversed for awhile, Kimiko
came alone to the sofa across from Hayashi and sat down. The older woman immediately stood up, joined them,
and told Kimiko, “I think I’ll be heading home now,” and took her leave, carrying a bundle wrapped in a
furoshiki.\fn{A type of traditional Japanese cloth used to transport clothes, gifts, or other goods } When the two were alone,
Hayashi spoke, his eyes gleaming.
“You came to see the show! I saw you from the stage.”
“Well, why didn’t you wait for me? I looked all over for you.”
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“I was looking for you too. It seems to me you got here before me.” Kimiko suddenly shifted the topic.
“Mr. Hayashi, have you been all right lately?”
“Uh, well, I’ve had some annoyances.”
“I felt that that might be the case.”
“But don’t worry, none of it amounts to anything. It’s all my own personal problem,” he said. Then, as if
suddenly noticing, he suggested, “We’d best be going now. I have another show tomor row so …” and rose from
the sofa. Kimiko stood as well. Once they were outside, Kimiko turned toward him and said,
“I just don’t know what to do anymore.”
“Why is that?”
“Well, because,” she mumbled. “My family has learned where I am. I’m certain my uncle informed them. He’s
an inspector with the police force.”
“Is that so? What a bother!”
“But I’m desperate not to go back home. I’m determined to live on my own. And, remember that woman with
me earlier? She’s the manager of a café in Shinagawa called Kitten. I’m considering moving there sometime
soon.”
“I see. But don’t you think it might be better to go home?” Having inadvertently blurted this out, Hayashi
thought what a clod he was, and glanced aside at the now despondent Kimiko, who had fallen silent.
The two walked as far as Sukiyabashi. Hayashi’s usual habit whenever he came to the bridge was to lean onto
the railing for awhile and gaze at the abyss-like river below it. But tonight he was not in the mood. The enormous
Coliseum-like theatre was closed, revealing its numerous black windows. At that moment, two trains
simultaneously came hurtling from opposite directions along the raised railway tracks, looking as if they might
collide above the guard rails.
“Well, then, please do come by once your play is over.”
“Oh, yes, I’ll do that.”
The two left on separate trains.
*
The play ended, as predicted, on a note of unprecedented success. His talents duly acknowledged, Hayashi was
thereafter invited by the director-manager to become a formal member of the troupe.
Hayashi understood this to mean that his training was about to begin in earnest. Emptying out his meager wallet, he
amassed a collection of dramatic scripts and scholarly works about them. He then devoured those texts as January, and
then February, passed by.
In that time, Hayashi visited Kimiko’s café only once. The café was located near the slope up Hakkeizaka, and
thus was close to Omori Station. Kimiko bustled about, hard at work among the other waitresses. Hayashi sat,
seemingly indifferent, in a corner booth, as was his usual practice, and was lethargic and morose until he left.
That was toward the end of January. Even the town somehow appeared hollow and empty. Hayashi decided, since
he was in the area, that he might as well wander around nighttime Ginza. It had been awhile. He purchased a ticket
for Yurakucho and ascended the stairs with a slumping, heavy gait.
Just then, Kimiko came rushing up the stairs.
“Did you forget to tell me something,” Hayashi asked as he stood waiting for Kimiko, his energy drained from
the climb. She did not reply, but started walking and only after awhile explained,
“Why, no, I came to send you off.”
When the uptown train came, Hayashi did not try to board it. Walking aimlessly along the platform, he told
Kimiko,
“I’ve now become a formal member of the troupe. I’m going to need to devote myself to my training.”
“Oh, that’s wonderful! Please do give your studies your undivided attention.”
“Thank you. I’ll do so if it kills me. It might be just an old and dubious fantasy of mine, but I want to have
formed a troupe of my own by the time I’m twenty-five, and to return to Taiwan to distinguish myself.”
“I’m so envious that you have such a dream. Maybe I’ll ask to join your troupe when the time comes.”
*
A train stopped as she spoke. Hayashi unreflectively hopped on, but feeling that Kimiko still had something more
to say he thought about waiting for the next train. But by then the automatic doors had slid shut, as if to thwart his
will, and the train started grinding forward. When it stopped at Yurakucho Station, Hayashi gave no thought to
exiting; instead he stayed on all the way to Shinjuku and only then got off. With a dawning realization of how
crowded Shinjuku would be at nighttime, he suddenly felt weary and returned directly to his apartment in Okubo.
Temperatures had been fairly mild in January and February, but they dropped sharply in March, and sometimes
it snowed at night. The next morning, however, the skies would be clear and deep blue, the sun brightening
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rooftop after rooftop. Listening to the falling droplets of melted snow, and the rough scraping of snow patches as
they slid down the tin roofs, Hayashi observed that spring had somehow or other finally arrived.
One morning, he lay hunkered in bed until quite late. When he groped around for the wristwatch he had placed
by his pillow, it was already considerably past ten. Birds were chirruping beneath the eaves for the first time, and
between the gaps in the curtains he could see the sun’s rays shimmering like silver on the electricity poles.
On mornings like this, visions of his hometown welled up in his heart. The green fields everywhere, the houses
surrounded by bamboo groves, the narrow paths in the village, and the stream where that clean, clear water gushed to
the surface
“Oops, I don’t have time for this!”
Hayashi bolted out of bed, threw open the curtains, thrust out his chest, and greedily gulped in the rays of light
streaming inside. The Takarazuka Revue was putting on Hamlet, and, thinking he ought to see that, he busily
readied himself and left.
It being Sunday, Yurakucho Station, in particular, was terrifically crowded. Having raced to the theatre barely in
time to purchase one of the last tickets, he was escorted to the worst seats.
The first piece was Onatsu and Seijur. This play, which had been seared into his brain by an overwhelming
number of books and performances, felt more like a nuisance to him than anything else. The only play he really
wished to see was Hamlet.
During the intermission, he strolled around the mass of total strangers, ducking under and between them. The
words “Exhibit of Literary Manuscripts” in the program caught his eye and, although he had no particular interest
in such things, he stopped by to see what they might have on display. There, unexpectedly, he came across Kyo
Hokuzan.
“Hello, Kyo,” he said as he slapped his friend’s shoulder, “excuse my rudeness last time.”
“Oh, it’s you, Hayashi. What a coincidence to see you here. Well, well.” The two left the exhibit room and
settled themselves into a sofa in the lounge.
“I’ve been thinking about dropping in on you,” Kyo said as he puffed on a cigarette, “but of course I don’t
know your address.”
“Is that so? I’m sorry about that.”
“Hayashi, I have to tell you, something terrible has happened.”
“Meaning?”
“It’s about Tamae. I was asked by a friend to inform you.”
“Thanks. Tell me quickly.”
“I thought you would have guessed if I said this much.”
“Did she marry that rich man?”
“Well, she might very well marry him, but we don’t know yet at this point. All we know is that, just like I
predicted, she’s been brought back home.”
“But maybe that’s not a bad thing. Just because she’s gone back doesn’t mean they’ll force her into marriage,
does it?”
“Hayashi, you’re talking like a Tokyoite. Keep in mind this involves Tamae’s parents.”
Ah, yes, that makes sense, Hayashi thought. Just then the bells signaling the end of the intermission rang out,
and the crowds were sucked back into the auditorium. Feeling that even Hamlet, which he had been anticipating
with such interest, now seemed entirely tedious, Hayashi left the theatre alone before the final curtain came down. He
then took the Shosen local to Omori. When he saw that Kimiko was not at Prince, he went back the way he had come
and checked Kitten in Shinagawa. There was no sign of Kimiko there, either.
Had she gone back to Hokkaido, then? The thought came to him for a second. No, that was not possible. This was
Kimiko. She had to be hanging around somewhere in Tokyo. Even so … he thought. But his feelings were such that
no matter how long he waited, they would find no resolution.
Several days passed by. After reflecting on every possibility, Hayashi requested a month’s leave from the
director-manager. He would go back to Taiwan and see with his own eyes how Tamae was. He also wanted to meet
with his parents, and reveal to them his secret hopes. But no, more important than that or anything else was his
concern for Tamae. He must meet with her, and explain his feelings until they found mutual contentment.
Then one day as he was trying to decide which ship to take back, he received a letter from Kimiko.
Mr. Hayashi Haruo
Dear Mr. Hayashi,
I have finally returned to Hokkaido. I was brought back by my father against my will. But who knows, I might dash back again to
Tokyo some day. I must, because I haven’t become anyone yet.
You are a proper gentleman. But people like you are always letting wonderful opportunities for happiness slip from your grasp. Or
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perhaps that is what true happiness is.
Hokkaido is still buried deep in snow, and I feel horribly restless. Please do take care of yourself.

Ursumi Kimiko

Hayashi felt an urge to go to Hokkaido. There, he would, with manly dignity, confide to Kimiko his innermost desires. Was this not one of those chances at happiness Kimiko had mentioned? But Tamae might very well
be weeping under the eaves of an oppressive country home.
And then Hayashi confronted a strange thought indeed. It occurred to him to wonder which was further away,
Hokkaido or Taiwan.
From reading maps, he had formed the impression that Hokkaido was closer, but he realized that in his heart
both places were equally distant. With that, he began to feel that both Tamae and Kimiko, in their respective lo cations, existed at enormous removes from him.
If that was the case, he wouldn’t return to Taiwan, and he wouldn’t head for Hokkaido. With this thought, he
opened the window and looked out.
The remainder of last night’s snowfall, probably the last of the season, crashed and slid heavily from the roof
above him to the ground below, then collapsed messily on itself.
280.190 Strong Currents\fn{by Wang Ch’ang-hsiung (1916-2000)} Tanshui Township, Taipei Prefecture, Taiwan (M)
17
1
It was spring, three years ago, that I left behind the Tokyo that had been my home for ten years.
Even now when I close my eyes, the events of that night come floating vividly back to my memory. As the
long snake-like body of the nine o’clock night train bound for Shimonoseki pushed its head from Tokyo Station
and sped by Yurakucho, Shimbashi, Shinagawa, and Omori, leaving behind the lights of the harbor, I could not
help but feel a lump rise in my throat. Rather than the simple sadness of leaving, it was the unbearably lonely
feeling of knowing that once I had returned to my hometown, I might never again tread the ground of the imperial
capital.
This was not merely the mawkish sentimentality one expects of youth. After I had graduated from S Medical
School, I had the opportunity to stay on in a temporary post at the hospital attached to the university, and on the
side, I was also a research student in the department of dissection. Barely a year later, however, my father, who
had opened an internal medicine clinic in our hometown, died suddenly, and I had to return home at once. I was to
succeed my father in the practice, and this meant that I was going to be buried in obscurity as a country doctor for
the rest of my life, a fate I certainly found difficult to accept.
After so many years, the scenery of my hometown truly did strike me as beautiful and I breathed a sigh of
relief at being home. Nonetheless, that feeling did not last long. The running of a medical practice in the drab
countryside was not particularly demanding, but strangely I could not come to grips with it and spent day after
day in a sort of daze. There was no way I could shake off an un avoidable boredom; I just felt like giving up
everything.
In an effort to recapture the sense of ambition I had had while living in the metropolis,\fn{ A word this author often
uses when referring to Tokyo:H} various schemes for finding stimulus in the monotonous life I was now leading would
bubble up in my mind and take my listless musings to places infinitely far away. Even though I had some old
friends, there was no one with whom I could talk heart to heart and find consolation.
This lethargy in which I drifted depressed me all the time. I thought to somehow shake off all my
commitments and return to the capital, but when I considered the position of my widowed old mother, I was
unable to decide on such an action.
It was around that time that I made the acquaintance of Ito Haruo. Actually, it was just at the time when I was
feeling enfeebled by a neurotic brooding similar to homesickness, that Ito Haruo gave me a draft of the perfect
medicine to assuage my fierce thirst. To tell the truth, it was this thirst that motivated me to get close to Ito, and it
was the cause for our friendship to deepen quickly.
*
Although there were a few days remaining in October, the residual heat was extreme. Yet at night, just as
though someone had blown on it to cool it, the air chilled right down. Consequently, colds were prevalent and I
was busy in my clinic both day and night. It was on one evening during that period, with one patient following
another, that one fellow entered my office forthrightly and said in the politest Japanese,
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“I would be much obliged to receive your attention.”
Judging from his appearance, he was about thirty-four or five with a good physique. His eyes were blood shot
and his face was flushed. Although he only had a bathrobe pulled casually around himself, there was somehow a
powerful manliness to his bearing. That was Ito Haruo.
Right away I applied my stethoscope to his chest and listened to his breathing. Naturally he had a terrible cold
and was running a temperature of 38.5 degrees.
“I’ve gone and overdone it. Just gritting your teeth and bearing it does not work with an illness, does it” he
said laughing.
His facial expression struck one as relatively easygoing, but within his laughter were hidden complicated
shadows and strands of emotion. This might be thought to speak of the strength of his will and the superior nature
that seemed to emphasize the dignity of his character. When I asked about his profession, he said he was a teacher
of the national literature\fn{ I.e., the Japanese literature} in the Great East Middle School on the outskirts of town.
Unconsciously, I fixed my gaze on him.
I found myself staring fixedly at him as though I were intent on observing him diagnostically, but my reason
for this was not a professional one. I stared at him because, although Ito seemed to be Japanese and there was
nothing in the way he spoke the national language that suggested otherwise, something about the contour of his
face, its bone structure and features, suggested to me that he was Taiwanese. Perhaps due to the strange fine-tuned
hyper-sensitivity one acquires from being raised in a colony, when I lived in the metropolis, I could, without
exception, tell at a glance whether someone was from there, of course, or whether he was from the Korean
Peninsula or was Chinese. Unless my sharp power of perception had deteriorated, I did not expect it to be
malfunctioning in this case.
This was enough to entice my curiosity in an abnormal way. I felt an urge to talk at length with this person and
pin down who he really was. The possibility that Ito was Taiwanese, as I suspected, enflamed my hopes and
aroused my curiosity. However, on that particular day, not only did I feel that it would be overly familiar to
inquire further, but other patients were lined up waiting behind him as well, so I said goodbye and told him to take
the prescribed medicine for two days and then come back and see me again.
Then who should be the next patient but Lin Bonian, a fifth-year student from Ito’s middle school. When
Bonian saw Ito’s face, he raised his hand in salute. I thought to myself that Bonian had come at a particularly
opportune moment. This young man, eighteen years of age, had a body that had been strengthened by kendö
training, but somehow I could not help but feel that there was still something of the child about him. Since this
young man loved sports from his childhood, aside from kendo he tried his hand at various sports as a part-time
enthusiast. He tended to overdo things and would come down with pleurisy. Consequently, he visited my clinic
about every two and a half months. I gave his chest a cursory examination and after inquiring about what he had
been up to lately, I ventured,
“This may seem an odd thing to ask, but where is Mr. Ito from?”
“You mean that teacher who was here just now?” With an air of deliberating ever-so-long before responding,
he finally said,
“Oh, he’s Taiwanese all right, but his wife is from Japan.”
“Ah, so he is, is he?” and a little smile of satisfaction escaped my lips. Rather than being due to the pleasure of
knowing that my peculiar power of perception in this respect had not yet declined, this feeling came from a vague
happiness in pursuit of the dubious but bright thought that there was some kind of connec tion between him and
me. Given that he had a command of the national literature and was no different in his refinement than a
metropolitan Japanese, the fact that such a Taiwanese islander was living in the region gave me an overwhelming
sense of hope and a joy that surged from the depths of my heart.
In the next moment, without conscious thought, I blurted out a stupid remark.
“I suppose he is a very good teacher, isn’t he?” For whatever reason, Bonian spoke quickly in a seemingly
perverse way,
“Well now, there isn’t anything I can say about that.”
There was a certain rigidity in this young man’s attitude, and in a sense he was extremely difficult to approach.
His eyes were narrowed, displaying a calculating air. I did not like this rather twisted side of his character, but on
the other hand, I found his youthful uprightness, which was twice as strong in him as in others, quite touching.
I stopped from inquiring any further than this about Ito, but from that moment I found it hard to wait until Ito’s
next visit to the clinic. However, three, then five days passed and he still had not shown up. I wondered if his cold
had gotten better. Thinking this was probably the case, I shrank from going to strike up a conversation with him
myself, so I decided to wait for some other occasion to arise.
Thereafter, the incidence of colds lessened a bit; instead we suffered the arrival of our town’s charac teristic
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rain. It is the sort of rain that barely forms drops but rather descends as a mist. One evening, after my last patient
had left, I thought to beguile my feeling of gloom by reading a book. I was finally about to close the clinic as the
clock struck nine when someone called out in Japanese, “Good Evening,” and walked in.
It was Ito. Needless to say, I heartily welcomed this unexpected visit from him. After expressing his gratitude
for the other day, he made as though to promptly return home, but I did all in my power to stop him and showed
him into my study.
“This is an impressive study. You must be quite a scholar,” was his reaction as he scanned the contents of the
two large book shelves. “And it seems that you have more works on literature than on medicine.” I laughed at this
as I offered him a cushion to sit on.
“There are some of my late father’s books on these shelves too, but as you can see, I was quite the literary
youth at one time. I even imagined becoming a writer, but now that is just a dream of the past.”
“Is that so? But you know, people need dreams, I think. Our development as human beings dances in step with
our dreams, and we are propelled forward by them. My school is comprised only of islander students, but I
encourage them to dream big dreams. In short, it’s a problem if they always waste their time staying mired in a
colonial consciousness.”
“Is that so? You mean they don’t have much ambition?”
“Their field of vision is just too narrow, you know. Anyhow, if a person cannot separate himself from his own
little world and ponder things, he just goes along timidly and ends up as a small man. They just don’t have spirit
or pluck. For example—”
Just at that moment my mother entered carrying a tray with tea and cakes. She greeted him politely in
Japanese, “Welcome,” but then said in our Taiwanese island tongue,
“The unpleasant season of drizzle is upon us, isn’t it? Too bad, isn’t it?” When I introduced her to him, “This is
my mother. As you see, she only understands a little of the national language,” Ito politely responded to her
greeting,
“Ah, so this is your mother. I am very pleased to make your acquaintance. My name is Ito Haruo. I am much
obliged to receive your hospitality.”
This was all said in the national language. It struck me as somewhat odd that even in a situation like this, Ito
would not express himself in our island language. At that very moment, I was impressed by the thoroughness of
Ito’s outlook on life. I had no choice but to translate his greeting to my mother. Once my mother had left the
room, I ventured to ask,
“Are both your parents in good health?”
“Well, they are old but getting along somehow.” After Ito had said this, as though purposely changing the
subject, he said,
“You have spent a long time in the metropolis and seem to be especially interested in spiritual culture, so I
think you’re aware of this. It’s called the Japanese spirit in common parlance, but if one doe not see it through the
classics, one cannot make any sense of it at all. Take the Kojiki\fn{Record of Ancient Matters} for example. The reason
we are attracted to it is because a straightforward honesty is revealed in its spirit and diction. As a great scholar
has said, it gives us the joy of a child listening to the old stories at a grandparent’s knee, fascinated. There is no
Japanese spirit apart from the Japanese classics.”
As Ito spoke, a red glint came to the rims of his eyes, and it was as though his face glowed.
This man is even greater than I thought, I mused secretly with admiration as I watched him. I swallowed hard
with emotion as the thought came to me that this man’s manner of living was truly splendid. Right here and now,
was a Taiwanese islander who had married a metropolitan woman, and from his way of speaking, from his
behavior, nay from the very foundation of his being, one could see that he himself had completely become
Japanese. Moreover, he stood on the sacred lecture platform at his middle school and taught the national literature
with dignity. In a way that people of the past on our island could never have aspired to, the aura of his profound
and extensive knowledge that had touched something real became passionate words that worked on the hearts of
others, and thus implanted a noble spirit in the breasts of these Taiwanese middle school students at their most
impressionable age, evoked in them a yearning for correct knowledge, and excited in them a love of courage that
was unstoppable.
When I pictured him performing this important role, my eyes grew hot with tears. This was not happiness or
anything like it; it was simply the emotion of having one’s soul jolted in a strange way. One might call it being
profoundly moved.
That was the first time the two of us had a long talk together, yet we chatted just as though we had known one
another for ten years. It was after the clock had struck twelve that Ito went home, and I even felt that the hollow
loneliness, which had disordered my spirit upon my return from the metropolis, had been dispelled.
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2
Even though this was a small town, the practice my father had left me was unimaginably hard work. Patients
were always crowding around my door as though it were a market.
A month and half went by after that evening with Ito, one day after another. Faced constantly with people
suffering illness, which must certainly be a symbol of human suffering in general, I could not overcome this
hectic way of life that barely left me time to breathe. Ito’s coming to consult me had been the catalyst for our heart
to heart friendship, but I could never get away from this sad medical business, so generally it was Ito who came to
visit me.
Meanwhile, the year drew to a close and gradually the New Year approached; I, who was generally lax about
these observances, one day took a notion to go and worship at the local Shinto shrine. I had gotten up very early.
Still in the chill of faint dawn, there was not a sound from the sleeping neighborhood. The shrine was lo cated
about two blocks away from town atop a lovely hill. The mountain, visible dimly on the other bank, was showing
its blue-black form, seemingly much further away than in the daytime.
In the sky, white light shone far off over the rim of the mountain; it was the pale yellow sky of clear cold
weather. The rain had lifted for the first time in a long time. In the beautiful darkness one felt as if about to drift
out of consciousness.
After paying my respects to the gods, like a person who has been released from the hectic business of daily
life, I ambled around the neighborhood. As the chill penetrated my body, I remembered with affection winters in
the metropolis. Just about this time of year, the clear winter weather of the Kanto plain was beyond comparison.
Yes, around that time, the winter sunlight and the withered foliage seemed strangely warm, and the winter air
cleansed the entire body and I even felt as though it cleansed the mind.
It was something you could not imagine in Taiwan. When one thought of the endless burning summers of
Taiwan, one felt faint. It felt like one’s mind was becoming vacant little by little. I am not sure how long I walked,
but the sky in the east gradually grew light. That is when I headed home.
Due to New Year’s visitors, it was finally about four in the afternoon when I had my first opportunity to pay a
visit to Ito’s home. Ito, in a crested kimono, greeted me with something close to a madcap shout,
“Welcome!” I, on the other hand, greeted him formally, bowing deeply,
“Felicitations of the New Year.” Ito jokingly responded,
“Oh, that’s old fashioned. Let’s go with the modern form.”
“Well, well,” I said, scratching my head.
We both looked at each other and broke out laughing. I was led through to the receiving room, which was at
least eight tatamis in size. And who should be there but Lin Bonian, who, lacking a folding stool, was sitting on
the floor looking very bored. When he saw me, he quickly straightened his posture and, bowing with his hands to
the floor, said,
“Felicitations for the New Year.”
“Ah, that’s old fashioned. Let’s go with the modern form,” I said, mimicking what Ito had just said, whereupon
we laughed again merrily. For whatever reason, however, only Bonian just smiled slightly and then reverted
immediately to his sullen expression.
He’s an odd one, I thought to myself, but then, this youth has never had a sunny disposition; always
complaining, he is a bit of a loner.
“Mother will be coming out shortly,” he said, by way of explanation as he warmly offered me a cushion to sit
on. I thought that, indeed, I wanted to see the mother of such a splendid fellow. I fully expected that she would be
a cultivated woman of the grand old style. As I was musing over these imaginings, I chanced to look up and
noticed that the sky had clouded over a little. Due to that, I could no longer feel that bracing chill of the morning
at all, but rather it seemed as though lambent eddies of mild air were drifting around me.
Before long, the shoji doors opened, and his wife and mother entered the room together. I sat up properly.
Suddenly I found myself staring wide-eyed.
The woman who presumably was Ito’s mother was completely at home in Japanese dress. She appeared to
have crossed into her sixth decade some time ago. In fact, she was an old woman whose hair had more white than
streaks of gray. She had narrow eyes and broad shoulders. Raising a hand to cover her mouth, the mother greeted
us with,
“I’m pleased to make your acquaintance. I hope you will favor us with your company from now on.”
Perhaps because she was missing some teeth, her pronunciation was a bit slurred. His wife offered us tea. I felt
a little confused but quickly realized that this woman was actually the wife’s mother. Even so, I wondered what
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was happening. It was not as though Ito did not have parents of his own.
It came to me that perhaps she had come sightseeing to Taiwan and was receiving the hospitality of her son-inlaw. After exchanging remarks with us two or three times, the mother soon retired. His affable wife conversed
with us about various things. All during this time, Bonian sat there looking unsociable with an expression that
seemed to say,
“Well, I’m here, aren’t I?”
I happened to notice a vase of arranged flowers on the right side of the tokonoma.\fn{In a Japanese house a recess or
alcove, typically a few inches above floor level, for displaying flowers, pictures, and ornaments:W } I supposed Ito’s wife had done
the arrangement. The vessel was thin-rimmed Sentoku ware, and in it was the bright beauty of a nandina spray
with its charming bright red berries. The arrangement had an elegant dignity about it, and its cheerful beauty was
very appropriate for the New Year. Next to the flowers was a volume of Noh drama libretti and leaning upon that
was a shakuhachi.\fn{A Japanese bamboo flute:W}
Although one could not say that his wife was a beauty, an ineffable sense of purity floated around her forehead
and eyebrows while the bridge of her nose called to mind a natural grace. She was wearing a kimono with a
quietly elegant pattern and had a formal jacket of muted purple over it.
*
For the first time in a long time, I felt as though I had returned to the metropolis. It was not at all the case that I
had only pleasant memories from the ten years I had spent living there, but it was during that time that I truly
discovered Japanese beauty, that I touched a humanity as warm as the plants protected by straw wrappers in the
winter, and that I experienced events that radically moved my spirit and were associated with an ideal far higher
than any yearning.
I could not be content as a Japanese national born in the southern territories. I could not rest until I had become
a perfect metropolitan. It was not that I endeavored deliberately to transform myself into a metropolitan; it was
just that I got the unconscious feeling that Japanese blood of the metropolis had transfused itself into my veins
and at some point had begun to flow quietly there.
Apropos of this, I cannot forget the presence of a certain young woman of good family in Tokyo. My
understanding of flower arrangement and the tea ceremony, my fondness for kimono and the Takashimada hair
style, and the sense that I could connect with Noh and Kabuki—all of this came to me through this person. Her
eyes always sparkled with intelligence; her face somehow had a cool, determined look about it, yet oddly, this
also gave a sweet, emotional feel to her countenance. The way her luxuriant, lus trous black hair was loosely
wound on her head and the relaxed grace of her movements gave someone like me, who was born in the southern
territories, a sense of the charm of true Japanese beauty.
I heard that she later became an instructor of flower arrangement, but what I remember most vividly about her
is her devotion to an unceasing search through the practice of flower arrangement ever more deeply into what it
means to be human. To express it another way, she directed a sensitive touch constantly to the heart, valued the
unstoppable life force, and turned it to the discipline of art.
Her commitment to the truth, which was always to reverberate through her heart, would be chafed by blowing
brambles, who knows how many times before emerging in the light of the brilliant day to come. In that respect,
she infinitely illuminated my mind; she was my teacher; she was my friend; she was the transformer of my heart.
When it happened that she directed her gaze upon me, I would feel as though an indescribable warm tide of
blood were flowing through my whole body. At that moment, I would be ashamed of my own immaturity and feel
the necessity of refining my humanity ever more; that was the catalytic effect she had on me. Just a week before I
was to return home from Japan, she sent me as a parting gift a piece of calligraphy on a tanzaku that said,
“First-class human being under heaven.”
I took its meaning to allude to the great Confucian scholar Sato Issai’s words,
In setting your aspirations, you should always strive to be a first-class human being.

Since I was not going to be able to see her before I left, I sent off a letter telling her how much I appreciated
her gift. She sent back an immediate written response:
Please don’t say my calligraphy is a masterpiece; when I hear that, if there were a hole, I would crawl into it out of
embarrassment. When I was setting brush to paper, I asked myself, Am I, myself, a human being worthy enough to
offer those words? I felt completely ashamed, and although I hesitated many times, in the end I could not rest without
writing those words. Those are the feelings that at last made me write the piece. My true feelings … I believe the gods
will forgive my impertinent behavior. And of course, you too …
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A hot sensation swept over me, but I held my feelings in check. Even if this exchange indicated something
precious that moved in both our breasts, I felt that at this point we still must part. I wondered, had I the sufficient
qualifications as a human being to merit marriage to such a person?
No, it was not really that. What bothered me more was that, should we marry, as an only son I would have to
drag her off to the remoteness of Taiwan. At that juncture, no matter what angle I looked at it from, I could not be
sure that the happiness we had known up to this point could survive. I felt just as though a rope were stretched in
front of me, preventing me from crossing over.
In the face of my own ineffectuality, I wept.
By comparison, Ito was a thousand times my superior. Although I did not know the precise details of his
situation, must he not have cut through all kinds of hesitations and obstacles to have arrived at his current
enviable State?
Ito had been able to transport the unconstrained quality of life in the metropolis back to his hometown. I
thought him completely admirable.
*
When the clock struck five, Bonian announced that he would return home. I would have dearly loved to stay a
little longer, but thinking it really was getting time to wind things down, I also made as though to depart.
However, Ito became quite flushed with agitation and insisted we stay.
“So early in the New Year, good Doctor and Bonian, you are wanting in spirit, are you not? Surely today of all
days, you could take it easy and enjoy yourselves a little?”
Bonian scratched his head and hesitated with a nervous laugh. This time, his wife enjoined us to stay,
“At any rate, given the occasion, even though I have only poor fare to offer, please consider staying for
supper.”
Both of us let our stomachs decide and opted to stay for the meal.
We were a party of five. When without thinking I stared with interest at the food on the tray brought in by his
wife, I felt transported to a distant place. No sooner had I extended my chopsticks into the hot pot than my eyes
greedily took in the sight of my favorite dishes: a big bream, herring roe, chicken broth, tempura prawns. It must
have been many months since I had been treated to such a feast.
I noticed, however, that Bonian did not venture to try any of the side dishes; without conversing, he ate only
from the hot pot.
There was a sound of the outside door being slid open quietly. The wife put down her chopsticks and went out
to the entrance. Her voice reached us,
“Ah, our Taipei mother. Please come in.”
“No, it’s all right; I go back quickly. You all fine?”
Judging from the speaker’s voice, the visitor seemed to be quite an elderly woman, and from the broken way
she spoke the national language, I understood immediately that she was Taiwanese. For whatever reason, with a
sense of urgency, Ito went to the entrance.
“Did you have some business to discuss?” After a brief pause, we could hear the old woman’s voice,
“I didn’t come on anything one would call ‘business.’ It is just that it has been a while and I wanted to see how
you all were doing, and, Haruo, your father has suddenly grown weak of late. He’s always talking about how
lonely he is; please come and visit him from time to time.”
This was all said in the Taiwanese language and there were tears in her voice at the end, so I could not hear it
quite clearly.
“All right. I will go and visit him soon, for sure,” said Ito, seeming to break off the conversation with a note of
resignation in his voice.
He returned to the parlor. It seemed as though the entire surface of his face was bearing up under a slight chill
that had befallen it. I could not quite grasp the focus of that feeling, whatever it was. The only thing that flashed
clearly in my mind was that there was no doubt that that islander woman was Ito’s birth mother. That being so,
why could he not have humbled himself and treated her with more respect? Certainly, there must be something
deep underlying this situation, or so in all innocence I wanted to believe.
I had not noticed until this point, but Bonian had put down his chopsticks, and, with his head bowed, was
biting his lower lip; it looked as though the edges of his eyes were slightly blue. After a bit, Ito’s wife returned. It
appeared the islander woman had gone home.
“Please forgive us; we have been most rude,” she said, but I had the feeling that within the vacant silence that
had befallen the room, only the sound of breathing could be heard back and forth among us. Actually, I felt
something hot clogging my throat and it seemed that my voice could no longer come out.
Perhaps because he found this unpleasant, Ito suddenly came out in high spirits, “I feel good, very good. I
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think I’ll sing one of my favorite Nagano folk songs,” and he began to sing:
Oh, how sad!
On the road to Kiso,
leaves of the trees,
scatter and fall
on my sun hat.

But before one could tell whether the song was finished or not, seemingly unable to bear it any longer, Bonian
cried out,
“I have terrible stomach pains, so please excuse me. Thank you very much for the meal.” And with that, he
suddenly got up and retreated toward the outside door.
He moved with such energy that he would have knocked anyone over who had tried to stop him. If anything,
the air of malcontent that radiated from Bonian had left me dismayed. Today, however, I thought I had begun to
understand the aversion that had, from the beginning, appeared to lurk in the inner recesses of Bonian’s
consciousness with respect to Ito. Nonetheless, I could not help but try to check him by crying out,
“Bonian, don’t you think you are being rude to your teacher?”
But Ito said, “Let him go, let him go,” and motioned with his hand for me to desist.
“In my long teaching career, I have had to be prepared for this kind of scene. As it has been said, educating
students is not just piling one brick on top of another; each day’s stint takes its full measure of time. In particular
one must straighten out the perversity of temperament that these islander students tend to have.”
He was explaining Bonian’s behavior under the pretext of talking about education in general, but if anything, I
wanted to touch upon what actually underlay the conversation he had had with his mother at the entrance.
However, I was unable to bring myself to ask about it. I thought it best here not to show any rupture in the sense
of trust and respect that I customarily felt toward him.
“He’s an odd lad, isn’t he?” mumbled the kimono-clad mother-in-law, who up to that moment had been silent.
All the time, his wife had been staring fixedly out the window. She appeared to be concentrating on something,
but her expression was difficult to pin down; a slight sadness or loneliness seemed to flow through it.
*
It was about an hour later that I took my leave. It was quite dark outside. The January night air was cold to the
skin all right; I felt as though I was going to start shivering. The lustrous twinkling of the countless stars
continued above my head. Much as I tried to banish the scene I had just witnessed from my mind, for whatever
reason, it ceaselessly flickered in the back of my mind. I was just about to head off diagonally across a field when
I was stopped by a voice calling out,
“Doctor.”
My eyes groped in the darkness; the owner of the voice was under a mulberry tree and seemed to be staring
fixedly at me. I was momentarily taken aback but then I quickly recognized that it was Bonian.
“It’s Bonian, isn’t it? What are you doing here at this hour?”
“Doctor,” he called out again and in no time at all, he was standing by my side. His face was swathed in
darkness, but the burning quality of his voice was urgent. He was terribly agitated.
“Ito Haruo … no, Zhu Chunxing; that’s his real name, he has trampled all over his birth parents—”
“Come now, get a hold on yourself,” I said, reproaching him in a forceful manner. “You have acted outlandishly toward your teacher. You should have respect.”
“But Doctor, aren’t you aware of what happened back there? That elderly lady at the entrance, she was Ito’s
own mother. He has abandoned his real parents to live that kind of life-style. He just thinks it’s all right, as long as
he himself is comfortable, and—”
“Will you stop!” I said, for I felt I could not bear to hear him go on.
“No, let me speak. Until I get this off my chest, let me speak. B’s birth mother is actually my aunt. I know her
suffering better than anyone. Just imagine being abandoned by the only son you have in the whole world. Doctor,
even though he’s done that Doctor, could you still support him, even though … even though …”
Bonian’s shoulders began to tremble, and finally he broke into tears.
This was the only time that he cried out to me this fierce emotion hidden deep in his stout heart. It struck me as
strange that such a passion existed somewhere within this Bonian, whose taciturn, seemingly timid nature seemed
at odds with his body. Evident as Bonian’s agitation was, my own disappointment was also quite great. Something I could not quite understand forced its way up within me, and I felt as though I could no longer trust the
ground I was standing on. I comforted him saying,
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“Yes, all right. Of course, your righteous indignation is quite warranted as a first response, but hadn’t you
better think about this a little more coolly. Mr. Ito has his own individual and admirable outlook on life; that is
why I think there may be something in all this that your simplistic sense of right and wrong cannot fathom. And,
not only is it cold tonight, but it is also very late, so you go home now and get some sleep.”
And with that, I sent him home.
*
I was not able to sleep at all myself that night. Perhaps Bonian’s agitation had been transferred to me. My eyes
opened more and more with wakefulness; my nerves were stretched taut. I felt that Bonian’s habitual attitude
toward Ito and Ito’s avoidance of any question about his parents somehow made sense now. As for Ito’s agitation
at the appearance of his mother, what was that all about?
In an attempt to interpret it, I imagined that the arrival of his uncouth mother must have disoriented him by
bringing the vague sense of happiness he had enjoyed up to that moment into a sud den collision with reality. I
wondered if, just as Bonian had said, Ito had schemed for his own ease even to the extent of sacrificing his own
parents.
I could not help but pray that one day he would explain to me what drove him and that it would have nothing
to do with his seeking his own comfort.
3
On a thinly overcast day when I was feeling rather gloomy, I was brought face to face with a harsh reality that
darkened my heart utterly.
Ito’s birth father, Zhu Liang’an, finally died. His body had been gradually weakened by diabetes, but the worst
thing was that six months earlier he had come down with a lung inflamma tion of the croup type and that,
apparently, was the immediate cause of his death.
According to Bonian’s later account, Ito had gone to visit his ailing father only once. Perhaps it was symptomatic of the lung inflammation, but it was not the only time that his father had appeared muddled and confused; he
was constantly mumbling meaningless things, vague curses and abuse. Apparently he had always been bitter
about not having anyone to succeed him in the business, and now, on his death bed, they said his eyes glittered in
a strange way when he expressed this deep resentment for which not even death could bring solace.
For whatever reason, even when the day of the funeral came, Ito had not let me know. Although I had never
met his parents, I knew that I very much wanted to attend this funeral even without being officially informed.
Certainly this was due to the intimacy of our friendship, in which we regularly shared our innermost feelings; but
perhaps it would be valid to say that even more than that, since I had been directly impacted by what Bonian had
said, I could not help being spurred by a base curiosity to want to closely observe Ito’s handling of the duties he
would be expected to perform as the chief mourner on that day.
This extreme insincerity on my part gnawed at my nerves but in all honesty I could do nothing to stifle the
unkindness.
Well, the day arrived and in an agitated spirit I prepared myself to go, but at the last moment an urgent matter
held me up and in the end I was not able to attend the service. Therefore I abandoned the idea of looking in at the
funeral hall in Taipei and instead hurried to the cemetery on the edge of town where I expected the father would
be buried.
When I got there, however, it was after the coffin had been placed before the grave pit and the surviving fam ily
members were gathered around it, weeping and wailing. It must have been about five o’clock; as the early-setting
sun had already sunk in the west, only the edge of its brightness remained and the sky was quite dark. Due to this,
the surrounding scene seemed dyed with an eerie duskiness.
The grave site was halfway up the hill. On the way, grave mounds were scattered here and there among weeds
that had been left to grow rankly and shrubs whose names I did not know; reddish earth stretched monoto nously
everywhere.
There were quite a few people at the funeral. Hidden behind the participants, I took a sweeping scan of the
scene. To the right side of the coffin, which was surrounded by family members dressed in hempen clothes, the
presence of Ito, standing stalwartly like one of the Guardian Kings of Buddhism, drew everyone’s eyes. He was
wearing a black Western-style suit with a black armband. Perhaps it was my imagination but it seemed as though
the luster had left his face and he was pale.
His wife, who was wearing a crested kimono, stood by his side with seeming humility. Although her eyes were
downcast, it appeared that they were a little red.
When the weeping and wailing of the womenfolk seemed as if it would go on forever, looking as though he
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could bear it no more, Ito exclaimed,
“Did I not say that was enough uncouth behavior?”
Paying no attention to his stern face, they persisted in crying noisily, all the while looking wronged. Then Ito
pressed one of the priests,
“How about moving on with the ceremony soon?”
With an air of being sorry to trouble them, the priest quickly motioned for the wailing mourners to move away
from the coffin so that they could go on to the next part of the ceremony.
There was one old woman, however, who gripped the coffin fiercely and refused to move. She was a small,
thin woman. Her desperate weeping went on without restraint, cursing everything and anything as if she were
appealing to the dead in an explosion of long suppressed emotion. I thought I had heard that voice somewhere before. And almost instantly I knew.
Was it not the voice of Ito’s own mother?
When I imagined the feelings of this miserable woman all alone now, having lost the person she most
depended upon in the world, I felt my chest tighten and I was overwhelmed with a heart rending sorrow. However,
the one who led this pitiful old woman away in the next moment, as though shielding her from the eyes of others,
was not Ito but rather a young man dressed in simple hemp clothes.
It was Bonian. You could see great drops of tears shining from his swollen red eyes. I had an urge to call out
his name then and there—
“Bonian!”
The funeral assistants slowly came up with their spades and while they were covering the coffin with earth, the
family members were expected to begin bidding their final farewell to the departed by circling the grave and
making a kneeling obeisance on a straw mat before the grave mound. Ito and his wife performed a simple
obeisance, remaining standing. The sound of a bell struck by one of the priests mingled and flowed with the
evening wind, sometimes distant, sometimes close, sometimes it sounded as though it was right at the base of
one’s ear; it was an eerie sound that seemed as though it might end up summoning all the souls rest ing beneath the
ground.
Finally, a bun-shaped mound of earth was completed and a temporary tombstone was raised on it.
By the time the service ended in this fashion, both the sea visible in the distance and the mountain on the other
side of the bank were just beginning to show dark blue against the dull glow of the evening sky. People began to
go down the hill, turning back to look with lingering regret at the fresh grave mound.
I could not help but notice that Ito’s face had gradually grown more and more miserable. In the midst of this,
Ito’s wife approached the old woman and said,
“Mother, how about coming around to our house before you go back home?” But Ito said,
“No. Since there are things to tidy up at the house in Taipei, it would perhaps be better for you to go home
immediately. Anyway, we are going to look in on you there later.”
This said, he took his wife’s hand and went rapidly down the hill.
I could hardly believe my eyes and ears. This was certainly not a dream. When I realized it was serious reality,
I felt like biting my lip. I was conscious of a pressure as though I wanted to vomit, such as I had never
experienced before in my life. Just to look at this poor old woman gave me a feeling almost of dread.
At that moment someone darted into view and screeched, “Auntie, let’s go home together!” and took the old
woman by the hand.
It was Bonian. He hardly seemed to notice me. The tone of his voice clearly could only be taken as an
expression of defiance against Ito’s conduct. Was it that the anger that had been burning on his lips became
amplified? His lips moved convulsively in what seemed to be a reflex of blazing anger. That was communicated
to his entire body so that he was trembling excessively like a warrior about to spring into action. I could see it all
even in the dark.
From the perspective of someone as sensitive as Bonian, the events of the day must have been a great shock.
I moved sluggish legs and descended the hill. I wanted to call out to Bonian but, frankly, I was wholly
preoccupied with my need to think over various things in silence and solitude and reflect on what had happened.
*
I remembered the time I lived in the metropolis. When people used to ask me, “What part of the country are
you from?” I usually answered that I was from Shikoku or Kyushu. Why did I hesitate to answer,
“I’m from Taiwan”?
Because of this masquerade, I had to go around brandishing the fake Japanese name, Kimura Bunroku. When I
went to the public bath, when I drank at the local oden restaurant, that was the name I went by. I fancied myself to
be a perfect Japanese and swaggered and prattled with a superior air. Sometimes I came out with gutter language
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that bedazzled my listeners.
And so, when I was together with friends who spoke with a broad provincial accent, I was always on pins and
needles for fear I would be suspected of being Taiwanese. And at last when my true colors were about to come
out, I would dodge about like a squirrel.
In this way, during my ten years of residence, my nerves were always on edge. I would berate myself in this
fashion,
“What a servile fellow you are! Doesn’t this prove that you are denigrating Taiwan itself? A Taiwanese is
definitely not a Chinese, but he’s not an Eskimo either. Far from it. Are you any different from people raised in the
metropolis? Have pride! The same sort of pride as any Japanese subject.”
When at last I grew tired of my disgraceful charade, invariably I would tell myself to wait a minute. It was not
that I was servile at all. As for concealing my origin so assiduously, it was likely more accurate to say that this
issues from a kind of dependency on the loving wings of the parent country affording its nestling a constant
warmth.
To put it another way, it was not that I was forced to pretend; it might be more appropriate to say that my heart
was so infatuated with Japan that, unknowingly and unconsciously over time, its influence had seeped into my
very being and way of life.
Yes, I was letting myself be pampered. I was clinging almost greedily to a great affection.
Another part of me retorted. Ito had retained a similar feeling even after he returned to Taiwan. From the
experience I had of living in the metropolis, I should be able to understand Ito’s feeling easily and better than
anyone else. But was it really necessary for him to get his way at the expense of his parents?
Ito had married a metropolitan woman. It was only natural that he would devote himself to caring for his
metropolitan parents-in-law. But why could he not devote himself to the care of his islander parents as well?
As I turned all this over in my mind, the path I was walking on gradually grew dark. Tears fell involuntarily
from my eyes. I even felt that I no longer knew what to do. Was there no world that would keep this miserable
feeling alive for me unchanged? So I wondered as my ruminations seemed about to shatter into fragments.
4
After that, I hardly ran into Ito or Bonian at all. Like a person whose hopes had all been snatched away, I
passed day after day with my heart hollow and empty.
However, regardless of whether his goals were correct, when I realized that Ito’s way of life—which had
seemed so vibrant and full of positive energy—was actually hypersensitive and shallow to the point of pettiness, I
gained—whether for good or ill—one thing to believe in.
This was total dedication to medical work.
Is a doctor to be exclusively concerned with a patient’s physical being so as to forget that a human being has a
spirit? No, when a doctor diagnoses a patient’s physical symptoms, if he does not simultaneously have the guts to
trust in his ability to accurately assess the strength of the patient’s mind and emotions, then it is all a lie.
That was the beginning of my realization. There could be no way of life as shallow as that of the islanders with
their blind adoration of doctors.
*
One day, after returning from my round of visits, I received a phone call from Daguan Middle School. It was
from Ito. A student had fainted from dizziness and he wanted me to come as soon as possible. I was out the door
in a moment, with my doctor’s bag in hand.
Ito led me to the patient, who was lying down in the first-aid office at the school. After lowering the upper half
of his body, raising the lower half, and loosening the garment at his chest until he was breathing easily, I gave him
an injection to stimulate his heart. In a while he slowly began to feel better.
It turned out that the student was in Ito’s class. All this time, Ito nursed his student, making every effort to
make him comfortable, his eyes shining with sincerity. How can I describe it? It was as though one were looking
through a window into his soul.
Why does not a trace remain of that unconscionable behavior he displayed in rejecting his aged mother? I
intended to leave right away, but Ito became serious and invited me to stay, saying
“The kendo players are undergoing rigorous training to prepare for a national-level kendo match in ten days.
Would you be so good as to look in on them?”
Rather than curiosity, a feeling of hopefulness welled up in me. This school was comprised only of Taiwanese
students. I was thrilled just to imagine these students wielding the bamboo sword with majestic dignity.
The practice hall was quite large and planked with wood. There were pairs of kendo players, sheathed with
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padding and helmets, going at one another with a burning ferocity as though it were a last stand. From time to
time someone who appeared to be the instructor would call out in a deep, booming voice,
“Don’t position yourself to overpower your adversary by brandishing the sword over his head. That’s more like
not knowing correct procedure than bad performance …
“When you face your adversary and parry the sword from left to right obliquely from the center of your body,
your hands will go the wrong way and leave an opening for an attack on your body …
“Not enough spirit, not enough. Can’t you force yourself in there more on your own and hit harder?”
Ito watched intently. After a while, he began to explain:
“You know, we were disappointed at the big tournament last year. We were just one step away from winning
and it slipped through our fingers. That’s why we just have to do it this year—But when I really think about it,
there is something more important at stake than just winning or losing in this tournament, and that is to get
Japanese-type blood coursing through their veins.”
Without taking my eyes from the contestants, I kept nodding in agreement at each of Ito’s statements. He went
on,
“However, there is something about Lin Bonian I would like to discuss with you,” and for the first time I
looked in his direction.
“He is supposed to have damaged his pleurae, so this hard training may be unreasonable for him. What would
your opinion be, Doctor?”
For the first time that day I thought of Bonian.
“Ah, yes. So that’s why he hasn’t shown up at the clinic lately. Well, I suppose, if it is at all possible, it might
be better for him to take it easy.”
“Oh, that’s him over there.”
Ito pointed at one of the dueling pairs. He said that the one facing away from us was Bonian. And he was going
at it all right. It was awesome when he took aim at his opponent’s face and lunged with his entire body, full of
overflowing energy.
Would this be the “lion’s onslaught” or maybe “the madcap assault”?
It was as if he had released his four limbs from long restraint and was flinging them around with a vengeance.
Just watching such vigor made an observer break into a sweat. One wondered where so much energy had lain
hidden in this Bonian, who always betrayed a lack of decisiveness in all his actions.
And then, suddenly I remembered the terrific passion he had displayed that evening some time ago, when he
had reproached Ito. It occurred to me that if he had this kind of vigor, he could just brush off any illness that might
come along. As we stared unblinkingly at this performance, someone called out to us in a shrill voice,
“Well, well! If it isn’t our doctor from the Muyang-tang Clinic. What a surprise.”
When I turned to look, I saw it was the vice-principal, Mr. Tajiri, who was in charge of geography and history
at the school, and who had come to my clinic two or three times to be treated for colds. He was an elderly man
with graying hair and shoulders somewhat stooped—perhaps from having borne the troubles of a long life—yet
with a strange restlessness of the eye that alone denied all possibility of assurance. Bowing politely, I said
tactfully by way of drawing him into conversation,
“Ah, Vice Principal? Pardon me for disturbing you. Everyone is really giving it all they’ve got, aren’t they?
What’s the chance of winning the tournament this year?”
“Heh, heh, heh, I wonder too. When it comes down to the wire, they lose their nerve, you know. There is that
saying, ‘If you despise yourself, others will despise you for it,’ but if you’re de spised by such brutes, and don’t
have the right skill either, well, victory is never certain, is it, Ito?”
He said this in a decidedly exaggerated tone turning back to look at Ito. Looking ever so embarrassed, Ito
replied,
“I agree with you. It is always something that I feel badly about, but …”
After glancing from one to another, I again turned my attention to the practice. Before long, the vice-principal
said, “Well, take your time and enjoy viewing the fighting,” and then left the practice hall with a preoccupied air.
The contestants, oblivious to our conversation, continued thrusting at each other with their bamboo swords as
though they were about to break their arms and shout their voices hoarse. I felt a slight flush rising to my face. In
my heart, I called out to them,
“Oh you islander youths!”
(For we are now at a point where, in tandem with the progress of history, we, as a people, must also learn to
grow and move forward. Are we not attempting to climb a mountain steadily, bit by bit? And, from time to time,
we have to bear with falling back down from the path we have just climbed. The path that stretches into the far
distance before us allows not one false step of laziness or moral decay. Regardless of our destination, we must go
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with a straight and true spirit creating everything anew.)
Presently the instructor suddenly barked out the order,
“Stop! Fifteen-minute rest period.”
Directly the contestants ceased their practice and, after exchanging respectful bows with their respec tive
opponents, removed their wire masks and took some air. Perhaps noticing my presence, Bonian began to approach
me at a run but, for whatever reason, on the way, he turned sharply and ended up going out the exit. I chased after
him calling his name.
Hearing his name, Bonian stopped in his tracks. Then, with a wholehearted smile, he came over to me. Perhaps
because he was tense, his smiling cheeks seemed oddly stiff. I said,
“How is your physical condition? It would be better not to overdo it, you know.”
“Oh, don’t worry, doctor. Thanks to your care, I am as fit as this. Anyway, more than anything, my arms are
just itching for action; I can’t do anything about it. You wait, I will bring home a victory.”
He said this, stroking the tops of his arms and smiling as though he could be completely relied upon. His
lightly tanned skin was steaming with perspiration; I could not help feeling that somehow a powerful life force
was overflowing in him.
“Yes, Bonian, please win for us. You know the tide of history, whether we like it or not, is surging toward us
every day, and the time when we islanders will take our place on the main stage as splendid Japanese citizens has
come at last. That is why I think victory for your team has an extremely deep meaning.”
I did not mean to encourage him with such a difficult explanation, but it seemed as though what I said had
struck home, for he replied.
“Yes, Taiwanese islanders make fine Japanese at whatever cost to themselves. It’s more than a man can bear to
be called a weakling every time he turns around. Yes, I’m an islander, and I’ll win all right when it means
knocking down the bastards who look down on the islanders.”
I wondered if when he was talking about people who looked down on Taiwanese islanders, he was actually
accusing Ito. It was frightening how a smoldering resentment could send out endless ripples of waves like this. A
highly sensitive heart was just like a tangled thread, if you pulled one end wrong in a kinky direction, there was
no telling how far the tangle would spread.
“That’s enough,” I said, raising my hand in alarm to bring him under control. “I appreciate your ardor, but it
would be better to abandon any ill-natured thinking. Just behave in a moderate way.”
“Doctor, to behave moderately is to live half-heartedly.”
He was, if anything, rebellious and ran off in a flash. It did not escape my notice, however, that there were
suddenly two trails of tears running down his cheeks. Nonetheless, I was pained to encounter for the first time this
side of him marked by a competitive, daredevil tenacity.
*
Ten days passed after that, during which I felt as if on tenter-hooks. Even if our islander champions stood firm,
they were handicapped by a lack of confidence from never having won a tournament in the past, together with
uncertainty about their untested ability—which exactly matched an uneasy feeling of my own as if I were
personally involved. But the results finally came in.
They won! I learned that on Empire Day, that is to say, on the evening of the day of the tournament itself.
I was not dreaming. Islander people had finally made the national sport of kendo their own. Was it that they
had been able to unify heart and skill and had therefore been able to enter the fray in a state of “mind empty,
feelings serene”? Or had they been able to overcome all due to their fierce fighting spirit that spit fire?
Whatever it was, they had won! Winning the regional championship was a victory for the whole island. The
contempt they had suffered because they did not have the skills of the game, was now a thing of the past. The
flower of the venerable and ancient “way of the warrior” had now taken root and was blooming consciously in the
hearts of islander youths.
Now, indeed, the feeling of inferiority had been swept away and islander youths were venturing out to see what
they could do. I was so happy I could hardly breathe. My breast seemed to swell for no reason, and the vibrant
pounding in my veins was beyond control. I would like to have seen Vice-Principal Tajiri’s face.
However, I had forgotten who would be even happier than I about this: Ito. It was the day after the victory. Ito
did me the honor of inviting me to take part in the players’ round-table meeting to celebrate the victory.
*
On the way home afterwards is when it happened. I was returning home side by side with Bonian, who was the
backbone of the team and the hero of the day, when Ito called out to us.
“Bonian, come back to the house with me. Doctor, you too.”
It is likely that Ito was so elated, he could not let Bonian go home just like that. I too had a feeling of
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expansive cheer. I thought Bonian would mellow on this day, but he stiffened and said, “No, I’m going home,”
with his usual curiously rebellious attitude.
My nerves went on edge. However, Ito, still wearing a big smile, said,
“I thought of doing something for you to celebrate your victory. Won’t you come home with me?”
“That’s not necessary. Anyway, I’m going home,” Bonian said as he defiantly walked away. I was stupefied.
“You wait, Bonian!” Ito finally flared into anger.
He caught up with Bonian, grabbed him by the lapel, and assailed his cheeks with powerful slaps. But Bonian
made no move to fight back. He just allowed himself to be struck.
“What a stubborn bastard you are! With such a rotten spirit, what do you think you can accomplish?”
“The same to you, teacher!” said Bonian defiantly. “Having deserted your own parents, do you really think you
can teach anybody anything?”
“You fool, do you think you really understand my feelings? Ah … but the day will come when you do
understand how I feel. I will say no more today. It is just the twisted part of your nature that I would like to see
rooted out and fed to the dogs.”
He spoke through his teeth, with an air of having already said this to Bonian many times before.
I had no idea what to do. However, just like that, Ito marched off smoothing his ruffled hair with his fingers
over and over.
My voice came back to me.
“Bonian, you are amazingly stubborn. You have no idea, do you, how concerned Professor Ito is about you all
the time? As I said some time ago, your feelings are basically correct, but you see, Mr. Ito takes a very broad view
of life; it is not something that can be grasped at once using simple common sense. And no matter what, he is your
teacher. Could you not come along with me and apologize to him?”
“No, I won’t,” he said in a tone that seemed to reproach my long-windedness. However, after a moment of
snuffling as he tried to hide his tears, big drops began to roll down his cheeks. They fell one after another. He just
let them.
I thought I really should go to Ito’s place today. I was afraid that if we did not sweep away the dark clouds
between us by baring our hearts to each other without reserve and sorting things out, this misfortune we shared
would end in a tragedy.
And yet, when it came to the moment, I dithered. My thoughts were troubled. Did I actually mind being overwhelmed by Ito’s overpowering personality? Or was it that fundamentally I did not want to disturb the happiness
that Ito had finally managed to achieve?
Perhaps these thoughts that troubled my mind actually meant that I suspected I would have made the same
mistakes had I been placed in Ito’s position. I even wondered if I myself would have become mean-spirited.
5
The years and months flowed by with both sad and happy memories. The time came for Lin Bonian and his
class to graduate. That shining victory remained as a special gift that would always be remembered.
Then one day after I had spent half the day making my rounds in the countryside, the apprentice in my
pharmacy told me that Lin Bonian, carrying a suitcase, had come about two hours earlier to bid me farewell.
I felt like stamping my feet with regret, but there was nothing I could do. When I closed my eyes quietly, I
could see his face before me, his narrow, listless, limpid eyes, his flat nose that somewhat belied his intellectual
acuity, and his mouth drawn into a lop-sided inverted grin. Perhaps it was his environment that made him the way
he was, but even acknowledging his perverseness, it was his strength and sheer pluck on the spot that most
impressed itself on my brain.
That time he had first come into my clinic, his face was pale, and when I examined him, the nape of his neck
seemed to retain the clean delicacy of a boy. Then, when I saw him after that final hard practice, he exhibited the
robustness of a man who had achieved maturity in one or two years.
When I think about it, our relationship was no more than that of doctor to patient, since we had never had the
opportunity to have a long, leisurely chat together. Yet somehow I had the feeling that I was the person he trusted
most. Had time permitted, I would have liked to have asked him about his aspirations and hopes for a future
career. Moreover, I would have liked to have inquired more deeply into the circumstances surrounding Ito’s
household, who was, in fact, his elder cousin.
Even after that time, strangely, the desire to see that young man flared up within me and became more and
more of a preoccupation. I even thought that I would like to go and visit his home-town, Nanto. However the
ceaseless stream of patients to my clinic prevented me from finding any time I could call my own, so two or three
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weeks passed until, finally, one Sunday morning, I made up my mind and left the house.
*
Bonian’s house was located a little beyond the village of Nanto. Even from a stone’s throw away, one could
guess that the household was not particularly well-to-do. I was met at the door by a thin woman who looked to be
in her late fifties. This was Bonian’s mother.
Now when I thought about it, she did somehow resemble Ito’s mother. After I told her who I was (a person
who managed the clinic on so and so street and held both Mr. Ito and her son in warm esteem) and explained to
her the purpose of my visit that day, she was quite taken aback and, bending very low, she bowed to me over and
over again. Then tears sprang from her eyes, and in a faint, hoarse voice she said earnestly,
“Unfortunately, Bonian departed for the metropolis just two days ago. As you can tell from the look of our
place, with Bonian’s father and elder brother working for small monthly wages at the same company, we have not
the means to send that boy off to the metropolis. But you know, Doctor, when it comes to that boy, he has loved
studying since he was just a little chap. He would plead with us pitifully to send him to more advanced schools,
“‘No matter how hard the course, I will be able to do you proud and become something, you’ll see.’
“Even when his father rolled his eyes and beat him in exasperation, it just rolled off his back like water off a
duck’s; he is more than we can handle, I tell you. On the other hand, if he were to become something like you,
Doctor, well, maybe it would have been worth it to even borrow money to send him to school, we sometimes
thought that way too.”
Moved by the true parental feeling flowing from the mouth of this old woman through our rugged native
dialect, without my realizing it, hot tears came to my eyes. I never imagined Bonian going to the metropolis.
Having him just go off like that caused a loneliness to well up within me that was naturally different from that of
his parents. I wondered rather ruefully why he had not come to discuss it with me at all.
The thought occurred to me that he, who had gone to immerse himself, come what may, in a world however
unknown to him, was not made of common clay. Looking back on all the things he had done, I wanted to applaud
him for his perseverance. I had neglected to ask him about his aspirations for the future, but if, as in the idle fancy
of his parents, he were to become a doctor, the thought sent shivers of emotion up my spine. Surely, it must be a
desirable thing for parents of this generation to have a son with the unprejudiced, youthful zeal sufficient to
develop the potential hidden inside him. However, regarding medicine as a panacea was by no means the best
thing for our island. When I encountered such a look in Bonian’s mother's eyes, conveying acute envy of me, I felt
on the verge of utter discouragement. I could not help wanting to find out more.
“But you and your husband did allow him to go in the end.”
“Well, that’s just the thing, Doctor. It must have been about two days before the boy’s graduation; Mr. Ito came
especially to visit us. He spoke to us like this,
“‘Since Bonian has perhaps been speaking about continuing his studies in the metropolis, please do me the
favor of sending him to school there, whatever school you choose. And in exchange, to the best of my ability, I
will take care of his educational expenses.’
“Well, it was a poor business, but we went along with it, and we stressed to him that Bonian was sure to
become a doctor. Ha, ha, ha!”
As the old woman's face changed expression, the small wrinkles engraved at the corners of her eyes stood out;
it seemed that these wrinkles told the story of her hard life.
From the moment she began talking about Ito, unconsciously, I found myself rising up on my knees and
pricking up my ears; my feelings were so strongly engaged. With this one stroke, I felt as though Ito had dealt me
a bolt out of the blue and given me a strong stimulus. When I recovered my senses, I had the feeling that I now
understood the depths of Ito’s heart. When the scale of Ito’s resolve struck home to me, I felt as though my breath
was caught in my throat. And I thought if Bonian were to know about this deed of Ito’s, no doubt he would grind
his teeth and refuse the offer.
“I see. Well, Mr. Ito is quite a determined fellow, isn’t he? He has gone out of his way to do you a kindness,
and, when you consider Bonian’s future, I think you did well to accept.” Thinking that I would try this as a probe
to draw out information about Ito from this woman, I said,
“I have only been acquainted with Mr. Ito for a short time, but, not only does it seem that his family situation is
extremely complicated, but I must say that I have heard the odd, nasty rumor about it as well, but …”
A dark shadow suddenly passed over the woman's face, but then she returned to her normal expression and
said,
“I imagine there is nothing anyone can do about that. In all things, one has no choice but to resign oneself to
one’s fate.”
Then she told the story at great length. She unwittingly touched on things best left untouched, and I feared she
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would cause herself undue pain as one of their relatives. But when I saw how well she appeared to have come to
terms with it all, I felt relieved.
*
The story began with Ito’s birth. As it unfolded, she would sometimes repeat things or go off on side-tracks, so
it was quite hard to sum it up. But if dramatized it and added a little of my own interpretation, it would go like
this.
Ito’s father, Zhu Liang’an, was a merchant. Although he was in business, he was by no means successful at it.
It was said that Liang’an’s father had been designated a government-supported tribute student by the Ch’ing
Court, so it certainly was an illustrious old family. That is why Liang’an was steeped from childhood in classical
learning and turned out to be a man of a bookish nature who regarded what went on in society as unimportant.
However, when the times changed, there was not much room for those of the bookish type, and had he not
changed his attitude, his very livelihood would have been threatened. As for his hasty shift to being a
businessman, as one might expect, his efforts were not met with great success. His temper grew irritable, and
when he was confronted with his wife’s carping, he would flare into anger and nasty quarrels frequently broke out
between them. Truly it was one stormy day after another.
When it came to children, Ito was their only child. So, of course, he was the apple of their eye, but up to the
time of his graduation from public school at the age of thirteen, the stimulus he received at home was very
complicated indeed. There was no way he could escape being drawn into the whirlpool of his parents’ frequent
quarrels.
From about then, his mother’s hysteria only grew worse and worse. The whirlwind of emotion that they
whipped up against each other would shift direction and usually precipitated itself upon the boy’s head. In his
child’s heart, Ito must have felt his parents’ love, but it is likely that he could not bear the endless quarreling
within the household.
He announced that he wanted to enter an upper school in the metropolis as soon as possible, even before
finishing public school. Of course, his mother did not take this sudden outburst seriously at first, but then she
began to take things into consideration.
This morose son of hers displayed an unimaginable strength of will. They did have a distant relative living in
the imperial capital and, even though the business was not doing particularly well, it was not that they completely
lacked the funds to support the boy’s education until he graduated, from an upper school. And so, begrudgingly,
they sent the boy off to the metropolis, but they made it a condition that he could only enter a medical school at
the end of his upper school education.
Ito studied hard. Like a bird released from a cage, with wings much larger than one would have suspected, he
took off and soared, setting his sights on the wide, wide sky. During his period of study in middle school in
preparation for entering medical school, he always managed to secure grades that ranked him in the top five of the
class.
He only came home once in five years. To a point one would hardly recognize him, he was transformed into a
young man of robust build. There was not a trace left of his former moroseness. And what was even more
surprising, in his attitude and in the accent of the national language he habitually used, he was not one jot different
from a resident of the metropolis. He rarely used Taiwanese at all, not even with his parents who had only a
halting command of the national language, or with people who didn’t understand the national language at all.
His mother and father were happy with their son’s splendid development, and so they sent him off to Japan
again; but then, unexpectedly, trouble occurred. He was expected to enter a medical school, but turning a blind
eye to his parents’ wishes, he ended up enrolling in the literature department at B University.
His father was furious. Even worse, his hysteria-prone mother’s attacks were so bad that they made her
miserable. Even when they threatened him by saying that if he did not change his mind at once, they would stop
sending funds for his education, Ito’s resolve was not shaken in the least. From that point on until he eventually
graduated from B University, whether he received any income from his parents or not, without deviating at all,
trusting to the ardor of youth, he pressed on no matter how hard the study.
His resistance to his parents, who could only think in terms of short-term goals, and his overflowing energy of
youth spurred him on, and through the trials of his study he was tempered into a magnanimous human being.
*
“The grief of my elder sister, who had lost her only son, was terrible. I remember how hard it was for me that I
could find no way to comfort her. But everything that happens is fate, you know. It’s all right for Bonian to go to
the metropolis, but it won’t be much fun if it ends up doing him harm.”
That was the end of the old woman’s story. There was light in her intent stare. Then presently she changed
expression again to a slightly vacant regard, looking as if she would laugh and cry at the same time.
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I, who had been listening all this time with my arms folded, noticed that my whole body was somehow tingling
with warmth. Thanks to her account, the facts of the matter had become clear to me by now, but I was confused
over how to interpret Ito’s psychology. However, at that moment I did not have the time to consider this further,
and could not help telling the old woman,
“Mr. Ito’s awful behavior is certainly not to be praised, but as for his motives, they strike me as very proper. It
is unfortunate. As for Bonian, of course, it is too soon to tell, but I don’t think you have any reason to worry. From
what I have seen of him, since he has a good head and a will of his own, I don’t think you will find his intellect
developing in a one-sided way. He is sure to come back with an education that he has made a part of himself, of
his very flesh and blood.” And I did not forget to add at the end,
“Moreover, you know, I do not think that the path of advancement for the Taiwanese people is limited only to
the field of medicine. From here on, Taiwanese can become illustrious military men, or even government officials,
and pioneering in the fine arts is not out of the question either. That is why an attempt to wipe out the nature a
person is born with is, in the end, really a waste of time and effort.”
When I said this, an ambiguous smile escaped from her lips, telling me that perhaps she understood and
perhaps she did not.
With this, I felt my business there was over. And, since her husband and son were going to return soon, she
made no effort to detain me further, so I headed off toward the station to catch the night train.
*
It was a month and a half later that I received the following letter from Bonian:
Dear Doctor,
I have finally been admitted into a martial arts school. Going against the expectations of those around me … I spend
all my time wielding the bamboo sword.
I am just bursting with energy and health. They say that I am the first Taiwan islander student to be admitted to this
school. The sheer ecstasy that I experience, so close to self-forgetfulness when I boldly stride the great earth and sweep
the bamboo sword around me, has utterly removed the gloom that has darkened my heart up until now. Please try to
imagine my expansive feeling.
Actually, there is a strange magnetic force in the air here that makes my heart leap. These days, I feel a gentle
strength flooding my being like that in a plant before it has started to bud. That is to say, we young men do not have the
convoluted theory or technique gained through long training. As far as we are concerned, perhaps our simple youth is
our single weapon.
I have felt that in order to become linked with the great Yamato spirit, we must mutely picture it in our blood. When
all is said and done, for that you want guts. What we lacked in the past was guts.
However, I think that the more I become a decent Japanese, the more, I must also be a decent Taiwanese. One never
becomes contemptible just because he was born in the southern region. The fact that I am immersing myself in the way
of life here does not necessarily mean that I will come to denigrate the countrified nature of my birthplace.
My mother may be an uncouth native, but to me, she is unbearably lovable. Even were my awkward mother to come
here, I would not have the slightest urge to withdraw from her. Because when I am embraced by my mother, whether in
happiness or sadness, I am completely free to be myself like a little child.
A letter from father arrived saying that they were somehow going to manage to come up with my school expenses.
But I feel very uneasy about causing such trouble to my parents. As much as possible, I am going to try and make it on
my own. There are still a lot of things I would like to write about, but I will save them for later letters.
Doctor, please write to me sometime too. It is a bit late for me to be writing

Even after I finished reading it, I did not feel like letting this letter out of my hands. In my mind I pictured
Bonian’s face, with his odd bright-red cheeks, his skin glistening slightly with sweat, his black eyes flashing with
light. And I also imagined his body overflowing with hot blood, the sinews of his wrists bulging with power.
However, to be honest, what I trusted more than that in him was the temper of his mind. While it was only a
short time since he had crossed the sea, he had not become in the least contemptible. Evidently he had no idea at
all that Ito was providing his educational expenses.
I felt like heaving a sigh of relief. This letter mentioned nothing about Ito at all. Nonetheless, I suspected that
Bonian was gradually coming to understand how Ito felt. But this young man was still prepared to reproach any
disrespect toward a countrified mother to the bitter end. Essentially this was because, compared to Ito, Bonian
was innocent to a fault.
*
It was one Sunday afternoon. Thinking that I must let Ito read this letter, I went to visit him at the middle
school residence. Unfortunately Ito was out. Unable to do anything about it, I put the letter back in my breast
pocket and went for an aimless walk. I walked along a long gravel path and then up some old stone stairs that
came out on a lovely grassy and quite high hill from which one could take in the whole harbor at a glance.
Across a strikingly clear sky streamed a file of white clouds. Even though it was only the middle of April, due
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to the warmth of the sun, I broke out in a sweat after only a little walking. I lay down on the grass and gazed out
at the harbor.
It seemed to me that I was at about the same level as both the mountain in front and the mountain be hind. All
around me were, literally, the nether regions. The phrase that describes immortals came to mind, “treading thin air
and riding the wind, no one knows where they stop”; it was just like that and I thought to myself that the ancients
had, indeed, come up with some fine phrases. The mountains, the river, the pear trees on either bank, the houses
lining the streets below me, all together seemed to be hazy in the strong sunlight, and this rather helped me
recognize the aesthetic beauty of this old, neglected harbor. The wild plains stretched into the distance to where
the Taiwan Strait was just visible. The blue of the sea melted into the blue of the sky; the color took one’s breath
away.
This decayed harbor, which had been the focal point for cultural activity in Taiwan for a long time in the past
and whose illustrious name had been passed down in song, was now sleeping quietly in the midst of this great
natural landscape full of late spring color. Strangely, it made my heart feel connected to something larger than
human understanding, something somehow eternal. As I lay there in touch with mountains and rivers, grasses and
trees that forever scintillated the same, and with the splendor of the dazzling azure sky, I was able to feel vividly
the vitality of a living body.
I realized with a start that it was only because the splendor of the Japanese landscape with its many days of
fine weather had been burned into my memory that I had forgotten the beauty of the endless summer of my homeland. It occurred to me that I had been lacking in affection for my homeland. Assuming that both the labor pains
my country was experiencing and the anguish I was personally suffering had an end, I should be able to endure
once more what several times I had hoped was ended.
I am not sure how much time passed after that, but then I noticed a person walking on the path directly below
the hill. No doubt about it, it was Ito.
I was startled and was about to call out to him. But the next moment, for whatever reason, I let him pass out of
my sight. It was a strange reaction. Perhaps this was because somewhere inside me there still smoldered some
reservation about his behavior at the cemetery. No, perhaps it was rather that in the face of his superhuman
magnanimity, the courage to show him the content of this letter had evaporated.
I had not noticed it before now, but looking down from the top of the hill, I could see clearly every strand of
Ito’s hair. I felt that I had done something quite irrevocable in that I had hap pened to witness something I should
not have seen. Even though Ito was barely over the age of thirty-three or four, his hair was two-thirds white.
Suddenly, I could not help being aware of the suffering that Ito was going through unnoticed by others.
Usually strong of nerve, was he not unexpectedly vulnerable?
From Ito’s point of view, to fully become a citizen of the metropolis meant divesting oneself completely of the
earthiness of the homeland. For the sake of this, one must even trample over one’s own flesh and blood. This was
the same as saying that for the sake of a higher truth, one even obliterates one’s parents.
The young people who were being educated in school and in society to strive constantly toward becoming pure
Japanese tended to find themselves in a totally different environment the moment they took a step into their own
homes.
Herein lay the deep suffering in the double life of Taiwanese youth. Thus, to overcome this suffering, they
must offer battle head-on in one direction and crush it under their feet.
If we, in this era, take up the bloody struggle to liberate ourselves from the old inflexible bad customs, it is
because children of the next generation will then be able to act freely from their birth. And, perhaps one way of
looking at it is, that Ito, in an effort to expiate the sin of having abandoned his parents in their earthy ways, was
working himself to the bone to provide an exemplary education for the youth of our island—who live only by
their senses seeking an intense experience of the thrills of an immature life.
The favor that Ito had shown Bonian could not be passed over as a mere favor. Whatever one made of it, if that
white hair of Ito’s was not a manifestation of his taking part in this muddy battle, then what was it?
“Let it be at that. Let it be at that,” I muttered over and over as, for whatever reason, the scene at that cemetery
endlessly flickered on and off in my brain. I was filled with a desire to cry. Finding this difficult to bear, shouting
out “Damn it, damn it,” I raced from the top of the hill to the bottom.
Then like a child, I ran on.
When I stumbled, I ran; when I slipped, I ran; when I met the harshness of the wind, I ran all the more.
262.94 Excerpts from Three-legged Horse: 1. A Fisherman’s Family 2. God Of Thunder’s Gonna Getcha 3.
The Mosquito\fn{by Cheng Ch’ing-wen (1932- )} a “tiny riverside village”, now disappeared, on the Tamsui (Ta Sui)
River, Taiwan (M) 11
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1
The ashen sky hung low over the ashen sea. The rain had stopped, but it would soon begin falling again. Waves
swelled like gigantic tongues, lapping violently against the shore. The roar of the waves was low, turbulent.
On a beach at Taiwan’s southern tip, fishermen were preparing to put out to sea. Uncle A-ch’un and his son
carried the boat down to the water’s edge on heavy bamboo poles. The waves surged onto the shore and then
retreated, dispersing white foam, which hissed as it sank into the sand. One wave subsided, only to be followed by
another.
Aunt A-ch’un followed silently behind. Her two young granddaughters, one on each side, clung loosely to the
slightly curved lip of the stern. The fishermen carried the boat to the water’s edge. They studied the waves,
preparing to push off into the water. A-kuo put down the poles and turned to lean down and kiss his two
daughters. This was something new he had picked up while in the army.
He stood up and looked at his mother. She smiled, revealing a set of uneven, gaping teeth. Her smile wasn’t
beautiful, but it was warm-hearted. When she wasn’t smiling, her cheeks caved in, making her chin look too long.
From her forehead and temples down to her chin, her face was etched with creases.
It had been over thirty years since she had married into Uncle A-ch’un’s family. For all that time, except when
she was in labor, she had always seen him out to sea. It had become her habit. She stood silently at the shoreline.
She didn’t need to speak. He knew she wanted him to return as soon as he could.
Fishermen who worked the coastal waters, like her husband and son, seldom ran into trouble. Their only worry
was how many fish they could catch. But this wasn’t the case with the women. They felt secure only when their
menfolk were by their side. Sometimes, when they saw the weather suddenly turning bad, they would race down
to the shore, forgetting even to take in the clothes, and stand there gazing out in the distance at the minuscule dots
bobbing on the waves. They would watch while the black dots slowly moved toward them. At times, they might
start shouting wildly, but even if they screamed themselves hoarse, it wouldn’t make the least bit of difference.
This rarely happened; maybe once or twice a year. Though, of course, there were some who never returned.
“Don’t forget to hoist up the red banner.”
They had already agreed that if A-kuo’s wife gave birth to a son, Aunt A-ch’un would hoist the red banner up
on the hilltop.
Before A-kuo went into the service, his wife had given birth to two daughters. After he returned from the army,
she had become pregnant again. They all hoped she would give birth to a son this time. Aunt A-ch’un had made
pilgrimages to temples all over the island to make vows so that this would come true.
A-kuo stood up in the boat, his hands grasping the oars. He looked back at his two daughters, giggling and
chasing the foam left by the waves as it disappeared into the sand. He smiled wistfully. If only they had been
boys, how nice things would be, he thought.
The old man gave the boat a push, but his first attempt missed the mark. He was an experienced fisherman;
perhaps his strength was failing. He pulled the boat back, eyes riveted on the waves that came crashing around
him. He pushed off again. The small boat slipped into the water with the rise of a retreating wave. A-kuo pulled
on the oars. The old man turned around to remind his wife once again not to forget to hoist the red banner. She
nodded and then took her granddaughters by the hands and led them home. Her daughter-in-law had been in labor
for two days already. The midwife was at the house waiting, but still Aunt A-ch’un had wanted to see them off to
sea. It was her habit.
A-kuo strained to row out to sea. The old man half squatted in the stern. The wind lashed steadily at his long,
wispy silver beard. He was over sixty years old. If Aunt A-ch’un’s first child had been a son, and if his first
grandchild had also been a son, he could have retired long ago.
He looked up at the sky, as was his habit. They wouldn’t be out on the sea very long today. Lurching forward,
the boat slammed against the waves. Waves broke over the sides of the boat in a steady rhythm.
A-kuo took off his jacket. His vest hugged his broad chest. The muscles on his upper arms bulged and rippled.
They hadn’t caught large fish for a long time. Yesterday, during a break in the storm, their neighbor had caught a
lot of fish. When it rained, large schools of fish swarmed into the shallow coastal waters to feed.
His wife was about to give birth. It wasn’t her first child; why was this birth so difficult? Her belly was
unusually large. The midwife said it was certain to be a boy. They had waited at home all day yesterday for the
boy’s arrival. They had waited in vain and hadn’t caught a single fish. They couldn’t afford to miss the
opportunity to catch fish today.
Before leaving, A-kuo had gone to see his wife. She was moaning softly. He placed his hand on her forehead
beaded with cold sweat. She gazed at him helplessly, looking weak and fragile.
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Before he had gone into the army, she was still young and strong as a water buffalo. During his years in the
service, she had gone to sea with her father-in-law. The sea sun and wind had robbed her of her youth and vigor.
Like an ox, she had worked all day without a word of complaint. Within two years, her skin had turned dark and
wrinkled.
Dark clouds spread lower and lower over the horizon. Uncle A-ch’un tossed the net into the sea with a
practiced hand. The buoys bobbed wildly in the ash-green waves.
Theirs was a fairly primitive method of fishing. Since gasoline-powered fishing boats had come to the coastal
waters, their livelihood had become threatened. However, they weren’t willing to give it up. They believed the
fish in the ocean were inexhaustible.
After spreading out the net, they looked around and began hauling it back in; silvery and speckled fish caught
in the net struggled to free themselves. The largest were a palm’s width. A-kuo remembered the first time he had
gone to sea, when he had watched his uncle haul in a large fish. He had insisted on taking it out of the net himself.
His pleasure at the time had been pure and innocent, free of any of life’s worries.
“Let’s go back. It’s going to rain,” the old man said, looking up at the sky.
“No,” A-kuo replied resolutely. The red banner hadn’t been hoisted up onshore yet. For the past few months
they hadn’t run into any large fish. His wife was very weak now and needed additional nourishment. Her last birth
had been very dangerous; she had almost died. At that time, they were catching very few fish and hadn’t been able
to give her any additional food.
In fact, he hadn’t wanted her to give birth again, though they really needed a son. But she had wanted another
child. She always looked at A-kuo apologetically, as if not giving birth to a son were her fault. Even though she
had been able to bear heavy physical labor, she wasn’t able to bear shame.
He had to catch more fish. The fish were right under him, near the net. They couldn’t escape once they came
into the net. He hauled the fish in one by one. The bottom of the boat was already completely covered with fish.
The waves surged around them, rising and falling, beating furiously against the sides.
He thought of his wife once again. He remembered her standing alone on the beach, gathering driftwood. They
had been only seventeen or eighteen at the time. He had raced over with a fish weighing more than two pounds
and thrust it at her, saying only,
“This is for you.”
Startled, she had thrown the fish on the beach and run off. Even now he blushed when he thought of that scene.
“Let’s go back. Take in the net.” It was now A-kuo’s turn to urge his father to return.
“No.” The old man had become more and more excited. “Thirty years ago, I once caught this many.” He
pointed to the hold of the boat. “It looks like we could break that record today. We probably won’t get another
chance like this.”
“Everyone else has gone back in.”
“No. The red banner hasn’t been put up yet.”
They both believed she would give birth to a son this time. The midwife couldn’t be wrong.
Raindrops as large as peas began to strike the ocean’s surface. The wind and waves were growing stronger. The
father and son hurried to haul in the net. Their clothes were already completely soaked.
Auo rowed hard. The wind blew straight into their faces. Waves kept breaking over the bow. Before them
spread an expanse of mist and spray. Sometimes, the tiny craft would ride the crest of the waves; other times, it
would burrow into the wave itself. A blurred stretch of sea still lay in front of them.
Water spilled and spilled into the hull. Uncle A-ch’un bailed the water out ladle by ladle. The bulwarks sat low
in the water. Indifferent, the water surged over the sides and into the boat.
“Throw out the fish!” A-kuo held the oars steady as he shouted. Uncle A-ch’un’s superstition was that live fish
shouldn’t be thrown out, or they’d go back and warn the other fish, and he’d never catch any fish ever again.
“Throw the live ones out, too!”
“No!”
But their squabble didn’t matter in the least. The rain continued to fall, and the wind continued to blow. The
ocean kept curling its large tongue, licking at the boat over and over again.
“Give me an oar!”
“No, squat down, squat down!”
The wind blew harder. Now they could just barely make out objects on the shore. The betel nut tree waved at
them like a gigantic hand. They were saved.
An hour later, they brought the boat ashore. They were exhausted. Two or three neighbors helped them pull the
boat up onto the sand. They didn’t see Aunt A-ch’un or the red banner hoisted on a pole. Did she give birth to a
daughter? They hoped she hadn’t given birth yet.
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“Your wife’s already given birth to a boy!”
“A boy! A boy!” The father and son shouted in unison. But when they saw the neighbor’s somber expression,
they knew something was wrong.
Could she have died? A shadow flickered across their hearts. But the two didn’t dare ask.
They returned home. Several neighbors had come to look in and see how things were. The newborn baby was
large and plump. He sucked vigorously on a plug of cotton soaked in honey stuck in his mouth. His mother lay
exhausted on the bed. Her face was ghastly pale, and her lips were completely colorless. She slowly opened her
eyes and looked at A-kuo. She didn’t speak. She had never spoken much. Aunt A-ch’un was sitting on the side of
bed, stroking the sick woman’s hair.
A-kuo came into the bedroom, and his mother hurriedly got up to give him the seat. His wife gave him a wan
smile, as if to say she hadn’t let him down. Then she closed her eyes wearily. He held her hand, hoping she
wouldn’t die.
In front of the bed, draped over a low cabinet, lay the red banner. No one paid any attention to it.
2
T’ien-sung’s wife had spread out a large square cloth on the bed and was slowly straightening the corners. Her
fingers were short and rough. Her fingernails were hard and thick, with dirt-lined cracks that never washed clean.
She laid her clothes on the cloth piece by piece, smoothing each one out with her hands. Tears ran down her
cheeks. She couldn’t remember how many times A-chin had kicked her out, but she had never cried before.
Yesterday she had come in from the countryside. She had been afraid that A-chin might kick her out again, so
she wasn’t even going to unpack. But she had really wanted to stay for a few days.
In the past, A-chin had kicked her out, but never as fiercely as today. It was all the fault of A-hsueh. A-hsueh
must have said something bad about her to him. She didn’t know what A-hsueh had said. But she was sure that
was what had happened.
Smoothing out her clothes piece by piece made her feel a little better. A-chin had changed. It seemed he got
annoyed just looking at her, so seeing him made her afraid.
“Go back! Go back, today!” he had said to her sharply.
She had come a long way, and she should have stayed for a few days at least. It wasn’t that she liked the city,
but she had hoped to help out for a while. Who would have thought he’d kick her out again? He wanted her to
leave today. The way he had spoken to her did not leave her the choice of staying. A-chin had never spoken to her
like this before. Even if he had wanted her gone, had told her it would be better if she went back to the
countryside, he would always let her stay for one more day.
In the past, it had never been like this. A-chin had always listened to her. She still remembered when he was
small and didn’t dare not listen. She remembered a time A-chin and his friends had gone swimming in the creek.
When she had found out, she had taken a bamboo stick like the kind used to herd water buffalo and hurried to the
creek. She’d unhooked the pants he’d left hanging on a pandanus tree branch and called him over.
“You can do anything else you want, but you must stay away from water and fire. They can kill you. I forbid
you to go swimming, especially in this creek, which flows so fast.”
That was what T’ien-sung’s wife thought about water and fire. Stark naked, A-chin had run all around her,
clamoring for his pants. Losing her temper, she had lunged at him, but he had darted off and started running
home. She had chased after him, still holding the bamboo stick and his pants. She hadn’t caught up with him till
she’d reached home; A-chin had had to kneel while she’d smacked him twice with the stick.
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha!” she had sworn.
In those days, she’d often yelled at him that way. It had always hurt her to beat him, so she would yell this at
him. And when he wouldn’t let her catch him to beat him, she would also yell this at him. But she would never
yell anything worse than this.
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha!” The phrase seemed to resound in her memory. She repeated it to herself as
she smoothed out her clothes.
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha!” How long had it been since she’d used this expression? She had almost
forgotten it entirely. And she couldn’t remember when she’d given it up.
“The god of thunder is going to get you.”
The more she said it, the clearer and louder it became. Saying it made her feel a little better.
One time, while they were eating, she’d seen A-chin drop a grain of rice. She had told him to pick it up. He
had taken one look at her and then stomped it into the dirt floor. She hadn’t said a word. She’d just taken the stick
from behind the door and smacked him twice, hard. She’d tried not to look at the two red marks on his legs. She’d
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just kept saying,
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha. God of thunder’s gonna getcha. Who taught you to tramp on rice?”
After that, A-chin did not tramp on any food. And after that it seemed she had never had to hit him again. What
a long time ago that was. She couldn’t remember if she had ever even yelled at him again after that. But now,
now, she wanted to yell at him. He was her son; how dare he not listen to her? As she said this to herself, she
thought back to waving her bamboo stick and chasing A-chin along roads among the fields again. And she thought
of when she’d hit him. There was A-chin running naked along the road. And she could still see those two red
marks on his legs. He had always listened to her. That’s how he was as a boy, and nothing could have changed.
Yes, she remembered, A-chin always listened to her. If it hadn’t been for A-hsueh, A-chin wouldn’t have kicked
her out. And now A-chin said he wanted to marry the woman.
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha. If you dare marry her, the god of thunder’s gonna getcha.”
“What are you saying?” She hadn’t realized that A-hsueh had come in and was standing behind her.
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha,” she said, as if to answer her but also still talking to herself. There was no
need to answer her, but why not yell at her? She’d yelled at A-chin. Why not at this woman who was only hired
help working in A-chin’s restaurant?
“What?”
“God of thunder’s gonna getcha.”
“What?”
A-hsueh didn’t understand. A-chin understood. He’d heard this familiar curse since he was a child. It must be
that A-hsueh’d never heard the expression. This girl didn’t even speak her language. A-chin had already asked
T’ien-sung what he thought about A-hsueh, but T’ien-sung had never given him a clear answer. By the way things
looked, though, A-chin must like her very much. But she didn’t understand their language. How could a daughterin-law not understand a mother-in-law? For half her life, each day, she had made an effort to understand her
mother-in-law. In her opinion, a mother-in-law was more important than anyone else.
Even though she had hinted to T’ien-sung that she did not like this girl, he expressed no opposition. T’ien-sung
was not involved in the restaurant anymore, but A-chin still listened to T’ien-sung on many matters. If T’ien-sung
expressed some disapproval, would A-chin still marry her?
She didn’t understand why T’ien-sung didn’t disapprove. Nor did she understand why T’ien-sung didn’t fully
approve of her coming to Taipei. He had argued against every trip she had made here, saying she would only be in
the way.
In the past, she had brought the grandchildren with her, but now she refused. She was afraid that they would
turn as bad as their youngest uncle. It wasn’t easy to be good. Turning bad was so much easier. A-chin was a
perfect example of that.
“You cannot be always throwing away good things,” she had told him. This was something she just couldn’t
stand.
“Not throw away junk? Keep it around just to take up space? Don’t you see how small this house is?”
She just couldn’t understand. In the past, she’d always been told to save everything. Now she was told to throw
everything away.
“Before, many things were made by hand. Things were scarce, and we knew it wasn’t easy to make them.
Now, many things are made by machine. It’s easy to make them. There are lots of things and not much space. We
have to throw them out.”
If he were in a good mood, A-chin would explain this all to her. If he were in a bad mood, he would just say,
“You don’t understand.”
“When the thunder comes, there won’t be any place for you to hide.”
People who tramp on things and aren’t good to their parents get struck by thunder. But was it that in the city
you could run inside, and the god of thunder couldn’t find you?
She hoped that A-hsueh would ask again. She would say that this was the way she used to yell at her son. But,
much to her surprise, A-hsueh didn’t ask. She didn’t show any interest in the expression. How unpredictable
things were.
“Are you leaving?”
She wondered if she was being kicked out again. What was it to her if she left or not? She tied two corners of
the cloth. She tied them as hard as she could, as if she meant to flatten all the clothes. Or rip the cloth.
“A-chin asked me to give this to you.” Each time she came to visit, A-chin would give her a little money.
“I don’t need it.”
If A-chin wants to give me money, she thought, he should give it to me himself. He always gave it to me
himself before. Who is this A-hsueh? What’s she doing here, hanging around like she’s glued to me? It wasn’t
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really that she didn’t want the money, but she didn’t want to tell A-hsueh that.
“You don’t want it?” It seemed that A-hsueh was reading her thoughts. “A-chin said to give it to you.”
“I don’t need it.”
Since she’d said this once, she might as well repeat it. This time, though, she spoke more softly.
Ignoring her, A-hsueh put the money on the edge of the bed. T’ien sung’s wife squinted at it. The four dollars
were for her own use, and the other one was for the bus. The travel money she could save. It was just a little after
noon, so she could walk back and arrive home before dark.
A-chin told her every time that she should take the bus. He said time was more valuable than money. If
someone would pay her to walk—give her a certain wage for it—she’d be willing to think of it the same way she
did working in the fields, and each day she would walk to and from the city. If she walked, she didn’t have to
worry about those gasoline fumes giving her headaches. This way she could save a dollar. She would put away
half of it and make the rest into change for the grandchildren. She imagined having all those kids around her
clamoring for money.
As she picked up the money, she thought of A-hsueh again, who had already left. She hurried to the door. She
often felt like A-hsueh was spying on her. She did not like A-hsueh. She hadn’t always felt this way. It was only
after A-chin had told T’ien-sung that he wanted to marry A-hsueh that she began to feel A-hsueh was taking
advantage of them and of A-chin. She had told T’ien-sung this, but he hadn’t responded. She had told A-chin, too,
who hadn’t responded either.
A-chin had always been an obedient child. At thirteen, after he had finished grade school, he had come to
Taipei with T’ien-sung to help run the restaurant. Now T’ien-sung had handed the business over to A-chin and
returned to the countryside.
A-chin didn’t do things the same way as T’ien-sung at all. The first time T’ien-sung went to Taipei, he carried
home a wooden ladder and door. Each night, he would take a leisurely walk home after the restaurant closed. The
next day, he would hurry back to Taipei at noon. When he came home again, he would bring all kinds of good
things that he had collected.
A-chin was different. He threw everything away. The cardboard boxes, bamboo baskets, wood, and tin cans
aside, the food he threw away each day would be enough to fill a banquet table.
Hired help like A-hsueh weren’t willing to eat the customers’ leftovers. They must have food cooked just for
them, three times a day. She had once reprimanded A-chin about this. Not only did he not listen, he accused her of
not understanding things now, and, worse, he did so right in front of the hired help.
“Why eat other people’s leftovers?”
“Why not?” she had countered.
In the country, women did not eat with their men, did they? And sometimes, when the men left a little of their
vegetable soup, wouldn’t the women pour it over their rice to finish it off?
Sometimes she would get upset with the customers. Why did they leave leftovers? If they couldn’t eat it, they
should have ordered less, especially those young ladies. The fingers of those young ladies were as long as
chopsticks, and so slender and white. When they ate, it was as if they were afraid to put the food into their
mouths. Usually they left more than half their food; almost none of them cleaned their plates.
If the hired help wouldn’t eat the leftovers, it could be brought home for the grandchildren. She started
thinking that even if she spent six or seven hours a day walking back and forth for the leftovers, it would still be
economical. And she was more than willing to do that. It would be a whole lot better than quietly sitting at home.
It would even be better than making bamboo hats.
She proposed her plan to A-chin; she was sure he would approve. To her surprise, his answer was one word:
“No.”
He wouldn’t even give her a reason.
A-chin really had changed. He was never like this when he worked with T’ien-sung. Hadn’t he helped T’iensung to bring home bag after bag of leftovers? Now, he wouldn’t do it himself and he wouldn’t let her do it either.
She really couldn’t understand how they could spend so many hundreds of dollars just on lights. She had asked him
how long it would take to earn this money back if he charged just a dollar more per meal. Again, A-chin blurted out that
she didn’t understand. Sometimes she thought that she really didn’t understand. There must have been a good reason
for A-chin to yell at her like that.
A-chin not only told her she didn’t understand; he didn’t permit her in the restaurant either. She really didn’t
understand how they could spend thousands of dollars to decorate a restaurant. She must try to find out why. Sometimes,
she wanted to study all the customers to see what made them so different from country people. But actually, what she
wanted most was to do something to help A-chin and the others. At home, whenever the neighbors needed help, they
would ask her. She was very responsible. She could clear the tables. She would be good at that. She was confident she
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could do it better than A-hsueh and the others. At least she wouldn’t break as many dishes as they did. And she would be
happy to do it. This is her son’s place. At home, everyone said how capable her son was and how much money he made.
Sometimes she wondered how much more he would be making if so much wasn’t wasted and tramped on.
But A-chin didn’t allow her in the restaurant. He had said that she could come see him and go wherever she pleased
as long as she didn’t interfere with the restaurant. He didn’t want her in the dining room, and he didn’t want her in the
kitchen. But she didn’t come to Taipei to go out. And she couldn’t help being concerned about the place. She just
couldn’t stand to see how A-chin and the other cooks threw away food. Sometimes she would see them cut one
piece out of a fish and throw the rest away. At home, fish soup was a treat.
They would give the best part to the customers, who would leave most of it on their plates. And then the
leftovers would come back into the kitchen and be thrown in the garbage. One time, she saw an entire king prawn
brought back, something she had never eaten in her whole life. It wasn’t that she wanted to eat it; she just couldn’t
stand to see it thrown away. She’d grabbed it, removed the shell, and stuffed it into her mouth. She wasn’t a pig,
but she had never had a chance to eat a prawn like that in all her life. She wasn’t complaining about that, no; it
was just that she thought that a king prawn should be eaten and not thrown in the garbage.
A-chin happened to see her do this; he told her not make a fool of herself in the restaurant. She only went into
the dining room because A-chin had forbidden her to go into the kitchen. A-chin had told her to go back to the
countryside. That was the first time A-chin had kicked her out.
Each time after that, before she came to Taipei, she would make a promise to herself not to go into the kitchen
or dining room. But it just wasn’t possible. That’s where she wanted to go, where so many things were being
tramped on. She always felt that the people in the restaurant were tramping on things.
Sometimes, when she helped them clean vegetables, she felt that the hired help threw too much away. What the
hired help threw away, she went and picked out of the garbage, and then—they threw it away again. They were all
A-chin’s hired help, but they never listened to her. Sometimes, they would even criticize her in front of A-chin,
especially A-hsueh. She didn’t know how often A-hsueh had criticized her in front of A-chin. A-hsueh was half
the reason A-chin was kicking her out. She really didn’t like that A-hsueh. But A-chin liked her. So the same thing
had happened to both A-chin and T’ien-sung when they’d left home, hadn’t it? This all had something to do with
the city and all those people around them. Especially that A-hsueh.
God of thunder’s gonna getcha, she thought, just like before when she was chasing A-chin in the fields,
shouting at the top of her lungs. But now, in this little building, the only place where there was any room was in
the restaurant; everywhere else was so cramped. If you spoke up at all, someone would hear you. Of course, she
thought, A-chin wouldn’t remember that expression. And what difference would it make if he did? He really had
changed.
She pressed the clothes a little flatter and tied the other two corners, pulling them tight enough to rip the cloth.
She loosened the knot, thinking she might really rip it. How strong she used to be. The entire village had praised
and admired her for her strength. But what good was it to be strong? City people don’t seem to need any strength.
Look how little they ate, especially the young ladies. They just took a little rice with their food; some times they
didn’t eat any rice at all. How could they get strong like that? They seemed afraid of being strong, especially
strong enough to work She hardly had the strength anymore to tighten knots in cloth.
“Hey.”
“Who is it?”
“A-chin said you should go out the back way.” It was A-hsueh again.
“Why?”
“The restaurant is full of customers now.”
How could A-chin have said such a thing? It must have been A-hsueh’s idea. The heck I’ll go out the back, she
thought. I’m going to see A-chin. But she was afraid to see him. He might really have said this. He’d kicked her
out before. If he got mad, it would be the same thing all over again.
A-hsueh is wrong to think I’m afraid of her, she thought. It’s my own business if I’m afraid of my son. But I’m
not afraid of that little witch. At least, I can show her that I’m not afraid. She picked up her bundle and followed
A-hsueh.
She opened the little door going into the dining room where quite a few customers were eating their lunch. She
heard both A-chin’s and A-hsueh’s voices saying,
“Come in! Come in!”
How refined and sincere they sounded. They were greeting their customers. At first she’d been really
frightened. Their voices sounded so loud, thed taken her by surprise. She thought they were yelling at her.
A-chin and A-hsueh hadn’t noticed her yet. There were quite a few customers. Some were waiting; others had
just finished eating. There were a few empty dishes.
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A-hsueh was going over to greet some customers. T’iensung’s wife scurried behind her so as not to be seen.
She was not afraid of A-hsueh, but it might be better if she didn’t see her. It might be better not to let A-chin see
her either.
Two customers were just standing up. The man had eaten almost everything, but the woman had left quite a bit
on her plate. When the couple wasn’t looking, she reached over and grabbed a chicken leg. It wasn’t that she was
hungry, she just couldn’t bear seeing it go to waste.
“A-chen, hurry up and clear that table.” It was A-chin’s voice, speaking calmly but firmly.
Then she knew A-chin had seen her. And she knew that he was angry. A-chin sometimes used this tone to kick
her out. Though he wouldn’t make a fuss in front of the guests, and he had not spoken loudly, there was no
disobeying him.
Quickly she made her way through the customers, through the beaded screen, and out onto the street. She
didn’t look back. A-chin and A-hsueh would be glaring harshly at her.
3
Half sitting, half lying in his chair, Ch’iu Yung-chi stretched out his legs, crossed them on another chair, and
drew deeply on his cigarette. There were three different newspapers on his desk, as well as two copies of the
evening edition. The manager was already gone, the assistant manager was in the process of lock ing up the vault,
and aside from a few employees who were finishing up the accounts for the day, almost everyone had left the
office.
His eyes stared blankly at the smoke he exhaled. He had already read several of the newspapers from front to
back. He had read the larger ads, every word of them. There were a lot of advertisements for restaurants, and
although he had never been to any of them, he had memorized each ad like a child memorizes television
commercials.
Ch’iu had been promoted to the position of deputy manager more than two weeks before. He was still at the
same branch of the bank; the only difference, he felt, was that there seemed to be less work to do. Although the
position of deputy manager was said to be a springboard to the manager’s position, it would be a long time before
he got there.
“Mr. Ch’iu, you’re still here.” The assistant manager had just finished locking the vault.
“I’ll be leaving in a minute,” said Ch’iu.
“What are you reading that’s so interesting?”
“Nothing really.”
The assistant manager laughed and, without waiting for Ch’iu to make any further remarks, stuffed the keys
into his pocket, waved good-bye, and left. Being a bank employee these days, all one asked was that no
unexpected disasters occur. Ch’iu put out his cigarette and leafed through the newspaper again, hoping to discover
something different in the news articles, which all seemed so much alike. Many of the news items in the evening
paper he had already seen in the morning paper. He found a connect-the-dot game and, using a ballpoint pen,
followed the numbers in the correct order, connecting one dot to another. He was rather disappointed at the
outcome. The picture would certainly never be a source of much excitement in the world.
He opened the drawer of his desk. A customer had lent him a copy of Playboy magazine that afternoon just as
one of the female bank employees was approaching him with a question. He had stashed the “material” into his
desk drawer and had almost forgotten about it. He opened up the brown-paper cover and leafed through the
magazine until he came to a photo of a blonde, nude woman. The picture wasn’t bad. The choice of model, the
pose, and the photography were all first-rate. He raised his head and looked around. There were only a few people
left at the counter.
He walked over to the main office, placed the magazine face down on the Xerox machine and pressed the
button. The green light flashed once, and suddenly a red light on the side of the machine started blinking and a
buzzer sounded. One of the overtime workers turned around and looked in Ch’iu’s direc tion. Ch’iu quickly turned
the machine off. He could feel himself blushing.
“It’s out of paper,” said the overtime worker, who hurried over to the machine and bent down to look in the
paper tray.
“That’s okay, I know how to fill it.”
“All right, but press the button again just to make sure it’s working.”
He pressed the button. The picture he had Xeroxed just before turning the machine off came out first, followed
by another copy. The prints emerged face down. He felt very grateful to the person who had designed the
machine. What if the second copy hadn’t come out then, and the first person to use the machine the next day just
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happened to be a woman?
He went back to his desk, put the magazine into its folder, tossed it into his drawer, and locked it. It really
wasn’t worth the trouble, he thought, as he put the things on his desk in order. He looked at his watch. It was just
past seven, still too early to go home.
He went to the men’s room and looked at himself in the mirror. He thought he looked comical, like an ape. He
blinked at the man in the mirror, took out his comb, and began combing his hair. His hair really wasn’t long, but it
could still stand a trim. The last time he had gone to the Three Phoenixes Barbershop a girl named Chin Feng had
been pretty nice to him. Her uniform was a pale yellow sheath dress with a mandarin collar, the name of the shop
embroidered in blue over her heart. The material of the dress was so thin that he could almost see the color of her
underwear through it. He didn’t have the nerve to look directly at her, but he could see her quite clearly in the
large mirror in front of him. When she was shaving him, her belly had pressed against his elbow, which rested on
the arm of the chair.
The Three Phoenixes Barbershop was in an alley right across from the bank. He walked over to the front of the
shop only to discover that today was the twenty-fifth of the month, and it was closed. Barbershops usually closed
on the tenth and twenty-fifth of each month. He sighed, feeling suddenly aimless.
“I’ll go downtown and walk around,” he thought vaguely to himself.
It didn’t matter what time it was; the downtown district was always throbbing with people. This was the world
of the rich and the young. Pushed and nudged from all sides, Ch’iu worked his way into the crowd. Tonight was
the same as many previous nights: he had absolutely no plans. Sometimes he would stop and watch the hawkers
shouting, or he would stand in front of the stores and look at the colorful window displays. Sometimes he would
squeeze into the crowd, rubbing against the bodies, or sometimes he would just let people push him around.
Sometimes he would dodge to one side and watch the crowd, avoiding contact with people; other times he would
purposely stick out his foot and let people step on him.
It was such a noisy, bustling scene. He felt very small in the crowd, yet still he felt himself to be a part of it.
He turned down a little alley lined with coffee shops. This was a completely different world. He hesitated a
moment. He had been to this sort of place in the past. Today was no different from any other. Heavily painted
women stood in front of a few of the shops, while others hired men in their twenties or thirties to stand out front
and solicit customers for them.
“Come in and sit down!” they called to him.
He smiled. He knew that, as a civil servant, he couldn’t go into places like that. Just looking was enough, he
thought, as he walked the whole length of the alley.
A long time ago, before the government had become so strict with its workers, Ch’iu had made the
acquaintance of a woman from one of these shops. She wasn’t bad looking, and you could even say that she had a
pretty good head on her shoulders. He just couldn’t understand how she had gotten mixed up in that kind of place.
At the time he had wanted to ask her if she wanted to go with him.
Suddenly Ch’iu realized that without knowing it he had already walked all the way home. The iron security
gate had already been pulled down over the shop front. He wormed his way through a small opening in the door,
looked up at the electric clock hanging on the wall, and saw that it was exactly nine o’clock.
The family ran a hardware store on the ground floor below their apartment. Lai-chih managed it. To be exact,
the Wu Fu Hsing Hardware Store was started by Mr. Wu, Lai-chih’s father, forty or fifty years ago. Lai-chih’s
father had retired, so she managed everything now. The location was good, and Mr. Wu had always advocated
dealing honestly with customers, so business had grown steadily.
As Ch’iu Yung-chi walked in, Lai-chih was waiting on a customer. The shop closed around eight o’clock, and
the clerks could go home then. After that, Lai-chih took care of any remaining business. Ch’iu decided that the
person at the counter must be a supplier collecting payment for some goods since he noticed Lai-chih was writing
out a check and handing it to him.
The building had four floors altogether. On the second floor was the kitchen, the dining room, the bathroom,
and his mother- and father-in-law’s room. The third floor belonged to Ch’iu Yung-chi and Lai-chih, and the
children’s study and bedrooms were on the fourth floor.
Ch’iu’s mother- and father-in-law were up on the second floor watching television as he came in. There they
were, the two of them, sitting shoulder to shoulder. They could almost be rolled up into one person, thought Yungchi. He felt that they made it a point always to appear especially intimate when he was around. He didn’t know
why, but he firmly believed they did it on purpose. At their age, it really was rather unusual. Maybe this was their way
of hinting that he and Lai-chih ought to get along as well as they themselves did. They probably wanted to set an example.
Perhaps they did it to show how, with their united strength, they could overcome the enemy. And in this family, if they had
an enemy, it was him.
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“Mom. Dad,” he greeted them.
“You’re home,” they said in what seemed like one voice. “Hurry up and eat.”
His mother- and father-in-law were always polite and thoughtful. No matter how late he came home, they
always told him to go eat, as if it was the only thing in the world that mattered.
“Ah-chin, the master is back; hurry and heat up his dinner.”
Ch’iu Yung-chi went upstairs to the third floor, changed his clothes, washed his face, and sat down and relaxed for a
moment. There was a Sansui stereo set on the third floor that his friend had persuaded him to buy. He reached over to
turn it on and then decided against it. Originally, he had hoped that he and Lai-chih could listen to it together, but she
didn’t seem to be interested. He suddenly hurried down to the second floor, worried that his mother- and father-in-law
would be waiting for him to come and eat.
Although Lai-chih and her parents’ faces didn’t show it, he had a feeling that they were upset with him. Every meal
was always divided up into several shifts. The children ate first, then his mother- and father-in-law, next the servant,
Ah-chin, and then it was his turn. Sometimes Lai-chih ate before him, and sometimes she ate after he did.
There was a plate of pork on the table. It was his favorite dish, but no one else in the family, including Ah-chin, liked it.
From the looks of it, there was too much for him to eat by himself. But he knew he had better finish it all up. If he didn’t,
they would ask him if he was sick. On the other hand, if he did, the next time they served it, he would have to eat just as
much. Once he told Ah-chin not to make so much. She told him she was just following instructions from the mistress
of the house.
“Mom, Dad, why don’t you have something to eat?”
“We’ve already eaten. Hurry up and eat or your food will get cold.”
“I’m going to call Lai-chih.”
“Never mind, she’s waiting on a customer.”
He sat down, ate a little, and suddenly felt thirsty. What he really wanted was a little wine, but he didn’t dare
ask for it. After a couple of minutes Lai-chih came upstairs. Her customer must have left.
“Have you eaten yet?” he asked her.
“No, but I’m not very hungry.”
She looked so small and thin. Who would have guessed that she managed all the affairs of the household, from
the first floor to the fourth?
“Were you busy today?” she asked. She sat down. She always asked this question. Actually, she knew quite
well who was the busier of them. And if he came home late, she never called the bank anymore to ask why he
hadn’t come yet.
She scooped some rice into her bowl, only two or three mouthfuls. There were rust marks on the hand with which she
held the rice bowl. He didn’t know whether she hadn’t washed her hands yet or if the rust stain just wouldn’t wash off. He
wanted to reach over and give her a squeeze, but he felt embarrassed to do so in front of her parents. The impulse quickly
died.
“I wasn’t that busy,” he said. He wanted to tell her about his promotion, but he didn’t feel like talking either.
“Do you want some wine?” she asked.
“No.”
If he was going to drink, he preferred to do it alone. She finished eating and continued sitting there. They sat
together silently.
“Take your time, I’m going back to the accounts,” she said. As soon as she left, he quickly finished his rice and
stood up.
“Are you full?” his mother- and father-in-law asked anxiously. “You should eat a good dinner, you know.”
“Yes, I had enough,” he said. Even though they were watching television, they seemed to be paying close
attention to him the whole time.
Lai-chih was on the third floor finishing the accounts. Her fingers moved across the abacus slowly. She had
made progress, but as far as he was concerned, she was still slow at it. He was an employee of the bank, and his
skill with the abacus was considered to be better than most of his coworkers. Once he had told her that he could
take care of all the work requiring an abacus. But she had answered that since there wasn’t much calculating to
do, it didn’t matter how quickly it got done. After that, he never asked her again about the accounts, and she never
asked him for help.
“Aren’t you going upstairs to see the children?” she asked.
They had five children, two boys and three girls. The first three were girls. When they were born, Ch’iu’s
mother- and father-in-law were not very happy. Afterward, two boys were born, and the tense atmosphere at home
eased considerably.
Before he married into the Wu family, they had come to an agreement, through the intermediary of a
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matchmaker, as to how the children should be named. They had even prepared a contract. Originally, it was
agreed that the first child would be given the surname of the mother: Wu. All the children after that would have
their father’s surname: Ch’iu. Later, Lai-chih’s parents changed the agreement, giving the first, third, and fifth
child their surname, and the second, fourth and sixth child the father’s surname.
According to this agreement, the first child was given its mother’s surname, and the second child should have
taken its father’s surname. But when it turned out to be another girl, Ch’iu’s mother- and father-in-law were
displeased, so Lai-chih suggested compromising by giving the child their own surname. The third child, another
girl, was also named Wu. The fourth child was a boy, just what Lai-chih’s parents had been longing for, and they
claimed that since this was the first male child, he should be surnamed Wu. Ch’iu Yung-chi had never really
placed much importance on the business of surnames. After all, he had married into a woman’s family and did not
have to take charge of the household. If the children were named Wu or Ch’iu, what difference did it make? They
were still his own children. The fifth child was also a boy, and since Ch’iu did not protest, the child was registered
under the surname Wu.
The children’s world was contained within the confines of the fourth floor. Their tutor hadn’t left yet. All the
children were doing fairly well in school, especially the girls. The eldest had been accepted into the foreign
languages department of a national university, and the two younger girls had gotten into a prestigious high school.
The two boys, who were in middle school, were also high-ranking students and would have no problem passing
their high-school entrance examinations.
According to the bank’s regulations, the children were all eligible for scholarships, but Ch’iu had never applied
for one. This was because he had once heard one of his coworkers refer to him behind his back as “Brother Pig,” a
term used for male swine hired out for breeding. Ch’iu put out his own money to pay for the children’s education.
The tutor stood up, and Ch’iu nodded to her.
“Our children are fine in school; we just want you to be here with them while they do their homework. Give
them some pointers on how to prepare their lessons. You can bring your own homework along and do it here,
too.”
Every time they hired a tutor, Lai-chih explained the job this way: supervision was more important than
teaching. Both Ch’iu and the children agreed with this, especially the children. One time the youngest child had
remarked that another “prison warden” had been hired.
As soon as Ch’iu Yung-chi reached the fourth floor, his eldest daughter, Hsiu-ling, turned away and went into her
own room. Hsiu-ling had been avoiding him for several days now. About a month ago Hsiu-ling had come to the
bank looking for him.
“Dad, do you want to take me out for lunch?”
“Okay,” Ch’iu felt that there was something a little unusual about this. “Where would you like to eat?”
“How about a Western-style restaurant? I’ve never been to one before.”
He took her to a new Western-style restaurant that had just opened on Heng Yang Road. He showed her how to
use a knife and fork.
“Dad, is it all right for me to have a boyfriend?”
“I don’t object, but—”
“But I had better ask Mom about it, right?”
“You know …”
The two of them ate in silence for a moment. Then Hsiuling suddenly opened her wallet, took out a
photograph, and handed it to him.
“Dad, what do you think of him?”
“Very nice looking.”
“Dad, I’m asking you again. Do you think I ought to start dating? I want your opinion.”
Ch’iu remained silent.
“Dad, you still haven’t said anything!”
She got up, wiped her mouth with the napkin, threw it on the table, and, without looking back, walked out.
Ever since that had happened, Ch’iu had felt depressed. The fact that his daughter had asked for his opinion
showed that she still had some respect for him. Why, he thought to himself, why couldn’t he say how he felt, even for
his own daughter? Her contempt showed how hurt she was. He had been trying to find an opportunity to talk to her
about it, but if she kept avoiding him, he didn’t think he would ever have a chance.
“Lai-chih,” Ch’iu called to his wife.
It was almost eleven o’clock, and Lai-chih was still on the third floor finishing the accounts. He lit a cigarette
and sat down next to her. He wanted to talk to her about Hsiu-ling.
“Today’s newspaper said that smoking is harmful to your health.” she said to him. He abruptly snuffed out his
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cigarette.
“What did you do that for? I only said that there was another article in today’s papers about how harmful
smoking is. To get angry so often is just as bad for your health.”
Ch’iu Yung-chi changed into his pajamas and went down to the second floor to take a bath. His mother- and
father-in-law had already turned in for the night. He went into the bathroom; the tub had already been filled. Every
time he went into the bathroom he thought about gas leaking from the water heater, even though Ah-chin always ran
his bath for him.
After he finished bathing, he went back up to the third floor. Lai-chih was just getting ready to come down for her
bath. In the past, he and Lai-chih would occasionally bathe together. But that was something they hadn’t done in a long
time, and he knew it wasn’t entirely because the children were grown up now.
“You look tired,” Lai-chih said to him. “Why don’t you go on to bed?”
He sat down on the couch and wanted to smoke a cigarette, but he thought of what Lai-chih had just said about
smoking. He let out a long sigh. Should he go to sleep now, or should he wait for Lai-chih? She had said that he
looked tired. She often said things like that. Actually, she was the one who should be tired. But that wasn’t what
she said.
He turned on the little light above the bed and lay down. Go to sleep, he thought to himself. A while ago, there
was a girl he used to know. At the time, Lai-chih had just given birth to their youngest son. The girl was an
accountant for one of the bank’s big clients. She came to the bank every day depositing and withdrawing money.
He had had a couple of dates with her. They had gone to the movies twice. He had told her all about his family
life. She had said she was willing to marry him, willing to give birth to his children, children named Ch’iu. He
was ready to give up everything, including his job at the bank. But then her parents intervened and made her leave
him. The customer who employed her blew up over the matter, withdrew all his money from his account, and
deposited it in another bank. The head of the bank had confronted Ch’iu about this and made him apologize to the
customer.
He never saw her again after that. He didn’t know whether she was married or not, whether she had any
children, whether her life was happy and secure.
His mind was drifting.
Suddenly he heard a mosquito buzzing incessantly above his head. He tried to determine what direction the
noise was coming from. Then he made a violent swipe at the insect. Did he hit it? He opened his eyes and looked
at the palm of his hand. It was empty. The buzzing stopped for just a moment and then started again. He swung
again with even more force than the first time. His hand smashed into his temple. His head jerked, and then he felt
it fall forward, sinking down and down.
It seemed as if he could still hear the buzzing sound. He didn’t know if it was the sound of a mosquito or if it
was his ears ringing. He lifted his hand again and struck out violently.
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)} Taipei,

In the autumn of 1967, when I gave birth to my first child, I met doctor Ai Fen in the delivery room.
The first time a woman gives birth she often cries out in pain and feels the hardship is unendurable. After
screaming and crying out for several hours in the labor room, by the time I reached the delivery table I suddenly
lost all strength. Only then did they find another doctor to come and insert an acupuncture needle into my ear, and
then finally delivered the baby. When I heard the infant wail, I let out a sigh,
“So painful! After this, I never want to give again!”Immediately, the woman obstetrician lectured me.
“Even a bowel movement takes some exertion, how can you expect childbirth to be painless?” Thereupon she
turned her back to me. The doctor who had inserted the acupuncture needle, however, bent down and whispered in
my ear,
“Don’t mind her. Giving birth is painful. Even I haven’t been willing to have one so far!”
Feeling as if I had just met an old friend, I grasped her hand, which rested on the edge of the delivery table,
expressing without words my thanks. This was Dr. Ai fen: forthright and sympathetic. I was weak from giving
birth, and I spent more than a week recuperating in the hospital. As luck would have it, it was Ai Fen’s turn to
check on the patients. Seeing each other every day, we had the chance to become well acquainted. Her aunt had
been in the United States to study in the 1940’s; during the Great Leap Forward\fn{ 1958-1961; it was an economic and
social campaign led by Mao Tsetung in an attempt to transform China from an agrarian-based economy into a Communist society through
rapid industrialization and the forced collectivization of agriculture.} she had become terribly disillusioned and committed

suicide. Ai Fen had loved her aunt very much; perhaps it was for this reason that, when she heard I had just
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returned from America, she was especially good to me, often stopping by my room to chat, if only for a moment.
By the time I was to leave the hospital, we had long since passed the usual bounds of a doctor-patient relationship
and had become close friends.
Ai Fen was the youngest gynecologist I met in Peking; she was only twenty-six at the time. Though her thick
hair was cut very short, it wouldn’t entirely stay in place under her white cap; always a few locks stuck out.
what’s more, a smile always hung about the corners of her mouth, giving one a feeling of unrestrained warmth.
The professional solemnity that customarily belongs to doctors seemed completely absent in her. In fact, out of
her uniform, she became one of the prettiest young women in all of Peking. She was of medium height, and her
figure was ideal—not an ounce too fat or too thin. Her tailored, lined jacket of brightly printed cotton fit so well
that the curves of her bodice were just subtly noticeable.
In an era when Chiang Ch’ing\fn{ Mao Tsetung’s fourth wife} wore drab military dress to “present herself as a
model,” Ai Fen’s manner of dressing was tantamount to rebellion. At that time, most women, afraid of incurring
such critical labels as “infatuated with vanity” or “pursuing the life-style of the bourgeois class,” intentionally
stored away their more attractive clothes and wore only large and baggy shirts and trousers. But Ai Fen was not
very keen on political matters. According to her, she did not aspire to “make herself a martyr or see her name
engraved in gold”; she only wanted to “get along from day to day.” For this reason, she always wore her best
clothes: under the long white physician’s coat were trousers of very fine material, the cuffs perfectly pressed; her
leather shoes, though somewhat worn, were still polished to a bright sheen.
Ai Fen did not have a northerner’s round face. Her cheekbones protruded a little but her jaw was small and
square, giving her face a well-proportioned, trim look. But what was most striking was her complexion: white
with just a trace of red. In winter when the north wind would blow, her cheeks looked as if she had put on rouge;
that radiance could rival the red peonies in Chungshan Park. Besides this, she had a pair of almond-shaped eyes
with bright, shining pupils. Her only flaw was her flat nose, but her smiling lips diverted people’s attention from
it, imperceptibly compensating for this defect. Because Ai Fen’s appearance and style of dress radiated an
aesthetic sensibility; when she revealed that her husband was an artist, I wasn’t surprised at all.
“Hsiao\fn{A note reads: An adjunct to a person’s name to express intimacy. Originally, it meant “little.” } Fan likes to paint
portraits,” she told me. “Unfortunately, he doesn’t have any models, so all he can paint is me. Not only is he tired
of painting me, but I can hardly stand to look at myself anymore!”
*
Not long after I left the hospital, Ai Fen brought her husband to see us and the baby. Hsiao Fan had a slender
build; his skin was very dark, like ink splashed too thickly on a sketch; the eyes, revealing the melancholy,
emotionally charged temperament of a poet. Ai Fen said it was this pair of eyes that had swept her off her feet.
Hsiao Fan dressed heedlessly, surprising the opposite of Ai Fen: the top button of his jacket undone, gray slacks
covered with ink stains, cloth shoes, the original color already unrecognizable.
But the sloppiness of his appearance did not at all diminish his charm. Moreover, one year of living in the
topsy-turvy world created by the Cultural Revolution\fn{ The Great Proliterian Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) was an
attempt to preserve Communist ideology as conceived by Mao Tsetung in the country by purging remnants of capitalist and traditional
elements from Chinese society} had added an element of resentful cynicism to his bearing. Hsiao Fan’s father had been

with the famed antique emporium Jungpaochai for years; he was skilled at carving seals, good at calligraphy, and
possessed a profound knowledge of Chinese painting. Influenced by his father Hsiao Fan majored in traditional
Chinese painting at the Central Arts Institute, but had also worked at Western painting; his artistic interests were
wide-ranging. Unfortunately, not long after his graduation, the Cultural Revolution started up; and thereafter he
was continuously occupied with revolt and self-criticism. He churned out political and propagandistic paintings,
but had not painted one picture which he could like himself.
Though I knew little about traditional Chinese painting, I sympathized with his pain at the neglect of our
artistic heritage. At that time, traditional Chinese painting was considered in the same light as Chinese opera: both
were criticized as worthless. Of course it was said that if traditional painting could undergo the same “facechange” as opera, it might also have room to survive. For example, take an overhanging cliff with a cascade, add
two red flags, and entitle it “Chingkang Mountain”;\fn{ The Chingkang mountains are noted as being the birthplace of the
Chinese Red Army (the predecessor of the People’s Liberation Army) and the home of the first peasant soviet } or put several Red
guards beside a dangerous cliff or a clear stream, and claim such a grouping expressed the theme: “follow the
route of the workers, peasants, and soldiers,” etc. When I mentioned such an idea, Hsiao Fan shook his head,
saying that this would be blaspheming art.
“I won’t paint then!” he announced, seemingly giving up all his ambition. “To be involved with art is
dangerous enough: choosing to do traditional painting is just like being thrown into a wrong reincarnation, to be
given the death sentence!”
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Remembering that he liked to paint portraits, I tried to persuade him to change his subject matter. “Then paint
Chairman Mao. That’s guaranteed not to backfire. If you paint just one good one you could become celebrated!”
Turning to me, hands clasped respectfully in front of him, he said, “Don’t bother to flatter me!” His lips
formed a crooked line, displaying a sour smile.
“I paint the human body, not portraits. If I were to paint Chairman Mao, even if I put the old man in swim
trunks, that could still get me dragged off to the torture chamber!”
On the spot he gave examples of disasters that resulted from painting Mao Tse-tung. A painting not true to life
—the color a bit gray and dark—brought upon the artist the accusation of “uglifying the red Sun.” A woodblock
on the theme of “to cross the great sea, rely on the helmsman” had given rise to the cynical suspicion that
chairman Mao was represented as “renounced by the masses and deserted by his closest comrades,” and the artist
was beaten and deserted by his closest comrades,” and the artist was beaten and taken to a “cattle stockade,” all
because the background was not crowded with the masses, even though chairman Mao was rendered with
marvelous vividness.
Apparently, flattery also wasn’t easy; usually it brought on more trouble than it was worth. No wonder, then,
that Hsiao Fan only dared to follow the others and paint propaganda posters that were all alike, with the result that
his aspirations and spirits sank; Hsiao Fan’s only consolation was in drinking.
At that time we lived in a hotel that accommodated returning overseas Chinese and was stocked with cigarettes
and wines, the likes of which far surpassed those which the city markets offered. One reason Hsiao Fan came
anxiously to meet us was to ask us to buy him a bottle of Erhkuot’ou, an inexpensive but fairly good wine. Ai Fen
herself never touched a drop, and she also didn’t like her husband drinking so much; the two of them often
quarreled over this. But except for drowning his sorrows in liquor, Hsiao Fan did not know how to allay his sense
of bitter disappointment. The cultural Revolution had not only broken his life’s routine, but has also shattered his
aspirations.
Previously, he only had to follow along mouthing the slogans, and he was able to maintain the carefree life of a
resident in Peking; in the summer going to the North Sea Park to row boats; in autumn, to the Fragrant Mountain
to see the red leaves; and there were even special places to sample tea and enjoy the flowers. But when the
Cultural Revolution broke out, its affirmation that “to rebel is correct” threw Hsiao Fan into an unprecedented
state of mind. Young people were suddenly permitted to challenge authority, and so sharply that they could not be
checked.
However, from a certain time on, the prohibitions began to be issued one after another. First the “bad
elements” were forced to “stand aside,’ or were considered fit only for carrying buckets of glue on the streets to
paste up slogans. In the end, Hsiao Fan realized that the Revolution had done nothing for him aside from denying
his own worth. At first he didn’t dare paint what he wanted. Now, even if he felt like painting, he could find no
inspiration. His future so uncertain, little wonder that he sought consolation from the bottle.
On new year’s Day of 1968, the two of them came again to see us. My husband bought a bottle of sorghum
wine as a treat. Hsiao fan kept praising the wine and in a flash downed half the bottle. His dark face and neck
flushed the deep purple of an eggplant, and his eyes got so bright they looked as if they could spit fire.
Suddenly seized by a desire to draw, he grabbed a pencil and stationery from the desk. Facing Ai Fen, he
quickly sketched her. Ai Fen, who was no drinker, had, at my prompting, taken two swallows of wine. Her eyes
were so red she could hardly keep them open, and she leaned diagonally across the sofa. After coaxing my child
to sleep, I immediately came over to look at Hsiao Fan’s sketch. Rendered in a few supple, deft strokes, the sketch
showed a nude, voluptuous woman in a drunken pose in the style of Yang Kuei-fei, and it caught the spirit
perfectly. My husband remarked that it resembled one of Matisse’s\fn{ Henri Émile Matisse (1869-1954), French artist .}
preliminary sketches for the painting Nude; at this Hsiao fan was very pleased with himself. I showed it to Ai Fen.
After giggling for a while, she tore it into pieces.
*
On May First, the Labor Day holiday, Ai Fen had the day off and invited me to eat dumplings in a famous
restaurant at T’iench’iao. As I poured the soy sauce, Ai Fen abruptly informed me that Hsiao Fan had been sent to
work at a neighborhood-organized soy sauce factory.
“To make soy sauce?” I hardly knew what to think. “Soy sauce and painting are a million miles apart!”
“No kidding!” Ai Fen responded. With an expression that showed her exasperation and depression. “He tangles
all day long with soy beans and brine. His whole body smells of the stuff! And the salty, thick smell in his clothes
—I just can’t wash away! At night, in bed, unless he takes everything off, I won’t let him come near me.”
“This is just temporary discipline through manual labor,” I said quickly in order to console her. “China’s artists
still have a future; we have never been a people to ostracize art.”
Ai Fen only shook her head and sighed, “We can’t look into the future, so there’s no point in talking about it.
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All those who have any connection with art or literature will probably be sent to the country soon.\fn{ Probably a
reference to the end of the Hundred Flowers Campaign (in June, 1957), and the beginning of the Great Proletarian Leap Forward (19581960), which replaced it. The leadership of the Chinese Communist Party voluntarily submitted itself to criticism of its governing policies
on a nationwide basis from the Chinese intellectual community—who, perhaps foolishly, took them at their word, and delivered themselves
of an enormous amount of dissatisfaction. Apparently unable to absorb it, the Dictatorship of the Proletariat reacted by imposing strict
controls on freedom of expression, dismissing or imprisoning many intellectuals, and carting off perhaps as many as a million of them to
what amounted to forced labor projects—such as working in local factories on in local communes—with the intent of forcibly instilling in
them a certain amount of realization of the mental and physical pain and sacrifice undertaken by the rest of the country in order for them to
be able to (in the proletarian view) “indulge themselves in the pursuit of intellectual matters.” } Hsiao Fan himself is talking that

way every day. I’m afraid sooner or later we’ll end up divorced.”
The word “divorce” grave me a start. But from her knitted brows and the worried look in her eyes, I could tell
that she wasn’t joking. I counted to myself: they had been married only a little more than two years. Though I had
heard often about their little tiffs, when things were going well between them, they were inseparable, more loveydovey than any other couple. How could Ai Fen have such a change of heart as soon as Hsiao Fan was demoted to
work in a factory?
“Ai Fen, it was out of love that you two married Why, then, have your feelings cooled so quickly?”
“Our conception of love these days is different from yours,” Ai Fen responded, in a tone of voice that made me
feel separated from her by a whole generation, while in fact she was only three years younger. “If a husband and
wife can’t live together, what’s the use of this love? The romantic Romeo and Juliet notion has long ago been
condemned here! If Hsiao Fan is set to the country then I must go with him unless we divorce. But what about my
father, who is about to retire, and my mother, who is in poor health? They have only one daughter. Naturally, they
want me close by.”
Confronted by this pragmatic problem, I felt lost for words. In order to make clear to me, though, that at one
time she had put a lot of stock in love, there in that noisy restaurant Ai Fen confided all the details of her first
love. Apparently, her first boyfriend was her classmate in college. Right from their freshman year they captivated
each other. By their junior year they were known throughout the campus as an inseparable couple. However, in
the second semester of their fourth year, when they went into practical training, the students were all caught up in
the question of where they would be assigned after graduation. At this time, another girl in their class—whose
father was a high-ranking cadre and thus had no worries about being sent away from Peking—suddenly butted in
and made it clear that she had set her eye on Ai Fen’s boyfriend. Because his class background was bad,\fn{ I.e.,
because his parents and/or his ancestors belonged to some form of class in some manner antagonistic to the ideals of the proletariat—say, to
the landlord class, or the managerial class .} he feared being assigned to some distant province. Half-reluctantly, he finally

gave in to this cadre’s daughter. When it came time for graduation in the fifth year, naturally the pair of them was
installed in a clinic for ranking cadres in a suburb of Peking.
“Originally I was destined to be assigned to some distant place. Who could have guessed that at the last
moment our hospital needed a gynecologist and, by sheer luck, I was able to stay in Peking. But four years of a
love-relationship went down the drain, and there was no way to salvage it. Aside from a good political background and connections, the other girl wasn’t better than I in any respect. She just happened to cast a covetous eye
at my lover and stole him away. This is the kind of love we have!”
Even though several years had passed, bringing up this episode of her first love filled Ai Fen’s voice with
bitterness and jealousy. I could easily imagine how broken-hearted she must have been at the time. She had even
thought of suicide, but her professional training and her sense of responsibility for her family, in the end,
overcame this terrible idea.
It was during her internship that Hsiao Fan dropped into her life. His fiery courtship softened the blow of
having been jilted. Perhaps stemming from a desire for revenge, or perhaps only in order to forget the pain and
bitterness of losing a lover, she disregarded her mother’s advice and married Hsiao Fan right after graduation.
“My mother is old-fashioned in her thinking and believes that if an artist doesn’t become famous, he’ll be poor
for the rest of his life. And Hsiao Fan’s lackadaisical ways didn’t please her either—the only thing that made her
feel the least bit content was that I could come home often. Because my parents’ home is close to the hospital,
when I’m on nightshift, it’s fairly convenient to go back and forth. My father-in-law used to live in a big house
with a courtyard, but when the red guards confiscated the property, they moved the whole family into two and a
half rooms. Including me, there were six people, so we were really cramped! Hsiao Fan made only forty-eight
dollars a month, and he gave it all to his parents. Even the pocket money for his cigarettes and wine came out of
my earnings. He’s destined to be able to support only himself, and he knows it. If I really want a divorce, he won’t
hold me back.”
I thought that this was just a transient feeling of insecurity in Ai Fen. I didn’t for a moment take this matter of
divorce seriously.
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*
That year, the situation in Peking changed rapidly. Chiang Ch’ing’s directive to “attack culture, defend the
military” burned like an unending brushfire, while Lin Piao’s\fn{ Also Lin Biao (1908?-1971), Chinese Communist military
and political leader, named during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) to succeed Mao Tse-tung .} declaration that “political power
is the power to suppress” was even more widespread. In order to gain power, the rebel faction engaged in militant
struggle through the year. This eventually gave Mao Tse-tung the excuse to turn against old friends and to station
both worker and proletariat propaganda teams at every educational level, to snatch away the rebels’ power base,
and to impose a “proletarian dictatorship” on them through purges, liquidation, and forced confessions, to step up
the Rustication Movement,\fn{The forced relocation of Chinese youth from urban to rural environments (between the 1955 and
1980, when it was ended), and officially know as the Down to the Countryside Movement } whereby the main forces of the Red
Guards were dispersed to the rural villages. The Rustication Movement gradually touched all walks of life, even
neighborhood committees received mobilization orders.
Suddenly in Peking everyone was apprehensive. That entire summer I didn’t see a trace of Ai Fen.
A few days before the Autumn Festival, I went out to buy a few things and ran into Hsiao Fan at the Hsitan
Market. He was wearing bibbed overalls; a pair of slip-on sleeve covers peeped out from the frayed cuffs of his
jacket; and an absolutely filthy blue cap sat crookedly on his head. At first I was afraid it wasn’t he, and I didn’t
dare to call out, because he had his arm around a young woman worker. The two of them seemed completely
carefree, as if they were out for a stroll. But that dark face and that high-bridged nose I’d recognize anywhere.
As I stood there in a stupor, Hsiao Fan caught sight of me. Quickly casting aside the girl’s hand, he hurried
across the street to chat with me. I asked him about Ai Fen. He said that recently she had been filling in on the
night shift for a colleague and, because it was more convenient from the hospital, had moved back with her
parents. I then asked him about his work at the soy sauce factory. He drew down the corners of his mouth
contemptuously and let out a bitter laugh. Then, pretending not to care, he shrugged his shoulders and replied,
“Work is work. What’s there to say about it? I just live from day to day. Who knows when they’ll send us
down to the country. And when they do we’ll just pick up our bed-roll and start walking.”
Because Hsiao Fan didn’t bother to introduce his friend, I felt embarrassed that she should just stand there
waiting. On the pretext that I needed to get home to feed the baby, I left without further ado. All the way home I
thought about the intimacy between Hsiao Fan and his young woman friend; I felt indignant for Ai Fen’s sake.
And yet I felt Ai Fen’s casually moving back in with her parents wasn’t right either. After all, even the best
couples have their rifts after a while.
Since both Ai Fen and Hsiao Fan were only newcomers at their work units, had no children, and had families
in Peking itself, they had had little chance of being allotted their own living quarters. Hsiao Fan’s parents believed
that the daughter-in-law was duty bound to live with her husband’s family and help with the housework.
Unfortunately, in such a cramped apartment it was difficult for a couple to have any privacy. How could ai Fen,
who had been pampered since childhood, put up with that? She had continually pestered Hsiao Fan, wanting them
both to go live with her parents. But Hsiao Fan was filial by nature and wasn’t about to hurt his parents’ feelings.
Their living arrangement must have had something to do with the discord in their marriage.
*
On the day of the Autumn Festival, Ai Fen unexpectedly called and asked if, as a favor, I would buy a bottle of
brandy for her father. I promised to, and then added that I’d run into Hsiao Fan—but didn’t mention anything
about that woman.
“I’ve moved out on the Fans!” Her anger came through over the phone. “And I’ll never move back!”
“You two had a fight?”
“Not this time. I’m at work in the delivery ward right now. I’ll tell you all about it when I drop by to pick up
the brandy.” She hurriedly hung up the phone.
Close to evening she came to pick up the brandy, but had to hurry home to pass the holiday with her parents;
there really wasn’t any time to sit and chat. I accompanied her to the bus stop, hoping to snatch a few brief
moments to try to persuade her to return to her in-laws’ home. She shook her head and refused, saying she had
already sent in a formal application for a divorce from the authorities.
“You say you didn’t have a fight. So if you two were getting along, how can you be so heartless?” I asked in a
somewhat accusatory tone.
“Of course you wouldn’t know. One night he came home dead drunk. He kept shouting some woman’s name,
it was really obscene. His whole family heard him!”
I thought of the woman I saw him with at the Hsitan Market. And though I almost brought it up, I managed to
hold my tongue. Instead I asked her if she had gotten any actual proof.
Ai Fen laughed coolly, and suddenly became magnanimous, her jealousy completely vanishing.
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“I guess he’s fooling around with some woman from the soy sauce factory. He’s always had a soft spot for
girls, and he fancies himself to be like Chia Pao-yü,\fn{ A note reads: the main protagonist in The Dream of the Red
Chamber.} a lover of beauty. He doesn’t turn down any comers either. Even in a real hag, he can find some
modicum of beauty! I hope this time around he’s able to find some woman from a good class background. I
myself am like a clay Buddha crossing a river—can’t even guarantee my own safety!”
The red guards may have destroyed the “four Olds,”\fn{ One of the stated goals of the Cultural Revolution was to end old
customs, old culture, old habits, and old ideas } but that seems to have had no effect on me. Whenever I hear the word
“divorce,” it is as if something I’ve swallowed has gone down the wrong way; it just sticks in my throat. I
couldn’t restrain myself from trying to say something that might save their marriage.
“Even if I closed my eyes to Hsiao Fan’s fooling around with another woman, I’d still want a divorce,” Ai Fen
said stubbornly, as if she’d already made up her mind.
According to her, the Rustication Movement was far fiercer than the papers reported. Not only did departments
and schools take it as a chance to dismiss a batch of deadwood, even law-abiding citizens were banished to the
country. The slogan of the day was:
“We have a pair of hands like everybody else; why stay in the city and eat for nothing!”
Unemployed dependents were mobilized to the country, but those who were considered “bad elements” were
singled out and given “permission” to leave first. And on the pretext of promoting “concern for one’s spouse,”
when one person was sent down, his whole family inevitably followed.
“Our hospital already has encouraged everyone to enlist voluntarily in the rustication movement. Who would
be so idiotic? But if your spouse is sent to the hinterlands, you too must take a stand: Do you support or oppose
the movement? Of course you support it! and how? You all move out to the country to “settle our family happily!”
At the hospital two or my colleagues have already handed in their ‘pledges,’ requesting to be sent with their
spouses to the country. When the Revolutionary Committee broadcast this through the hospital, saying that it was
a triumphant victory for Mao Tse-tung thought, everyone’s flesh crawled. A colleague in our own delivery ward
has also submitted a ‘pledge.’ Ever since then she’s looked as if her soul has left her body. Though the hospital
hasn’t handed down the official approval yet, she’s already like a sentenced convict, completely collapsed. Today
we delivered a baby after the mother had an extremely hard labor. When the infant let out the first wail, she said,
“‘Cry, go ahead and cry. Why not?’
“If this kind of remark were reported, that colleague could be charged with harboring ‘negative tendencies’ in
the future! Just think, if I don’t raise the matter of divorce now, if and when Hsiao Fan is ordered to leave, I’d be
forced to take a stand, and the choice would not be up to me then!”
I recalled her first love affair and worried that history might repeat itself.
“Ai Fen, be more cautious. What if Hsiao Fan doesn’t get sent down to the country. If you raise the matter of
divorce prematurely it might bring it on for real.” She smiled futilely and said,
“You may escape this time, but you won’t the next.”
In the evening haze two yellow headlights appeared in the distance. The bus was approaching. In the pressure
of the moment I asked the most important question.
“You still love him, don’t you?”
“I used to believe in love and gave myself without reservations. I don’t feel the same way anymore.” In her
indirect answer, her tone of voice had a faint sadness to it, like that of the dusk falling all about us.
“I only hope to find someone with whom I can talk, someone to live out my days with in peace. But even this
is difficult: we just don’t have any control over our fates!”
The bus came to a stop. Ai Fen pressed my hand and, without saying goodbye, mounted the steps. I slowly
walked back to the hotel and, for the first time, realized that in Peking autumn at twilight could be terribly
desolate and gloomy. I couldn’t blame my friend’s rather heartless and pragmatic attitude toward marriage. In
reality, she was a very sentimental person. It was just that something was inexorably working against her, so that
all her passion could find no safe object. I heaved a deep sigh for my friend.
*
With the start of winter the task of “cleansing the ranks of bad elements” became more earnest and the
atmosphere more turbulent. This political storm was even more threatening than the cold winds from Siberia.
Aside from going to work and attending meetings, people kept close to home and didn’t dare to have much
contact with friends.
One day, having caught a cold, I went to the hospital to see a doctor. Since I was there, I detoured over to the
obstetrics wing, hoping to catch Ai Fen. She wasn’t in the examining room, though. As I was leaving, I glanced
over the “big character posters” along the corridor. I noticed that the Obstetrics Section had singled out one of the
senior doctors for having “a serious historical problem” and was currently focusing its bombardment on him.
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there were also a couple of other posters criticizing a certain “backward Doctor X,” asserting that she coveted
ease and comfort, and contrived to avoid joining the Rustication Movement. The poster went on to claim that she
neglected her political studies and was tainted with capitalist thinking up <to> the extent of “violating the law.”
She was called on to carry out with the greatest dispatch a soul-searching self-criticism, to be followed by a full
public confession.
Because I’d stayed at the hospital and was close to Ai Fen, I knew a little about the doctors in the Obstetrics
Section. As soon as I read the posters, I knew the doctor with a “historical problem” was the head of the section,
because during the Japanese occupation he had treated the invaders. The accusations about the “backward
element,” however, confounded me. Though Ai fen herself had admitted that she was “backward,” she wasn’t the
type to break laws or regulations.
Since the time Ai fen had come for the brandy, I had had no news of her. I missed and worried about her. So
one evening, toward the end of the year I quietly went to visit her in the suburb outside of Ti-an Gate. In spite of
the fact that it was a dark, winter night and I had never been to her house, the moment I entered the courtyard, I
could identify which door was her family’s. I had heard, early on, that Ai Fen’s father loved flowers. There by the
doorway was a wooden frame with over ten or twenty pots of flowers and plants.
I had chosen to go in the evening in order to avoid people’s noticing. By coincidence, that evening Ai fen
wasn’t on duty. Outside, she and her mother were washing the dishes and putting out the cooking fire. She seemed
delighted to see me and pulled me right into the house and introduced me to her father. Mr. Ai had been an editor
at the People’s Publishing House. But with the start of the Cultural Revolution, he was shunted aside and now did
only odd jobs at a printing company. Although he still liked to drink, he didn’t dare to compose or recite poetry
anymore. Instead, he practiced calligraphy, copying Wang His-chih’s Lan T’ing Hsu.\fn{A note reads: A literary work
by Wang his-chih, a fourth-century writer and master of calligraphy .} Brushes, ink, an ink stone, and a thick ream of writing
paper lay piled on the desk.
Although he was not yet of retirement age, Mr. Ai’s hair was already completely white, and the wrinkles
between his eyebrows formed deep furrows. His shoulders hunched forward slightly, as if he were under an
unbearable burden. His expression, however, was refined and gentle, and his manner remarkably tranquil and
serene.
Ai Fen’s mother had followed us into the house. Ai fen had long ago told me that her mother was timid and
leery by nature. For quite some time she had suffered from nervous disorders and migraines; she also chattered
incessantly. Sure enough, after just a few minutes of small talk, she immediately began to pour out her complaints
to me.
Originally they used to live in spacious quarters, she said. But each time there was a new “movement” they
were forced to give up a room. Now they were reduced to only three small rooms, piled with the chests and
furniture she couldn’t bear to part with, so that every movement in the house was restricted. I tried to comfort her
with old aphorisms like “it’s not as good as the best, but still better than the worst.” But she still shook her head
and kept on sighing.
Suddenly she changed the subject and started in about her daughter wanting to get a divorce, complaining that
Ai Fen was too willful. At first Ai Fen’s mother had not particularly liked her son-in-law, but now she deplored
the divorce even more, feeling it wasn’t honorable. Thus her son-in-law had become suddenly priceless in her
eyes.
“Hsiao Fan always yields to Hsiao Ai. Such a sweet temperament. Where would she find another like him?”
Mrs. Ai grumbled to me.
Beneath the thirty-watt light bulb, Ai fen could only look at the floor, silently putting up with this. Ai fen’s
father didn’t stop his wife from complaining, but while sipping his tea he cleared his throat several times, as if to
remind his wife not to be so tedious. But the old woman paid no attention. Instead, she moved her chair closer,
lifted her tea cup, and prepared to poured her heart out to me. I used to blame Hsiao Fan for being too proud to
live with his wife’s family. I now knew otherwise.
“Come and see my room.” Taking advantage of an instant when her mother was sipping her tea, Ai Fen pulled
me away.
*
Her room was on the side of the house. Aside from the single bed, deski, and chair, there was not much space
left. Although the room was small, like its occupant’s appearance, it was meticulously neat and tastefully
decorated. The matching print of the bedspread and curtains pleased the eye; their pink color added a touch of
warmth and brightness to the otherwise drab, neglected four walls. Above the head of the bed hung a free-brush
painting of a peony, stems and leaves. Just as I was about to ask her if this was Hsiao Fan’s work, I heard her sit
down and let out a sigh. Noticing that her cheekbones had grown more prominent and her face thinner, I hastened
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to ask her whether her work was too hectic.
“Add the meetings to the time on duty, and you get a typical twelve-hour day!” She immediately began to let
out her grievances.
“I’ve never seen so many women having babies! All we know about is furthering revolution; we don’t know
how to get a handle on birth control. Now the result is upon us! From last summer the birth rate has continuously
broken all records. In one particular night I alone delivered twenty babies! The maternity ward was filled to
bursting, and a few of the mothers had to sleep in the corridor. We couldn’t even keep up with feeding the infants,
let alone changing diapers. According to the inside story, the population is already approaching nine hundred
million. Nine hundred million! Just think of it. Birth control simply must be made a national policy. The more I
deliver babies, the more I can’t bear to have one myself. These days, not having a child is the greatest contribution
to our country. Often as I deliver the babies, I also try to impart to the mothers the rationale behind birth control.
But what’s the use? I speak ‘bitter words with a kind heart,’ and people still label me as a ‘backward element’!”
So those two posters were aimed at her! The moment I discovered this I couldn’t help but feel terrible for her.
“Life is really difficult!” she continued to grumble. “Take me, for example. Because I don’t have a good class
background, I don’t dare be an activist even if wanted to. I only hope to make no mistakes. I can’t hope for any
great honor. Every time a movement comes along, I just hope to get by unscraped. To have a mundane, uneventful
life, that’s good enough. But even that was not to be! Out of caution, I finally joined the radical organization, and
now they say I’m just shifting with the tide. What doctor doesn’t ‘open the back door’ sometimes? I did it, and I
am accused of breaking the law. It’s utterly unfair!”
The story was that Mr. Ai’s boss, an old party cadre, had a daughter who traveled as a Red guard for half a year
all over the country to “spread the revolution.” She came back and discovered she was pregnant. This old party
member asked Ai Fen’s father for help. One day while Ai Fen was on shift, she cleared the way for his daughter to
have an abortion privately. Before the Cultural Revolution there was a rule that before a woman could get an
abortion, a letter of approval from her department was required. In order to obtain that letter, an unmarried woman
had to undergo self-criticism and submit a confession to her department. It inevitably led to a scandal.
“She was only seventeen and didn’t know a thing. She didn’t even know the father of the child. How could she
write a confession? What’s more, to have such a record on file to follow her wherever she goes would become a
terrible burden.
“How pathetic! What doctor wouldn’t ‘open the back door’ in a case like this? The woman colleague who
pasted the poster criticizing me has a husband in the northeast. She was pregnant even before she went to visit her
husband. Didn’t she herself get a colleague to give her an abortion on the sly?”
“Why didn’t you put up a poster criticizing her?” I suggested indignantly.
“How could I dare to do that?” she asked. Then as if swallowing her anger, “Everyone thinks she’s got it with
the second top man of the hospital’s Revolutionary Committee. That guy was originally just a technician in a lab.
He didn’t join the party until 1965, but, relying on his ability to talk big, he took to leading the revolt. Now that
he’s become an official, he’s all high and mighty. He has a wife in some rural section of Honan, but he even gave
up his annual home leave on the pretext that he’s busy with ‘advancing the revolution, promoting production.’ Just
think for a man of thirty, something fishy must be going on. In fact, after he became an official, he immediately
moved out of the single men’s dormitory and moved into an office at the hospital, saying that it was more
convenient for his work. Many times people have seen a light still on in the office at midnight and have even
heard a woman’s laughter.
“Of course no one dares to breathe a word about it; even if someone were to accuse him publicly, he can’t be
touched. Vice Chairman Lin Piao has decreed that relationships between men and women be considered a ‘small
matter’ and that ‘a small matter can do no harm.’ This has practically become the favorite homily of the radicals.
Hmmph, the way I see it, the morals of this new group in power is even more ‘capitalist’ than the old
‘capitalists.’”
“He really should be dragged onto the stage and ‘struggled’ against.” I too became angry.
“This is one of those officials who set fires while the common people can’t even strike a match!”
Ai Fen’s face was full of indignation. We were sitting very close together on the bed. She suddenly bent
forward to look outside the doorway, and then leaned her head closer to mine, whispering, “this fellow seems to
have his eye on me. As soon as my request for a divorce reached his desk, he immediately sent for me. He glibly
asked me all sorts of questions. He urged me not to make this decision too hastily, but to think it over for a while,
all in the manner of a leader truly concerned about his people. Since then, whenever we’re alone, he flatters me. I
even suspect it was he who leaked the fact that I had illegally given an abortion, contriving to put pressure on
me.”
I was so startled that I clutched her hands. Only after a long while could I open my mouth to suggest with a
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stammer,
“Withdraw the request for a divorce right away!”
“If I don’t get a divorce, what do I do when Hsiao Fan’s sent to the country? Or perhaps the hospital will send
me down to the country. If so, it wouldn’t be any good to drag him along. Hsiado Fan’s even more reluctant to
leave Peking than I am!”
Good lord! I suddenly thought of Homer’s Odyessey. It seemed as if Ai Fen was caught between Scylla and
Charybdis, in a dilemma with no weay to turn.
“What are you going to do?”
“Just wait it out,” she smiled sadly and forced herself to be stoic. “I’ll only make an oral report. I’ll never
submit a written statement. A written report is iron-clad evidence. Once it enters your file, it will become a
baggage you carry around for the rest of your life; you’ll never be able to shake it off. I’m only twenty-seven. I
still have more than half a lifetime to live. No matter what, I can’t pick up that baggage.”
“Your family doesn’t know anything about this, do they?” I thought of the tranquil expression I had just seen
on her father’s face.
“They only know that I’ve been criticized on posters for having opened a ‘back door.’ My father had been
criticized by a whole wall of posters last year, so they’re already used to it. But don’t let any of this leak out to
them. I’m afraid my mother might get sick if she begins worrying about me.”
I nodded my head earnestly.
“After this whole thing blows over, I’ll come visit you all. For the time being, we’d better keep a distance for a
while. You know what I mean, don’t you?” she asked, holding my hands.
Of course I understood her situation. I immediately got up, said good-bye, and slipped out of the courtyard.
*
For several months after this Ai Fen didn’t come to see me. Although I was anxious about her, I kept my
promise not to visit her. At the beginning of April, my husband and I were abruptly assigned to a post in Nanking.
Just before we left, unable to restrain myself, I went to the hospital to take a look. I first registered as a patient.
Then I headed down the corridor to read closely all the big character posters on the walls. The “cleansing of the
ranks” seemed to be at its tail end. A couple of posters were aimed at the director of the gynecology section. The
rest were all in fervent support of movements like “discard the old, adopt the new,” “tighten the ranks cut out the
slack, send technical workers to the country.” I didn’t see Ai Fen, so I asked a nurse whether she was around.
“Doctor Ai is on sick leave. She won’t be in to work for a whole week.” When the nurse mentioned “sick
leave,” her nose and eyes wrinkled up and her lips were curled in a mocking smile.
Startled, I asked her what was wrong with Dr. Ai. But she paid no attention to me and just chattered with the
other patients. Having had the door slammed in my face, I hurriedly rushed to Ai Fen’s home outside of the Ti-an
gate. On the way I continuously blamed myself for having neglected my friends.
Her mother was watering the flowers and plants at the doorway. Recognizing me, she put down the watering
pot and immediately led me into the house.
“I hear Ai Fen’s sick. What is it?” I asked impulsively.
“Nothing serious,” she started her spiel. “This headstrong child! She went ahead and had an abortion without
even telling me! You know, I’ve been waiting to have a grandson every day. Her father says that it’s all because I
have spoiled the child ever since she was small.”
Hearing me come in, Ai fen called to me from her room and stopped her mother’s grumbling. She was lying on
the bed, huddled up in a pink quilt. Her hair hung down loosely on her forehead. Her face was a greenish white.
She looked sickly and haggard.
“You’re a doctor yourself. How could you be so careless?” As soon as her mother turned her back, I scolded
her.
“Doctors are human too,” she said, shifting herself and the quilt to let me sit on the bed.
I was relieved to find that she still had some spirit, I couldn’t help mocking her, “This is like having your boat
capsized in a drainage ditch—how did you ever get yourself into such an incredible mess!”
We looked at each other and laughed.
I’d never met a doctor more enthusiastic about promoting the use of contraceptives than Ai fen. She even used
herself as a guinea pig. Whenever Shanghai or Peking came out with a new contraceptive, she was often among
the first to try it out. I remember when I’d just given birth to my child, she recommended a kind of contraceptive
cream which only had to be applied daily in small amounts near blood vessels, like on the wrists or behind the
ears. I was timid and didn’t dare to try it recklessly.
When I finally plucked up my courage to use it, she told me the cream wasn’t effective after all. The doctors
had shifted to trying out a contraceptive injection. An injection once a month was both simple and trouble-saving.
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However, these shots evidently had some bad side effects: they caused menstrual irregularity.
The injection method was soon abandoned, and something else new was tried out. There were so many
techniques, I simply can’t keep them all straight now.
“Did you try out some new contraceptive that wasn’t effective?” I was curious.
“No, I was just careless.” Then she sat up, reached for a comb on the table, and began to comb her black,
shining hair. On the wall beside the bed hung a framed picture of her family—herself, her mother and father. I
discovered there was one new picture this time—a portrait of Hsiao Fan from the waist up. It occurred to me that
if she’d gotten pregnant, her relationship with Hsiao fan must have changed for the better.
“Ai Fen, how could Hsiao Fan bear to let you have an abortion?”
But she avoided my questioning eyes and concentrated on combing here hair. After quite a while she answered,
“I didn’t tell him.”
I sighed, feeling sorry for her, but secretly blamed her for being a bit heartless. I often thought that if they had
a child, they probably wouldn’t be seeking a divorce.
“Is he still at the soy sauce factory?” She nodded and said,
“It’s fortunate that he’s there and not in his original work unit. So at least this recent round of ‘cleansing of the
ranks’ hasn’t touched him.”
Setting down the comb and putting on her quilted jacket, she talked about him. They had become good friends
now and no longer quarreled. He often came to see her. Even her mother was getting used to the smell of soy
sauce and no longer complained about her headaches; in fact, she couldn’t praise him enough. Hsiao Fan didn’t
try to keep his dalliances from her. Ai Fen was obviously a little jealous, only she didn’t admit it.
“It looks like you both still love each other,” I insisted without any hesitation. When the high tide of this
rustication movement is over, you should promptly withdraw the divorce petition.”
“That won’t work. Our reconciliation is built on the security that separation has brought us. If we tried to live
together again, the problems would only recur.”
The topic of her divorce made me suddenly think of that second in command at her hospital, that glorified lab
technician who tried to take advantage of her plight. I asked her in a low voice,
“You didn’t write a self-criticism, did you?” She too whispered in reply,
“No.” I felt so relieved for her sake. Clasping my hands, I exclaimed,
“Thank heaven! Thank heaven!!”
My concern moved her, and her appreciative eyes wandered over me for a moment. Then suddenly she
motioned me closer and leaned forward herself—our heads were almost touching.
“I gave him certain favors, and now things are cleared up. There just wasn’t any alternative. I had to do as the
circumstances dictated.”
She didn’t explain what favors, and I didn’t want to ask her. Actually I was afraid to ask. Seeing this expert on
birth control laid low by an abortion, how could I ask her anything?
Usually lively and talkative, Ai Fen also grew silent at this moment. Her almond-shaped eyes gazed vacantly at
the printed curtains in front of her. The delicate April sunlight was blocked out by the curtains; and the little room
seemed as if it had gathered a whole winter’s cold darkness, a chill that could not be driven away. Having tidied
her appearance, Ai Fen looked less haggard. Nevertheless the paleness of her face and the lifelessness of her eyes
revealed melancholy and distress. This was the first time since we had gotten to know each other that I had ever
seen her with this kind of expression. She was truly like a free, soaring bird that had suddenly broken its wing, its
spirit drastically curtailed.
I told her that my family would soon move to Nanking. She was happy for me and yet couldn’t bear to part
with me. She said that after I left she wouldn’t be able to find anyone else to talk heart-to-heart with. When I was
about to go, she disregarded all my pleas and insisted on dressing herself and seeing me off at the bus station. On
the way, both of us were too dispirited to talk much. But before I departed, Ai Fen gave me a warm, captivating
smile and warned me,
“I’m not the kind of person who writes, you must know that. If we want to talk, we’ll have to wait until the
next time we see each other. I wrote too much before—those years when I first fell in love. The love letters I
wrote then would be enough to fill a book. I had really written myself dry. Now all I can write are prescriptions
for my patients. As far as letters go, I can’t write a single word.”
*
Sure enough, Ai Fen didn’t answer any of my letters. In 1971, though, we got news of her from a friend of hers
traveling south to visit his family. Passing through Nanking, this friend visited and brought along two boxes of
Peking candied fruits which Ai Fen had sent for our child. According to her friend, Ai Fen was now formally
divorced, and would soon be joining a circulating medical team that would travel around the country for a half
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year.
As for Hsiao Fan, this person knew nothing about what had become of him.
In the beginning of 1973, I was in Peking on a business trip. One afternoon I went to the hospital especially to
see Ai Fen. She was on duty in the delivery ward. She was elated to see me and insisted on taking me home for
dinner. So after she got off work, we first took a bus to Taohsiangts’un in Wangfuching. Ai Fen bought a stewed
chicken and had it cut up. And I bought a bottle of Hsifeng wine for her father. Then, carrying wine and meat, we
returned to her house outside of Ti-an Gate.
It had been several years since we’d last met. Her father and mother were still the same. Only Ai fen had
changed a little. She had gained some weight which gave her an attractively full figure. Her breasts thrust forward
like those of a young nursing mother. Her face had rounded out, her cheeks like pomegranates in full bloom in
may. Ever since Nixon’s visit to Peking the year before, when Chiang Ch’ing wore a Western-style dress to
receive the foreign guests, such fashions for women in Peking had gradually returned.
Ai Fen dressed even more stylishly than before. A red quilted jacket with small printed flowers was set off by
turquoise woolen slacks. On her feet were brand new leather shoes. The gloves and scarf she took off were bright
colored and eye catching. As I sat beside her at dinner, I kept smelling the scent of rouge. She was still all smiles,
but now they had a quiet grace to them which, like her movements and bearing, reflected experience and maturity.
Her mother still complained about her migraines and the crowded apartment. She made a point of mentioning
her daughter’s divorce, saying that their neighbors were gossiping about Ai fen. But because her father’s coughs
kept interrupting, I really couldn’t understand what Mrs. Ai was saying. As soon as we finished dinner, Ai fen left
the dishes and pulled me into her bedroom.
*
The room, like its occupant, had also changed, with many things added the most distinctive addition was a
charcoal drawing which had replaced a traditional painting above the head of the bed. The drawing showed a nude
in profile. The face was subtly but intentionally obscured, but the figure reminded me at once of Ai Fen as she
was in the 1960’s. The artist was undoubtedly Hsiao Fan. Ai Fen saw me gazing fixedly at the drawing and she
hastened to tell me,
“Because of this drawing, I don’t dare open the curtains. The door has to be tightly shut, too. If someone
should see it, I’d be in big trouble!”
“You’re really gutsy, Ai Fen!” I exclaimed. I deeply admired her courage to enjoy and appreciate art; yet, at the
same time, I suspected it was this drawing that had brought on her neighbors’ gossip.
She giggled and pressed me to sit on the bed. She removed a pair of paint-spotted work trousers from a chair
and sat down.
I noticed the curtains were indeed closed, but they had been changed to a gold print. The bedspread too had
been replaced with a light yellow one. And besides the old pink quilt, there was now a light purple one. The wall
in front of the bed was plastered with colorful posters from the “model operas.”\fn{ A reference to the model operas
written and performed during the Cultural Revolution, particularly the first six operas and the first two ballets. These were The Legend of
the Red Lantern, Shajiabang, Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy, Raid on the White Tiger Regiment, Ode of the Dragon River and On The
Dock, and the two ballets Red Detachment of Women and The White-Haired Girl} Ai Fen’s room was so colorful that it rivaled
the Fragrant Mountain\fn{Apparently a reference to Incense Burner Peak (Xuanglu Feng), the highest peak in which is now the
Fragrant Hills Park, a former imperial garden in northwest Peking } in autumn. I turned around to look closely at the picture

frame on the wall beside the bed, and I saw that Hsiao Fan’s photo had been replaced with their wedding portrait.
Ai fen hadn’t forgotten their former love after all, even though they were now divorced. From the moment we met
again after the long separation, we had talked about everything under the sun, everything except Hsiao Fan. Now
that I saw the drawing and that photograph in the room,
I no longer could hold my tongue.
“Where’s Hsiao Fan now? Do you see each other often?”
“Not only that, he practically regards this place as his second home. My mother is completely carried away
with him; she even takes him for her own godson.”
As Ai Fen talked, she gestured with her head toward the work trousers that she had moved to the table beside
her. She spoke casually, as if she were talking about the most ordinary occurrence. It was only then that I noticed
the toothbrush intermixed with the paint brushes on the table, and underneath the table lay a pair of sneakers with
the toes turned out. it appeared that Hsiao Fan often shared Ai Fen’s bedroom.
Recalling the way her mother grumbled about the divorce at the dinner table, I surmised that she hoped they
would remarry. Many people who had been forced into divorce because of the political situation during the high
tide of the Cultural Revolution were now starting the procedures for remarriage. After all, divorced women were
still rather discriminated against. Ai Fen was already over thirty, so her chances of marrying someone else would
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inevitably dwindle year by year. Since she got along so well with her former husband, I too thought “putting back
together the broken mirror” was a good idea.
Moreover, Hsiao Fan had escaped the misfortune of being sent to the country. In 1972 he was transferred to the
Propaganda Department of the Peking Municipal Committee. The political movements went on year after year,
but he had lost all interest in them. In fact, he began to take time out again to paint privately the things he loved.
Just before Nixon came, Chou En-lai\fn{1898-1976, first Premiere (1949-1976) of the People’s Republic of China .} invited
many old artists to the foreigners’ guest house to pain landscapes, flowers, and birds. That made those who had
studied traditional painting feel somewhat vindicated for awhile. After that, Chiang Ch’ing had here lackeys
instigate meetings to criticize “black painting” on some pretext, and to throw cold water on these artists. But the
seeds of revival in art had already sprouted. On the faith that “a brushfire can’t entirely burn away the grass, with
the spring breeze it will regrow,” artists had regained enough hope to wait it out. Now that Hsiao Fan had a future,
Ai Fen’s marriage could be saved. I decided to try to give my friend a boost from the sidelines.
Just as I was plotting my approach, Ai Fen changed the subject to the currently popular “model operas.” Her
eyes frequently wandered to the wall in front of her. It was plastered with colorful posters from several of the
operas, Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy, Shachiapang, On the Docks, and others. When Ai Fen spoke of
Taking Tiger Mountain by Strategy, her almond-shaped eyes shone brightly and, like a true opera fan, she fixed an
enamored gaze on the wall poster. This surprised me greatly. How could she possibly be fascinated by Chiang
Ch’ing’s “model operas”? In the past she seldom even went to hear traditional Peking opera. As I was wondering
this, I saw that Ai Fen had finally shifted her gaze away from the poster. With an expression of irrepressible
happiness, she blurted out,
“I might remarry.”
“Good!” I was so happy that I grabbed her hand and squeezed it. “I was just thinking, you and Hsiao Fan—”
“It’s not him,” she winked her eyes mysteriously.
“Ah, then who is he?” I didn’t think Ai Fen could change so dramatically.
Seeing me gaping like a simpleton, Ai Fen giggled and deliberately flaunted her secret like a mischievous little
girl. Having laughed for a while, she regained her composure and informed me.
“Hao Kuang. ‘Hao’ as in Hao Liang, and ‘Kuang’ meaning ‘bright.’ That’s just his stage name, but I’m used to
it. He performs with the experimental Peking Opera, following Hao Liang’s style, and he was once received by
Chiang Ch’ing! Come, I’ll show you his photo.”
From the pocket of her padded jacket, she fished out a small plastic jacket with a monthly bus ticket in it. On
the other side was Shao Kuang’s photo. Of course he looked exactly like an opera star, and from the photo I could
sense his stage presence: the elegantly featured face was looking upward smiling with his teeth just showing; his
expression was rather self-assured. I still liked Hsiao Fan, and for a moment was reluctant to see Ai Fen throw
herself into a stranger’s arms. For Ai Fen’s sake, I was prepared to accept her lover with open arms.
“Not bad!” I congratulated her. “‘Model opera’ performers have got it made these days! I didn’t expect that
you’d find another artist to fall in love with. I thought this time you’d choose a doctor.” Ai fen smiled blandly.
“You and my mother sing the same tunes. She always hoped that I’d marry a doctor. It’s as if that was the most
stable and secure profession. But I’m not a seventeen- or eighteen-year-old girl any more. I can’t afford to be so
choosy! Actually one profession is the same as another. Even someone high and mighty like Lin Piao—the second
in command in the whole country—\fn{ It was customary for Mao to refer to Lin Piao as “my close comrade-in-arms”; indeed, it
was Lin who drew up The Little Red Book (the collection of sayings by Mao Tse-tung which became wildly popular on innumerable
college campuses in the West during the 1960’s) and required it to be memorized by the People’s Liberation Army .} can be toppled

overnight.”
“Does your mother like Hao Kuang?” I asked Ai Fen.
She shook her head. Apparently, her mother was traditional-minded and felt opera singing was not a proper
occupation, even worse than painting. She’d sooner have her daughter remarry an artist than marry an opera
singer. Thus whenever Hsiao Fan dropped in, she always welcomed him. However, when Hao Kuang occasionally
visited, if her daughter didn’t urge her, she would not even ask him to stay for a meal.
Her mother thought that at her daughter’s age a semi-arranged marriage would be the best route: it was more
reliable to get a general sense of the potential bridegroom’s background even before meeting. But Hao Kuang fell
into Hsiao Fan’s old groove, a match of the “love at first sight” variety. This made Ai Fen’s mother guarded from
the start.
Ai Fen said that she and Hao Kuangr met each other purely by fate. In 1972 she had traveled around the
country with a circulating medical team. Hao Kuang and his troupe were performing up north. By chance, at
Changchiak’ou they met each other. People from Peking who bump into each other while away from the city feel
a special warmth, even if they’re total strangers. At the time Hao Kuang was interested in her, but she felt nothing
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special for him. Then last summer Hao Kuang returned to Peking. Immediately he searched her out at the hospital
and, from then on, had courted her like a whirlwind. At first, because Hao Kuang was two years younger, Ai Fen
still had reservations. But finally she couldn’t resist his passionate pursuit and gave in.
These past two years her mother had asked people all around to introduce prospective husbands to her
daughter. Ai Fen had reluctantly gone to two such arranged meetings, but nothing came of them. She would never
consider old bachelors working in the provinces, widowers with children also intimidated her—she never wanted
to be a mother herself, how could she possibly take good care of other people’s children? The young and handsome Hao Kuang contrasted favorably with these other prospects; naturally he won Ai Fen’s heart easily. Her
father was open-minded; he thought marriage should be his daughter’s own decision. That left only her mother
grumbling.
“Your mother will come around, Ai Fen,” I predicted with confidence. “Isn’t it always true that the more a
mother looks at her son-in-law the more she likes him?”
“I’m not worried about my mother’s passing objection; I worry about myself.”
For those trapped in a net of emotions, it is hard not to worry about gains and losses. A bewildered and
troubled expression suddenly floated across her face.
“Having weathered two stormy emotional entanglements,” she admitted candidly, “I’ve become somewhat
timid. I have this fear that if I offer my whole self, I might end up shattered again. I think this is my last time to
stake everything on a single roll of the dice. The dice already have been thrown, but my heart is still on tenterhooks. Love came too smoothly. I’m lucky, but I almost don’t dare believe it’s all true. You’ve got to meet Hao
Kuang! We can all go out to have Mongolian fire pot. I’ll treat.”
I gladly accepted the invitation. That evening, Ai Fen, holding my arm, saw me to the bus stop. On the way she
kept talking about Hao Kuang this and Hao Kuang that. The whole evening I had held myself back from asking
more about Hsiao Fan. Finally I couldn’t bear it anymore, so I interrupted,
“You and Hao Kuang are in love, but isn’t Hsiao Fan terribly hurt?”
“Not at all.” She spoke in a light tone of voice. “Hsiao Fan has vowed to remain single. He is determined to
paint the rest of his life. You wouldn’t know it, but whenever his inspiration to paint rises, he even forgets to go to
work. A family is actually a burden to him.”
“Has he met Hao Kuang?”
“Once. His impression wasn’t bad either. Hsiao Fan agrees that I should remarry soon. He said that I’m the
kind of woman who can’t live without men.”
“Hsiao Fasn has become your bosom buddy!” I said. “You might as well go ahead and get married.”
“That’s what I’ve been thinking too,” she said and grasped my hand tightly as if to express the sincerity of her
intention. “But I don’t know why, when Hao Kuang asked me the last time, I was stumped. You know? The way
he speaks is just like my boyfriend in college. Even the words he used when he proposed to me were exactly the
same! Ah, just wait ‘till you meet him!”
*
I really wanted to meet Hao Kuang. Especially since I’d heard how much he resembled Ai Fen’s unforgettable
first boyfriend, I became very curious. However, at that time Hao Kuang was busy performing in On the Docks,
and it wasn’t until the day I was to leave Peking that Ai Fen was able to arrange the dinner.
At dusk the three of us met in a small restaurant on the corner of East Fourth Street. The place was so small it
could accommodate only two tables. Set in the middle of each was a brass fire pot as big around as the circle
formed by two people linking hands. On the side of each was inscribed the title of the last Ch’ing emperor’s
reign,\fn{He was commonly called Henry Pu-Yi (1906-1967), but ruled as Emperor of China as “Xuantong” (1908-1912), and as
Emperor of Manchuko as “Kang’te” (1934-1945); during the last eight years of his life he was a gardener in Peking. } and each pot’s
belly was so red it shone. Judging from the elegant ancient style, they were surely antiques. The mouth of each
pot was divided into six sections by thin mesh dividers. Each customer would cook his own mutton in his section
of the pot. The rich juices from the meat flowed into the other sections and could be enjoyed equally. This was a
truly socialist way to eat.
It was just into March and the weather was gradually warming up, so not many people were inclined to
patronize the fire pot. We three had a table all to ourselves, and thus the accommodations turned out to be very
spacious, even more comfortable than in the famous restaurants at the Tungfeng Market. This little place, praiseworthy for its excellent quality at low prices, had been chosen by Hao Kuang; he was obviously a connoisseur of
Peking’s eating spots.
Though not particularly tall, Hao Kuang had bright, clear eyes, finely-drawn lips, and his manner of speech
had a way of magnetizing his listeners. He possessed a certain magical charm which people found irresistible. He
came from a middle peasant family in the suburbs. A person from such a background belonged neither to the
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“Five Red Elements” nor the “Five Black Elements”; the way Hao Kuang put it, he was politically neutral. This
kind of safe, neutral position not only allowed him to have an unencumbered spirit, but also gave him a superior
and independent sense of self-confidence.
He had been a fan of Peking opera since childhood. Early on he learned to play the Chinese fiddle and grew up
playing it and singing. In time he passed the entrance exam to the opera company. This profession matched his
disposition, and he was well satisfied with his lot. When Chiang Ch’ing advocated “model operas,” Hao Kuang
saw it as an irreversible trend and was glad to change over and support it wholeheartedly. He was so fired up
about his work that he not only put great effort into performing, but also enjoyed talking about it at length.
Hao Kuang ordered two tall glasses of beer and chatted about the ins and outs of his performance career as he
drank. Because the “model operas” were much in vogue all over the country,\fn{ Some of them have been exported on
world tours since the Cultural Revolution, minus their period politicized lyrics; several are still performed in China itself:H } Hao Kuang
had left his footprints over half of China. When he spoke of the things he had done and seen, he was absolutely
enthralling. I was so captivated by his stories that several times I overcooked my pieces of mutton.
I asked Hao Kuang which role he was best in. Ai Fen hurriedly butted in,
“Uang Tzu-jung, right?”
Hao Kuang gave a slight smile. His self-assured expression was the best answer to my question. I surmised
that, with his medium build, to play the tall and straight Yang Tzu-jung, he probably had to wear platform shoes.
At this time he looked around the restaurant and, seeing that there was no one nearby watching, he suddenly
lowered his voice and said to me,
“Ai Fen saw my poster at Changchiak’ou where I was performing. Not to brag, but that color poster of me
pasted on the walls was even bigger than Chairman Mao’s—and caught many more eyes!”
Hao Kuang’s youthful, self-assured spirit was something totally new for a somber, heavy-hearted intellectual
like me. His self-confidence alone left me far behind in the dust. On stage, with his make-up and costume on, I
could imagine that he was even more overpowering. It was no wonder that Ai Fen, who worshipped heroes, would
be fascinated by him.
As she sat beside the fire pot, her eyes lingered on his face the whole time. With red lips slightly parted, she
took in every word he uttered. I had heard that he was two years younger than Ai Fen; and knowing her
educational background and professional training—not to mention her hard knocks in love and marriage—I had
originally expected to see a “older sister-younger brother” kind of love between them. Who would have expected
that, once in front of him, Ai Fen’s calm maturity, like the slices of mutton thrown into the boiling soup, would
shrivel into a ball instantly and allow itself to be gobbled up without the least resistance.
Whenever Hao Kuang reached the most self-congratulatory parts in his stories, he would fix his gaze upon her
as if he were opening himself up especially to her. She too embraced him with her eyes, without holding back in
the least, allowing herself to follow him without the least resistance. That meal she ate very little and didn’t touch
the beer. But when we walked out of the restaurant, a bright red flush spread across her cheeks to her ears. Her
almond-shaped eyes glistened like a melting pond in early spring. Her body was even more docile and limp, and
she kept leaning against him. Hao Kuang was naturally chivalrous, as if to protect her, and even held her handbag
for her; he was most attentive.
I was to take the late train south. Ai Fen, afraid that I couldn’t manage to get on the train with my luggage
insisted on seeing me off. They both accompanied me to the hotel to pick up my suitcases, and then we took a bus
to the Peking railway Station. While Hao Kuang was buying platform tickets, Ai Fen suddenly asked me,
“What do you think of him?”
“He’s really eloquent,” I replied honestly. “And very charming.”
Ai Fen agreed completely.
“Ah, the way he talks resembles so completely my first boy friend. It’s as if every word is chosen and said only
for you to hear; and because it’s what you want to hear, it makes you unable to resist. I can’t help but give in
totally!”
“Get married quickly!” I urged. “You’re already inseparable. What are you waiting for?”
*
As I expected, she didn’t wait much longer. The summer of that year, I wrote to her to say that we had decided
to leave the mainland. She made an exception and answered my letter, informing me that she had just gotten
married. As for my leaving the country, she didn’t mention a word.
Since then, I haven’t had any more news of Ai fen. But every time I think of her, the scent in the restaurant,
where she became intoxicated without having touched any alcohol, floats vividly before my eyes. I silently wish
her happiness in her marriage.
In 1976 I heard the news that Chiang Ch’ing was toppled, and the “model opera” also collapsed in the wake of
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her downfall.\fn{Mao himself died of Parkinson’s Disease in 1976, and retribution by many in the Party on his wife and others of his
inner circle was not far behind.} I sighed over Hao Kuang’s misfortune.
Later I heard that Hao Liang was being “rectified”; I could not help but fear for Hao Kuang, and worry even
more about Ai fen. When I wake from my dreams in the middle of the night, the same question often enters my
mind:
Is Ai Fen’s marriage still untroubled?
74.20 Ghost, North Wind, Man\fn{by Timothy Tsen-ho Wang (1940-

)}

Hualien, Hualien County, Taiwan (M) 10

Ching Kwei-fu, who had gone wandering away from home three times, had come quietly back home again.
“Can you stop coming to bother me?” His brother didn’t even care to look at him! Kwei-fu often thought that
the saying, “A brother is a brother, but to cross a river you still have to have money” was in truth not a false one.
There were three children in the Ching family, Kwei-fu being the youngest. His sister Lee-yueh owned a small
store dealing in miscellaneous goods and temple offerings. With no place to go, Kwei-fu could only stay with his
sister, helping tend the store, doing odd jobs, and sometimes going into the countryside to collect money.
Ten years ago, Lee-yueh’s husband had left her with this small shop and a six-month-old baby. Now her child
was almost as tall as she was, and the goods in her shop had also increased, but she was still a woman without a
man.
The last section of Chung-shan Road in Hualien City was a shabby, unkempt wooden-shack district. This was
where Lee-yueh lived. The outside of her house was not too bad; only the tinplate on her roof was a little too old.
The inside of the house was divided into two parts. The front was the shop, piled up with various goods—long
and short handled brooms, large and smlll straw mats, a great variety of wooden clogs, and palm-frond raincoats
hanging just anywhere. Conveniently near the entrance was a middle-sized glass cupboard without a door, stuffed
with strings on strings of firecrackers, candles, paper banknotes drawn on the Bank of Hell, and other temple
supplies. The back part consisted of the kitchen and two rooms, also in great disorder. It was very dark inside, and
on overcast or rainy days you could hardly see your way around without turning the lights on. This was not
surprising as the house was too low and did not have enough windows.
During the daytime it was very noisy in this area, but as soon as it became dark, it was very quiet. Especially
that night, all the shops had closed their shutters up long ago, creating a long stretch of blackness where not a
single sound could be heard except the soft sigh of the cold north wind.
Lee-yueh had not as yet gone to bed but was leaning back, arms crossed, in an old chair.
A gust of wind swept by and the door started creaking. The palm-frond raincoats hanging above instantly
started to sway, casting misshapen shadows on the straw mats; the brooms and the toilet paper also began to move
in the breeze.
Kwei-fu, what are you up to?\fn{In this story, much use is made of italics to reflect the thoughts of the protagonists; and I have
avoided my usual procedure of recasting them as normal, unitalicized quotations because this would cause confusion with such quotations
which are so rendered when she is actually vocalizing. This may cause problems in Phase II, when machine-readability analysis is allimportant; but in this particular case, I have no choice but to proceed according to the manuscript; on the other hand, I have sub-divided the
prose into its constituent parts for more comprehensible readability:H }

Lee-yueh thought to herself, raising her head, then lowering it again, one hand massaging the back of her neck.
Ai! What other woman has to work herself as hard as 1 do? From year’s start to year’s end, always bustling
back and forth, for what?
She yawned. She chewed her lip—it must be that he had collected the money and gone somewhere else.
Kwei-fu, would you really dare do that?
She shook her head, her hand massaging the back of her neck again.
I’m really too unsuspicious! I’m too soft-hearted! Keep hoping that he will change for the better—the same
kind of rice feeds a hundred kinds of people; who knows if he will ever change for the better? Even his brother
will not pay him any attention, why should I? A single man with nothing to burden him; if there is no food he can
go and beg!
Her face looked as if she had just swallowed something very bitter.
There is a train at midnight; I’d better wait and see if he will come back tonight or not. Ai, it’s cold, much
colder than last night. Wonder if he took some extra clothing along? Such cold weather, wonder if he … Oh! still
worrying about him? Huh! It must be that as soon as he had collected the money he had gone to Taipei, or
Taitung. Ai-ya! Six hundred dollars! No, six hundred and fifty? Uh, six hundred and fifty. Dare Kwei-fu take away
his sister’s sweat-earned money? Even the fingers on one hand are not the same length; who knows if he dares or
not? Who knows? Heavens!
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To sleep?
She yawned several times in succession.
Maybe they didn’t have the money ready and had asked him to wait a few days , that can happen. Ai-ya! Stop
thinking of this all the time—what a headache! Now, is Hsiao Chin sleeping well? So cold, wonder if he has
enough on? I’d better go see.
She stood up, shivering.
Ai-ya! I’m freezing to death! Don’t bother about him! I’ll go to sleep in a while.
She sat down again, listlessly.
Who said it is a blessing to have many sons? I say you needn’t have many if you have good ones, one good son
is equal to ten. It is enough that I have Hsiao Chin; what’s the use of having eight or ten?
She stretched lazily.
Oh! The cold is getting into my bones! Uh! He hasn’t been here in a long while, can’t let him come too often!
Too many people here, too many tongues, if people joke about it, I couldn’t bear it! So cold! Kwei-fu’s been away
these many days, why doesn’t he come? The Eight Immortals\fn{He Xiangu, Cao Guojiu, Li Tieguai, Lan Caihe (the lone
female), Lu Dongbin, Han Xiangzi, Zhang Guolao and Zhongli Quan; first described in the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) they are considered
to be signs of prosperity and longetivity } cross the river, man changes accordingly; who can tell? Everybody says that a

delicate-boned, womanish man has no guts.
She shook her head gently, eyes still closed
Is that the truth? Ai-ya! How can I know?
*
There was a burst of urgent knocking at the door. Lee-yueh’s heart jumped, her eyes opening wide.
Who is it? Kwei-fu? Couldn’t be. It isn’t yet midnight.
She stood up, trembling a little, and slowly approached the door with her body bent over. It took quite some
time for her numbed fingers to pull off the door bar. The door opened; a strong whiff of alcohol assailed her
nostrils.
Awful smell!
She wanted to vomit.
Who on earth was drinking in the night?
“Who is it?” She stood up a little straighter.
No answer, the dirty wine smell was stronger than ever.
“You!” She recognized who it was that had knocked, and suspicion after suspicion filled her heart.
It really was he! When had he come back? Today? Unlikely—no, he must have come back earlier.
“Kwei-fu, when did you come back?” She gazed steadily at where her brother stood in the dark.
He didn’t usually drink wine, how come he’d started drinking now?
Kwei-fu still stood outside the door like a dead man, not saying a word. The wind whistled in through the door;
she shuddered uncontrollably and started shivering all the more.
Ai-ya! This terrible weather, it’s freezing me to death!
Then Kwei-fu staggered in, swaying back and forth.
“Where have you been drinking?” Her lips were trembling fiercely. Another blast of bitter cold wind. The
heavy smell of wine was like spiraling smoke, wafting to all four corners of the room.
“What’s the matter?” Lee-yueh angrily watched Kwei-fu closing the door.
After the door was barred again, Kwei-fu turned around. The yellow light fell on his face, his body. He was
very delicate-looking, somewhat like a girl. His curly black hair was in disorder, several locks falling over his
forehead. This helped to add a trace of fierceness to his face. His brows were heavy and black, close together. His
slightly slanted eyes were dull and lifeless, the corners extending a little too long so that at first glance, his eyes
looked exactly like two little tadpoles.
Tadpoles usually became frogs after a time, swimming and jumping. But his two little tadpoles after thirty-four
years were still tadpoles, still that small. Become frogs? Huh! Never. His nose was very straight, the best feature
on his face. His mouth was too small, so he didn’t look at all manly. She wondered why the thin gray lips were
pressed so tightly together. His yellow face was brick red from the wine, his eyes also puffed and red-veined as if
he had not had enough sleep.
He wore a dark blue pullover sweater, not faded but no longer fresh looking. The garment had been worn until
there were little balls of loose wool all over. The collar of the sweater was quite low so that the shirt underneath
could be seen. The collar, she noticed, was oily and very dirty.
His trousers were new, very well fitted; the material had been chosen by Lee-yueh. Although it wasn’t very
expensive material, it was still pretty good. On his feet were a pair of old shoes. Lee-yueh had planned to buy him
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a new pair at New Year.
He leaned his slender body against the glass cupboard as if his bones had gone soft. His hands were crossed on
his chest, his feet also crossed together—flaccid and bent over as if he were boneless. Like soft white fragrant
glutinous rice cake.
“Can’t I drink wine?” Puffs of white vapor came from his mouth.
“You’re drunk!” Lee-yueh was very annoyed.
“Drunk? Huh! Not by a longshot! To tell the truth, I wish I could be drunk day and night, drunk like a dead
man, so I needn’t see all the improper goings-on in this world.”
The pale lips drooped downwards, the tadpole eyes glancing covertly at Lee-yueh. His face filled with disgust
as if he were looking at something despicable. Lee-yueh straightened her bowed body, her face hardening as she
stared unwaveringly at Kwei-fu.
He really has eaten a leopord’s gall\fn{A note reads: The gall is believed to be the seat of courage; the man who eats the
leopard’s gall becomes very daring.} today if he dares to talk like this to me, without rhyme nor reason.
“What crazy things are you saying?” She fiercely placed her arms akimbo. “Even if I go and steal a man, get a
lover, what business is it of yours? You no-good mud that can’t even be spread on a wall, you’re the one who
needs someone to manage you—and here you are trying to boss me. Let me tell you, you don’t have to worry
about me. If you’re afraid of your losing face for anything I do, you can go!” The cold wind crept in through the
cracks in the door and made her teeth chatter.
She wants to drive me out, Kwei-fu thought bitterly. How can this be? I’ve suffered ten years roaming around,
hasn’t that been enough for me? Ai! After all is said, what’s the use of always living like this? Going up a mountain to see what it is like, going inside a door to see another person’s wishes.
He involuntarily shook his head several times and shifted his body slightly, still leaning against the glass showcase.
Even though it is meaningless, one has to go on living!
He moved again and then faced his sister.
“The ancients had it right when they said, dig deep in soft soil. Now that you see me down and out with no
way to go, nothing but soft dirt, you can order me around! For no reason at all you frighten me by saying you will
drive me out. What for? After all, I’m not eating your rice for nothing, or using your money and not working.”
He tilted his head to stare dazedly at the brooms that were stacked up by the wall, not even glancing at Leeyueh who was standing woodenly before him.
“Then after all, you’re my sister. If people know that a sister won’t keep her very own brother, they’ll surely
criticize her behind her back. Ha! ha!”
The sound of his cold, sarcastic laughter froze into ice with the winter wind and fell into Lee-yueh’s heart,
drop by drop, drop by drop.
“Huh! I don’t matter! If I’ve nothing to eat, I can go and beg. If I’ve no place to sleep, I can sleep at the
railway station. If even that doesn’t work, then it’s even simpler, just jump into the sea and everything will be
solved, won’t it? Ha!”
Another burst of laughter. Dismal. Cold.
Listening to him, Lee-yueh began to feel sorry.
I really shouldn’t have said such harsh words, hurting him. I didn’t mean to drive him away, he’s just wildly
suspicious! Even though he’s disrespectful, he’s still my own flesh and blood.
“I already belong to his family, so why should I be bothered by rumors! If you don’t approve of me and don’t
want to stay I’m not forcing you to stay. Come or go, it’s entirely up to you.”
Lee-yueh’s expression had already softened, her hands had fallen from her hips and were crossed behind her
back, her eyes sweeping over Kwei-fu’s face.
“Where did you hear it?”
Kwei-fu didn’t understand her. “What?”
“Oh! I said … you … where … oh, never mind! Nothing!” Her face flushed a bright red. It was some time
before it became normal again. She suddenly felt that her two legs were as heavy as if they had sunk roots into the
ground and she could not lift them. She leaned stiffly back against the stack of brooms.
“Have you collected the money?” She stuck her hand into her jacket to warm it. “When did you come back?”
“Came back long ago.”
“When?”
“You don’t have to ask!” Kwei-fu glanced at her impatiently out of the corner of his slightly slanted eyes.
“What? You won’t allow me to ask? The minute you came in, you didn’t have a decent face, can’t I see that? I
didn’t even scold you, so you start to be more ill-mannered. From the way you look at me, from everything you
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say, you have no respect for your sister.”
Lee-yueh stood up straight and pulled out the hand that was under her jacket to point a trembling finger at
Kwei-fu.
“You think you can scare me by pretending to be drunk?”
Kwei-fu’s thin quivering lips pressed tightly together.
“Why are you trying to fool around with me?” Lee-yueh raised her voice.
Kwei-fu’s heart thumped, he was partly recovered from his drunkenness.
From the looks of it, she’ll insist on my leaving. I must think of some way. What shall I do?
“Fooling around? Ask yourself!” The heavy white vapor laden with the smell of wine puffed out of his small
mouth. “You think I don’t know what you are secretly up to?” He lifted his heavy black brows to throw a look at
Lee-yueh.
Lee-yueh jumped up with a clatter, her bones creaking all over, so abruptly that she did not have time to put on
her wooden clogs but stood on the ground in her bare feet, the cold seeping in from her feet into her heart. With
one hand on her hip, she pointed fiercely at Kwei-fu with her other hand.
“You four-ounce man, why are you trying to say half-catty\fn{A note reads: A catty is a weight slightly heavier than an
English pound.} words? I told you long ago, long ago, not to bother about any of my affairs. I would certainly meet
a live ghost if I needed you to worry about me. If you’re afraid that I will shame you, you …” She glared at Kweifu.
He’s afraid that I’ll drive him out. Huh!
“Are you man or woman? Talking in circles like that—can’t even tell the difference between a fish and a
shrimp!” She lifted her head, her eyes oppressing Kwei-fu.
“I ask you, did you collect the money? Well—did you?”
Kwei-fu did not bother to answer, not even a word. He straightened up, smoothed out the wrinkles in his
sweater, then crossed his arms again and leaned against the wooden frame of the glass cupboard. He tilted his
head to slant a look of hatred at Lee-yueh—this woman was really hateful!
*
He didn’t understand why at this moment he hated his sister so much. When he was a child, every time he
cried and fussed, he would stop immediately the minute Lee-yuen, only three years older than he was, appeared
before him. Lee-yueh would always smile at him.
“You’ll be seven right after New Year’s! And still crying! Shame, shame, hurry up and wash your hands. If
your hands aren’t clean I won’t let you play with my hair.”
He loved to feel her hair. Soft and smooth; as soon as he held it in his palm his heart would fill with a mysterious happiness.
One hot afternoon when he was ten years old, Lee-yueh was sitting on a broken-down rattan chair in the
verandah before the door while he stood behind her, his two hands ruffling her hair—long, black, and shiny. He
had grabbed a lock of hair, stuffing it into his mouth. Then pulling it out, he had sniffed at it deeply.
“Sister, how fragrant your hair is! What kind of oil do you use?” He let go of her hair, gazing at Lee-yueh in
wonder. “Your hair is so beautiful!”
Lee-yueh didn’t answer, continuing to hum a little tune which nobody could make out. After a while, Kwei-fu
clutched a lock of her hair again, caressing it for some time. Then he pulled it up to his face, rubbing it back and
forth as if it were a soft gauze handkerchief.
“Ah-mu\fn{A note reads: Taiwan dialect for Mama, Mother.} said you’ll soon be a bride. Is that true?”
“What does a child understand about these things: don’t you ask!”
Lee-yueh brushed back her hair and threw him a severe look while a slight flush spread over her cheeks. He let
the black shiny hair fall from his hands, lock by lock, then with both his hands on her shoulders, he said:
“Sister, can’t you just be my bride?”
“Kwei-fu—devil’s talk! If someone hears you, aren’t you afraid they will laugh at you? Such a little boy and
you are already thinking of a bride-shame on you!” Lee-yueh pushed his hands away.
“It’s too hot! Don’t always lean against me—go and sit in the chair!”
He would not move away one step. He looked at Lee-yueh, and lifting his hands, he began caressing her hair
again.
Suddenly, the sorrowful sound of gongs came from far away. Lee-yueh stood up, startled, and turning around,
took hold of Kwei-fu’s little hand.
“Hurry up and go in! Hurry!”
“Why should I go in?” Kwei-fu had turned pale with uncertainty.
“They’re carrying a dead man! Children must not see a coffin! Hurry and go in! Get in!”
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Lee-yueh did not wait to explain further but dragged him inside the house, slamming the door shut.
*
Now the far away past came back to Kwei-fu, filling his chest with a cold, sour feeling that slowly seeped
through him, penetrating his heart, his lungs and, soon, every cell of his body. He knitted his brows tightly; his
forehead knotted up and his dull eyes glanced up dispiritedly as he involuntarily threw a questioning glance at
Lee-yueh.
Is this the sister of my childhood?
He shook his head gently, breathing painfully.
He was still single. He had seldom thought about women. Only when he mentioned or thought of Lee-yueh
would his heart feel a surge of uncertain, indescribable happiness. In his ten years of roving life, he had caressed
the luxuriant hair of many women, he had smelled and tasted quite a few women’s bodies. At the end, he had
always pushed these women aside in disgust.
What is it about you that hurts my heart so?
He bit his lip until he could taste salty blood.
“What’s the matter? Can’t you hear me?” Lee-yueh’s voice became shrill. “Did you collect. the money?”
Kwei-fu did not open his mouth, his eyes still gazing sightlessly upwards. At that moment, his bewildered
heart became even more bewildered.
How did I come to live in this filthy place? Why?
*
At the beginning, he truly had not wanted to stay at his sister’s home.
What does she think I am? Someone who has never seen anything of the world? Wanting me to look after the
shop. Sweep the floor, send goods to customers. What a situation! Really, really …
When customers came, he put on a negligent attitude which of course Lee-yueh could not stand.
“Kwei-fu, what kind of airs are you trying to put on? I ask you! I want you to help, not to drive customers
away. If you refuse to help then I have no way of keeping you!”
When there were no customers, he always took off his wooden clogs and squatted on a bench with folded
arms. Sometimes he just squatted on the ground with his elbows on his knees, his two hands supporting his face,
looking as if he were gazing at something in the distance, or else just dozing. When he was standing, he would
always lean against one thing or another; never for a minute would he stand up straight. At first, Lee-yueh did not
pay any attention, but finally she could not keep quiet any longer.
“What kind of man are you! You don’t stand as you should, also you don’t sit as you should! So many people
passing by, aren’t you afraid someone will laugh at you? Well, I would care if someone laughed at me!”
Later he began to think wasn’t his sister’s house like his own? Wasn’t his sister’s business just like his own
business? Whatever belonged to his sister, whatever she cared for, also belonged to him, so he should also care for
it. Slowly, he began to behave properly so that his sister began to trust him and often sent him to the country-side
to collect debts.
“Wait until I have more money on hand and I’ll get a wife for him,” she told herself. “Otherwise, who’s going
to take care of him when he gets old?”
*
Some ten days ago she had mentioned her plans to Kwei-fu. It was the birthday of the Third God and every
family was having a pai-pai.\fn{A note reads: Pai-pai is the Taiwanese term for any of the several big religious festivals staged
every year.} That day, before dusk, she told Kwei-fu to close up the shop and get ready to eat supper. He and Hsiao
Chin should go ahead and eat first and not wait for her, she told him.
“There’s an opera at the Temple. I don’t care to go, but Hsiao Chin is fussing to see it. You take him along so
he won’t keep on bothering me at home.” She was frying something at the stove and kept turning around to look
at Kwei-fu. “Now eat slower! I’m frying rice-flour noodles for you. Hsiao Chin, you eat slower too; that chicken
leg is for you.”
When she finished frying the rice flour noodles, she placed them on the table, the hot steam spreading a moist
fragrance. She filled up a small bowl for Hsiao Chin and a large one for her brother.
“Kwei-fu, New Year is nearly here. I must really make some new clothes for you. What kind would you like?”
“Just the ordinary kind will be all right.” Kwei-fu put down his chopsticks and looked hard at his sister.
“After a year or so I would like to see you settle down with a wife. What do you think of the idea?”
“Huh!” Kwej-fu muttered an answer and bent his head to drink his mushroom and fish-ball soup.
Seeing his attitude, Lee-yueh lost her enthusiasm and changed the topic.
“It’s been a long time since I’ve had any drunken chicken with sesame oil.” She took off her dark green jacket,
handing it over to Kwei-fu. “It gets in the way! Put it inside, will you?” She went to the stove and began making
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chicken cooked in wine with sesame oil.
Kwei-fu draped his sister’s jacket over his arm, walked slowly to her room, opened the door, went in and stood
there looking around. He saw the dresses hanging along the wall. He saw the mirror on the table, the powder puff,
the lipstick, the eye-brow pencil, the combs. He shook his head and sighed softly, lifting Lee-yueh’s jacket up to
press it tightly against his face. He sniffed at it with all his strength, then very gently laid it down on her bed.
After supper, Kwei-fu led Hsiao Chin away to the temple to see the opera.
*
Outside the temple was a spacious courtyard, and it was here that they had erected the stage, facing a large
milling crowd. Kwei-fu and Hsiao Chin were at the edge of the crowd, but as the first play was about to begin,
they got pushed to the front. They spotted a neighbor in the front on a long wooden bench, and after Kwei-fu had
bowed to him, he got up and asked the people already seated on the bench to move over a little to make room.
Kwei-fu squeezed himself in with Hsiao Chin on his lap.
Half way through, Kwei-fu had seen enough, but Hsiao Chin refused to leave. Finally, Kwei-fu asked the
neighbor to look after the boy and take him home after it was over. Then, he made his way out.
It was around eight o’clock when he reached home. His sister had not yet barred the door, so he gently pushed
it open, went in and as quietly pushed the door shut again. Just as he was about to enter Lee-yueh’s room, an
unknown laugh drifted to his ears from the kitchen, a man’s voice.
Whose was it? Whose?
Surprised, he tiptoed forward. Reaching the kitchen door, he flattened himself against the wall in the darkness,
at the same time turning his head alertly to peer into the kitchen.
On one side of the kitchen was the red brick stove with the fire still burning. Its top was cluttered with
unwashed bowls and dishes. Beside the stove stood a medium-sized square table with several dishes of food and a
half bottle of wine. Hung-lu wine, Kwei-fu thought to himself. Lee-yueh sat facing the light. Kwei-fu stood in the
dark, looking in toward the light so he could see clearly each motion his sister made. Beside Lee-yueh sat a man,
his face slightly turned away so that Kwei-fu could not identify him.
So she dared to see a man secretly behind people’s back!
Kwei-fu stood numb with shock, his yellow face a dull gray.
How dare she!
Lee-yueh’s hair was neatly arranged, a few silver threads showing among the shining black mass under the
yellow light. She had combed her bangs into a high pompadour revealing her white forehead; Kwei-fu knew that
it already had a few heavy lines. Her black new-moon brows showed up her slightly tilted eyes. The laugh
wrinkles at the corner of her eyes could be clearly seen, and since her eyelids were a little sunken, her eyes
seemed dark and deep. Her nose was tiny and delicate with a pea-sized black mole on the tip of it. People often
had remarked behind her back: it’s that mole that has made her a widow so young! Her mouth was also small, and
every time she smiled or laughed, it would wrinkle up. Kwei-fu slid his head over for another look inside; his eyes
filled with an unanticipated emotion as he gazed at Lee-yueh.
She was getting old!
She must have drunk some wine already, for her cheeks were shining as if they had been brushed with some
red rose oil. One hand cupped her chin, the other played with her wine cup. Kwei-fu looked at her hand, and his
heart felt cold. Her hand was not white at all—which was not strange since she was busy from morning till night
earning money to support herself and the child. Where was the time to think about whether they were pretty or
not?
Clink!
Lee-yueh put down her wine cup on the table. Her arched-moon brows lifted as she gazed infatuatedly at the
man beside her.
“Ai! This can’t go on like this for too long! If the rumors outside ever get to the ears of that one of yours, I
couldn’t take the risk!”
“Why do you have to bother about that half-dead one of mine?” The man stretched out his chopsticks to pick
up a piece of soy sauce smoked chicken.
“Lee-yueh, I’m really too busy right now to come here to you.”
Lee-yueh lifted her wine cup, not letting him go on.
“Come on and drink! You tend to your business! I don’t ask you to come to me every minute of the day.”
She took a sip of wine, replacing the cup heavily on the table. She leaned her elbow on the table, her wrinkled
palm holding up her face. She lowered her eyelids, and the wrinkles stood out even more clearly.
“Even though you may have me in your heart, you still act as if I were not proper. Huh! Why should I lay
myself open like this?”
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“You’re drunk?! … talking nonsense this way?”
How familiar the voice was; whose was it? A little like … like … in the dark Kwei-fu frowned, trying to
remember—was it like that lumber man who often came to buy straw mats for his laborers?
Lee-yueh turned to look at the stove behind her.
“Ai-ya! The fire is almost out! I better add some wood or the bamboo shoots won’t taste right.”
She stuffed a whole bundle of kindling into the stove and returned to h.er seat. After a mouthful of wine, she
picked up an already cold spring roll and put it with exaggerated care into her white porcelain bowl. The man
beside her stretched out his neck and continued regarding her closely. She lifted her eyes to gaze back at him, with
a certain uneasiness, Kwei-fu could tell.
The new wood in the furnace soon caught fire and the flames sprang up, blazing fiercely. The tiny kitchen was
almost filled with the shadow of the dancing red flames. The wood was not very dry, so in the midst of the flames
came the sound of crackling—on and off, on and off.
“In a couple of days I’ll receive a shipment of cedar and then I’ll have some extra money on hand.” The man
held Lee-yueh's hand in his palm, rubbing it back and forth. “How much would you want?”
It was him, no mistake at all—it was that lumber man by the name of Chen. Damn his mother! This human feet
with dog’s nostrils and a monk’s head, daring to play around with my sister!
The blood from Kwei-fu’s whole body seemed to pour into his brain, into his heart. His head felt like a near
bursting balloon; just one more breath and it would burst into fragments. His chest was even more painful as if
someone was hacking at him with a sharp knife. He lifted his clenched fists.
I must beat him up, I must kill him!
He wanted to lift up his foot to rush into the kitchen, but his legs were as unmovable as two logs buried in
mud. Ai! He sighed helplessly, his two hands dropping abruptly, while his tightly clenched fists also fell loose.
After a second, Lee-yueh took the lumber man’s hand in both of hers, rubbing it against her face as if that hand
had become a piece of soft silky satin.
“I don’t care for your money.”
Lee-yueh leaned slightly forward, her eyes holding him seductively.
“Then what do you want?”
“I want this hand of yours!” Lee-yueh quirked her brows, her cheeks redder than ever, and threw his hand
away from her.
Dirty! Dirty! She dared to do such dirty things!
Kwei-fu trembled all over. He turned in a surge of anger and, like a breath of wind, rushed outside the house.
He did not return until almost one or two o’clock. As soon as he came in, he went to his own room. Lee-yueh
was annoyed at him but didn’t say anything.
*
The next morning he didn’t get up until very late so that Lee-yueh had to open up shop herself. Right after
breakfast he went out, At lunch time, he came back with a mournful face. After eating his fill, he went out again
wordlessly. For several days he went out and came back silently.
His sister couldn’t stand it any more.
“In what way have I mistreated you? What’s the meaning of this long face all day long? Going out all the time,
not paying any attention to the shop—did I ask you to come here just to show me how much rice you can eat?”
It’s not my business, why should I bother? Nothing here belongs to me, why should I care!
Kwei-fu stopped running out, but he began to squat on the ground again with arms crossed, head tilted, eyes
half-closed, gazing at the passers-by on the narrow, muddy road outside.
That man just touched your hand and you started to act shamelessly! Haven’t you ever seen a man? So
shameless, can you imagine how people will talk about you? And what for? Huh!
A ray of chill, misty sunlight found its way into the room, falling across a corner of the bundle of straw mats. It
was very rare for the sun to come out warmly in the winter in Hualien. From the tenth to the twelfth month,
according to the lunar calendar, the weather in Hualien was always overcast, with low, heavy clouds and drizzling
rain that never stopped. The straw mats on the ground were the least able to withstand this dampness and became
covered with a layer of mold, thick and white and difficult to brush off.
Now the sunlight coming from outside became stronger and illuminated the entire bundle of mats. If it stayed
long enough, the white mold would lose its dampness and become powder; then the next breeze would whisk it
off and the whole room would be filled with the dust-like white powdered mold, particle by particle, and the air
would fill with a salty straw smell.
Kwei-fu stood up from the ground, walked slowly toward the mats, kicked off his worn-out wooden clogs and
sat cross-legged on the straw. The slanting sunlight fell on him softly. His yellow face was slightly flushed, his
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down-curving thin lips were pale and dry, his eyes empty and dull.
Don’t you re-marry and I won’t marry either. The two of us can live out the rest of our lives peacefully;
wouldn’t that be happiness? I’m a lost soul now, so of course you don’t bother to think of me, but you must
remember the ancient saying: a country bum kin today may ascend the throne tomorrow. Maybe some time in the
future I will be … If you don’t believe me, just wait and see! That fortune teller, Half-Blind Wang, has often told
me that my fate is like a king’s and that I’ll certainly achieve riches and position in the future . A thousand taels of
gold isn’t as good as four ounces of good fortune. If one’s fortune is good then one needn’t be afraid of not having
money.
A cloud covered the sun, and the ray of sunlight was extinguished, leaving a long, dark, cold shadow over the
entire room. The room was filled with darkness.
Kwei-fu’s eyes were uncomfortable. He could not see things clearly; every thing and every person was hidden
behind a white, half-transparent veil. He swiftly closed his eyes, leaning his head against his shoulder like a
dozing turkey.
She told me not to spoil her business or else the result would be unimaginably bad. Hah! Unimaginably bad?
Devil’s talk? At most this store would close down, this house would be sold to somebody else, what more?
His heavy dark brows frowned.
The store is not mine, the house is also not mine; closed down, sold out, what is it to me? What is it to me?
*
About four or five days ago, that sum of money due Lee-yueh at Antung was ready to be paid. Lee-yueh
wanted to send Kwei-fu to collect it, but seeing how he was acting these past few days, she really didn’t think it
was wise. Should she go herself? It was getting close to the New Year and she was really busy preparing all the
merchandise. To let Kwei-fu take care of the shop even for a half day or a day wouldn’t do at all; she could not
rest easy. But the money had to be collected! So, the only way was to ask Kwei-fu to go.
As soon as he had gone, she was sorry.
Shouldn’t have let him go! How could I be so dense! Something will happen, something will happen.
And now something really had happened—when I ask him if he had collected the money or not, he simply
refuses to answer. If he really has used up the money that I’ve worked so hard to earn, I’ll just have to turn him
out! No matter brother or sister …
Lee-yueh knotted her declining-moon brows and her eyes glittered like the white sheen from the sharp scythe
on a dark night.
“Did you collect the money?” Lee-yueh took one step forward. “How many times do I have to ask you—why
have you stayed away for five days? What are you up to?”
The north wind assaulted the door again, shaking it, creaking and shaking. Kwei-fu felt a wave of cold; his
body started to shiver uncontrollably.
Hah! Round can become flat, flat can become round; what are you so uppity about! I, Ching Kwei-fu, have to
to rely on you to live on? A joke! You want me to go, I’ll go. As if I want to live in this dirty place of yours. Peh!
Filthy!
*\fn{At this point, from the dialogue a few lines down, it seems as if Kwei-fu has been let into the house; but specifically when this took
place is not particularly clear from the narrative }
“You ask me if I’ve collected the money?” Kwei-fu’s face turned away from Lee-yueh’s eyes and immediately
became shadowed, the brick-red complexion darkening. “The money? Ha! Ha! Ha!” The sound of his laughter
was like a wave of cold air swirling around in the room, piercing one’s skin. “Collected long ago!”
“Well, give me the money!”
“Money!!” Kwei-fu’s face turned cold. “Lost it! It’s all gone!”
“What?'” Lee-yueh’s teeth chattered loudly. “Lost it! You gambled and lost all of it?” She bit her underlip, the
muscles in her face twitching pitifully.
The money that I have saved up coin by coin, he acts as if it were nothing! Nothing! Over six hundred dollars,
and I worked hard for it! Heavens!
She walked back a few steps and sat stiffly down on the brooms, eyes staring dazedly, both hands hanging
down, her legs held stiffy together, her feet bare on the icy-cold cement floor. The wind outside the door whistled;
the swaying palm-frond raincoats swished back and forth, back and forth. She half opened her small mouth and
the wrinkles around her lips stood out.
“I can’t keep you any longer. You better leave tonight. The earlier the better.” She nodded woodenly. “The
faster the better.”
She is driving me out! I don’t have a single coin on me, where can I go? Where?
Kwei-fu pulled himself up from the cupboard, and stood up straight, shivering. He looked at Lee-yueh’s numb
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face and felt a twinge of pain.
Truly, even if I dislike her, I still shouldn’t hurt her like this. She always scrimps so, she doesn’t go to the opera
shows, she doesn’t play cards, aI/ her heart is in trying to save money to bring up Hsiao Chin. She is busy from
year’s start to year’s end. It’s really not easy to earn money! That six hundred-some dollars, it really can be said
to be her blood, her flesh. Why did I go and gamble and drink it away?
Kwei-fu slowly walked to Lee-yueh’s side, then stopped, arms and legs shaking.
“I … I—”
“Go away!” Lee-yueh’s shrill voice broke off Kwei-fu’s words.
“You get out right away! You, what else have you to say!” Her eyes filled with tears. “What else is there to
say?”
*
Lee-yueh’s tears rolled down. She remembered that when Kwei-fu was a child he was often scolded by Father,
and every trme after he had been punished, Father would blame Mother for not teaching him better. But her
mother was also stubborn! She would harden her mouth and talk back to her father.
“See here,” the mother wou1d say. “I can give birth to a son’s body but I can’t give birth to a son’s heart—I
can’t manage his heart. If you can, you go right ahead! Then you won’t keep blaming me for not having managed
him well!”
If her mother had disciplined him more as a child, maybe he wouldn’t be still without a home of his own now.
No discipline as a child, no backbone as a man, always wanting to have easy money, but never willing to really
work hard at anything. Living from day to day, he had no long range plans at all.
Lee-yueh felt the tears on her cheeks.
I can’t keep him any longer. The way I treated him, he still dares to do something shameless like this! How can
I keep him? Oh, cold, so cold, where could he go? He’s still standing there, not going? Ai-ya! It’s freezing! Where
will he go!
Lee-yueh stopped crying, but her face was wet with tears. She put on her wooden clogs, and stuck her hands
up her sleeves to warm them.
“You think because the money isn’t yours, it doesn’t matter if you gamble it away.”
Lee-yueh’s wet eyes stared at Kwei-fu.
“Even if you don’t care about me, you still should think of your nephew. I’ve never seen anybody as heartless
and without loyalty. After doing such a shameless thing you still have the face to come back. Huh!”
What are you saying “huh” about? If I had plans to leave Hua lien I would have taken your money long ago!
Come back here?
Kwei-fu crossed his arms, tilted his head, his slanted eyes gazing at Lee-yueh in a daze.
You want to drive me away? You’re dreaming!
“If you want me to go, I’ll go! Who wants to stay here? Who wanted me to come in the first place? I? First
Hsiao Chin came to call me, then you came to beg me, time after time like calling spirits, have you forgotten?
Now, you want me to go!”
“You say I begged you to come here?” Lee-yueh stood up. “You know in your heart, why should you ask me?”
The white vapor from Kwei-fu’s mouth had a slight smell of wine.
“My eyes are not blind—my ears aren’t deaf. As if I didn’t know why you want me to go! As soon as I leave,
you’ll be free! You can then fool around! Huh!”
The two of them heard “Dong, dong …” from the neighbor’s house; the twelve strokes of midnight.
“What crazy talk is this?”
“Huh! After you chase me out of here, that lumber man by the name of Chen can come every day to see you!
Can play with your hand every day! Can caress your hair every day! That’s what I mean!”
Lee-yueh was really startled and lifted her hand to point at Kwei-fu.
“What nonsense are you saying? What nonsense are you saying?”
“Let me tell you, there’s nothing so smooth in this world! That lumber man Chen, I’ve already made him kneel
to me for mercy. He’ll never dare to come here again, did you hear? Your lover will never dare to come here
again! Never dare!”
Lee-yueh’s anger clogged her throat. She couldn’t speak, so she threw up her arm and hit wildly at her brother.
Lee-yueh raised her voice.
“You get out at once! Get out at once! Right now!”
It’s so cold. I don’t have any money, where should I go?
Kwei-fu rubbed his burning cheek in self pity. He slowly went into his room, threw a few things together in a
bundle, then came out with it in his hands.
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I, Ching Kwei-fu, what haven’t I been through? As if I’m afraid of not finding any food to eat? One stick of
straw, one drop of dew, I’m not scared of going hungry!
Lee-yueh was sitting on the broken down chair, her face stiff with drying tears. On seeing Kwei-fu, she threw a
small roll of money on the ground.
“Take this along!”
Kwei-fu picked it up without a word, walked to the door, opened it and a spurt of cold wind blew in. He shrank
back, then stepped over the threshold and slammed the door shut.
He stood shivering outside the door for a while, then strode towards the main road.
Ai! This is the fourth time …
*
He walked and walked and walked. Then he suddenly lifted up his head to look around him, startled.
How did I come to Hua Kang Shan? I want to go to the railway station; I want to take the last train.
His body was so numb with cold that he could hardly go on his way.
Suffering for ten years, wasn’t that enough? Ai! Really cold. Pitiful as I am, what’s the meaning of living in this
world? Better to die earlier!
He stopped walking.
There should be a river in front, not far away. It couldn’t be too far away, couldn’t be!
Hua Kang Shan was a vast deserted plain surrounded by thickly grown trees. From far away, these unevenly
dispersed trees looked like shadows of ghosts of all sizes. A sweep of wind and the shadows swayed with a
swishing sound, back and forth, from side to side. Once I get through the trees, Kwei-fu told himself, there’s a
large plain, and then a muddy flat. Then across the road, over the grass to the river bank. He stopped just short of
the trees.
When I get to the bank, all I have to do is to close my eyes and jump forward, and won’t everything be solved?
When he approached the entrance to the woods with hunched shoulders, the wind suddenly became fiercer.
Kwei-fu’s small, hunched-up body rocked back and forth in the strong wind like the rushes along the river bank.
Crack!
A branch snapped off by the wind fell right in front of Kwei-fu. His heart thumped and he fell back a few
steps, standing still. Suddenly it began to rain, a fine drizzle that fell over him, numbing his legs and arms as if
every bone was soaked with icy water. The rain fell faster and faster, as Kwei-fu walked with difficulty to the
shelter of a big tree.
Not long afterwards, almost without his noticing, the rain stopped. Kwei-fu could not stop shaking, finding it
difficult even to breathe. He lifted his head to look up at the ever-dripping drops of rain and the black branches,
and he felt deeply frightened. He remembered that several people had hanged themselves here. And night
travelers had been attacked by ghosts and devils until they were half dead.
How cold! How dark! I’m scared! I’m scared!
Kwei-fu forced his legs to go forward again.
I’m scared! And this wetness, cold as ice! The rain dripping over me—I can’t stand it any longer! I’m scared!
He realized he was thinking this aloud. He turned and walked back again.
Hurry. Don’t meet any ghosts. Hurry! Hurry!
His steps flew as he ran and ran and ran. He faltered, then stopped, breathing hard.
Ai! Why am I back here on this doorstep again? I wanted to go to the railway station—I want to take the last
train. She wanted me to go far away from Hualien; how did I come back here again?
He approached the door and squatted down, throwing his wet bundle aside.
This weather could freeze a man to death! To tell the truth, what is it to me if she has a lover? She is after all a
woman: whatever dirty affair she is up to behind my back, I can try to pretend to know nothing about it. So what
is there to be angry about? As long as she can give me food to eat, give me money to use, that’s enough! What else
do I want? Ai! Who doesn’t want to live? If I want to live in this world then I must stay here, or else I’ll die of
hunger!
He pulled his neck into his cold wet collar and tried to stop shaking.
I’m not scared that she will turn up her face and not talk to me! Would she? Who knows? Didn’t she want to
get me a wife? Didn’t she want to buy me a pair of new shoes at New Year’s? I’ll tell her tomorrow that I won’t
question what she does, as long as she gives me a place to stay. I must tell her not to be afraid of me! Just act as
if I weren’t there! Then she’ll let me stay! Huh! Yes! That lumber man promised he wouldn’t come here any more.
What more have I to worry about? If she has a man, let her have one!
But suppose she insists on my leaving?
He lifted his head.
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Huh!
Tomorrow morning this door must open. As soon as the door opens—as if I can’t think of a way! Huh!
Overhead the north wind howled; the air was filled with a drift of fine mist. It was going to rain hard again.
Kwei-fu’s eyes stared ahead. His huddled body leaned against the door, shivering convulsively.
94.171 May He Return Soon\fn{by Wang T’o (1944-

)}

nr. Keelung, Northern Taiwan Region, Taiwan (M) 20

1
At nine o’clock in the morning the sun suddenly disappeared.
Gloomy darkness descended on the earth. An aria from the Taiwanese opera Wang Pao-ch’uan and Hsüeh
P’ing-kuei\fn{A note reads: Wang Pao-ch’uan is a character in a popular romance set in the T’ang dynasty (618-907AD). She is said to
have endured stoically in an abandoned kiln for eighteen years, before her husband, Hsüeh P’ing-kuei, came back to be reunited with her
after having led successful military expeditions in Korea .} blared from the radio in the living room.

Grandma Chin sat on a stool by the doorway, listening to the opera while sewing a button on the school
uniform for her third-grader grandson, Chia-hsiung. Bending down her head and holding the garment right under
her spectacles, she was a picture of perfect concentration.
“Ma, with the sky so dark, how can you see without the light?” her daughter-in-law Ch’iu-lan walked past her
and out the front door, carrying a bucket of freshly washed clothes.
Grandma Chin tilted her head and shifted the garment around to face the light. Holding a needle in her right
hand, she groped on the garment for a while, then pulled the needle and thread through.
“Curse it! What kind of September weather is this? This early in the morning and the sun’s gone out already,
everything’s so dark. I can’t even see the needle to sew on a button.” She looked up. Ch’iu-lan had already carried
the bucketful of clothes to the clothesrack in the front yard.
“Aiyo! How can you wash bedding in this kind of weather? They’ll never dry out!”
“Who could have known the sky would cloud over? Earlier this morning the sun was blazing like a fire,”
Ch’iu-lan, wringing out the wet sheet with both hands. She then spread it dexterously over the bamboo pole and
tugged at the corners to smooth it out.
“In five or six days Wan-fu will be home. If I don’t wash them now, he’ll scold me again for lazing around the
house,” she said.
“How dare Wan-fu scold you for being lazy? He isn’t exactly hardworking himself. I’ve never seen him pick
up a broom or wash a bowl when he comes home, yet he has the nerve to say that others are lazy. He’s got a
mouth to criticize others but not himself!”
“He works hard all day long on the boat. When he comes home he deserves a good rest. Things like sweeping
and washing dishes are best left to us women. No reason why he should bother with them.” So Ch’iu-lan defended
her husband.
“You’re right. What you said makes sense.” Grandma chin felt comforted by her daughter-in-law’s words. She
tied a knot in the thread and carefully broke it off with her teeth. She then folded up the garment, all the while
muttering to herself,
“That child Chia-hsiung. He’s as wild as an ox. There aren’t even two buttons left on his uniform. God knows
how he pulled them off.” She stood up, holding the uniform in both hands. Then suddenly she turned and asked
Ch’iu-lan,
“You say Wan-fu will be home in five or six days?”
“That’s right. They left port on the seventh. Today is the sixteenth. It’s been ten days already.”
“That’s about right, isn’t it?” Grandma chin turned and walked into the house still muttering to herself, “I’m
really getting muddle-headed. I can’t even remember how many days Wan-fu’s been at sea anymore.”
The opera suddenly stopped. A woman announcer came on, speaking Taiwanese in a crisp voice.
“Emergency typhoon report. Packing powerful winds, typhoon Zola is three hundred kilometers west of Luzon
Island.\fn{In the Philippine Islands.} Due to southwest air currents, typhoon Zola has veered northeastward and is
heading for the Taiwan Strait.”
Hanging up clothes outside the house, Ch’iu-lan suddenly felt her heart contract. She threw down the wet
clothes, ran into the living room, and stood listening intently to the radio.
“The Weather Bureau issued a typhoon warning half an hour ago. Boats in the Taiwan Strait are advised to
keep on the alert. Boats should prepare to go to the nearest harbor to avoid the typhoon.”
Ch’iu-lan turned off the radio and walked silently out the front door. All around was a deep gloom with not a
speck of sunlight. Grandma Chin followed Ch’iu-lan out of the house, then said to her back,
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“Ch’iu-lan, is the opera over?”
“Another typhoon is coming,” Ch’iu-lan said weakly.
“Curse this September weather! A typhoon every three or five days! It’s clearly conspiring to make trouble for
us people who eke out a living from the sea.”
*
Night descended gradually. Grandma Chin sat with the whole family in front of the radio in the living room
listening to the broadcast. Several times she glanced at Ch’iu-lan, uneasily scrutinizing her face. At dinner, Ch’iulan had only swallowed a few mouthfuls. Her mother-in-law had urged earnestly,
“Eat, you’ve got to eat a little more.” But Ch’iu-lan just brushed her aside,
“I’m full. I can’t eat anymore.” Every time a typhoon came Ch’iu-lan was always like this: unable to eat or
sleep. Here behavior only deepened grandma Chin’s own anxiety.
After the news broadcast came the weather report. Chia-hsiung yelled out,
“I don’t want to hear anymore! I don’t want to hear anymore!” Grandma chin coaxed in a low, wheedling
voice,
“Chia-hsiung, behave. Don’t make a fuss. A typhoon is coming. Let’s listen to the weather report.” Her little
granddaughter, Yü-chiao, had fallen asleep in Ch’iu-lan’s lap. Ch’iu-lan pursed her lips and gazed silently at the
radio.
“Weather report on typhoon Zola. Strong southwesterly air currents have pushed typhoon Zola to two hundred
kilometers southwest of the Bashi Channel,\fn{ A waterway Separating Orchid Island of Taiwan from Y’Ami Island of The
Philippines; numerous islands are in this channel:H } and it is picking up intensity. According to the Weather Bureau,
barring foreseen factors, Zola is due to enter the Taiwan Strait tomorrow afternoon. The typhoon center will land
at Heng-ch’un at midnight tomorrow. The Department of the Interior has issued this statement: Regional typhoon
emergency centers have been set up. All citizens should keep tuned for news of the typhoon’s progress and be on
the alert at all times in order to minimize typhoon damage. Now, the fishing industry’s report: Typhoon Zola has
increased wind velocity in the southeastern Taiwan seas to an average speed of grade twelve to fourteen …”
Hugging the child to her bosom, Ch’iu-lan stood up and walked silently toward the bedroom. Grandma Chin
gazed after her retreating figure, shook her head, and sighed. She then got up and snapped off the radio. Chiahsiung immediately began wailing,
“I’m still listening! I’m still listening! Why did you turn it off?” Grandma chin scowled.
“How can you be so naughty! Can’t you see that Mommy is upset? Don’t be such a nuisance at a time like
this,” she scolded.
“I still want to listen some more,” Chia-hsiung grumbled, looking sullen at his grandmother.
“The hell with your listening. We don’t even know what’s happening with your father out at sea, and here you
want to keep listening to the radio.” Grandma Chin tugged at him.
“Come along. Come along. Go to bed. Big people are really worried … and you want to keep listening to the
radio. Only bad children are like that.” Ch’iu-lan came striding angrily into the living room and scolded him
loudly.
“You think no one here dares to give you a beating, don’t you? You don’t listen when people talk nicely to you.
In a minute I’m going to beat you until you crawl like a dog.”
At this Chia’hsiung finally stood up. He pouted as if suffering from a grave injustice. Dragging his feet he
went off slowly to the bedroom muttering to himself,
“So I’ll go to bed. What’s the big deal?”
Grandma Chin followed him with her gaze. Shaking her head she said tenderheartedly,
“That child. He just doesn’t listen to reason.” Then she turned to Ch’iu-lan,
“You ought to go to bed a little early too. No need to be so upset. This isn’t the first time Wan-fu has gone out
to sea. hasn’t he come back safely every time there’s been a typhoon? You’re just getting yourself all worked up
for nothing.”
Ch’iu-lan did not respond. She stood stiffly and watched Chia-hsiung’s back disappear through the bedroom
door. then she walked after him.
Grandma Chin gazed at Ch’iu-lan’s bedroom and heaved a sigh. Then she picked up a bunch of incense from
the red wooden table in the living room. Lighting a candle she bowed reverently to the gods on the altar table and
prayed quietly for Wan-fu’s safety. She then bowed to the ancestral tablets. After she had completed this ritual, she
retired to her own bedroom, leaving the two candles burning. Through the wind-whistling night, from their
stations on the altar table, the austere countenances of the gods and the dim ancestors looked through the
flickering candles into the pervasive silence.
Ch’iu-lan lay on her bed and stared at the ceiling with her wide-open eyes. The distant howling of the wind and
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the roaring of the waves pounded on her ears. It was already midnight, but she was still being kept awake by an
unconquerable anxiety. Over and over again she comforted herself with her mother-in-law’s words:
“This isn’t the first time Wan-fu has gone out to sea. Hasn’t he come home safely every time there’s been a
typhoon?” And yet, the voice from the radio echoed repeatedly in her mind,
“Emergency typhoon alert … Emergency typhoon alert.”
She turned irritably on her side. Just then she saw that Chia-hsiung, who was asleep on the bottom bunk
against the wall, had kicked off his blanket. He was lying flat on his back, with his tummy exposed. His breathing
was coming in wheezes. She considered getting up, but her head felt heavy and her limbs didn’t want to move.
She hesitated. Chia-hsiung’s wheezing breath finally got to her, forcing her to get up and go over to his bedside.
She pulled up his pants, tucked his shirt in, and gently pulled the blanket up over him, then she tiptoed back to her
own bed.
*
“You’ve been married almost ten years already. How come you are still so nervous about this? Wan-fu’s no
child. Whenever a typhoon comes you go crazy worrying about him. You practically stop eating and sleeping.
You’re only being ridiculous.”
Her mother-in-law had teased her this way many times, but only because her mother-in-law was fond of her.
Ch’iu-lan knew that Wu-fan was no child. Since he had been a boy he had been out to sea with his father, and for
all his life he had eked out a living from fishing. There was no reason for her to worry. Yet every time a typhoon
came, she felt as if her heart were hung up on tenterhooks. Wan-fu had told her he didn’t like for her to be like
this. He teased her about being so neurotic. But …
“Aiee.” She lay on the bed and sighed. She thought of the first time her marriage to Wan-fu was discussed. Her
parents had said to her,
“Anybody who chooses the route of a sea fisherman puts half his life in the clutches of the Sea Dragon god.
You are putting your whole future on the line. Wan-fu’s a good man, but you’d better think this over carefully.”
No, it wasn’t that she regretted her decision to marry Wan-fu. It was just that from the outset she had been
determined to get him to change his occupation. But already ten years had gone by and he was still a fisherman.
She was annoyed and somewhat angry with him. They had argued about it many times. He would always say,
“I’ve been a fisherman since I was a kid. It’s the only thing I’m good at. You think I can change jobs just like
that? Well, it’s easier said than done. We’re not kids playing house who can quit whenever they feel like it. If I
leave the sea how will I support the family? What will we all eat?”
With his kind of reasoning, she could never win. But … Aiee. Why doesn’t he show any consideration for
those who worry about him and suffer over him?
Waves of aching swelled in her chest. Tears trickled down her temples. She felt all alone. In the deep of night
with a typhoon approaching, how she wished that Wan-fu were lying safely by her side. She wouldn’t mind it
even if they had to endure greater hardship and poverty.
“When Wan-fu comes back this time he’ll have to find another job no matter what.”
So she told herself as she lay on the bed. The howling of the wind and the distant roaring of the waves sounded
like a dirge, singing of the bitter life of the fisherman.
2
By early next morning, the wind and waves had intensified. The tall foaming breakers outside the harbor could
be seen from the window. Ch’iu-lan made breakfast for Chia-hsiung and got him off to school. Then she did the
wash. By now it was already past nine o’clock. Her daughter, Yü-chiao, was still asleep. Ch’iu-lan looked over at
Grandma Chin, who was combing her hair.
“Ma, look after Yü-chiao for me, will you? When she wakes up be sure to put some extra clothes on her. It’s
really windy out there. I’m going to Wan-fu’s company to find out what’s going on.”
“You really are one to worry. Wan-fu’s been captain of his boat for almost five years now. Whenever there’s a
typhoon warning he always rushes back before anybody else. How could anything happen to him?” Grandma
Chin cocked her head to one side. Too occupied with coiling the bun on the back of her head to notice that Ch’iulan had gone out the door, she continued garrulously,
“Since you love to worry, go ahead and ask around at the company, that’ll at least set your heart at ease.”
Their house was on a mound behind a row of houses right up the street from Wan-fu’s company. Directly
opposite the company was the fish market, while the fishermen’s Union office was cater-cornered. From the front
door of their house on could see the bustle of pedestrians and cars up and down the street and, just a bit beyond,
the two breakwaters of Keelung harbor extending out like pincers. When Ch’iu-lan was pregnant with Chiahsiung she liked to accompany Wan-fu to the docks to see him off when he was putting out to sea, but after Chia326

hsiung was born, she stopped seeing him off. For one thing, she had become more tied down; and for another, the
fellows on Wan-fu’s boat teased them about it, saying that they wore the same pair of pants and that was why they
couldn’t be apart. She’d always lived in the city, so she felt no embarrassment at this kind of joking and even
found it rather amusing. but Wan-fu objected to her seeing him off. Peeved, she stopped going to the harbor with
him. However, she would still stand by the window in her house and watch the boats going in and out of the
harbor. When she could vaguely make out the name, Hua Feng I, on Wan-fu’s boat, she would gaze after it as it
sailed out of the harbor and faded into the vast sea.
*
Ch’iu-lan opened her umbrella, but the strong wind blew it around wildly even though she was hanging on to it
with both hands. She gave up and pulled the umbrella shut. The slanted weave of the rain beat down mercilessly
on her. She smoothed her hair back with her hand and ran down the steps.
When she reached the company’s front door, her nostrils were assailed by the odor of engine oil mixed with
that of rancid fish. The office was completely deserted. Coils of thick rope were piled on one side. On the large
blackboard against the wall was written the name of each company boat with its departure and arrival times.
Ch’iu-lan quickly scanned the blackboard for Wan-fu’s boat. Only the departure time had been recorded. She
looked at the names of the other boats and saw that some had already returned. Her heart suddenly sank, and a
sense of foreboding filled her. But then in the next instant she reprimanded herself,
“How can I think like this? Nothing is going to happen. Nothing is going to happen.” She called loudly into the
inner office,
“Anyone here?” She waited for a minute, but no response came. She felt slightly annoyed and grumbled to
herself,
“How come there’s not a soul here?”
She waited a bit longer. Just as she was about to leave, a tall thin man suddenly emerged.
“Who’s there?” he asked. Ch’iu-lan rushed over to him,
“Lin, it’s me.”
“Oh. So it’s Mrs. Wang. Come sit down,” he said.
“With such a terrific typhoon, fierce wind and waves and all, I wonder what’s happened to Wan-fu’s boat.”
“The Hua Feng I and II should be just fine. They cabled us yesterday that they’re already en route home. You
can set your mind at rest. Go home, eat well, and get some good sleep. Everything will be OK,” Lin said. “It’s
well known in Keelung that Wan-fu is very cautious. You can rest assured, Mrs. Wang.”
“If it’s like you say, I won’t worry anymore,” Ch’iu-lan said with a short laugh. “I was just afraid he’s too
stubborn, that he won’t think about sailing to safety until the storm is right over his head.”
“No way. I can’t way the same for the others, but I wouldn’t be worried about Wan-fu. He always starts back
first when a typhoon is on its way.”
“But …” Ch’iu-lan looked at the records on the blackboard and felt her worry rise up again. She knit her brows
and, pointing at the blackboard, said,
“The others’ boats have come back already. But the Hua Feng I and II …”
“Ok you’re talking about the records on the blackboard. They’re not a hundred percent accurate either. Each
pair of trawlers works in a different area. Some are pretty close to Keelung harbor and others are far off. This
time, the Hua Feng I and II were working in the Bashi Channel. They couldn’t have gotten back to Keelung
harbor so soon,” Lin smiled.
“Mrs. Wang, just relax. I’ll guarantee that Wan-fu’s OK. He’s probably in Kaohsiung drinking beer and playing
games with the crew right now. Why worry so much about him?” After listening to Lin, Ch’iu-lan felt less
anxious.
“I guess you’re right. It’s too early to start worrying. Everyone should be OK, as you say.” She thanked him
repeatedly and left.
The street was drenched. Cars cruising by splashed up sheets of muddy water, making the whole street seem
even filthier. Small groups of fishermen, wearing knee-high boots and stinking of fish hurriedly worked their way
up the street carrying bundles of rope and boxes of fish.
So this time Wan-fu had gone to work in the Bashi channel. No wonder his boat was slower than the others in
getting back. But didn’t the radio broadcast say that the typhoon was coming up from the Bashi Channel? And if
the typhoon came up so suddenly, could he have escaped in time?
Uneasiness began gnawing in her chest. If the boat had sailed to Kaohsiung harbor, the company would
undoubtedly know by now. The boat company has always kept a watchful eye on the whereabouts of each boat.
The radio dispatcher would have cabled back a report. Why hadn’t Lin mentioned this?
Ch’iu-lan suddenly stopped in her tracks. But she caught up her own thoughts, and again reassured herself,
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“If the boat really had an accident, Lin wouldn’t have been so offhand about it. He was laughing and joking …
an accident is a serious matter after all.”
She calmed down a bit, but suspicion still weighed on her heart. She considered going back to the company
and really clearing this thing up for herself. But she was afraid they would think she was a nuisance and laugh at
her for being neurotic. Don’t bother then? That too left her feeling uneasy. Her mind seesawed back and forth as
she bowed her head and walked slowly on. When she had already reached the stone steps leading to her house,
she finally made up her mind: she turned around and walked back to the company.
This time, Lin wasn’t there. The only person there was the accounting girl who had just returned from the
bank. She said that Lin had gone to the fish market. As for the whereabouts of the boats, she knew absolutely
nothing.
The noise of people and cars swirled together in a vast, confused hubbub in the fish market. Fishermen were
carrying boxes of fish from the boat at the dock to the auction ground. Some boxes were being transported on
conveyor belts directly from the dock to freezer lockers. Competing voices blared from megaphones, quoting the
prices, “Eighteen dollars, twenty-five dollars.” Occasionally a loud curse or a vulgar joke rose above the din.
Although Ch’iu-lan had been to the market many times before, she could never get used to the thick, fishy smell
and the confused uproar. Ch’iu-lan looked around in the crowd, hoping to catch sight of Lin or one of Wan-fu’s
friends. At the same time she had to be on guard to dodge the men carrying boxes of fish in order to avoid being
knocked down by one of them.
The bay was jam-packed with boats. One by one Ch’iu-lan scrutinized the name of each boat, Man Fu, Ch’ing
Feng, Lung Ta, Fu Hua. … Some boats were right up against the dock. The rest were lined up row upon row
extending out from the dock. Thick steel cables, fastened securely to the round moorings on the dock, lashed the
boats together.
“Wanj-fu’s wife!”\fn{A note reads: In the Chinese original it is “Wang-fu sao,” emphasizing that ths speaker regards the
addressee’s husband has a brother.} suddenly someone called her from one said. Ch’iu-lan turned and saw that it was
K’un-huo, a fellow who had once worked on the same boat with Wan-fu. A towel was tied around his head. He
wore cotton gloves as he pulled on a steel cable.
“K’un-huo, have you seen Wan-fu’s boat?”
“No. We just got into the harbor ourselves. We didn’t see any boats behind us either. The typhoon really came
on fast this time. As soon as we heard the alert we pulled our nets in and made a dash for it. We almost didn’t
make it.”
“I wonder if anything has happened to Wan-fu,” Ch’iu-lan said.
“No, nothing would go wrong with Wan-fu … he’s always been very careful,” K’un-huo reassured her. “Have
you gone over to ask at the boat company yet?”
“They also said there would be no problem, but—”
“Well, if the company says so, then you needn’t worry. Wan-fu’s very cautious.”
*
As Ch’iu-lan left the fish market, her heart felt more troubled than ever. By the time she got home it was
almost noon. Holding Yü-chiao in her arms, Grandma Chin rushed out to meet her.
“How come you went off for so long? When Yüchiao woke up she was crying and calling for you. I couldn’t
get her to stop. I can’t make sense out of her babble. It’s driving me crazy.”
When Yü-chiao saw her mother she immediately reached out her little arms and cried, “Hug mommy. Hug
mommy.”
Ch’iu-lan took the child into her arms. Grandma Chin asked at once,
“What’s happened? Is Wan-fu’s boat all right?”
Not a sound came from Ch’iu-lan’s throat. Hugging the child tightly to her bosom she slumped into a chair.
She looked exhausted. Grandma Chin sat down opposite her, gazing at here intently, waiting for a response. After
an uneasy pause Ch’iu-lan finally said,
“Everything is going to be all right. Lin from over at the company said they’ve already gone to Kaohsiung to
sit out the storm.”
Grandma chin’s face broke out in a smile. Deep wrinkles crinkled up at the corners of her eyes. Her voice
perked up.
“See. Didn’t I tell you? Wan-fu’s no child. He’s been fishing since he was just a kid, and even studied at the
Maritime Institute. He’s also been a captain for many years now. He doesn’t need you to get all anxious over
him.”
Ch’iu-lan just sat in the chair, totally unaware of the child wriggling around in her lap. Her eyes gazed vacantly
out the window at the waves and mist being whipped up by the wind outside the harbor. She thought of the
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typhoon, of Wan-fu’s boat, of what Lin and K’un-huo had said, of the boats that had already returned to the harbor
… Everything fell into a jumble.
*
The night gradually deepened; the room had grown pitch black, so black that one couldn’t even see the fingers
of one’s own outstretched hand. Ch’iu-lan clutched a quilt as she sat on her bed, head down on her knees,
listening to the wind howling over the roof.
The door and the windows shook and clattered incessantly, punctuated intermittently by the creaking and
crackling of the timbers. The whole earth was quaking violently under the onslaught of the typhoon.
Even though Ch’iu-lan was exhausted, she tossed and turned about, unable to fall asleep. She heaved a sigh
and reached out to stroke the two children by her side. On this stormy night, she was afraid that Chia-hsiung
would catch cold if he kicked off his blanket, so she made him sleep by her. This boy, who had inherited his
father’s features, was a little wild. He was so mischievous that he even gave his teachers headaches.
Wan-fu often said this was because Ch’iu-lan had spoiled him. She maintained that, to the contrary, it was
because Wan-fu was never home to discipline him. She used this as another argument to get Wan-fu to quit his
work on the boat and find a different kind of job. That way, she said, he would be able to spend a little more time
bringing up his children. However, he would always give her the same retort,
“My abilities lie entirely in the kind of work I’m doing now. If I left my work on the sea, what do I have to
compete with others for a job on land? I have to think about our family. How will I feed five or six mouths?
Aiee. When Wan-fu came home this time, he would have to change his job, no matter what. Ch’iu-lan was lost
in thought. She was dead tired. Finally she dozed off into a fitful sleep.
Suddenly she woke up. Still groggy, she thought she heard someone knocking at the door shouting,
“Ch’iu-lan! Ch’iu-lan!”
Her heart gave a start. In a flash she sat up in bed.
“Wan-fu’s back,” she thought.
Without even taking the time to light a match, she jumped out of bed. Groping in the darkness she stumbled
out of the bedroom and went to the front door. In a tremulous voice she asked,
“Who is it? Who’s there?”
She pressed her ear to the door and listened. She heard only the moan of the wind. She raised her voice,
“Who is it? Who’s there?”
She waited. Again no one responded. She hesitated a moment. Then, trembling all over, she pulled the door
open a crack. A blast of icy wind shot straight through to her heart. With a whoosh the candle on the altar table
was extinguished.
Her heart sank at once. She shut the door and her head slumped against the wood. Irrepressible tears flowed
steadily down her face.
3
The typhoon passed over. One after another, most of the fishing boats had gone back out to sea. News that the
pair of trawlers Hua Feng I and Hua Feng II were missing spread rapidly through Keelung Harbor and the
surrounding area. The families of the missing crew members from such villages as Nantzuliao, Aoti,
Shenaok’eng, Patoutzu, and Pachihmen all drifted to the fishing company. Old and young, men and women, all
crowded into the main office of the fishing company inquiring anxiously after the fate of their kinsmen.
“Nothing has gone wrong. Everyone please calm down and go home. Get some good food and rest.” Lin tried
in vain to pacify the families that continued milling about the office, unwilling to leave.
“The boats have temporarily lost touch with the company. We’re trying to track them down. We’ve already
cabled every harbor. We should be getting some information soon. Everybody please calm down. There is
absolutely nothing to worry about.”
“What’s the use of cabling! How could they have lost contact if they’re safely at anchor in another harbor? It’s
pretty clear they’re still at sea and didn’t make it to safety, otherwise, the company would surely know where
those boats are.” An old man, his face a mass of wrinkles and his head wrapped up in a piece of cloth, said in a
voice quivering with urgency,
“I’ve worked on boats myself for half a century. I’m no three-year-old child. You guys had better send boats
and planes out immediately to search. That’s what you should do. You won’t find a goddamn thing by sitting in
your office sending cables.”
“That’s right. God damn it! the lives of twenty-some men are at stake here and you just pussyfoot around
sending out cables. You had goddam better send people out there to search right away.” A man wearing a farmer’s
hat, his face contorted with anger, roared out.
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“You don’t give a damn for the lives of other people’s sons! You act as though this is nothing!”
“Now, now. How could the company take people’s lives so lightly? We’ve already asked all the other boats in
the area to keep a lookout. How can you say no one has been sent out to search?” Lin said.
“What’s the use of asking the other boats? You couldn’t even fool a three-year-old child! Other people’s boats
don’t eat your food or get your money. Why should they bother to search for you? Even a half-brained idiot can
see that!”
“That’s right! You’ve got to send people out to search immediately, not just sit on your ass in the office!”
“Our whole family with five or six mouths to feed depends on our one man to get by. Where’s your
conscience? You can’t just brush the matter off this lightly,” Grandma Chin chimed in.
The crowd became stirred up. People began to grumble and clamor. Suddenly a person standing by the door
shouted out excitedly,
“Yung-fu is coming!”
That caught everyone’s attention. All eyes swung to the street outside the doorway.
“Where? Where is Yung-fu?”
“There. Isn’t that him?” The person by the door pointed out into the street. They saw a sturdy thirtyish man of
medium build striding firmly across the street. He approached the doorway of the fishing company.
“OK. Let’s wait for Yung-fu to get here, then we’ll really talk business with Lin,” everyone said.
As Lin glanced through the doorway into the street, his expression suddenly darkened.
Ch’iu Yung-fu was an employee of the Keelung Fisherman’s Union. He had joined the Union almost eight
years ago, after graduating from the Maritime Institute and doing his stint in the army. When he was in junior high
school, his father had been the captain of a trawler that was lost in a particularly severe typhoon. The fate of its
crew remained unknown.
At the time, Yung-fu’s mother and older brother took him along to the boat company. There they joined the
families of the other crew members. They all milled about blubbering and weeping. The fishing company put
them off by saying that the whereabouts of the trawler was temporarily unknown and that they had to wait until
more accurate information was available before a settlement meeting with the families could be convened. In this
manner, the affair dragged on, and it had dragged on for fifteen years now. The company had, in fact, not only
failed to pay a bereavement settlement but also had not paid any other form of compensation.
Out of sheer helplessness the families swallowed their grief and accepted their fate. Unable to collect and
galvanize their anger and grief to make any demands on the company, they went their separate ways. Since then
Yung-fu’s mother had depended on their small sundries store to support the family. Through much belt-tightening
she had managed to keep the family together and to raise him and his older brother’s whole family. Each time
Ch’iu Yung-fu thought back on that affair, deep down in his heart he blamed his mother and older brother for their
weakness in dealing with it.
“Goddamn! We let them off the hook too easily!” he would often say.
Ch’iu Yung-fu had inherited his father’s sturdy physique and was a born sailor. In studying at the maritime
Institute he was, consciously or unconsciously, paying a memorial to this father. However, when he graduated
from the Institute his mother firmly opposed his going to work on a boat. With tears streaming down her face, his
mother had entreated him,
“You and your brother are the only ones left in the Ch’iu family. What if you too have some kind of disaster at
sea? I’ve suffered half my life over your father’s fate. How could you take the same route as our father and make
me suffer for the rest of my life?”
Thus, Ch’iu Yung-fu was forced to remain on land.
When he first started working at the Fisherman’s Union, he saw with his own eyes the consequences of sea
disasters. The crew members’ families, the old and the young, would come crying to the Fisherman’s Union
seeking help. However, the Fisherman’s Union was, for the most part, a puppet of the company bosses. It was the
tool by which the bosses mollified the families.
When Yung-fu saw this, the anger that had been smoldering in him since his father’s death flared up. However,
nobody paid any attentions to the objections of an inexperienced youth who had just begun working in the Union.
At first he could do nothing but swallow his anger. But the more he saw, the more his understanding and wisdom
developed.
He came to regard the hardship of the fishermen as his own. He exerted himself on their behalf and gradually
won their respect and support. This enabled him to become a spokesman for the fishermen and to fight for their
rights and welfare. Especially in negotiating financial settlements for sea disasters, he spared no effort in helping
the bereaved kinsmen devise strategies. And during negotiations, he often led protests against the tactics of the
boat companies.
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Although he seldom emerged as victor in these struggles, no one could deny that the companies had become
much less ruthless in settling sea disasters with the Fishermen’s Union than they had been ten or twenty years ago.
They could no longer walk all over the fishermen.
As a result, there wasn’t a single company boss who did not detest him to the bone. Rumor had it that four
years ago the bosses of several fishing companies jointly exerted pressure on the president of the Union to fire
Ch’iu Yung-fu. However, the Union president was afraid of incurring the wrath of the fishermen and didn’t dare
fire him. There were also several fishing companies that had wanted to give him the title of “consultant” or some
other kind of immaterial office. He would have receive a substantial monthly subsidy. They hoped that he would
thereby at least not stand against the boat companies. However, Ch’iu Yung-fu could not be budged.
This time a nephew of his was on the crew of one of the lost Hua-feng trawlers. Yung-fu’s mother—the boy’s
grandmother—had been all worked up for the past several days. With a runny nose and tear-filled eyes, she
berated him,
“He’s just a boy of sixteen. His voice hadn’t even changed completely. How could you be so cruel? You didn’t
teach him to study hard. Instead you told him stories about the sea and got him all excited so that he signed on
with the crew of a fishing boat. He was a perfectly good kid until you … Damn you! You deserve hell for this!”
His grandfather’s sea-faring blood had flowed in the nephew’s veins. Since he had been a small child the boy
had shared his grandfather’s passion for the sea, for a life of battling the wind and the waves. Although he was
only sixteen, he was already as tough as an ox. He never took a liking to books, but dreamed about sailing on the
open sea. Yung-fu and this nephew had always hit it off well. Perhaps out of his own frustrated passion for the
sea, Yung-fu had encouraged the boy. He had even gone so far as to help him sweet-talk and convince his
grandmother.
Now that something had happened to the Hua Feng I and II, Ch’iu Yung-fu was more worried and upset than
anyone else. As everyone watched, he strode ashen-faced through the doorway. People rushed up to him and
asked,
“What’s happened? Is there any news?”
“We don’t know anything yet. I hope the boats are safe.” He forced a smile to put everyone at ease. Then,
glaring at Lin who was sitting behind a desk, he asked,
“What the hell is your company planning to do? So far you haven’t done a goddamn thing! You haven’t sent
out a single bot or plane to search. You’ve got the lives of twenty-some drew members here and you guys are
sitting around as if nothing has happened.”
“Yung-fu. How can you say such a thing? It’s not that I’m unwilling to do something. It’s just that the boss
hasn’t arrived yet. I’m powerless to make any decisions.” Lin spread out his hands in exasperation, as if he were a
helpless victim, wrongly accused. “What’s more, a typhoon of grade thirteen-fourteen … anything smaller than a
aircraft carrier wouldn’t hold up. What’s the use of sending out boats and hiring planes? It would all be for
nothing.”
“Hey, hey, Lin. What the hell are you saying? You dress like a man but you’re talking like a shit-eating dog.”
It was Bonshi\fn{A note reads: Bonshi is a typical Taiwanese name given to girls at birth. It reflects both the family’s
disappointment that the newborn is a girl and its reluctant willingness to raise the child .} the woman fish dealer who spoke. She
was built like a tall husky man and had a sharp, resonating voice. At the market, she jostled with the men to get
the first shot at the newly arrived catch. In bargaining she was second to no man. her younger brother was also on
one of the Hua Feng’s trawlers. Listening to Lin speak, she couldn’t keep from bursting out at him.
“There are twenty-some human lives on those two boats. Their young ones and old ones are so worried their
hearts are about to burst. And you have the nerve to say that sending boats and planes out to search is a waste of
time. You’re not made of flesh and blood! You must have grown up on shit! Even a pig or a dog is more human
than you!”
Here anger aroused now, Grandma Chin pointed a trembling finger at Lin.
“Lin, how can you say what you just did? You haven’t got a conscience! You’ve always been so chummy with
our Wan-fu, and now you act like nothing is the matter, and you even have the nerve to talk that way! Heaven and
earth won’t let you get away with this!”
“Haiya. That’s not what I meant. You all don’t understand.” Lin wanted to explain but he had no idea what he
could say. He was sitting in his chair, shaking his head, with a nervous bitter smile on his ashen green face. His
exasperated expression was that of a helpless victim of false accusations.
“What’s the use of yelling at me over and over? I’m not the boss. I just work for him and get my pay. The boss
hasn’t come in yet. What can I do?”
“There’s no point in talking to a lackey of the rich,” Bonshi said to the crowd. Then she knocked on Lin’s desk
with her knuckles.
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“Lin, where’s your boss? Get him out here. He doesn’t even pop his head in for something as major as this.
That’s really going too far!”
“How do I know where the boss is? I was hired to work for him, not to keep an eye on him,” Lin said
defensively.
“What nerve you have passing the buck at a time like this. Everybody knows that your boss has entrusted you
with the management of the company, down to the smallest detail,” Ch’iu Yung-fu said in a sober emotional
voice. “Think of your father who made a living as a fisherman and brought you up. He suffered the same
hardships as all fishermen. Now that you’ve become the manager of a fishing company, you seem to have
forgotten all that.”
Lin’s greenish face dodged Ch’iu Yung-fu’s piercing gaze. He said weakly,
“I really can’t do anything. I really can’t do anything.”
“Damn it! Talk gets you nowhere when you’re dealing with an ingrate who turns his back on his roots.”
Suddenly somehone brawled out,
“Give the scum a good beating, it’s the only thing he’ll understand.”
The angry voice had its effect on the crowd. The mood became ugly. Lin paled and turned to Ch’iu Yung-fu.
He asked timorously,
“Why get so violent? We can handle this in a civil way.”
“You must know how the families feel. You can’t just sit around and wait for something to happen,” Ch’iu
Yung-fu said. “You can’t wait until a house has burned down to put out the fire. You’ve got to rent a plane and
being searching right away.”
“The boss hasn’t given any instructions. I really don’t have the authority to decide—”
“Fuck your mother! You’re talking in circles. You’re the manager, and yet you say you don’t have the authority
to decide. You mean your position as manager is all a hoax?”
“Don’t reason with him anymore. Beat him up first and then let’s see if he’ll talk sense.”
Tension was running higher and higher. Angry voices, curses, and shouts frothed up like the waves in the
ocean. Lin stood up and implored Ch’iu Yung-fu with a timid expression.
“Please everyone, cool down a bit! Cool down a bit please!” Ch’iu Yung-fu faced the angry crowd and shouted
over the uproar. He restrained a middle-aged man who was making a rush for Lin.
*
At this moment, a black sedan pulled up at the entrance to the boat company. Lin looked as if he had just seen
his savior. He rushed out, calling out excitedly,
“The boss is here!”
All eyes followed Lin as he rushed up to the sedan outside the door. They saw a squat, balding, middle-aged
man sitting in the dark. Over his round pot-bellied body he wore a spanking Western suit. Sticking his head out
the window, he greeted Lin.
“How goes it? Any news?”
“There’s still no news, sir,” Lin said obsequiously.
The crowd came pouring out the door and surrounded the car. In great commotion the pressed in.
“Hey boss. What’s happened to the boats? You’ve got to give us an answer!”
“How’s the company going to deal with this? You’ve got to tell us. This is a serious matter. Putting it aside as
if it’s nothing is going a little too far, don’t you think?” The boss surveyed the crowd surrounding his car.
“What do these people want?” he asked Lin.
“These are the families of the Hua Feng crews. They’ve comer to inquire about those boats.” In a low voice
Lin spoke into the boss’s ear. “They’re making a row because they want the company to hire boats and planes to
go out and search. They’re getting vicious, even threatening to punch and kill—”
“Get a grip on yourself. Here, I’ll tell you how to deal with this.” He whispered some advice into Lin’s ear.
“Yes, sir,” Lin said obsequiously. “You’re not going to come in and sit awhile?”
“There’s too much of a crowd. There may be trouble with me here. I’ll leave it to you to cope with it.”
“Mr. Chen,” Ch’iu Yung-fu took several strides toward the car and called loudly, “I’ve got a nephew on one of
the Hua Feng crews too. I represent all the families of the crew embers in asking you what the company intends to
do. The typhoon has passed, but nothing has been done to search for the missing boats, not a boat or plane has
been sent out. What after all—”
“Don’t worry Mr. Ch’iu,” The boss’s round, flabby face broke into a grin. In a smooth voice he said,
“Just now in Taipei, I telephoned the air force and requested them to send planes out to search. I don’t think
anything serious has happened. The boats are probably just temporarily out of contact.”
“Really?” Ch’iu Yung-fu looked askance at the boss and asked suspiciously, “I’ve just come from the
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Fishermen’s Union, and I called to ask—”
“The plans probably haven’t take off yet,” the boss said cutting Ch’iu Yung-fu short. He added nervously,
“I’ll have Lin call again in a little while to make sure they get moving on it. I’ve entrusted everything to Lin. If
you’ve got something, talking to him is as good as talking to me.”
“OK. You’re the one who said it.” Ch’iu Yung-fu wheeled about and faced Lin. “Lin, you heard what your boss
said, didn’t you?”
Even before Ch’iu Yung-fu had finished speaking the fishing company boss hurriedly started up his engine.
“Hey, hey! You’re going to leave us like this? Nothing has been resolved yet,” everyone began shouting.
However, the boss paid no attention to them. Sticking his head out of the window, he exhorted Lin,
“Do As I told you.” People cursed after the car as it sped away.
“Damn you slick talker! You haven’t cleared up a damn thing and you take off just like that!”
All this while Ch’iu-lan was leaning against the wall, with Yü-chiao on her back. Sitting down beside her was
Grandma Chin. Throughout the whole confrontation with the boss, Ch’iu-lan had only listened in silence, her eyes
red. Grandma Chin kept wiping away her tears, and occasionally she turned to those next to her, telling them how
good her son was and what good care he took of his family.
“He’s our family’s only able-bodied man. We all depend on him to live. The goddess Ma-tsu\fn{ A note reads:
Worshipped as the patron goddess of fishermen .} couldn’t be so blind.” As she said this tears welled up in her eyes again.
But then her faith in Ma-tsu soon restored her strength. She turned her face up to comfort Ch’iu-lan,
“Everything will be all right. Ma-tsu will look after him. whenever Wan-fu goes out to sea, he takes the Ma-tsu
talisman with him. He’ll be all right.”
However, these words of comfort had a contrary effect on Ch’iu-lan. The tears that had welled up in her eyes
began to course down her face.
4
Five days after the typhoon had passed, the sun was blazing a fiery orange in the sky. The families of the boat
crews had congregated in the corridor for the Fishermen’s Union office building. As before, they were asking each
about news of the boats, sighing helplessly, shaking their heads, and consoling each other endlessly. Just then,
Ch’iu yung-fu came walking down the corridor; his eyes were red, and his expression was full of anguish.
Ch’iu-lan immediately felt a sense of foreboding. Her heart fell as if a metal hammer had just pounded on it. A
booming sounded in her ears, and her limbs went cold and limp. The walls around her seemed to be crashing
down, mercilessly crushing her.
By the time she got a grip on herself she could hear the anguished, heart-rending cry of a woman. The sound of
muffled sobbing surrounded her. People from all sides surrounded the woman who was wailing uncontrollably,
but she was lost in a world of her own, oblivious to those around her. Hugging one of her children she doubled
over, shrieking her husband’s name,
“Ah-huo, Ah-huo!” The child on her back was asleep, but the three boys by her side, frightened by their
mother’s wails, began to sob fearfully,
“Papa. Papa. Papa.”
Grandma Chin stood to one side and held Chia-hsiung’s hand. She too began a sad, heart-rending cry,
“My son … Aaahh … My own flesh and blood … How could you have let this way … leaving behind your
wife, children and old mother? How will we survive? … Aaahhh … My own flesh and blood.”
Seeing his grandmother like this, Chia-hsiung cried out in alarm,
“Granny, Granny.” Grandma Chin immediately pulled him into her bosom.
“How pitiful … so young and already fatherless .… Who will bring you up? Ahh …”
Chia-hsiung had never experienced anything like this. His young and naïve heart was confused and frightened.
He could only make vague guesses as to what had befallen his father but he had no way of really knowing.
Hearing his grandmother carrying on like this, he was unable to control himself and began to howl.
“Don’t cry anymore. At a time like this, crying won’t do any good.”
Ch’iu Yung-fu suppressed his anguish and comforted the woman with five children who had cried herself
hoarse. He then walked over to Grandma Chin and gently patted her on the shoulder.
“Grandma Chin, get a hold of yourself. Nothing has been confirmed yet. You mustn’t cry.”
Ch’iu-lan held Yü-chiao in her arms. Her mind was a total blank and her eyes gazed vacantly straight ahead—
like a lifeless shell. She walked straight through the crowd, down the corridor and into the street. Sobbing
piteously, grandma Chin followed, leading Chia-hsiung by the hand.
*
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When they got home, Ch’iu-lan walked straight to her bedroom still carrying Yü-chiao. Only then did
Grandma Chin suddenly realize that there was something odd about Ch’iu-lan. She quickly wiped her tears and
apprehensively followed Ch’iu-lan into the bedroom. Ch’iu-lan was sitting bolt upright on the edge of her bed, her
mouth pursed tightly and her face a deathly pale. She was staring vacantly straight ahead. Grandma Chin reached
out and took over Yü-chiao. She asked timidly,
“Ch’iu-lan, what’s wrong?” Ch’iu-lan sat absolutely still, as if she had heard nothing.
“Ch’iu-lan,” Grandma Chin raised her voice. “What’s the matter with you?”
She leaned forward and peered intently at Ch’iu-lan. Ch’iu-lan’s lips quivered for a second but, as before, no
sound came out. Grandma Chin gave a start. She tugged at Ch’iu-lan’s sleeve and called out in alarm,
“Ch’iu-lan, say something!”
She began shaking Ch’iu-lan and crying out wildly,
“Ch’iu-lan! Ch’iu-lan!” Just then Chia-hsiung also came into the bedroom. Hearing his grandmother crying he
was frightened again and began sobbing,
“Ma, ma!”
Seeing the others crying, Yü-chiao began to bawl. Grandma chin and here two grandchildren surrounded
Ch’iu-lan, crying in a chorus.
After quite a while Ch’iu-lan suddenly said,
“You all mustn’t cry.” Her voice was strangely calm.
Startled, grandma chin immediately stopped crying. In a tremulous voice she called out,
“Ch’iu-lan.”
“Nothing has happened to Wan-fu,” Ch’iu-lan said. “He’s all right. he’s coming back!” Grandma Chin looked
up apprehensively at her.
“What are you saying?”
“Nothing has happened to Wan-fu. He’ll be back soon.” Ch’iu-lan spoke with certainty, as if it were true.
“How do you know?”
“Didn’t Wan-fu say so when he left?”
Dumbfounded, Grandma Chin gazed at her. Had her daughter-in-law gone crazy from grief? But her words and
expression were too controlled, not at all like someone deranged.
Grandma Chin followed Ch’iu-lan into the kitchen. She watched as Ch’iu-lan washed and boiled the rice and
cooked the vegetables. It was just as always.
Could someone gone crazy act like this? She wondered: Wan-fu had always been very careful. Whenever there
was as typhoon warning he was always the first to head for safety. How could anything have happened to him?
The families of the crews must not have been thinking straight. They may have heard some rumor, and when they
saw one person crying, they all started crying. Without having seen a single corpse, they went ahead and believed
in some rumor.
Curse them! Their crying can bring on real bad luck! When she had gone to the temple to offer incense the
other day, the goddess Ma-tsu too had said,
“Your son is alive. Rest assured. He will be home in three days.” If Ma-tsu had said so, then it must be true. As
these thoughts ran through her mind, she felt somewhat reassured.
However, there was still this nagging anxiety in her heart because the three days that Ma-tsu had spoken of had
already gone by and Wan-fu was still not back. but then she again reassured herself by rationalizing: Well,
actually three days is almost the same as five. In any case Ma-tsu had said he will return, so he certainly will
return. Having reached this frame of mind, Grandma Chin walked into the living room and announced to Chiahsiung,
“Your father is OK. He’ll be home tomorrow.” Her voice was unnaturally loud, as if she needed to convince
herself.
However, the next morning, Tu Shih-hsien from the Fishermen’s Union came running to their house. He called
agitatedly to Grandma Chin.
“The families of the Hua-feng crews are all at the settlement meeting at the Fishermen’s Union. Why haven’t
you come? Hurry, hurry! We’re all waiting for you.”
“A settlement for what?” Grandma Chin looked at him, her heart pounding wildly.
“You mean you haven’t heard?” Tu Shih-hsien glanced at her in disbelief. Then in a suppressed voice he said,
“Wan-fu’s boat sank.”
“Who … who told you that?” Grandma Chin’s face paled. In an anguished voice she charged Tu Shih-hsien,
“How can you say something so sinister! Wan-fu was a good friend of yours. How could you put a curse on
him like this!”
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“Grandma Chin, you must be losing your wits in your old age. Would I dare lie to you about this?” Tu Shihhsien continued anxiously.
“Some tires, boards, and a water bucket from the Hua Feng were floating on the water; they’ve been picked up
and brought back by other boats.”
Grandma Chin turned her tragic, pale face towards Tu Shih-hsien. Tears were already streaming down.
“Grandma Chin,” Tu Shih-hsien said as he walked out the door. “You’ve got to come soon. Either you or your
daughter-in-law will do. We are all waiting for you to start.”
She stumbled into Ch’iu-lan’s bedroom. Ch’iu-lan was busy polishing up Wan-fu’s leather shoes. Seeing her
thus, Grandma Chin’s heart gave a start. A flash of pain shot through her cheest.
“Ch’iu-lan,” she called out sorrowfully. She could say no more, her voice was too choked up.
Numbly, Ch’iu-lan lifted her head up. Ashen-faced, she stared at Grandma chin. In a strained voice she
muttered,
“It couldn’t have happened to Wan-fu. He’s going to come back. He couldn’t have …”
As Grandma chin heard this her tears started up again.
5
By the time Grandma Chin got to the Fishermen’s Union, the meeting was well underway. She wiped away her
tears and sat down in a vacant chair near the doorway.
All around her were women with babies tied to their backs or with toddlers in their arms. Their eyes were red
from weeping and occasionally they brushed away a tear. Grandma China’s eyes were drawn to Lin who stood on
the far side of the round table at the front of the room. Slowly and coolly he said,
“The company feels as grieved at the fate of the Hua Feng I and II as the families. The boat company is
sympathetic to the financial difficulties the families are facing. Even though the death of the crews have not yet
been verified, the company will give each family a support subsidy of 5,000 yuan.\fn{A note reads: A U.S. dollar is
equivalent to roughly 35-40 Taiwanese yuan. September 1999: $US1 = 31.83 yuan.} Upuon verification of the deaths of the crew
members, the company will pay the family of each crew member a compensatory fund of 25,000 yuan,
irrespective of the job-rank of the deceased. The 5,000 yuan support subsidy may be picked up at nine o’clock
tomorrow morning at the company office. Please bring along your family’s census records.”
Lin finished talking and sat down. Immediately a loud voice piped up.
“Hold on a minute. Hold on a minute. I have some questions here!” The speaker was a seventyish, darkcomplexioned old man. He stood up and spoke in a quavering voice,
“You mean to tell me a human life is worth only this bit of money? Your company is big enough to send out
eight or nine boats each time. The crews of the boats are the ones who battle the wind and waves and earn big
money for you, while their families depend solely on them for their bare subsistence. But as soon as something
happens, you totally ignore your responsibility to their families. The old and the young, all seven, eight or ten of
them in each household, have no way to earn a living. The menfolks have given their lives for the company, yet
you just far around and only give 30,000 yuan! Isn’t this … isn’t this going a little too far? Aren’t you being
downright ruthless?”
“So that’s it? Go to hell! A human life … and the fate of an entire family … they’re worth only 30,000 yuan to
you? Don’t you have any conscience?”
“Money, what do I want with your money? Human life is what matters. You give me back my son,” Grandma
Chin said through her sobs. “You were born of a father and a mother like anybody else. You’re made of flesh and
blood. What nerve you have setting down these inhuman terms!”
The families were filled with grief and anger. The meeting seethed with righteous indignation.
“Please everybody, calm down a little. Don’t get all worked up. This is a meeting,” the paunchy man in the
chairman’s set spoke up. He was a department head of the Fishermen’s Union named Chao.
“If there is a disagreement, let’s talk it out calmly. We’re here to resolve a problem, not to squabble!”
“I’m just a roughneck. I’ve never gone to school and I don’t talk as genteel as you do,” the old man stood up
again and said in a shaky voice. “But I’ve lived almost seventy years. I’ve only got this one son; he’s worked on
the Hua Feng for five years now. Our entire family depends on him for our livelihood. And now he’s died at sea
for the company, and you can’t even find his body. How do you expect me to talk genteel at a time like this?”
“Talk politely? You can talk politely for all anybody cares! God-damn, let’s see somebody die in your family,
then we’ll all see how politely you can talk!” Bonshi joined in.
“Fuck you, you fat pig! Your words are sweeter than songs. You can talk like that just because nobody died in
your family.”
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“You’re an officer in the Fishermen’s Union and chairman of this meeting. It’s your job to speak up for us. For
a human life and the fate of a whole family, you’d give only 30,000 yuan. Why the company is a downright
bloodsucker!”
“I said if you have things to say, you can say it <in> turn. Don’t just yell. Otherwise how can we conduct the
meeting?”
“What do you mean don’t yell? Should we just sit here quietly and let the company trample all over us? Damn
the blood-sucking company!”
At this Ch’iu Yung-fu stood up.
“Will everyone please calm down. The time hasn’t come yet to bicker with the company about the size of the
financial settlement.”
Everyone immediately quieted down. All eyes were fastened upon him. The tone of the meeting became
somber.
“Now that a city official and Director Chao from the Fishermen’s Union are here, I beg them to uphold justice.
I charge them to thoroughly investigate who is responsible for the death of the twenty-some crew members on the
Hua Feng boats.”
“Ch’iu Yung-fu, what’s your point in dredging that up at this late stage?” Lin shot back, a tremor in his voice.
“What’s my point?” Ch’iu Yung-fu glared at him. Enunciating each word deliberately, he said angrily, “For the
twenty-some men on board the two boats, I accuse the Ch’ing-Ch’ang Fishing Company of outright murder.”
Everyone was visibly startled. Lost for words, they just starred at the awesome figure of Ch’iu Yung-fu. For a
moment the meeting room was frozen in a fathomless silence.
Then in a flash Lin was on his feet. Ashen-faced, he said ina trembling voice,
“That … that’s just absurd! Why … you’re … you’re a slanderer!”
As if a stone had smashed through heaven and earth, curses, cries and accusing voices exploded in the meeting
room.
“You murderers! You murderers! Damn you, you ruthless pigs! Go to hell!”
“Slanderer? Bah! If you’ve got a shred of conscience left, if you remember how your father suffered the
hardships of a fisherman in order to raise you, you’d drown yourself in the sea to do penance to your deceased
father!”
Ch’in Yung-fu’s eyes glittered with anger. Gritting his teeth, he pointed at Lin and shouted,
“It’s been five or six days already since the typhoon passed through. If the boats really did sink, perhaps some
of the crew are still floating out at sea, or they could be stranded on some deserted island\fn{There are several
islands in the Taiwan strait:H} awaiting rescue. Not only did the Ch-ing-Ch’ang Fishing Company fail to send out
a single boat or plane to search, you even lied to the families of the crews, saying that search planes had been sent
out. If this isn’t deliberate murder on the part of your boss and you yourself, I don’t know what is!”
“Hear, hear! Yung-fu is really talking sense now. Just because the Ch’ing-Ch’ang fishery has money and power
on its side, you think you can take advantage of the bereaved families—the old and the young. You think no one
dares stand up to you? You think you can just gobble us up alive, don’t you?” Bonshi stood up. With one hand on
her hip and the other pointing at Lin, she burst out, “It’s not that simple. Let me tell you something Lin! You and
your boss are responsible for the deaths of the twenty-some men. You’re the murderers! We’ll make you pay back
those lives!”
Like an unleashed typhoon, a storm of curses and accusations rose to a furious height:
“Yeah! Yeah! You owe us those lives!”
“Damn you. You heartless murderers! You’ll pay with your own lives!”
Lin’s face became as gray as death. Turning to Director Chao and the city official sitting at his side, he forced a
bitter smile. As if pleading for help, he said in a trembling voice,
“What are they saying? I don’t understand.”
“Everybody please settle down. Settle down.” The director pounded fiercely on the tale.
“This is the Fishermen’s Union!” he bellowed. “It’s not a court or a police station. We’re holding a settlement
meeting to resolve a concrete problem. We’re not here to accuse anybody. If you want to make accusations go to a
court or a police station.”
The city official put down the tea he had been sipping and stood up.
“The lives of the twenty-some crewmen are a serious matter. The government will certainly conduct a
thorough investigation and arrive at a verdict that is fair to all parties involved. If the Ch’ing-Ch’ang Fishing
Company is found to be guilty of negligence in the deaths of the crewmen, the government will deal with it
through legal channels. We can all rest assured of that!”
“It is not within the scope of this settlement meeting to investigate who is at fault. Everyone please observe the
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rules of this meeting,” the director said to Ch-iu Yung-fu. Then, turning to Lin, he said,
“Please continue.”
Lin swallowed a mouthful of tea and took a deep breath. Thus fortified, he stood up.
“People. People. Please quiet down, let me have my say. My father was also a fisherman, so I speak from my
heart. I have nothing to be ashamed of. I have done nothing that compromises my conscience. In its decision to
pay a financial settlement of 30,000 yuan to each family, the company has taken into account the adverse circumstances of each family. At a time when the company is undergoing its own financial difficulties, we have decided
to squeeze out the money. No other company has ever paid out such a generous settlement. If you ladies and
gentlemen wasn’t to verify what I say, Director Chao of the Fishermen’s Union is sitting right here. He specializes
in this kind of accident settlement. You can just ask him.”
“What Lin says is absolutely true. I’ll vouch for that. The Fishermen’s Union wants to see justice done for all
involved. We hope that the families and the company will appreciate each other’s difficult circumstances and
resolve this problem as quickly as possible.” Sitting in the chairman’s seat, the director spoke in a sincere tone.
“In addition to the 30,000 yuan settlement from the company, the Fishermen’s Union will pay out a mutual aid
fund of 10,000 yuan per family. There’s also over 10,000 yuan in worker’s insurance.”
“The social security office of the city government also has a relief fund of 5,000 yuan per person,” Lin added.
“Right. there’s also the social security relief fund. Added altogether that’s more than 60,000 yuan. Of course,
60,000 or 70,000 yuan is not enough to support a family forever. However, it will meet all your needs for the time
being.” Director Chao continued. “You can’t bring a dead person back to life. There’s nothing to be gained by
bickering. If the matter is settled quickly, you can get the money and start thinking of your next move … start a
small business or what have you. Now that’s the right track to be on!”
“To hell with you! We’re not here to put on a play. You guys are picking up cues from each other. It sure looks
like you’ve had it worked out in advance.”
“What the hell is this, Chao? You toady up to the company just because they’ve got money.”
“We don’t need this kind of meeting. I haven’t heard a single fair word on behalf of us fishermen.”
*
Grandma Chin sat numbly in her seat listening to others’ voices batting back and forth as if Wan-fu’s boat had
really sunk; she became choked up with anguish. But when she thought of Ch’iu-lan’s steely conviction as she
said, “Nothing has happened to Wan-fu. He’ll be back soon,” those words seemed to ring true.
She couldn’t be sure of anything anymore. She asked herself over and over, Who said that Wan-fu’s boat had
sunk? Who saw it happen? A few planks and a bucket can’t prove that Wan-fu’s boat had sunk. Through much
effort she finally succeeded in convincing herself that the boats had not sunk and that she had been duped only
moments before. Goddamnit! What are these people up to anyway? Even Ma-tsu had promised that Wan-fu would
return safe and sound. Why are they carrying on like this? They are just putting the curse on. These thoughts
gradually turned her grief to anger.
“Nobody knows if the boats sank or not, or if the men are dead or alive. It’s ridiculous that everyone is
wrangling about the bereavement settlement. I’ve gone to ask Ma-tsu, and she said that Wan-fu’s boat will return
safely. It’s only lost now. People should be sent out to search right away!”
“Yeah! Grandma Chin is really talking now. Lin, what in the hell are you guys doing anyhow? The boats have
been lost almost a week now, and yet the company hasn’t even sent out a single boat or plane to search. And now,
on the basis of a few planks and a water bucket you’re ready to pronounce the fate of the crewmen. Do you really
have a heart?” A woman in her thirties, has eyes red at the rims said plaintively,
“Even if the boats really did sink there may still be some survivors floating at sea or stranded on a deserted
island, just like Yung-fu said.”
“Yeah. We want our men to come back alive! Who gives a damn about your 60,000 yuan! You’ve got to send
boats out to search immediately!”
“Hai! How can you all be so irrational? We’ve already found a bucket, planks and tires floating out on the sea
and you people still want to cling to your futile hope.” Director Chao had lost all patience. He turned to the city
official and muttered with a sigh, as if to himself,
“If this keeps up, how will the meeting ever end?”
The city official, wearing a somber expression, uttered not a word.
“It would be most fortunate if they’re still alive, however …” Lin finally stood up. Looking at the woman in
her thirties, he said solemnly,
“Remains from the Hua Feng I and II have been found and brought back by other boats. Going by past
experience, this is decisive evidence that the boats have sunk. In a typhoon that severe it’s not inconceivable that
even a hundred lives might be lost. To say that there might be survivors after the boats sank … I’m afraid that—”
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“How can you say that? Did you see any bodies? How do you know for sure that the men are dead?” a welldressed, middle-aged woman, apparently a distant relative of one of the crewmen, spoke with composure,
challenging him.
“Even if there’s only one chance in a million that some lives can be saved, you should go all-out to organize a
search. I don’t understand why your company is so unwilling to send boats out to try and save the crewmen. On
the contrary, you hastily announce that the boats sank and the crewmen drowned. What does your company
expect to gain from this?”
“What does the company expect to gain from this? Not a goddamn thing.” Lin eyed Director Chao, then
continued,
“In fact, the company would be better off if the affair is dragged on. the company could invest the relief funds
and draw interest to the tune of 29,000 to 30,000 yuan a month.”
“For your sake, there’s really no point in dragging this matter on,” Director Chao backed Lin up.
At this point, Ch’iu Yung-fu, who had remained silent for some time, stood up. In a composed manner he faced
the families and said,
“Ladies and gentlemen. Today, for my nephews Ch’ing-hua who gave his life, and in the interest of everybody’s rights, I’m going to divulge some facts that have been kept secret.” His voice betrayed his emotion. He
glared challengingly at Lin and director Chao. Steadily enunciating each syllable, he said.
“I’ve done some investigating and found that the boats have been insured. The crewmen are most likely
covered by the company’s accident insurance as well. Their identification cards, personal signets, and the signets
of the beneficiaries have all been deposited with the company, so even the crewmen may not know that they’ve
been insured. Using the water bucket, the tires and the planks as evidence that the boats sank with all hands on
board, the company can collect compensation and replace the boats with new ones. The fishing company won’t
suffer any financial loss. The company has decided to pay the family of each crewman 30,000 yuan in relief
funds. On the surface the company may seem charitable, but nobody really knows how much money the company
is getting from its accident insurance. Probably the company not only won’t suffer any loss, but may even stand to
profit from the insurance for the fishermen who lost their lives. That’s why the company is so eager to pronounce
the boats sunk and the crewmen dead, and that’s why they didn’t make any effort to organize a search—”
“Bullshit!” Lin stood up in a flash without waiting for Ch’iu Yung-fu to finish. His face was red and the veins
on his neck were bulging. In a hoarse voice he shouted,
“I’ll tell you something. The company’ll haul you to court for the lies you’ve told today, for the way you’ve
slandered the company’s reputation!”
His stomach bulging, Director Chao also stood up. Pointing a threatening finger at Ch’iu Yung-fu, he said,
“Yung-fu, you have violated your responsibility as an employee of the Fishermen’s Union to speak from the
impartial standpoint of the Union. Instead, you’re making groundless accusations, sowing discord between the
company and the families with your wild accusations. What the hell are you trying to do?”
“The Fishermen’s Union! Hah! The Fishermen’s Union has gone to the dogs. They’ll work for whoever feeds
them. What’s the fucking use of the Union?” Ch’iu Yung-fu pounded the table with his fist. He continued with
passion,
“You can’t frighten me. I can stand tall and walk straight. I’m not afraid of your threats!”
The city official stood up. With a solemn expression on his face he said,
“This is an extremely serious matter. The government has always been very concerned with the welfare and
livelihood of the fishermen. It would never permit any underhanded plots on the part of the fishing company to
exploit the fishermen. I will report any allegations against the company to my superiors. The public securing
office will investigate this matter. It will see justice done for all concerned.”
This threw the crowd into an uproar. Shouts, curses, and accusations flying back and forth turned the meeting
into a turmoil. Several stalwarts pushed their way to the front, intent on giving Lin a beating. Director Chao
pounded on the table repeatedly, exhorting everyone to calm down.
“People. People. The Fishermen’s Union stands by justice. We do not know whether the fishing company does
in fact have insurance on the boats and crewmen. But if any of you have proof, the Fishermen’s Union will fight
for your rights. But please everyone, use your sound judgment, don’t just listen to unfounded rumors.”
“As I see it,” he continued, “The meeting will adjourn here for today. Those of you who agree to the 30,000
yuan settlement can go to the fishing company office tomorrow morning and pick up the first 5,000 yuan relief
fund. Those of you who don’t agree can call for the meeting to be reconvened. This meeting is officially
adjourned.” Having announced this in a loud voice, he stalked out of the room, along with Lin and the city
official.
“So the matter is settled, just like that? Damn it! You call this a negotiation meeting?” people cursed after
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them.
Grandma Chin walked up to Ch’iu Yung-fu.
“Did the boats really sin?” she asked timidly.
“Aiyee!” Ch’iu Yung-fu hung his head and heaved a dejected sigh. “No use talking about that anymore.”
Tears welled up in Grandma Chin’s eyes and began trickling down her cheeks. Women holding their children
wept openly.
“What are we to do? A whole family. Five or six kids and not a single wage earner.”
Ch’iu Yung-fu surveyed the crowd silently. Finally he took a deep breath and said in a voice taut with
determination,
“The boats have already sunk. It’s no use crying anymore. What’s important now is that we stick together. I’ve
worked in the Fishermen’s Union for several years now and I’m most familiar with this kind of thing.”
Gesticulating with clenched fists he continued,
“If we don’t all work together, the fishing company will just trample all over us. We’ll end up having to settle
for whatever crumbs the company is willing to give us. How could a human life on which the survival of a family
depends be worth only 30,000 or even 50,000 yuan? To hell with all the company bosses! There isn’t a decent one
among them all!”
“Yeah! We’ve got to work together. If we allow these bosses to make money off the dead bodies of loved ones,
our consciences will never forgive us,” Bonshi put in.
“OK. Let’s send someone to go inquire at the insurance company. If we get our hands on some evidence, then
the fishing company will be caught with nothing to say.”
“No way. The insurance company would never tell us a damn thing.” Ch’iu Yung-fu knitted his brows and
pondered for a moment. Then suddenly a determined expression formed on his face.
“Here’s what we’ll do,” he said in a forceful, steady voice. “Tomorrow let’s all go to the fishing company, but
don’t anyone pick up the relief funds. Bring everybody, all the young ones and the old. If you feel like crying, cry
with all your might. We’ll go ahead and raise a big ruckus.”
“Yeah, we’ll fight it out with them!” Bonshi said. “Thirty thousand yuan for a human life and the survival of a
family! Shit! They’re nothing but black-hearted scoundrels!”
“Let’s hear it. we’ll fight it out with them. Those goddamn dogs.” The crowd voiced its assent.
“OK, everybody, let’s stick to our guns!”
*
The late afternoon sun cast slanting rays on the rod. Cars cruised by, kicking dust up into the air. The entire
street was a worn-out gray. Grandma Chin walked along, her head downcast and her back hunched up. She
seemed a little unsteady on her feet, as if her legs were made of rubber. Her topknot had come undone and was
hanging loosely. The hair around her temples was disheveled, accentuating her aged and worn features.
*
For the past several days there had been constant speculations, rumors, disputes, and anxieties concerning the
Hua Feng I and II. It had all happened so quickly—a confused mass of events—that everyone was at a loss as to
what to do. It was a nightmare. One minute things appeared one way; the next minute everything was turned
upside down. At first it was said the boats had only lost contact, then it was said the boats were lost, and now it
was said they had sunk. As in a dream, nothing seemed real. How grandma Chin wished that she would wake up
from the dream to find everything as it had always been before. Wan-fu would come home carrying a bag of dirty
clothes. His voice would ring out,
“Hurry up and heat up a pot of water. I want to take a bath!”
*
However, what had just transpired at the settlement meeting was clearly etched on her mind. The people, the
noise, the confusion: it was all too real. Even Ch’iu Yung-fu had said that the boat had sunk. So there wasn’t any
hope for what Ch’iu-lan and Ma-tsu had said after all? Grandma Chin felt a piercing pain through her heart.
From here on, there would just be the four of them, all either too old or too young. She could not help but get
all choked up again. As she stumbled along as if in a daze, she repeatedly dabbed at her eyes with her shirt sleeve.
Suddenly she heard an urgent voice calling out behind her.
“Mother Chin! Mother Chin!” Grandma Chin raised her eyes and saw a plump fiftyish woman walking up to
her. When she recognized her to be her in-law, Ch’iu-lan’s mother, she burst into tears.
“Ooh, In-law!”
“What? Still no trace of the boats?”
“Uh-uh. The boat company said that … the boat already … already …”
Her in-law’s face blanched. She too raised her arm and wiped away a tear.
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“So, Ch’iu-lan—”
“Ooh, Ch’iu-lan, she—”
“What’s wrong with Ch’iu-lan?” Her in-law pulled excitedly at Grandma Chin’s sleeve and asked anxiously,
“What’s wrong with Ch’iu-lan?”
“Aiyee.” Grandma Chin heaved a sign; then in a choked voice she said,
“At first Ch’iu-lan seemed all right, but she’s not really herself anymore. She still can’t believe that anything
has happened to Wan-fu.”
“How could that happen?”
“You’ve got to come and talk her into her senses. After all, the two little ones still need someone to look after
them. She has a long life ahead of her.” As Grandma Chin thought of her two grandchildren, so young and now
fatherless, she was overwhelmed with sorrow.
As the two old women approached the front door of the house they could see Ch’iu-lan’s frail, solitary figure
standing by the window. Her face was expressionless, her eyes gazed out at the sea. When Ch’iu-lan’s mother saw
this, she was overcome with sorrow. With tears in hr eyes she walked over to Ch’iu-lan and called her name in a
voice filled with pity.
“Ooh, my poor Ch-iu-lan.” She was too choked up to say more.
Ch’iu-lan appeared not to have heard. She continued gazing vacantly out to sea. Her expression was one of
intense concentration and anticipation, as if hoping against hope. Tugging at the corner of Ch’iu-lan’s shirt,
Grandma Chin raised her voice,
“Ch’iu-lan, your mother has come to see you.”
Ch’iu-lan slowly turned her head around and looked blankly at her mother. Her mouth trembled. She struggled
as if wanting to say something, but no words came.
“Ch’iu-lan. It’s me. Don’t you even recognize your own mother?” As she spoke, tears flowed unchecked down
the older woman’s face.
Ch’iu-lan’s face twitched suddenly as if in pain. Her mouth trembled silently for what seemed like a long time.
Finally in an almost inaudible voice she squeezed out a single word.
“Ma-a!” Then she began sobbing uncontrollably. Her mother reaching out her arms and pulled her into her
bosom, patting her, as if consoling a sobbing child.
“Ch’iu-lan, you mustn’t cry. You mustn’t cry.” Standing on the side, Grandma Chin too broke down.
“Wan-fu! My son! My flesh and blood! Wan-fu …” Ch’iu-lan’s mother helped her into a chair as she
comforted her, but her wailing grew even more disconsolate. She gave out sounds like a wounded, helpless animal
wailing mournfully in the silent, deserted wilderness.
“Waaaaan-fuuuuu!”
6
The settlement meeting was never reconvened. Every day the families, with their young and old, congregated
at the fishing company and clamored for the company to raise the amount of the settlement. The company pleaded
financial difficulties and firmly maintained it could afford only 30,000 yuan, not a cent more. After a while even
Lin began to shy away from the families. They were left to mill around by themselves protesting aimlessly.
Finally the families were forced to go again to the Fishermen’s Union and ask them to reconvene the meeting.
However, Director Chao’s reply was,
“Haven’t we already had a settlement meeting? It was you all who wouldn’t resolve the issues. What more can
I do? The company representatives aren’t available now, how can we reconvene the meeting?”
“It’s up to the Fishermen’s Union to call the company representatives to a meeting.”
“What’s the use of calling them? Even if notices are sent out, they can simply ignore them. I can’t tie them up
and drag them here. The Fishermen’s Union is just a civilian organization. It has no legal authority to make people
do this or that. It can only mediate disputes, not give orders. There’s not much I can do.”
Director Chao sat in his desk chair puffing away on a cigarette. Then assuming a concerned, sympathetic tone
of voice, he continued,
“Of course, 30,000 yuan isn’t a whole lot of money, but the fishing company really is strapped. It just won’t do
any good to try to put the heat on them. Fact is, it was only through the intervention of the Fishermen’s Union that
you got even 30,0000 yuan in the first place. Of all the sea disasters, it’s the largest settlement to date. That’s the
plain truth. Take the Lung Ch’ang Fishing Company, for example. This July they paid out only 15,000 yuan per
family. In the case of the Hai Feng Fishing Company last month, the company at first agreed to a settlement of
10,000 yuan per family. But when pressed to pay more, they were forced in the end to declare bankruptcy and the
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boss ran off. The bereaved families ended up with nothing, not even a dime.
You can’t go wrong on what I tell you. I wouldn’t try to screw you. I know it’s only 30,000 yuan, but it’s better
than nothing. You shouldn’t let people incite you and get you all worked up, you’ll only lose out in the end.”
Thus the matter dragged on and on. The whole thing was beginning to wear out the families. But Ch’iu Yungfu was not about to give in. He remained tireless in encouraging everybody.
“We’ve held out this long. Why can’t we hang in there a little longer?” he said with great emotion. “We can’t
count on the Fishermen’s Union to help us with this. I’ll be frank with you, the Fishermen’s Union is nothing but a
puppet. We have only ourselves to depend on. We’ve got to hang together till we see this thing through. We’ll
raise a big hullabaloo the newspapers will have a big write-up, it might even get some TV coverage. Then we’ll
see if the company won’t give in.”
“Yeah. As soon as it gets into the papers, the boss’ll hand the money over without a fuss,” Bonshi said. “In this
kind of situation, the bosses all give you the same story: that they are strapped, they’re in financial difficulties,
etc., etc. How the hell do they expect people to believe that? A guy who’s supporting a wife and three or four
mistresses on the side—and he says he has no money? He wouldn’t give us a cent if he had his way!”
“You said it! those damn bosses are all black-hearted sons-of-bitches! The lousy dogs!”
“We’ve got to fight it out to the end! Otherwise our loved ones will have died for nothing.” Ch’iu Yung-fu said
with cool determination. “We’ll stage a hunger-strike. Let me first get in touch with some reporters, then we’ll get
all the families together. The more people the better. We won’t eat until the company agrees to our demands!”
“Will that do any good? They’ve got hearts that are hard as rocks. If we don’t eat, they’ll just let us starve to
death. Do you think they’d give a damn?”
“Whether or not we can succeed will depend on everybody’s will and determination,” Ch’iu Yung-fu said
decisively. “We’ll fight it out to the end!”
*
Lin and Director Chao soon heard about this plan. They also received word that the courts were investigating
the incident. Evidently the city official had reported to his superiors what had transpired at the meeting.
“If we let this thing evolve, it may really get out of hand.” Director Chao clasped his hands over his protruding
belly. In a grave tone he said,
“Lin, you’ve got to come up with something. Why don’t you give them some token increase to placate them?
That’ll give me a way out too. I know damn well you guys can afford it.”
“If it was possible, I’d be more than happy to give them more money. It’s not my money after all,” Lin replied
apprehensively. “But the boss won’t hear of it—there’s nothing I can do. I’m just his errand boy.”
“How am I supposed to deal with this?” Director Chao’s voice grew tense. “This thing is getting out of hand.
Even the courts are sending people out to investigate. You’re leaving me in the lurch. This will be my ruin!”
“Now, now,” Lin said soothingly. “Don’t get upset. We’ll think of something. There’s got to be a way to deal
with the whole thing.”
“You’re good at sweet-talking! Deal with it yourself, if you can! Damn you. The whole thing’s already been
blown way up, and now this investigation. When the ax falls, it’ll be my head that rolls. I’m supposed to be the
director … well, damn it, I don’t need this goddamn job!”
“Hey, Chao, calm down. Nothing’s going to happen. You know as well as anybody what it’s like between the
President of the Fishermen’s Union and my boss. If it weren’t for my boss’s backing, do you think he could have
been elected president? Keep your cool.” As he calmed Chao down, Lin was hatching a scheme in his mind.
“It’s all because of that Yung-fu … stirring up everybody.” He thought for a moment. Gnashing his teeth
together, he chopped his hands through the air.
“If we get rid of him, it will be curtains for them all.”
“Get rid of him? How do you propose to do that?” Director Chao looked at him doubtfully.
“Fire him!”
“Fire him! Man, you really know how to talk! If I fire him at a time like this, I’ll be the goat for all the abuse
and mistrust! You’re only scheming to save our own hide. When things get bad you can always count on someone
else to take the blame!” Director Chao fought down his rising temper. In a flat voice he said,
“Don’t write this Ch’iu Yung-fu off as a petty officer. He’s worked in the Union for several years now and is
popular with the fishermen. The last time the Union was electing a president, a lot of fishermen wanted him to
run. It’s a good thing he decided not to. Otherwise you really would have had a tough one on your hands.”
“OK, OK, Old Chao, don’t get mad at me. We’ve been friends for a long time. You know that I always have
your interests at heart. I’m not trying to make brownie points. It’s just … just … Would I do anything nasty to
you?” Lin laughed, putting on his sincerest expression.
“If firing him will put you on the spot, I won’t press you to do it. I wouldn’t want to do a friend a wrong turn.
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Let’s see if there isn’t another way out.”
Lin cocked his head to one side and cogitated for a few moments. He then leaned over and whispered into
Direrctor Chao’s ear. As Chao listened, he nodded occasionally, his face gradually relaxing into a smile.
“Good thinking!” He slapped his thigh. “We’ll do it!”
*
That same day Lin sent the girl accountant to the bank to withdraw a bundle of cash. Then he sent her down to
meet the bereaved relatives who were milling around the company, and she invited them one by one up to see Lin
at his office.
Events of the past couple of weeks had worn the families thin. Thee had not been a bit of news concerning the
missing boats; the relatives gradually gave up all hope. The men were already dead, so what was the point of
fighting any more? Overwhelmed by grief, their will melted into despair.
Yet, in their hearts they still couldn’t resign themselves to accepting the 30,000 yuan settlement. Even a pig or
an ox is worth more than 10,000 yuan. How could a human life be worth so little? These thoughts again aroused
their deep hatred for the fishing company boss. Ch’iu Yung-fu’s words again pounded like the surf inside their
heads. “We must hang together. If we stand united we’ll see this thing through. If we don’t … goddamn it, the
boat company will just trample all over us.”
However, when the families went up one by one to see Lin, he spoke to them with the most solicitous
expression.
“You shouldn’t let yourselves be led around blindly by those. Do you really think that Ch’iu Yung-fu is
working in good faith for your benefit? You all have eyes. His family has a big sundries store. He doesn’t need the
30,000 yuan. Of course he can afford to let things drag on, but what about the rest of you? You’re all sitting
around with empty pots waiting for the rice for your next meal. The longer it drags on, the harder it is on you. If
Ch’iu Yung-fu is really on your side, go and try to borrow some money from him. He won’t even lend you 300
yuan!
“Now I’m concerned only for your welfare. It’s not my company, so why would I want to make this hard for
you? It’s just that … ah … if things drag on much longer I’m afraid you may end up with not even one thin dime.
Look at what happened with the Hai Feng Fishing Company. It just declared bankruptcy and the boss ran out.
When a boat sinks, the boss loses out, too, eh?”
He piled stacks of bright new bills in front of each bereaved family. In a most sincere voice he urged,
“This money is all ready for you to take home … ah, ah … All you have to do is stamp your signet on this
agreement form and the receipt. If anyone still has qualms about this, we can call another meeting later.”
*
By the time Ch’iu Yung-fu had the media converge lined up two days later, most of the families had already
stamped their signets on the documents and taken the money home.
“Aiya! How could you all … How could you all be taken in so easily?” Bonshi stamped her feet and thumped
her chest. Snorting angrily she said.
“You might as well have sold the ancestral tablets of your dead loved ones. What is there left to fight with?”
Ch’iu Yung’fu’s eyes were shot through with red veins; his normally dark, healthy complexion looked a little
haggard. He gazed contemplatively at Bonshi. When he finally spoke, it was in a clear, measured voice, each
word being pressed out from behind clenched teeth.
“We’ll keep up the fight! We’ve got to fight it out to the end!”
“Fight it out to the end?” Bonshi was astonished. “But there’s no one left.”
“It’s OK to take the money, but we’ll still fight on. Why shouldn’t the families take the money? Everyone has
to eat after all.” With clenched fists, he continued,
“If we don’t fight now we’ll never see better days, company bosses will forever tyrannize us. The courts have
begun an investigation now. Small wonder the boss is running scared. If we win just this once, we will set a
precedent, things will be a lot easier.”
*
For the past several days Ch’iu-lan had been just a burnt-out shell. From morning till night she stood by the
window gazing vacantly out to sea. Her face grew visibly emaciated, her eyes were sunk into black sockets.
Grandma Chin and her in-law kept a close eye on Ch’iu-lan. Afraid that she might try to kill herself in a
moment of despair, Ch’iu-lan’s mother didn’t dare go back home, and Grandma Chin didn’t dare leave the house.
“Ch’iu-lan, you should listen to what our mother has to say. You’ve got to think of Chia-hsiung and Yü-chiao.
They are still so young. If something should happen to you, what would they do?” Grandma Chin said, with tears
welling in her eyes.
“Ch’iu-lan, think this thing through. You’re my only daughter …” Before she could finish, she broke down and
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sobbed.
Every time Ch’iu-lan heard Wan-fu’s name, her face would twitch with contortion. She would bite her lower
lip, struggling to restrain her tears. But in the end she would give up the struggle, and tears would stream down
her face.
The two old women were even more apprehensive at night. They strained their ears for the slightest sound.
They would wait until all had quieted down in Ch’iu-lan’s room. Then they would tip-toe over and peek in to
make sure Ch’iu-lan had fallen asleep. Only then could the two old women lay down their groggy heads.
As Ch’iu-lan lay on her bed every night, images of Wan-fu kept surfacing vividly in her mind. It was as if he
had come home. She could hear him talking to her, see him puttering around the room. She would then doubt her
own senses. Events of the past tow weeks did not seem real to her, as if she’d teen in a dream. But then she could
clearly see her own mother in the house and hear her mother talking. If the whole thing weren’t true, surely her
mother wouldn’t have come all the way from Kaohsiung to say these things to her.
At this realization, Ch’iu-lan could no longer suppress the flow of tears. She would wait until the two old
women in the next room had fallen asleep, then she would get out of bed and, silent as a ghost, she would drift out
to the living room There she would stand by the window and gaze obliviously at the murky sea, just as she had
always done when Wan-fu went out to sea. She had always stood here to see him off, now she was standing here
to welcome him home.
The candle on the altar table had almost burnt itself out. Only a tiny flame was left flickering in the wind,
turning shadows on the wall into many dancing ghosts.
As she gazed at the hazy beam from the lighthouse that cut through the blackness, scenes of days with Wan-fu
floated into her mind. She thought of the days yet to come, of the family with four mouths to feed, their food and
clothing, the children’s education, and numerous other foreseeable and unforeseeable difficulties. All these
responsibilities would fall on her shoulders from here on. These burdens would be hers alone. Pain and apprehendsion bored into he heart as if an army of ants were gnawing steadily away inside her chest. She understood
now why Ch’iu Yung-fu was determined to fight the company to the end; it wasn’t just the matter of one human
life, it involved the fate of an entire family! Two streams of tears flowed steadily down her cheeks.
7
“Chyang! Tongkwang!” “Chyang! Tongkwang!”
These tragic jarring notes of gong and drum, intermixed with a crowd’s clamor, broke the midday silence.
Grandma Chin had been hanging out laundry under the hot sun. Startled, she looked up and saw people
approaching from around the bend, carrying a coffin. Behind the pallbearers was a gong-band. A woman dressed
in hemp funeral clothing, leading several children, followed behind the band. A crowd of people brought up the
rear. “Chyang! Tongkwang!” The gongs and drums sounded all along the road, as the procession approached the
Fishermen’s Union building.
“Someone must have died and they’re having a funeral,” thought Grandma Chin. “But I haven’t heard of
anybody dying in the past few days.”
She couldn’t take her eyes away from the procession. In a short while the procession reached the front entrance
of the Ch’ing Ch’ang Fishing company. The pallbearers suddenly came to a stand-still. The people bringing u the
rear circled around. The gong band intensified its earth-shattering
“Chyang! Tongkwang! Chyang! Tongkwang!”
“Good Lord, what are they up to?” Grandma Chin was baffled. Just then, her in-law came out of the house and
stood by Grandma Chin, watching.
“What’s going on?” she asked.
“I don’t know. They’re carrying a coffin, but it doesn’t look like a funeral procession.
After a few moments, they saw, to their puzzlement, the pallbearers walk through the doorway into the office
of the Ch’ing Ch’ang Fishing Company. A crowd pushing in from all directions soon blocked the road. Gradually
a long line of cars formed, extending back in both directions.
“What are they up to?”
As Grandma Chin stood there puzzled, she suddenly saw Chia-hsiung come charging up the steps carrying his
bookbag, shouting,
“Granny! Granny!”
“Good Lord! Chia-hsiung. Slow down. What are you trying to prove running so fast?” Grandma Chin scolded
in a voice that betrayed her affection.
Chia-hsiung stopped in front of Grandma Chin. Huffing and puffing, he tried to catch his breath and talk at the
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same time.
“Granny … Uncle, Uncle Yung-fu … he’s leading a bunch of people … carrying a coffin … to the fishing
company.”
“Really? That’s incredible! Good Lord! Yung-fu.” Grandma Chin looked at Chia-hsiung wide-eyed and
mumbled to herself as if in disbelief.
“It’s true! It’s true! I’m not lying,” Chia-hsiung continued excitedly.
“They say K’un-cheng’s dad’s body is in the coffin. Someone found it on the beach!” As he spoke, Chiahsiung slung off his bookbag and handed it to Grandma Chin.
“I’m going back to watch. Uncle Yung-fu is getting really tough. He’s shouting for Lin to come out if he’s got
any guts. I’m going down to watch. Man! Uncle Yung-fu’s really tough.”
Chia-hsiung flew down the steps. As he ran down the street, Grandma Chin could hear him yelling the curses
he had picked up from the men,
“Lin, you shit-eating scum. You ingrate cur! Damn you! come out and look if you have any conscience. Damn
you! tell your boss to get his ass out here and look!”
Grandma Chin suddenly felt a fire flaring up in her chest. She trembled violently as if an electric current had
just coursed through her entire body. Hot tears sprang to her eyes.
“That’s right! We’ve got to fight like this, or else we fishermen will always be treated like dirt. Only 30,000
yuan for a human life and the fate of a whole family. It’s inhuman, it’s downright inhuman!” In a voice trembling
uncontrollably she turned to the house an called out,
“Ch’iu-lan, Ch’iu-lan.”
She found Ch’iu-lan standing by the window, watching the commotion in the street. Tears were already
coursing down her face.
41.49 1. A Lover’s Ear 2. Empty Seat 3. Cat 4. Not Seen: Tales Of Taipei\fn{by Yuan Qiong-qiong or Yüan Ch’iungch’iung aka Zhu Ling (1950- )} Taiwan (F) 4
1
He noticed that she carried an earpick in her purse. She told him that her ears itched from time to time, and she
carried it with her so she could clean them whenever she felt like it.
He asked if she would mind cleaning his ears for him. They also itched from time to time.
They had strong feelings for each other by then, and had already done lots of things. Cleaning one another’s
ears had not been one of them.
In fact, she had used her earpick only on herself, never to clean anyone else’s ears. She had felt that cleaning
someone else’s ears was the height of intimacy—except, of course, when it was done professionally. Her mother
had been the only other person ever to clean her ears. It seemed to her that if a relationship was lacking in passion
or in trust, there was little chance that one person would clean the other’s ears.
She giggled nervously.
“Now?” she asked.
They had agreed to meet somewhere else this time, an open, well-lighted place with lots of people, someplace
public. She had insisted on it. She had told him she didn’t want to go to his place or to her place this time. There
was so much passion in their relationship at that point that whenever they were alone they fell immediately into
each other’s arms. That left them no time to do anything else.
He smiled back and took her hand. Holding it tightly, he looked her in the eye and said softly and a little
conspiratorially:
“Yes, now.”
The same tone of voice he used when he wanted to do it. He would say:
“I’m putting it in.”
For some strange reason she blushed. Two women at the next table were talking about a man. No more than
three paces separated the tables, so every word they said came through as clear as a bell.
He was sitting across from her, but it was a small table. She told him to lay his head down on the table, right
side facing up. His head was so large it took up nearly half the tabletop. That made it easy for her. She could see
all the way down into his ear canal. He had fleshy ears and a wide opening to his ear canal. Strange how you
could know everything about someone you were in love with, how you could see their most private parts, yet
surprisingly never really notice their ears. Since the light was fairly weak, everything looked a little fuzzy. She
asked if she was hurting him.
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“No,” he said.
When she had finished with the right ear, he turned his head to the other side. Neither spoke while she was
cleaning his ear, so they could hear every word spoken at the next table. One of the women was saying to the
other:
“What in the world could have happened? With all that love, I just don’t understand it.”
They were discussing a relationship that had gone sour for no apparent reason. She was concentrating so hard
on cleaning his left ear that her eyes began to blur; just then her hand slipped.
“Ouch!” he complained tenderly, as though the pain itself were an expression of love.
“Oops,” she blurted out. “I’m sorry.”
Drops of blood oozed from the inside wall of his ear. She didn’t have the nerve to tell him.
“I’m not going to do it anymore,” was all she said.
He sat up and felt around in his ear with his pinky, his eyes narrowing as he savored the feeling. Then he gave
her a wicked little look and said:
“That was sort of like putting it in, wasn’t it?”
They broke up not long after that. Their breakup was accompanied by a very unpleasant scene. lt took her a
long, long time to get over her feelings of loathing for him and pity for herself. Her only reaction to the news that
he had gotten married was indifference—not a trace of emotion. He had become totally irrelevant to her life.
From now on, she reflected, his wife can clean his ears for him. Inexplicably, this thought saddened her—she
suddenly felt very, very sad.
2
He heard somebody sobbing.
It was the woman sitting next to him.
At first he hadn’t noticed. He’d simply spotted the empty seat when he boarded the bus and sat down in it. But
once he was settled in he heard a strange sound like an imperfection in a machine wheel. Click click click click,
rhythmic, constant. Hard to tell what it was, what with the bus noises and all, but after a while he identified it. The
woman next to him was sobbing.
He turned just enough to sneak a look. She wasn’t trying to cause a scene or anything, since she had buried her
face in her hands to stifle the sound. But she couldn’t hide the depth of her sorrow, no matter what she did. Her
shoulders were heaving, yet the way she was being bounced around by the bus made it look kind of silly.
What in the world could cause such unhappiness? He faced forward and instinctively leaned away from the
woman. He didn’t want people to think he had anything to do with her. But he had to hold on to the seat in front to
keep his balance, and even then he rocked a little.
He glanced at his fellow passengers. A college boy in the aisle nearby was staring at him, but looked away
when he realized he was being watched. Too obvious. No doubt what he was thinking.
He glared, wanting to catch his eye one more time to let him know he had absolutely nothing to do with the
woman. But the college boy not only looked away nonchalantly, he even turned his back on him.
No one else paid him any attention. She kept sobbing. Impossible to tell how long she’d been at it, but she’d
begun long before he sat down. If anything it was worse now, and louder. The other passengers would have to be
deaf not to hear it.
Some were already glancing his way. The person in the seat in front turned to look, then quickly faced front
again without showing any emotion.
He crinkled his brow to show how disgusted he was, yet even that didn’t prove he had nothing to do with the
woman. A couple of indecisive seconds later he slid over until he was more off the seat than on.
She was still sobbing. Nearly in convulsions by now. Why did she have to cry on a bus, of all places? He
looked at her again. She was pouring her grief into her hands. You’d think she was the only person on the bus.
He returned one of the passenger’s stares. The man shrank back. But he wasn’t the only one. Strange how they
were more interested in him than in her. He wasn’t crying, why gawk at him?
Of course! He should have known there was something peculiar about an empty seat on a crowded bus. No
wonder.
With a show of insouciance he got up and mingled with the passengers in the aisle, stopping in front of the
college boy, who smiled, as if to say, I know what you mean. Of course! The college boy had vacated the seat
before he got on.
The bus pulled up to a stop. He and the college boy watched one of the new passengers take the seat.
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3
“My cat, if I’m around, so is he. I have only him, and he has only me.”
That’s the way she always talked, her voice low, with a lethargic drawl and an affected languor. Even with his
back to her he could easily picture her expression: head raised, face framed in black shoulder-length hair, eyelids
drooping slightly. She was saying:
“All by myself … live in such … a big house. Except for … my cat, that is.”
Soft and purry. She breathed a long sigh.
“Ah, my Blue.”
Her cat was always called “Blue.” Who knows which generation of Blue this was. He had once been so
captivated by the throaty, clipped way she spoke that his heart nearly melted. The man talking to her now was
more or less the same: guarded, respectful, in a husky voice he felt made him dignified.
“Me, I’ve never liked cats. They’re … too much like women.”
“Oh?”
She responded, teasing, surprised, the sound trailing off into the air.
“Me, too.”
He didn’t have the patience to listen anymore, so he walked over to a corner of the room, keeping his back to
her until he got there. When he turned around, she looked just as he had pictured her. Still beautiful, the petite,
slim figure of a classic fragile beauty. She was having a one-woman art show, and everyone knew that her
physical beauty was half the reason her paintings were causing such a sensation.
The man was young, no more than twenty-five. Young and innocent. He probably knew nothing about cats and
nothing about women.
They had lived together for a while. Never much of a pet fancier, he had somehow gotten along with Blue just
fine. It was a plump, furry little thing, so in the winter he’d put it on his lap to stay warm. Eventually Blue came
to like him so much she got jealous. She had said the cat acted as though it were his.
She turned around while she was talking and spotted him. Fixing her eyes on him from way across the room,
she smiled fetchingly. Up to her old tricks. He was unhappy with himself for still finding her irresistible. She
walked up and said:
“You never come … my house.”
That same old seductive purr.
“All alone. Still.”
A string of high-pitched titters followed.
Instead of responding, he just smiled politely. A moment later he asked:
“How’s Blue?”
“Ah.”
Her eyes brightened.
“This time, it’s … Siamese. Really blue. Its eyes.”
She truly seemed to have forgotten. How strange.
He could never forget. When he came home that day, Blue was lying dead on his table, a wire coiled three
times around its neck. No one would ever believe that those hands gesturing in front of him, so tiny, so delicate,
held such strength.
“I see!” He was at a loss for words.
She was calmly talking about her current cat. He observed the artless, contented look on her face.
He guessed he didn’t understand women either.
4
Drenched when he walked into the house, he left a trail of water all the way to the kitchen as he went looking
for Mama. She wasn’t there, so he went into the bathroom to shower off. He had just come back from swimming.
He looked at himself in the bathroom mirror. His freckles were nearly popping out, and his hair looked like a
clump of kelp stacked up on his head. His face was white as a ghost, all except for his lips, which were purple. As
he stared at his reflection he had the strange sensation that he was gazing at the face of a drowned person. The
skin seemed gray, sort of translucent—almost metallic. Maybe it was all a result of psychological, not physiological, factors—in a word, fright.
He had come very close to drowning in the swimming pool.
Having only recently learned how to swim, today was his first venture out to the deep end. The first two laps,
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using the Australian crawl, went off without a hitch. It was about six o’clock in the evening, and though there was
still plenty of light, the sun’s rays were getting weak. The pool was crowded. Off to his left a young fellow was
teaching his girlfriend how to swim, while to the right of him a kid was floating on his back, paddling back and
forth along the edge of the pool. Three lifeguards sat up in their chairs; people poolside were talking among
themselves. The shallow end was packed, mainly with families—parents and their children. Most of the people at
the deep end were swimming alone, like him.
The buoyant water gently supported him as he held on to the trough at the edge of the pool. He felt very
relaxed, and his success the first two times had filled him with confidence. He started his kick, took a breath, and
put his head under the water. Then he began his stroke.
He could no longer recall what happened then—how the situation could have changed so fast puzzled him. All
he knew was that suddenly he needed air, but he didn’t know how to float to the surface or sink to the bottom
where he could push off—all around him nothing but water, like a wall enclosing him within, no matter where he
turned. It was a pliant, flowing wall: it yielded when he struck it with his hand or foot, yet it was still there in front
of him. He kicked frantically—nothing but water. It assailed his nose and his mouth—he swallowed some.
He opened his eyes. The water was transparent, with a trace of blue. He didn’t know which way was up.
Thrusting his arms above his head to claw at the water, when he sensed he had broken the surface he yelled
HELP! but the sound died on his lips as he slipped below the surface again, leaving a trail of bubbles.
Was this how he was going to die? He was surprised to note how clear his head was at that moment. Glug glug,
he swallowed more water. It was all so incredible: the kid floating on his back, the lifeguards, the fellow who had
brought his girlfriend to the pool—they were all so near, could they possibly not see him? He was suspended in
the water right in front of them, his eyes wide open. His thrashing caused tiny waves on the surface of the water in
front of him, a little like floating gossamer. Was this how he was going to die? It seemed so strange, so very
strange. He was sinking to the bottom—he swallowed more water. Everyone said drowning was a fast way to go
—it only took a few moments. He suddenly regretted not having worn his waterproof watch. But what if he had?
What was he going to do, time himself?
He sank slowly to the bottom. When he touched the bottom his swimming ability was restored immediately.
He pushed off with his legs and shot upward; as he broke the surface he gulped down the dry air. He was alive.
He looked at his face in the bathroom mirror. A while ago, while he was drowning, he hadn’t been afraid—the
thought hadn’t occurred to him. But now he was quaking with fright. He had come that close to dying, it would
have been so easy.
He heard a door open—it must be Mama. He heard it slam shut. Then the stern voice of his mother:
“Now look what you’ve done!”
Tap tap tap, her footsteps stopped at the bathroom door.
“When are you going to grow up? Do you know how much water you’ve tracked into the house?”
Really loud. Normally she’d have jerked the door open and given him hell. Except that now he was seventeen
—a seventeen-year-old son in the bathroom. Four or five years earlier, she wouldn’t have thought twice about
opening the door, but now he was, after all, seventeen.
“Ma.” he called out. His heart was filled with the unspeakable terror of someone who has been snatched from
the jaws of death; he was afraid—truly, desperately afraid.
At the instant he broke the surface he discovered that the world hadn’t changed one bit. The lifeguards were
still sitting in their chairs, the people poolside were still talking, the fellow off to his left was hugging his girlfriend—whatever he was teaching her made her giggle. The kid to the right of him was still paddling back and
forth on his back, slowly, peacefully. The sun was weak, the sky was bright, the surface of the white water that
seemed blue was smooth except for the occasional ripple caused by swimmers.
No one had so much as noticed him.
So close, right in front of their eyes, and not one of them had so much as noticed him,
He opened the bathroom door.
“Ma.” Mama said:
“You may be a big boy now, but all you know how to do is get into trouble.” She glared at him, disgusted.
“Look at that hideous face of yours!”
A scene from the past flashed into his mind: he’d never learned how to ride a bike because he’d fallen on his
first try and Mama had said that was it.
He swallowed. If he told her what had just happened he’d probably never swim again.
Mama slammed the bathroom door behind her, but not before one final comment:
“I wonder if you’ll ever grow up.”
He turned back and looked in the mirror again.
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With anxiety creeping into his heart, he thought back to the peaceful, happy scene at the pool: parents
swimming with their children, the warm rays of the sun, the balmy breezes. He had been fighting for his very life,
and no one had seen him.
What did he have to do to be seen?
As he reflected on the incident at the pool he was suddenly struck by the realization that Mama was like all the
others—she didn’t see him either. Just because he was right in front of her didn’t mean she saw him.
What did he have to do to be seen? Drown, maybe.
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Luchiang,

… Chen heaved a sigh of relief as he left the slaughterhouse. It was still early, only a few minutes past seven in
the morning, but the sun was already blazing down. From force of habit, he started heading straight towards the
red light district in Back Lanes; then as he was nearing the pond, he remembered that he had a new wife waiting
for him at home.
He was still wondering whether to go on anyway as he usually did and sleep with Jin-hua in her snug cocoon
of a bed, when suddenly he remembered the gratifying way his wife had screamed for him the night before, and
turned with a glint in his eye onto the road that led back to the Village.
When he reached home, Lin-shi had evidently just got up. She was combing her hair, leaning against the bed,
with her back to the door. Chen was struck by the darkness and lustre of her hair, which seemed somehow incongruous on such a skinny woman. He stole up on her from behind, fondled her hair for a moment, then seized a
handful of it and yanked it viciously. She shrieked and fell flat on her back, and without further ado Chen
clambered heavily onto the bed and lay on top of her. She stopped screaming when she saw who it was, but when
he started pulling off her things, she realized what she was in for and began to struggle and scream again, which
only aroused Chen all the more.
This time it did not take him very long. He relished her torment, he enjoyed having the woman howling
helplessly under him and screwed up his puffy sunken little eyes in a nasty laugh.
When he came, there wasn’t much there. But the instant of ejaculation rid him of the bloated feeling in his
stomach, which had made his palms so clammy and shaky since the early morning. He felt an enormous sense of
relief and exhaustion, and immediately fell asleep.
Lin-shi had an excruciating pain in her groin. She got up and felt around with her hand, and found blood all
over it. The dirty brown bedstead had dark round patches of congealed blood on it, and amid the bloodstains she
was shocked to see Chen’s long shiny butcher’s knife, which he must have dropped when he got onto the bed.
Lin-shi crept to the other side of the bed, to be as far away from the knife as possible. She could still feel the
blood trickling from her crutch, and did not pull up her pants for fear of staining them. This time she had a feeling
she would die.
It was noon when she woke again. The sun was shining brightly into her eyes through the one small window,
and against its light she could see a figure standing by the bed, holding out a large bowl of food. She reached
instinctively for it, and recognized the figure as Chen.
The bowl only contained the leftovers from the wedding feast the night before, but there was fish and meat,
and Lin-shi was ravenous and ate the heartiest meal of her life. When she finished she noticed Chen staring at her
with rather a strange expression on his face. She looked down at herself and saw that she was almost naked. Her
pants were down around her ankles. She had eaten the whole meal in this state. Terrified that Chen was going to
assault her again, and shocked by her own nakedness, she quickly pulled up her pants and sat up on the bed. She
didn’t dare stand.
Chen took one more look at her, then strode out, announcing that he would be back later …
*
Chen came back later than usual that evening. There was a dark look on his face as he walked through the
door, and he started drinking straightaway, yelling at Lin-shi for some food to go with the drink.
Lin-shi answered fearfully that there was nothing left. She was afraid of getting another beating, but Chen was
already too drunk.
“Fetch me a pig’s trotter then, and chop it up,” he commanded her without a second thought.
A huge wave of terror engulfed Lin-shi.
“But they’ve been offered as a sacrifice to the hanged ghosts!” she stammered.
“Ghosts—bullshit!” Chen waved his hand. “I’m not a spineless fisherman. I don’t believe in all that crap.”
Lin-shi hesitated.
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“Look how many hogs I’ve slaughtered! And nothing’s happened to me!” Chen boasted with a sneer. He was
talking half to himself. “Let the ghosts come and get me. Let them do their worst!”
Chen’s bravado seemed to lend Lin-shi a little courage. She fetched a pig’s trotter as he had ordered her, and
started cutting it up. The skin was cooked, but the inside was still dripping with blood. It was dark and thick, it
reminded her of the blood in her dream, the blood that would flow from the seven orifices of the body. Another
wave of ominous fear swept over her.
She boiled the pieces, then took them out one by one and put them in a big bowl, her stomach heaving all the
while. She looked away and set the bowl on the table. She refused to touch any of the food herself, but Chen
started chewing noisily. He was puzzled that Linshi had not even picked up her chopsticks.
“You’re a great one for sneaking a bit of meat,” he taunted her. “You’re not usually so picky, in fact. How
come you’re holding back today? Don’t you want any?”
Lin-shi would not answer, and still refused to eat. Chen tried everything he could to persuade her to eat, but to
no avail. Suddenly he flared up and started pounding the table, setting the plates clattering.
“Eat!” he threatened her, “or I’ll beat you!”
Lin-shi picked up a piece in her chopsticks and put it into her mouth. It didn’t taste of much. She chewed it and
felt a glutinous substance fill her mouth. It didn’t taste anything like as good as she had imagined, in fact it was
mostly skin and sinew and fat, and it was tough and tasted like old fish skin. She swallowed her second mouthful
down in one gulp, without even chewing it.
Chen found the concentrated frown on her face while she was eating highly amusing. He laughed hilariously
and dumped more in her bowl. She struggled on piece by piece. Luckily the end of the trotter was mostly bone,
and she was soon able to finish it.
Chen became more and more excited as he watched her. He stumbled drunkenly into the kitchen and took a big
chunk from near the fleshy end of one of the trotters. He threw it at Linshi and barked:
“Eat it, eat it—go on! See how generous I am! I’m letting my woman eat a whole trotter!”
Only the skin was cooked. The meat was still rare, dripping with blood at the centre. Lin-shi looked at the great
bloody hunk of meat that Chen was putting in her hand and started vomiting. She brought up all the meat she had
just swallowed, and went on retching until she had nothing more to throw up but bile.
The vomiting left her weak and out of breath. That night she tossed and turned in bed, haunted by strange
fragmentary dreams. She would wake up in horror, only to find that she had already forgotten the content of the
dream. She heard the faint crow of a rooster in the darkness outside, and fell into a deep sleep.
Not long afterwards she felt someone pulling down her pants. She was so tired, and had no desire to wake up.
“I’m having my period,” she mumbled.
She was immediately thumped twice. She opened her eyes in shock, and heard Chen sneering:
“Don’t try fooling me with that again. I won’t fall for it this time.”
“But this time it’s true,” she argued feebly.
In the darkness Chen gave an unpleasant laugh. He soon had his way with her. This time he did not hit her, nor
was he especially violent about it, but he kept on for a very long time. Lin-shi lay there on the bed, seized with the
fear that this time he would surely kill her. He had never before assaulted her like this when she was having her
period. She was in such pain she could only cry and groan. The pitch darkness outside the window began to
lighten. When Chen got off her, in the first light of dawn he saw that his member was smeared with dark blood,
and noticed the rusty brown clots of blood in the woman’s crutch and on the bed …
*
Dawn was already breaking mistily in the sky when Chen finally showed up at the slaughterhouse. He didn’t
stop to change into his rubber boots, but walked straight up to the first stand, amidst the jaunts and jeers of his
mates, and before anyone knew what was happening, four or five hundred catties of hog let out a long, desperate
squeal, and the beast started convulsing.
The instant Chen withdrew his hand, the pig’s head flopped to one side and a column of blood thick as a ricebowl spurted into the air. It did not rise very high, seven or eight inches, but a massive amount of it came frothing
out. A woman was standing ready with a receptacle, but some of the blood was still spilled and splashed onto the
stand, as the howling pig put up its desperate last struggle. A minute or two later, when the blood had mostly
drained away, and the squealing and struggling had died down, the assistants lifted the pig up and heaved it from
the stand and down onto the ground. The beast still twitched and blood still continued to flow from the opening in
its throat, staining the entire surrounding area scarlet.
This had always been Chen’s big moment. When he retracted the knife and the blood came, he had a sense of
climax, it was as if a warm stream from within his own body had been somehow transformed into thick white
semen and was being ejaculated, pumping itself into the darkest and deepest recesses of a woman. The gushing
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blood was his orgasm.
But that morning Chen could not help associating the blood spewing from the pig with the brownish clots of
blood on his marital bed. He was trembling with some obscure fury, some chilly sense of apprehension. Menstrual
blood was widely believed to bring a man bad luck, and Chen was particularly sensitive about this superstition,
since he himself dealt in blood as part of his profession. It had definitely been a bad omen.
Chen cursed himself silently. Somehow he couldn’t forgive himself for having been so careless, and kept
muttering:
“How could I be so fucking stupid!”
They were in a hurry to get the carcasses ready, so Chen went to the small room to help chop off the heads. He
was severing a big meaty one straight through the joint at the neck, when suddenly he turned to the little middleaged man standing beside him:
“Flatty, this head’s yours, isn’t it? Have you sold it already?”
Flatty shook his head.
“Then can I have it?” asked Chen.
“O.K. Normal price.” Flatty slapped Chen on the shoulder. “I should really be asking more today. It’s Ghost
Festival and all that. You can use the head for one of the three main offerings.”
Chen tied a length of cord securely through the pig’s mouth and left the slaughterhouse with the head swinging
back and forth. The sun was already high in the cloudless midsummer sky, blazing down, burnishing the paddyfields by the slaughterhouse, where the rice was already beginning to ripen. A light breeze stole across the open
fields, soft and warm.
It was going to be another hot, humid day. As Chen walked down the small path, the bamboo leaves stirred in
the breeze. He couldn’t decide where to go, and stopped and leaned against a bamboo stem, thick as a rice-bowl.
Where could he go at this hour of the day? Where else except home? And at home there was only Lin-shi and that
long face of hers, that shifty look in her eyes, that panicky expression. The very thought of her made him sick.
Then a better idea came sneaking back into his mind: Jin-hua, and the bed he’d been keeping warm through the
night.
Jin-hua’s place was in Back Lanes, about ten minutes away by a path that meandered through the paddy-fields.
Back Lanes was nothing more than a street behind one of the main thoroughfares. It had ten or so houses on either
side, mostly low wooden buildings, and one two-storied nineteenth-century structure, which rejoiced in the name
of Pleasure Terrace. The trips paid to the Terrace by men-of-letters and men-of-taste, and the high-class courtesans
that they patronized, had once been the talk of the town.
But to Chen, that kind of thing was totally without interest. Whatever glamour or glory may once have
attached to the Terrace, it was nothing compared to the pleasure of having a good wench pinned beneath him with
her legs spread open—a pleasure further enhanced of course if the wench in question could scream and howl with
a satisfactory degree of abandon. In his opinion, the young things at Pleasure Terrace knew nothing.
Chen’s haunt was Venus Court, and in particular he enjoyed the delights of Jin-hua and her warm bed. His
colleagues in the slaughtering trade used to tease him and say that he had found in her a true mother-figure,
someone to suckle him. But years had passed, and he still kept coming back to Jin-hua. In the end it became
common knowledge among the women of Back Lanes that what Chen really loved about Jin-hua was her lewd
way of screaming.
At Venus Court the old two-panelled; wooden door was still shut. Chen waited for a while. When there was no
answer to his knocking, he began to grow impatient. He raised his hand and was about to pound again, when the
door opened with a creak. He stepped forward.
The bright summer sunlight could not penetrate the intense darkness of the interior. Chen dimly distinguished
the outline of a woman’s body with a shirt thrown over her shoulders. Then the woman opened the door fully with
her hand, exposing to the light two huge breasts that dangled down to her navel. He knew immediately that it was
Jin-hua.
“It’s me, Jin-hua,” he said hastily.
He stepped into the house, reached at once for the huge breasts and began fondling them and squeezing them.
The woman stood there casually, neither advancing nor retreating. When Chen finally let go, she led the way to
her room.
She turned on the dim light. It was rather a small room, about six or seven feet wide, with a wooden bed and a
bamboo chair. On the bed was a white cover with a red turnover: the cover was soiled, greyish, with several
darker stains here and there. The woman stepped onto the bed, throwing off her shirt as she did so, lay down on
her back and pulled the cover up over her belly. She spoke slowly and calmly:
“It’s nice to sleep with nothing on in the summer. But it’s easy to catch cold.”
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Her voice was low and coarse. She spoke with a strong local accent, and many of her words ended in a rising
intonation.
Chen hung the carefully tied pig’s head securely to a nail on the wall. Then he threw off all his clothes,
exposing his fat hairy body, and jumped onto the bed next to Jin-hua, covering his lower limbs with a corner of
the sheet.
When Chen was settled, the woman continued:
“You haven’t come here for a long time.”
She paused and then went on in a monotone:
“Now that you’ve got a woman at home, you won’t be coming any more.”
Chen did not answer, but turned the woman onto her side to face him. He buried his face between her huge
breasts and took a few deep breaths. He had roused her from sleep, and a noctural warmth and sweetness lingered
on her body and in the bed.
“I’m going to sleep now,” he said, pillowing his head on her breasts.
And indeed he fell asleep immediately.
*
The woman lay quietly on her side with her eyes open. She had a broad, flat face, large eyes, thick lips. At first
glance she looked stupid, but there was a certain lazy sweetness about her, perhaps a natural product of her
occupation. She had a strong body, the body of a laboring country woman, and her hands were big and rough. The
onset of middle age and all her years of easy living had made her body flabby, but it still had the underlying
firmness and strength of a peasant woman. She looked relaxed and her skin was still brown from the sun. Her
whole body was like a paddy-field flooded with water after the autumn harvest.
She lay there with her eyes wide open. After a while, when she saw that Chen was sleeping heavily and would
not wake up for a while, she too closed her eyes and listened to the quiet morning sounds that drifted in from
Back Lanes. The early hawkers’ cries could be heard in the distance. Inside the room it was stuffy and warm. She
soon fell asleep and began to snore softly.
Some time later, she felt Chen moving at her breast. She was half asleep and thinking that he wanted her,
turned over onto her back and instinctively spread her legs apart. But Chen did not make another move. Instead he
said in a friendly tone:
“Had a good sleep. Made up for a few bad nights.”
Jin-hua did not open her eyes or speak, but remained in the same posture.
“Don’t you want it?” she asked, when she noticed that Chen was still making no move.
“I fucked my woman this morning and got her period all over me.”
“You’re so impatient,” she chuckled. “Of course, it’s not all your fault. Folks say your woman is quite
something, the way she gets so excited each time and can’t stop screaming. They can hear her a mile away!”
“She still can’t scream the way you do.” Chen leaned his face good-humouredly against hers.
“But with me it’s just play-acting.” Jin-hua laughed heartily, showing her healthy white teeth.
“You haven’t come for such a long time, I’m out of practice. Perhaps I won’t be able to do it for you any
more.”
“Silly woman,” he said softly.
They lay side by side. Intermittent hawkers’ cries could be heard: a high-pitched old man’s voice indistinctly
crying, “Bean-curd-cream … almond-tea,” pitchless and slow.
As he passed by, the people next door began to talk. Chen and Jin-hua heard a door being opened and things
being moved around. Chen yawned, stretched and sat up.
“I’ve got to go.”
Jin-hua hurried up too, and handed him his clothes from the bamboo chair. Chen put on his fluffy black
trousers and his blue jacket. He left the jacket unbuttoned, with his pot belly protruding.
The sun was rising higher and higher in the sky, and it was growing humid in the room. Jin-hua did not even
put on her shirt this time, but stood there naked without a trace of make-up on her face, her legs apart, her belly
sticking out slightly, like a tired, gigantic country woman.
Chen went out. The bright sunshine on the stone paving hurt his eyes. He squinted and cursed.
“Fuck!”
He stumbled off with the pig’s head dangling from its cord. He knew his way out of Back Lanes with his eyes
closed.
At home, Lin-shi was lying on the bed, her skinny little body all curled up. She was dressed in gray, and
looked like a heap of rags. The only touch of color was provided by her bruised cheeks. She looked terrified, and
in considerable pain.
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Lunch was set neatly on the table. Chen sat down to eat without paying her the slightest attention. …
41.55 Floating Leaf\fn{by Xiao Sa or Hsiao Sa aka Xiao Qing-yu (19535

)} Taipei,

Northern Taiwan Region, Taiwan (F)

She ordered coffee.
I brought her coffee. I’d seen lots of girls like her. They’d sometimes sit there for two or three hours. The lucky
ones got a customer early on, but there were plenty, like this one, who’d spend the whole night there without a
nibble.
Since it was a tourist hotel, the coffee shop stayed open twenty-four hours a day. But after midnight it was
reserved for guests of the hotel. Customers off the street were usually gone by eleven thirty. Having finished what
was probably her last cigarette, she looked up with a frown. She forced a smile when she noticed that I was
looking at her.
I walked over and filled her empty water glass nearly to the top.
“Do you still have coffee?”
She stretched. A funny way to ask, but in this line of work a day never goes by without an unusual customer or
two. I poured her a refill. She added cream, but no sugar, then drank half of it in one gulp.
It wasn’t her looks that caught my attention; she was, in fact, as skinny as a rail and had jutting cheekbones.
But I had a persistent feeling that she might be just right for me. And I doubted she’d say no.
I told her to wait for me downstairs next to the bar. After giving me an indifferent look, she smoothed her
short, thin hair, stood up and paid her bill.
My shift was over at midnight. I changed out of the black undertaker’s suit that was my uniform and took off
my tie. What a relief. I felt like a human being again.
She didn’t disappoint me. There she was, sitting in one of the lobby armchairs, her legs crossed, a look of
indifference on her face as she smoked a cigarette. A freshly opened pack of Long Life cigarettes lay on the table
beside her.
“What’s your name?” I asked as we sat in the stuffy taxi.
“Xiao Ye.”
“What?”
“You know, ‘little leaf.’”
She flapped her hand like a floating leaf.
“Oh.” I understood.
“Mine’s Liu Zhi-yuan.”
“Umm.”
She responded casually, indifferently. It was dark out, and we were sitting next to each other, so I couldn’t see
her face. But I could imagine her eyes, made larger by her gaunt face, blinking lazily.
I rented a second-story apartment together with Tang Ni. He was in the movie business. An assistant to a
director. I’d heard there was a late-night filming that night. Naturally, the older woman he’d been seeing lately
wouldn’t be home, either.
The room was cold and dark. I turned on the light and told her to take a seat. But she asked to go to the
bathroom, so I showed her where it was. She said she wanted to take a shower. I turned on the water heater, then
took some bread, ham, and beer out of the refrigerator. I sat down to eat.
She came out of the bathroom and walked up to me. I could smell the subtle aroma of soap. The sight of her
perked me up, so I tossed down the half-eaten sandwich and went in to wash up.
She was a quiet woman. I don’t think I’d ever known anyone who spoke less than she. And very professional.
Expert skills. I considered the thousand yuan well spent.
“Can we be friends?” I asked as she took the crumpled, folded-over bills from me.
She shrugged her shoulders and casually dropped the money into the little round handbag draped over her
shoulder. Like it made no difference to her.
“How about something to eat before you go?”
There was half a carton of milk in the refrigerator. I poured two glasses.
“I’m out of bread. All I have left is some ham.”
The ham came from the hotel a big slice of it. We sat across from each other as we ate. When we finished I
looked at my watch. A little past eleven. That takes care of lunch. I saw her to the door. She walked down the
stairs without a backward glance.
The next night she showed up just as I was getting off work. She stood in the doorway until she was sure I saw
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her, then turned and walked downstairs to the lobby to wait for me.
On the way home I told her I didn’t have enough money. She shrugged her shoulders without saying a word.
It was even better than the first night, because I sensed that our relationship had already undergone a change.
Sounds of laughter and the clinking of dishes woke us up in the middle of the night. The noise startled Xiao
Yet whose panic-filled eyes were fixed on the light streaming in through the door. I told her it was only Tang Ni
and Lili. We went back to sleep, not waking up again until the morning sunlight filtered in through the thin
window curtain.
“I’m off today,” I told her.
She didn’t say anything, but didn’t seem to be in any hurry to leave.
It was nearly noon when Tang Ni and Lili came out of their room. A few brief glances served as a greeting.
Tang Ni walked into the kitchen but came out empty-handed. He suggested that we all go out for something to eat.
Lili was sitting in an armchair with her legs curled up in front of her.
“I don’t feel like eating,” she said as she trimmed her toenails. Her toes were dry and scaly, lifeless. But her
nails were painted blood-red.
The three of us went out for some beef noodles. Tang Ni bought a fried chicken drumstick for Lili.
At noon we turned on the TV and sat around listlessly watching the news in black and white. Lili was still
sitting in the armchair with her legs curled in front of her as she gnawed on the greasy drumstick. Traces of
lipstick showed in the spots where she’d bitten off the fried batter.
I turned and looked at Xiao Ye, who hadn’t put on any makeup that morning. Her gaunt, waxen face didn’t
seem any bigger than the palm of my hand. Her large eyes were lackluster. She had a thin nose and thin lips. I
looked very closely, but found nothing interesting in her face.
“You live alone?” I asked her offhandedly.
“Umm.” Her eyes were glued to the TV commercial for cough medicine.
“Move in with me,” I said.
She shrugged her shoulders without taking her eyes off the TV.
Xiao Ye moved in two days later. All she brought with her were a small suitcase and an airline bag. I made it
clear that living together carried no special responsibilities or privileges. We lived our own lives and stayed out of
each other’s way.
But a problem arose before a week had passed. Annoyed by her always coming home late at night, I began to
grill her repeatedly. When her patience ran out she’d say vaguely:
“Then I won’t go out tomorrow.”
But she’d go out anyway, not getting home until long after my night shift was over. This made me very
unhappy.
“If you’re going to keep this up,” I told her, “you might as well move out.”
No response.
I knew the risk involved. She might take me at my word. But she didn’t, fortunately.
As I was getting ready to go out the following noon, she sat on the edge of the bed, all huddled up and looking
smaller than ever, and said:
“If you give me a little money, I won’t go out anymore … it doesn’t have to be much …”
That was the problem. It was only the middle of the month, and I had four or five hundred, at most, in my
pocket. That wouldn’t be enough to get through the rest of the month even if we lived on instant noodles. But I
gave her half, anyway.
I began to learn a little about her. Not much, just a little.
Her mother was married for the second time. After being raped by her stepfather when she was in middle
school, Xiao Ye left home and never went back.
“Don’t you miss your mother?”
“What’s there to miss?” She shook her head. “How can I think of things like that when I don’t even have
enough to eat?”
“How old are you?”
She shrugged her shoulders again.
“Nineteen? No, it must be twenty.”
If that was true, she looked older and more experienced than her years. She had such a “who gives a damn”
attitude that the sky could fall or the earth open up without getting a reaction from her.
Whenever we had the money, Xiao Ye, Tang Ni, Lili, and I went dancing at nightclubs. When we were broke
we stayed home and drank. Since we served cocktails at the coffee shop, there was always plenty of gin and
vodka around the house.
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Lili had no capacity for alcohol, but loved the stuff. A couple of drinks ind she’d stumble around drunkenly
and get on our nerves with a lot of crazy talk. Xiao Ye didn’t drink, but whenever we filled our glasses she’d take
that as an excuse to pop a few pills. Three pills was all it would take for her and Lili, who otherwise hardly spoke
to each other, to dance and sing and laugh together.
I have a watch I bought for four thousand yuan. It’s spent more time in the pawnshop than on my wrist. At
times I would lose my patience and say to Xiao Ye:
“Don’t you have anything of value?”
One day she told me that one of her girlfriends was working in a bar, and she was thinking of getting a job
there. I didn’t object.
“Finding work’s a good idea. You know I don’t make enough for two people to live on. But you have to
remember one thing. Since we’re living together, that makes you my woman, so be sure to leave me some face.”
She kept her head down the whole time; that plus the poor light made it impossible to see her expression. But
that night she cuddled up close to me and made me feel very, very good.
Once Xiao Ye began working at the bar our financial situation took a dramatic turn for the better. With money
to spend, the world became a beautiful place again. Dancing, eating out, shopping, late night snacks … that was
the life.
“There sure are a lot of rich people in Taipei!”
Xiao Ye loved to fondle expensive, useless trinkets.
“Do people really buy these?” she’d comment.
“Of course they do.”
I took the fancy ceramic basket with the import sticker out of her hand and put it back in the showcase.
“Haven’t you noticed what kind of people come and go in my hotel?”
“You mean people spend good money for this?” She pointed at the flower basket I’d put back. “What would
you want to buy something like that for?”
“It’s pretty!”
I bought it for her, very reluctantly. After all, it was her money.
We spent more than we’d counted on, so before the month was out we had to borrow some to get by. The last
thing I expected was that Tang Ni wouldn’t come through. He went into his room to talk it over with Lili, then
walked out rubbing his nose.
“Lili says not until you’ve paid back what you borrowed last time,” he said.
“Get out of here! Since when do you take orders from a woman?”
“That’s not the point,” he said as he walked up and put his hand on my shoulder. “You know I don’t have any
money. She’s the one who’s got it all.”
“Get out of here!”
I brushed him off and walked into the kitchen, where I took down three packages of instant noodles. When
they were ready, Xiao Ye and I carried them into our room and ate them. That was the end of that.
When I got off work that night I went into the kitchen, picked up half a loaf of French bread and several
plastic-wrapped pats of butter, and walked out with them inside my jacket.
Xiao Ye hadn’t come home yet. She was never home until well after midnight. But tonight she was even later
than usual. It was probably four in the morning when I vaguely heard the sound of a key in the door.
I jumped out of bed, oblivious to the cold, and grabbed her skinny body like a hawk pouncing on a chicken. I
slapped her several times, hard. To my surprise, she didn’t cry or say a word. After I’d gone back to bed and was
fast asleep, she quietly slipped into bed beside me.
The next day, as though nothing had happened, she went out at noon and came back with some fried chicken.
We all ate together, including Tang Ni and Lili.
Just before she went out she put a roll of bills on the edge of the bed where I’d be sure to see it. I wasn’t happy
that she had to work that day, since it was a holiday. I lay in bed that night for a long time, but couldn’t fall asleep.
So I got up, got dressed, and went out for a walk.
Westgate district was so jammed I couldn’t squeeze my way into the crowd. I wasn’t happy about that, either. I
knew where I could find a good time for next to nothing, but somehow it didn’t seem right to use one woman’s
money to buy the favors of another. I called my friend Wu, who worked at the hotel with me. He knew a place
where you could do some serious gambling, and never stopped talking about it.
One gambling place is like all the rest, and this place was no different. Except it was a little bigger than the
other ones I’d been to. Naturally, I lost more there. I asked Xiao Ye if she had any money. She looked at me like I
was a stranger.
“I lost,” I said.
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She sniffled a couple of times and said:
“Gambling?” As if to ask, Not on whoring?
She didn’t come home that night. She finally showed up the next morning with dark circles under her eyes.
When I was leaving for work I found three thousand yuan in her little round handbag.
I don’t think I’m a bad-looking guy. If I were I’d never have been hired to wait on people in a hotel. After I’d
gone to the gambling place a time or two, one of the girls who served tea followed me home to warn me that nine
out of ten people who gamble there lose. Finally she blurted out that she’d fallen for me.
It wasn’t the first time I’d had someone else over, but Xiao Ye chose that night to come home at just after
midnight. The light snapped on and shone on her tiny face. She was as placid as a sheet. The girl in bed with me,
scared to death, grabbed her clothes to get out of there as fast as she could. She never made it. She was knocked to
the floor, and they started fighting. Tang Ni and Lili came rushing in to see what was going on.
I tried to pull them apart, but they were going at it so furiously they knocked me back a couple of steps.
Finally, the other girl saw her chance and ran out of the apartment.
The short but violent battle had brought some color to Xiao Ye’s cheeks. She picked herself up off of the floor
without looking at anyone, walked into the room, dabbed some medication on her cuts and scratches. Then she
climbed into bed and fell sleep. After taking a shower, I got into bed and touched her bony shoulder to see what
reaction I’d get. She didn’t push my hand away. For some reason, that turned me off.
The following evening, the other girl came to the hotel to see me. I bought her a cocktail, and she grumbled
about the woman she’d run into the night before, and how vicious she was.
“Have you got the guts to come over again?” I teased her.
“Why not?” she said defiantly.
I couldn’t sit there and talk with her while I was working, so I walked over to take care of a couple of
customers. I spotted Xiao Ye’s skinny frame in the doorway. She was searching the room with her large eyes. My
gaze shifted from her to the other girl.
Before anyone could move, she ran over and slapped the other girl twice. The girl sat there dumbfounded,
blinking a mile a minute, on the verge of tears. Not wanting to lose my job over this, I straightened my tie, walked
over, and put my arm around Xiao Ye, then led her out of the coffee shop. When we reached a bend in the fire
escape where there were no customers in view, I slapped her twice, hard.
“Now, you listen to me. Who are you to mind my business! You get the hell out, get your stuff and get out! I
don’t want to see you when I get home!”
I came in late that night. Since it was the beginning of winter, it was as cold inside the apartment as it was
outside. The place was deserted. I rubbed my hands together as I walked into the kitchen and turned on the light. I
was going to make myself a drink. The glare of the light made me wince. Xiao Ye was lying on the floor, like she
was asleep, in a pool of dark blood.
I never did figure out how a one-inch slash could produce so much blood. I was scared out of my wits. I shook
her, but she didn’t stir. I shoved her. Still nothing. I assumed she was dead.
*
Although I’m not a religious man, I thank God for letting Xiao Ye live.
No one talked about what happened that evening. All we discussed at the emergency clinic was what her
medical bills were going to cost. The thought of spending that money made me grumble over her pulling a stupid
stunt like that. But when a ship passes under a bridge it shows its true colors. Lili wasn’t as bad a person as I’d
figured. She lent us ten thousand yuan.
“I’ll pay this back, Lili,” I said.
“We’ll pay it back,” Xiao Ye said softly. A needle stuck in her uninjured arm was attached to a transparent
tube, through which a mixture of saline solution and glucose dripped slowly.
“I didn’t say anything about paying me back,” Lili shot back with a pout on her heavily lipsticked mouth. “If
you throw a meat-filled bun at a dog,” she said arrogantly, “you don’t expect to get it back, do you?”
We went to a French restaurant Tang Ni recommended to celebrate Xiao Ye’s recovery. It wasn’t a lavish place.
Simply decorated, it had no pianist or singer, and was illuminated by flickering candles. The waiters were
extremely courteous. They bowed and scraped, they lit our cigarettes for us, they served our food, with precision.
Even I was impressed.
We opened the leather-bound menus. The prices were very high. I ordered the cheapest thing on the menu, a
steak tartare. We ate sedately, discreetly looking at our surroundings whenever we could. I spotted a familiar face
—a fat man who frequently came into the coffee shop. He had a different woman with him this time.
“Waiter,” he said, “open a bottle of X.G.”
“Some people sure have money,” I said with a sigh.
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I often dreamed about how wonderful it would be if I had that much money. Best of all, Xiao Ye could stop
working at the bar.
“Ai!” I heaved a long sigh. Then, in a voice that sounded strange even to me, I said:
“I don’t want you to work there any more! We’ll manage somehow.”
Up to this time I’d only brought home small quantities of imported liquor, which I’d poured into empty bottles.
But now I became bolder, and started bringing home bottles whose seals had just been broken. I gave them to my
friend Wu, who ran a bar. He watered the liquor down and served it to his customers. I’d sell him a bottle of
Napoleon brandy for 1,500, and he’d serve it to his customers, a drink at a time, for four or five thousand. By
averaging a bottle or two a day, we both lived high on the hog.
I began buying clothes for Xiao Ye, even a watch. And she had money again to spend on amphetamines to help
pass the hours when I was out.
Were those happy days? Not really. But it’s better to have money than to be broke. Xiao Ye had put on some
weight during the time she’d been with me.
“That’s the power of love,” Lili said.
It sounded like a line from a pop song. But in Lili and Tang Ni’s case, their love bore fruit. They got married. I
know it sounds ridiculous, but Xiao Ye and I served as formal witnesses to their marriage. Honest! And the
marriage certificate removed any doubts of age, for there it was in black and white: Lili was born in 1946, eight
years before Tang Ni.
They moved out of the apartment the day after they registered at the courthouse. As Xiao Ye stood there
looking at their empty room she said in a melancholic voice:
“Why don’t we get married? If I got married, like Lili, I’d stop taking pills.”
I didn’t pay attention at the time, but afterwards I found myself thinking about what she’d said—why didn’t we
get married? I never came up with a satisfactory answer.
I started gambling again. After all, I had the money now. I lost, every time, and that just put me in a bad mood
and made me want to gamble more. Eventually, I saw myself as a high-roller, with money to throw away at the
gambling table and a woman of my own. She was skinnier than most women, but having her around was
satisfying. And how about her—was she satisfied? I asked her once.
“I’m okay.”
She shrugged her shoulders. There was more life in her big eyes than before. Probably because she’d stopped
taking the pills.
*
They say that bliss leads to tragedy. Now, bliss would be overstating it for us, but we were reasonably contented. Nonetheless, our bubble finally burst. My theft of the liquor was discovered by the bookkeeper, who said he
was going to file charges in court. After talking it over, Wu and I decided to disappear until things blew over.
Now that my source of income was cut off, Xiao Ye naturally had to go back to work. This time it wasn’t a bar.
I never asked her exactly where she worked, but I had a pretty good idea what she was doing, since she stayed out
all night every night.
The only men who can live off women with an easy conscience are chumps. I got good and drunk to relieve
my frustrations. I woke up with a hangover. Xiao Ye was in bed next to me, fully dressed. I had no idea what time
she’d come home. Angered, I dragged her out of bed. She tried to open her sleepy eyes, but didn’t wake up until I
slapped her and gave her a hard kick.
“Sleep? God damn it, who do you think you are, sleeping when I’m awake!”
She blinked her big, glassy eyes and cowered in a corner, where she stayed for two or three hours. Just the
sight of her made me so mad I stormed out of the apartment.
We sat across from one another, just looking at each other. I was so bored it was scary. I began popping the
pills she kept in her little round handbag. They made life more interesting.
Once we were under the influence of the pills we felt love for each other. When I came out of it I expressed my
love by beating her.
She came home one day, well after noon. I was so enraged I grabbed her skinny arm and squeezed hard.
“Out with it!” I demanded. “Where’ve you been? You slut, have you started selling it in the morning now?”
She looked right through me. I loosened my grip.
“I’m going down south to Kaohsiung.” She stuffed a few clothes into the suitcase she’d brought with her when
she moved in.
“Kaohsiung? Then … what about me?”
She shrugged her shoulders. Like, how should I know?
“Why? Why are you going to Kaohsiung?”
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She thought for a moment, then made up her mind to tell me.
“Lin wants to take me there.”
“Lin?”
“He treats me okay.”
Xiao Ye left.
I stood on the balcony watching her walk down the dark, narrow lane. I felt kind of sad, but I didn’t think it
was such a bad idea for her to go. It was about time for me to start over, anyway.
94.233 Master Chai\fn{by Zhu Tianwen (1956-

)} Taipei,

Northern Taiwan Region, Taiwan (F) 4

A long, long time ago, Chai Mingyi, then thirty-one years old, thought that it would be nice to settle down in
Kunming in southwest China in his old age so he could enjoy the area’s springlike climate all year long.
Were he not waiting for the girl young enough to be his granddaughter, like waiting for an apricot tree to
become full of trembling blossoms in early spring chill, he would not have realized that forty years have passed
since then. Yes, forty years have passed. Nevertheless, when his skinny but still soft, fair, and extremely sensitive
fingers touch the girl’s tender breasts, a sharp tremor shoots up from his lower abdomen.
The girl is probably not coming. She lives on the other side of the desert of Taipei basin, on Rainy Farm Road
in the Sesame Hill District. To get here she has to change busses twice, and both rides are quite long. Every
afternoon the street-cleaning truck rumbles by his home like a dinosaur, spitting a geyser from its abdomen to
settle the steamy smoke and roiling dust. Taipei Basin is a vast desert indeed. As soon as the truck is gone, the
overpass construction generates more dust and covers the streets with a film of sand. Construction is going on
everywhere. It seems that every time Chai moves to a place, it starts building houses, digging streets, constructing
underground tunnels, laying underground water pipes, or building an overpass.
He has spent more than half his life in this desert. Yes, waiting for the girl is like waiting for an oasis.
Master Chai—the girl always calls him Master Chai when she phones for an appointment. Every time she
knocks at the door and comes in, she always says apologetically,
“Sorry to disturb Master’s nap.”
Her voice is as clear as a spring flowing over the patched fields of his memories and feelings. For years he had
learned to ignore watering the potted plants on the balcony with a white plastic can. The red hibiscus blooms
vigorously all year long; its color is so intense that it astounds him. To still be able to be astounded is a nice
feeling.
*
Since Chai yielded to his sons’ wishes and moved from the northeast to the southwest of the basin, his patients
have multiplied like a sweet-potato vine. According to the Earth trigram in the Book of Changes,\fn{Aka the I Ching,
an ancient Chinese divination text, read and commented upon for over 2600 years } the southwest is an auspicious direction for
meeting friends, whereas the northeast is not. He has great admiration for the wisdom of the ancients; three
thousand years ago they predicted his situation. Every Saturday afternoon he goes to the faraway threefold
district; every Tuesday evening he goes to harmony road, where there are many pubs. He puts on a winter white
kung fu tunic and brings a wooden pole, whenever he remembers, to chase away vicious dogs in the neighborhood.
On Monday evenings after his favorite soap operas on TV, he sees Zhang, who teaches at Prosperity
Elementary School. They say a man suffers from a bad waist at age forty and bad shoulders at fifty. Sure enough,
Zhang’s shoulders are as stiff as rosewood blocks. When Chai puts some pressure on them, Zhang screams and
squeals, even breaks into tears.
Thursday at noon, Young Chen comes. Though young, he already has a pot belly, and his liver is as useless as a
piece of rusty metal. Chen usually starts snoring the minute he lies on the wooden bunk covered with a straw mat.
When he wakes up from his fifty-minute nap, he has to rush back to work at Taiwan Plastics Company. He always
drops a red envelope in the clear acrylic donation box. A sweet scent wafts from the box; these days even the red
money envelopes are scented. The scent feels sensual to Chai.
Yes, this is an exciting, barbaric place. Many of Chai’s friends have visited the mainland and came back. Only
Old Peng decided to stay with his nephews in his old hometown. Chai’s sons have applied to the Red Cross for a
permit to allow him to visit relatives on the mainland. His disciples in Hong Kong are eagerly hoping that on his
way there he will stop by to give them some lessons.
Taipei is a city hard to like, but these days he too, has learned to enjoy the vulgar variety shows as he sits in
front of his high-resolution television set. Just now his son came up to copy a videotape. It was an R-rated film
that just started showing in the theater last night, but he had already gotten a pirated copy. A naked couple were
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having sex on the screen, while his granddaughters A Wan and A Li each sat at a corner of the coffee table, one
doing math homework, the other practicing handwriting.
Displeased, he told his son to erase the picture. A Li gave him a funny look, as if he were some kind of fossil,
then lowered her head to resume her homework. Even the children have become accustomed to racy scenes. They
say Japanese television even shows women’s breasts. Compared to that, the local television is nothing to get
alarmed about.
His two sons are even more Taiwanese than their native Taiwanese mother. They both married Taiwanese
wives. They and his granddaughters often forget his presence and speak the local dialect in front of him. When
Chai landed at Gaoxiong Harbor that year, a tree in the toiling dust with large vermilion flowers shaded half of the
sky. Later he learned that the tree that had given him this surprise welcome was called a phoenix palm.
On this subtropical island\fn{ Of Taiwan} all the plants grow wild. Even fences cannot not keep the hibiscus
flowers—some bright red, some peach-colored with pink streaks, some daffodil yellow—from spreading out and
staring at the passersby. These days when he goes to harmony road to treat Miss Zhong, he notices a virtual jungle
of exotic plants and flowers thriving in the shadows of a bar’s neon signs. It reminds him of the giant bananas and
pineapples, which looked like human heads with spikes, that he saw here for the first time in his life. To a
stranger, their exaggerated looks were intimidating.
*
He is waiting for the girl as though waiting for a familiar hometown accent. His considerate sons partitioned
off the living room with panels and turned the upper half into a Buddhist hall for them. The long row of steel file
cabinets for storing the sutras\fn{Holy scriptures.} takes up a big chunk of the living room, which is not spacious to
begin with. He feels sorry about that. In the Buddhist hall two lamps that stay on all day long shine like two large
strawberries. Behind them are a pair of scrolls inscribed with his master’s teachings. A portrait of his master—
who looks a little like Dostoyevsky\fn{ Fyodor Mikhaylovich Dostoyevsky (1821-1881), Russian writer.}—hangs in the
middle.
Two months after Chai moved in, his sons bought the building next door and remodeled it. New signs were
made, with “MTV” spray painted in the frantic shapes and colors of hip-hop. He saw the refurbished building
once. The shabby cement staircase has been turned into a tunnel, at the end of which is a red rug glaring in the
refracted sunlight. You cannot see the steps when you go upstairs; you have to grope about on the first few steps
before you can stand up. A row of neon-painted metallic mirrors makes strange reflections. The tunnel is painted
orange and purple. Zigzagging along as it leads to holes just large enough for a small coffee table, a love seat, and
a twenty-six-inch television set.
His sons’ business is thriving. Many soldiers frequent the place. There is a barrack on the hillside nearby, the
back of which descends below street level by a couple of feet and faces the main street, where five bus routes pass
by. He often sees soldiers coming out of the barrack, undressed from the waist up, with a tin basin for washing
themselves or doing laundry. Army sweatshirts dry on the lines scattered in the empty lot. From the ventilation
window he can see soldiers exercising. In deep winter, with luck, he can see them butchering dogs by the long
counter. The soldiers used to give wolf whistles as they peered up at the women pedestrians, like models walking
on stage, revealing everything under their skirts. It was only recently that the military was given the budget to
build a gray wall, which now blocks the nice view.
The distant hill with its flat top resembles a loess plateau. A dome-shaped building rises high in Site 107.
According to the bus-stop sign, it is a training center; a nuclear-arms battalion is more like it.
Students from the nearby vocational school love to come here, too. For roughly the same price as a movie, they
can watch videos and order a soft drink. Sometimes when a hot video is showing, they have to wait for a room.
From the newspapers he realizes that something else is going on at MTV. The new regulation stipulates that the
door not be locked and a hole be drilled in it to allow a view of the love seat. Still, law is one thing, making
money another.
In the narrow living room a black steel rack contains eight shelves from floor to ceiling. On each shelf is a
VCR, except on the top shelf where the ancestral tablet sits. Every day he stands on a stool to light the incense
and dusts the tablet. His daughter-in-law also climbs on a chair to put fresh fruit there.
During the night he wakes up twice to go to the bathroom diagonally across the living room. The rest of the
family are watching a striptease on TV. He chides his grandchildren for staying up so late. A. Wan retorts that
summer vacation started a long time ago. The air conditioner is roaring. His tiny bedroom does not even need an
electric fan. He feels the world is advancing, leaving him far behind.
*
Waiting for the girl is like waiting for the return of youth. The ancestral spirits occupy a high corner in the
room; gods and humans sharing the same space. What is Caesar’s does not go only to Caesar, what is the gods’
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does not go solely to the gods. He is a Taoist, whose heart belongs in the pure land of transcendence. How was it
that the sight of the Adidases\fn{A modern brand of athletic shoe.} on the girl’s snow white feet sent his heart
pounding? He watched the girl open her acrylic pencil box—what a cute pencil box!—in a translucent peacock
blue that reminded him of jelly beans, with seven figurines painted in jolly rainbow colors. The girl took out a pen
and signed her name in his registration book, drawing each stroke meticulously just like A. Li, who just started
learning how to write. Written in a childlike style, the characters looked like a bunch of crisscross matchsticks.
The girl met Mrs. Yang when she went to Hokkaido in northern Japan with her parents during Chinese New
Year. Mrs. Yang is a formal disciple of his. She looks younger than fifty even though she is sixty-some years old.
Once in a while he goes to her house for dinner; its ivory-colored furniture with gold trim has the fragrance of her
makeup.
Her youngest daughter, little Zhen, studies French with a French lady under a lamp made of pale seashells.
Little Zhen’s new client is French. She used to rely on a telephone to conduct her important-business transactions.
She had to walk two blocks to use the fax machine at a friend’s company. Later Mrs. Yuang gave her some money
to buy a fax machine and put it in the Buddhist hall, which now doubles as an office. So Little Zhen has little need
to go out. She is allergic to the high dust content in the air in Taipei Basin as well to central air-conditioning.
During her trip to the snow country, Mrs. Yang kindheartedly cured her fellow travelers of their colds or gave
them transfusions of vital energy. She made quite a name for herself. After she came back, here telephone did not
stop ringing. That day he happened to be having dinner at her place and met the girl; she came to see Mrs. Yang
with her elder sister and her nephew, who suffered from a chronic cough. Mrs. Yang exclaimed delightedly,
“What a destiny, what a destiny, to meet the Master and have him diagnose you in person!”
After Mrs. Yang brought everyone a mug of Ovaltine, the girl’s sister explained that her son caught colds
easily. She was worried by the increasing dosage of Western medicine he had to take, and though he had seen
several Chinese doctors, none helped.
She faithfully exchanged information with other parents about secret cures and geomantic practices, such as
changing the direction of the bed and hanging a wind chime, mirror, or a piece of red silk yarn above the door.
They did all of these halfheartedly.
The little boy was playing with a transformer and was told to put it down and sit on a stool for diagnosis. He
called the girl Little Auntie and said it felt like sitting on a swing, with a lot of smoke coming out of his body.
Surprised, the girl remarked to her sister that she could not see any smoke. Mrs. Yang explained to her with a
smile that grown-ups could not see many things, the smoke of a cold being one of them. The girl sneezes like a
whale every morning when she wakes up, possibly due to an allergy or dust or who knows what.
That day he could not tell that she was wearing fairly strong contact lenses. She has heavy eyelids, slightly
tilting upward at the end, and looks people straight in the eye. The girl attributed her sneezing to her eyes’
sensitivity to the polluted air. Since in the foreseeable future air pollution in Taipei was only going to get worse,
she felt the problem was hopeless.
But she came to his cramped clinic anyway. That day his son came to copy a videotape. On the screen were a
bunch of primitive men wrapped in animal skins fighting in a bleak wilderness. It occurred to him that the twentyfirst century with its intergalactic exploits seemed no more advanced than the age of the cavemen.
Suddenly, a fairly explicit sex scene appeared on the screen, which greatly embarrassed him. He shut the door
and the windows and turned on the air conditioner. Soon the newly lit incenses from the ancestral table filled the
entire room with smoke, making the girl sneeze incessantly. So he turned off the air conditioner and used the oldfashioned electric fan. He just could not figure out how it was that before, when his Buddhist hall was much
bigger, quieter, and closer to downtown, he had had few patients and was by himself most of the time.
*
In his dream, he smells instant noodles. When he wakes up, the bright sun is shining on him. Vehicles drive by
with shrill noises and roiling dust. There are many potted plants by the iron railing on the balcony. Every three or
four days he rinses them to keep their natural colors. Often when he dozes off on the sofa against the summer mat
woven of wooden beads, he can smell the acid scent of the synthetic leather. He awakes and sits there for a while,
realizing it is autumn. No wonder the sun pours in even before he has had a good sleep, casting shadows
diagonally across the aluminum door and windows in the Buddhist hall.
His grandchildren are eating instant noodles and watching a Japanese youth variety show. For fear of waking
him up, they keep the volume low. How can they possibly watch like that? During the long, long summer, the
routine of the entire family is turned upside down. He is saddened by the thought that he needs a nap before lunch.
He sits in a brightly lit MTV room sipping tea. When he sees some videotapes sticking out on the shelves, he
walks over to set them straight. When he notices that the two tapes of a film are separated on the shelves, he pulls
them out and puts them back together. There is a large scroll in the middle of the wall with the Buddha character;
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it is a photocopy of his master’s handwriting from half a century ago. His master did not leave any writings
behind, this was the only piece. Next to it is a horizontal scroll of calligraphy in the clerical style. An excerpt from
a Buddhist scripture, it was a gift from a young Buddhist calligrapher who also mounted it meticulously.
On the east wall is a photograph of the former President,\fn{ Of the Republic of China; the government in charge of the
administration of Taiwan continues to maintain that it is the only legitimate government of Mainland China, which was a Republic prior to
victory of Communist forces there, prompting the movement of Republican forces to Taiwan just prior to the establishment of the People’s
Republic of China in Peking} Chiang Ching-kuo,\fn{1910-1988, President of the Republic of China (1978-1988) } on the west
wall the present president, Li Denghui.\fn{ 1923- , President (1988-2000). He was succeeded by the first native-born Taiwanese
President, Chen Shui-bian (1950- , President 2000-2008), who was succeeded by Ma Ying-jeou (1950- ), the present incumbent:H }

For years he has been a loyal member of the Nationalist Party. His greatest contribution is that he saved a high
official suffering from diabetes from the brink of death. Yesterday he drove out an evil spirit from a woman who
suffered from chronic hemorrhoids; the spirit turned out to be a fist-sized creature. He has been in the business of
exorcism for years. His principle is not to kill, so he let it go with a word of admonition.
*
When the girl came, the television was showing an interview with the singer Fei Yuqingfn{ 1955- } A few
customers sat giggling in front of the set. The plumber who came to fix the leaking faucet was glued to the screen,
too. He told the girl that Fei is great at imitating other singers and at his best when he imitates Liu Wenzheng.\fn
{1953- , Taiwanese actor}
The girl makes handmade women’s accessories. She tells him excitedly that she has sublet a counter in a shop
near Acme market. She also suffers from hives.\fn{ An allergic skin reaction in which stress is thought to play a considerable
part.} Jokingly she says that she is destined to be a wealthy lady because silver jewelry immediately gives her
hives, so she can only wear pure gold. When she came out of the bathroom after her sixth treatment, some red
spots suddenly appeared on her face and spread quickly. Soon, her face was as red as a chili pepper; even her eyes
looked red. Then he learned they were hives. Sometimes when she forgets and wipes her face too hard, her face
gets red like that. She has had the problem for a long time; it has become part of her body and she is resigned to it.
Chai made a resolution to get rid of it.
For men, the center of vital energy lies in the lower abdomen; for women, in the breasts. Once he treated a
woman accountant. Back in school, when cramming for exams was the norm one of her shoulders was damaged
from the constantly heavy book bag. She used to come in the evenings on odd-numbered dates. After three
months there was still no improvement, and he felt frustrated. Then, in a moment of inspiration, he asked her for
permission to treat her breasts. They were flat like pot-sticker skins, but after a few sessions they grew plumper
and plumper. Her vital force became robust, and her sagging shoulder straightened. With that experience in mind,
he researched and experimented some more.
Later Mrs. Deng, who suffered from vertigo, told him that one day when she was taking a bath, she was
surprised to find that all her stretch marks were gone. Master Chai not only cured her disease but also brought her
beauty back. A bunch of her close friends came to see him, all eager to become his disciples. Since that fad died,
only Mrs. Deng still comes to see him now and then. It gives him a headache every time she reiterates her wish to
be his disciple. He is getting old. Often he considers passing on his skills to a disciple, and this time when he goes
to Hong Kong, maybe he will find the right one. Two years ago, one of his students was asked to treat a stranger.
As the patient deteriorated, his family out of desperation consulted several doctors who prescribed different
medicines. When the patient died, they blamed it on his disciple. The lawsuit is still going on.
*
Waiting for the girl is like waiting for the right disciple. The seventh time she came, he gave her some blessed
water to be blended with drinking water at home. He went into the kitchen to look for an empty Coke bottle.
When he was rinsing out the bottle, the girl walked up and took it from his hands politely. He poured some water
from the kettle on the stove into a tin cup, went into the Buddhist hall, and changed an incantation. Then he came
back in to pour the water into the Coke bottle. The girl took the cup from him, too. The water was hot. Seeing an
empty thermal bottle\fn{Thermos bottle.} leaning against the wall, she poured the rest of the water into it and put the
thermal bottle in a plastic bag before she left.
During her eighth visit, he asked her to unhook her bra, but she was not wearing one because of her hives. A
loose-fitting jet black cotton shirt slipped down one shoulder, exposing her collarbones and the two spaghetti
straps of the olive top she had on. He reached in and felt her cool, soft breasts. He was suddenly reminded of rainy
Jilong Harbor in 1948, where he was taken aback by a blooming tree hanging over a stone wall; its white
blossoms were falling in the cold rain and the smoky air. Cherry Blossoms—later he found out the place had been
a brothel run by a Japanese and was turned into a city hostel after the return of Taiwan to China in 1945.\fn{ Taiwan
and the Pescadores had been under Japanese control since 1895, though they had been occupied by China since 1644 .}
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During her ninth visit, he was determined to improve her eyesight. When she was in the sixth grade, the girl
was diagnosed as slightly nearsighted and astigmatic. Every two weeks she went to an optometrist for an
examination, medicines, and injections. She did it for a whole year. At the time she could see well enough to play
the enchanting Für Elise,\fn{For Elise, a bagatelle composed by Ludwig van Beethoven in 1810 } but no matter how hard she
tried, she could not go beyond that level.
He scrutinized her pale, glowing face and planted a kiss on her forehead.
*
In the harbor the misty air was filled with coal smoke. Cherry blossoms were blooming by the Japanese-styled
house. But the petals did not dance in the air; they dropped to the dark, slippery, coal-spotted ground. A shocking
sight.
He had come from the south in search of a man named Zhang Longsheng. A few years back they had met in
Shanghai. Zhang auditioned four times to get into a theater troupe, whereas Chai was admitted the first time.
Later, Zhang moved to Jilong and opened a grocery store.
After the troupe disbanded, Chai looked for his uncle without success. The only person he knew on the entire
island was Zhang. So he made inquiries, going from one grocery store to another. Just when he decided to take a
boat back to the mainland, he spotted Zhang’s store on a little street under what is now an overpass. They hugged
each other tightly.
He moved into the attic and shared the floor with Zhang. During the day he looked for work at the harbor. The
store was owned by Zhang and someone else, and though Zhang did not mind taking Chai in, the partner did not
even know him.
The steamboats from Shenzhen and Sichuan arrived in the harbor at ten o’clock each night. After a while he
learned the secret of the trade. He did not have the nerve to move in on the turf of the redcaps, so he picked those
passengers who were in a hurry and did not already have a deal with the porters. He would take them to one side,
put their luggage on his shoulder eagerly. And take it to the train station. He let the passengers pay him any
amount they liked, anywhere from thirty or forty to seventy thousand. He got a gray cap and pulled it way down
to spare himself embarrassment in case he ran into someone he knew.
The exhausted passengers were landing in a strange land; his familiar accent was reassuring, and they paid
well. In this way he managed to make enough money to buy some pork to take back to the grocery store.
Then someone discovered he could write, and he was hired to be an accountant in a restaurant. There, he met a
lot of people. The person in charge of money in the restaurant was the owner’s concubine. Since he took over her
job, she resented him like a needle in the eye, so when his friends asked him if he wanted to open a food shop
with them, he agreed. The place was called Penny Profit Steamed buns and was located in one of the wooden
shacks across from the harbor building. Behind it the coal-transporting train never stopped coming and going.
*
The girl said, “Thank you, Master. Goodbye, Master.” Then she ran down the stairs briskly. Her black blouse
went all the way to her knees, her white leggings were calf-length, she wore a pair of black sneakers on her bare
feet, and a white cotton tee shirt could be seen under the loose-fitting blouse. He was shocked to see that
underwear could be worn as outer garments these days. The girl carried a cloth bag large enough to put herself in,
but she kept only a few pieces of paper, a purse, and the peacock blue pencil box inside. She took a city bus for
half of the journey across the vest desert of the basin and a taxi for the other half. She left like that and has not
come back.
The hill looked like a watercolor landscape; on the crest were military headquarters, seemingly sitting among
the clouds all year long. An officer there gave him an informant ID card and assigned him to watch the nearby
coffee shop. He kept a small notebook, in which he recorded the names of all the customers who frequented the
place.
Sailors came to Penny Profit Steamed buns for noodles and left their merchandise at the restaurant for pickups.
When he got to know the customs inspectors and military officers well, they let him sell the merchandise and then
picked up the cash from him, leaving him a twenty-percent commission. Cigarettes, liquor, pantyhose, and
cosmetics were hidden in the crates for dry noodles. When he delivered take-out orders on his bike, he picked up
the goods and took them back to his place.
Still later he started buying goods from the sailors directly and made a sizable profit. The cash was turned into
gold nuggets and hidden in empty Klim powdered-milk cans. When his business got bigger, he used the gold to
invest in Chinese herbal medicine. On its way back, however, the smuggling boat was caught by the inspectors.,
All the medicine was sunk to the bottom of the sea. After that incident, every day he envisioned a pile of gold
nuggets shining ruefully at the bottom of a deep blue sea. He left the rainy harbor where he had lived for two
years.
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*
He calls the girl’s house using the number in the registration book. Her mother says she has gone to her eldest
sister’s home in Belgium and will be back next month.
Autumn is about to pass. In the sunlight in the Buddhist hall, the golden dust of the mundane world roils up
and down. Soon, perhaps, Chai will move to Kunming, where there is spring-like weather all year round. But his
miserable homesickness is for the cherry blossoms in the rain and the lively red hibiscus growing wild by the
public rest room.
Will the girl come?
The enlarged black-and-white picture of his wife hangs by the door, appropriately taking its place below the
ancestral tablet. The dead and the living, gods and ghosts, all occupy the same space and time.
The street-cleaning truck comes reeling, sending a foul-smelling gust ahead and leaving a cloud of dust in its
wake.
82.28 The Harmonica\fn{by Ts’ai Su-fen (1963-

)} Tainan County, Taiwan

(F) 9

When they were small, their house was in Hangchow. It was one of those traditional houses built around a
courtyard and the three married sons occupied all the three quarters of the house. The front of the open courtyard
had a banyan that was green year-long and whose sturdy trunk took the arms of two big men to encircle. The
branches brimmed with little, flat leaves. When the sun trickled through the leaves, the ground was studded with
bright circles of light. And when there was a breeze, the circles of light twinkled as if they were bright stars.
Under this sparkling light, the fragrance of the earth seemed to rush upward. Their mother loved to play the
harmonica under that banyan, and the music liltingly floated through the house.
The mother was the daughter of a distinguished Peking family. After she completed high school, she married
into the Wang family and gave birth to Sha-min when she was eighteen. Two other sons followed immediately.
When Sha-min was ten, her husband went away to fight the aggression of the Japanese.
At that time, Sha-min’s second uncle was working in a bank at Shanghai and resided there with his concubine.
His wife was left home to look after their land. The household was run by his first uncle and the fields were taken
care of by long-term help. So Sha-min’s mother had much time for herself.
She loved to wear make-up and seemed to glow all the time. She often had her long black hair loosely pulled
back. A few silken strands dangled by her ears and darkly fluttered and glistened in the wind. Such charming
elegance was always enhanced by her light blue, silk ch’i-pao.\fn{A note reads: A traditional Chinese garment for women
with a high collar and fit waist .} When Sha-min became older, she would, with a poutish smile, shyly say to him
through her thin lips,
“Your Papa always said I was his blue heavens!”
By then, it was already two or three years since there was any news of Sha-min’s father. She couldn’t help
speaking to him of the love between his father and her. Sha-min realized how very much she was longing for his
father. On a number of nights, he heard his mother faintly crying in the next room. He would get out of bed and
quietly open the door to her room. It was all dark, except for the slightly glimmering moonlight coming in through
the window and shining on his mother’s bent and soft shoulders as if it were lightly dancing. She would be lying
on her stomach in bed with her head buried in the pillow to cover her sobs. In the morning when he would take
his brothers to say good morning to her, he could ascertain from her swollen eyes that she had indeed been crying
during the night even though she would as usual see them off to school with a smile.
Sha-min’s mother had a lovely, leisurely spirited look to her face, but there was a sorrowful resentment in her
eyes, as if within she harbored a deceased spirit. Whenever Sha-min encountered those eyes, he felt that she was
bestowing that look on him and it prohibited him from being happy, as if he were bearing a burden of a thousand
pounds. Whenever he saw that his mother was looking at his two brothers in that same way, he surmised that she
thought their father would never return.
The first summer Sha-min came home after going to Shanghai for high school, one afternoon when the sun
was blazingly bright, his mother had a photographer from the local photo shop come. She dressed the three
brothers in their very best. She sat on a stool under the banyan with the youngest on her lap. Sha-min and the
other son each stood to one side of her. The sunlight and the shade made it seem as if they were sitting amid the
Milky Way with its starry whiteness and brilliant radiance. His mother said that the picture was being taken to
send to his father in the world of the spirits.
The photo was developed. It was a little, square, black and white photo, showing his mother’s petite but full
figure in her silk, sky-blue ch’i-pao. Her smile was bright and fearless like spring; her look soft and innocent. Her
Greek nose stood defiant on her full face. She looked as if she had so much happiness that she didn’t know how to
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grudge it. Sha-min did not think that his father would never come back because there was such a smile on the face
of the young woman in the picture.
“Has father really died?” Sha-min asked her.
His mother was in the formal parlor offering incense. She was reverently placing three sticks of incense in the
incense burner. White streams of incense were ascending like thin strands of silk thread, representing the generations of the family. With arched eyebrows, she blandly said,
“There’s been no news for four years. He must no longer be with us.” She then stroked his head and, with a
faint smile appearing on her face, calmly said,
“Don’t worry, Sha-min. Papa died for his country. He doesn’t have any regrets.”
Afterwards, she turned around and took the book Marvelous Tales of the Tang Dynasty from under her arm and
spread it out on the tea table and started reading it with rapt concentration. Her head was bent over the book and
she did not look up again, as if that was her real world. Sha-min stood behind her, knowing how difficult it was
for her to have said this. Looking at her back, his thoughts wandered far away. Probably his mother was reading
the story of Hung-fu-nu now or The Tale of Li Wa. His mother was motionless as she read. He felt he too was
reading a tale of the marvelous, but it was a tale about his mother.
His mother always had a warm, gentle smile for her sons, but that was just her outer appearance. Her look
rather often covered up a deeper, unknown darkness. Sha-min felt that she must have cried much during the night.
The evening she had burnt the picture for his father,\fn{ To send it to him in the spirit world:H} she had first played
her harmonica beneath the banyan. There was a little, light bluish shadow thrown against the blackness of the
moonless night. Only the melodious wailing of the harmonica spread throughout the yard. That familiar, mournful
Long Long Ago seemed to be bidding someone farewell. He had heard it innumerable times but each time it
seemed to be the first. A story was being told on that dark and silent evening.
His mother played slowly. The rhythms were andante. The notes were drawn out longer and longer and longer,
extending the night’s desolation. Was this the story of his mother and father?
She called the three brothers to kneel on the soft ground where the incense burner had already been placed. As
usual, she was all in blue, which made him feel at ease. It was extremely hot and humid that evening, with a light
breeze. The summer cicadas seemed to be singing themselves to death. His mother, with her eyes closed, knelt
there holding the incense. The light from the courtyard corridor was on her back. The expression on her face was
not entirely clear.
The plainly dressed relatives from her first and second brothers-in-law’s families were lined up respectfully
along the courtyard corridor to accompany them in this ritual. All at once Sha-min felt confused. Did they also
believe his father had been killed in battle? If his father was still alive and well, wasn’t this wishing him to be
dead? His father was a military officer. If he had died, someone would have come to report it. How can we be
doing this without knowing for sure?
But then he had not come back these four years to see his wife and sons. Perhaps the fighting had taken him
further into the interior. Maybe he is in Chunking now and is prevented from returning by the mountains. Sending
a letter would be difficult, too. But these thoughts were a bit too wishful. It’s naturally always the worst rather
than the best. His mother should not be blamed for thinking that his father had given his life for his country.
The light from the lamps was hitting the back of his mother, making her seem foggy like an overexposed
picture. She seemed to be engulfed in fog. There was no road behind her and only darkness ahead. Two dots of
light frolicked on her light blue shoulders. Her soft sobbing could be heard.
Then the light on her shoulders jumped furiously. His mother’s shaking hands offered up the photo. She struck
a match and one corner burst into flames. The red flames reflected on the face of his mother as if burning the last
glory of her life to ashes. With this fire, he saw fully the tear marks filling both sides of his mother’s face. She had
not been crying just for a short time. The tears had swollen her face until it was unrecognizable. Such were the
scars of life. It was as if a blaze of red light had been thrown on a chalk-white wall. His two brothers had already
been frightened into crying. His mother madly held on to the photo, not feeling the pain from the fire at her
fingertips.
Sha-min forcefully hit the back of the hands of his mother holding the photo and knocked down the burning
photo. He grasped his mother’s head with both of his hands. In the darkness, his mother called out the name of his
father and then slumped on to his shoulders to cry her heart out, not looking up for a long long time. The relatives
rushed around her to offer consolation. Sha-min held on tightly to his mother’s choking and shaking body,
wanting her to remove her mask of a smile and unabatedly cry for her lost husband.
His mother was sick for a month after this, the first few days of which she neither ate nor drank. It was as if
that it was through this offering she confirmed to herself that her husband had really died, and started to mourn
and was beginning to know the hardships of life.
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Sha-min was by his mother’s sick bed each day. The room reeked\fn{ The text has: wreaked} of the smell of
medicine. Wherever he sat, he could smell the aroma. He was kind of happy that his mother was sick because it
made him feel she was normal. He was not comfortable to see his youthful mother face the death of her beloved
with a smile.
Later, when his mother realized that his summer vacation was coming to an end and that he would have to go
back to school, her illness naturally went away. He didn’t know for sure if it had really gone away, but at least she
was again dressing up and looking well in the presence of her son.
Just before he was to leave, his mother called him before her and straightened his clothes. She seemed to have
something of great length to tell him. Her eyes were twinkling. His mother said quietly,
“Sha-min, I think you have grown up, so that’s why I have said what I did today. I hope you can understand.
Your Papa has not returned for all these years, so I think he has passed away. I prefer to think that he has had an
honorable death. We only were husband and wife for ten years. Can you remember that? He left when you were
ten years old.”
His mother took a photo out from the cabinet at the head of the bed and gave it to him. It was the picture of
them under the banyan. He didn’t know how many copies she had had developed. His mother sat on the edge of
the bed, with her hands on her knees, sitting upright all in blue. He sat in the chair in front of her. His mother
animatedly said,
“‘If alive, he’ll come back; if dead, I’ll be with him forever.’ He gave me ten years, which was a full life.
There’s no difference between life and death. He still lives in my heart. Alive or dead, we will be together.” She
laughed but the edges of her mouth betrayed a pale fragility.
“I should not have allowed you and your brothers to have seen me this way these days. You do not have a
father. I am the only example for you. I shouldn’t be down and sick like this.” Sha-min interrupted and said,
“Ma, seeing you suffer and bear it only with your strong will, how can I go off to study and be at peace?” His
mother lightly grasped his hand and said,
“Not be at peace? If I trust you, how can you not be at peace?”
It seemed as if there was another meaning to what she was saying. She then added,
“Do you know why I have given this photo to you? Do you think I don’t know? One day you will leave me just
like your father did. Considering the way you’ve been looking these few days, I would not think that you are
going to continue your study. Is this so? You want to go and fight. You still think you have some chance to find
your Papa.”
He was astounded when he heard this, for his mother had seen through his intentions. She continued,
“You are still young. I certainly am not willing for you to go and join this war. But there is no way that I can
stop your generation with its youthful, enthusiastic patriotism. I know that many youngsters of your age—not
quite grown yet no longer small—have already gone to fight. With hearts like that there will be strength. Once
you go, we will not easily see each other again. If you have this photo with you, you will not be alone. For my
sake and that of your brothers, you must agree when you see this photo, you have to remember to take care of
yourself; in the face of trouble, be determined and stay alive. If you understand what I’m saying you will know
that since Papa has not come back, you must.”
Sha-min fell to his knees before his mother. He buried his head in her knees and the tears ran down profusely,
dampening her blue, silk ch’i-poo. His sobbing intentionally lowered had the sound of the feeble autumn cicada.
Such a youthful coming of age! Why should he have such tears?
The soft hands of his mother on his head brought forth a feeling of warmth. He knew that even if he did not
return, his mother would not blame him. He could leave in peace and go to the interior when there might actually
be news of his father. He must do something for his mother. He could not allow the husband she had loved for a
decade mysteriously disappear without a trace. No complaints were on his mother’s lips but there had to be
sadness in her heart.
He would return, he would come back after the war was won. His manhood would be a waste if he didn’t take
up arms at a time like this. His father would be on the battlefield awaiting him. He must personally present this
photo to his father, this photo with his gentle, loving wife.
*
The roads in China are endless, winding through mountain after mountain. The waterways—the lakes, the
rivers, the marshes—are endless, too, never to be all traveled.
Sha-min, in following the army, learned of the size of China. Its vastness made him dread that the next day
would have an even longer road to go. And each next day as they made their way through the mountains and
wilderness at any time a batch of repulsive Japanese soldiers could suddenly appear. Sha-min and his fellow
soldiers were fearlessly fighting the Japanese on Chinese soil.
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His hatred for the Japanese army came from the horrors he had seen around him. When he and his fellow
soldiers were on patrol, he saw with his very eyes the Japanese army plunder villages and rape the women. Shamin and the others stayed out of sight but the blood in their vessels were flowing with rage: they wanted to fire
their guns. But since the Japanese army always set up camp in the village, they were afraid to enrage them. Their
own camp would be in the next village, only half an hour away. If it weren’t for their being so poorly armed and
outnumbered by the Japanese, they would have attacked right away. Later, Wang Ming, one of their little group of
five or six soldiers, could no longer control his rage; he put the bayonet on his rifle and rushed at those Japanese
soldiers. Even though he had a clean blade going in and a bloodied one coming out, since it was one against
many, he only wounded one soldier and then was subdued by more than ten Japanese. Before Wang Ming had
charged forth, he had decided he would fight to his death. He had shouted back to Sha-min and the others,
“When you get back tell Commander Lin to figure out a way to destroy them.”
That night Sha-min had no choice but to hide in a grove of small trees. And he saw an atrocity beyond all
human decency. Those Japanese soldiers rapidly dug a hole in the sandy marsh and buried the bound Wang Ming
in it, but the sand did not cover his head, which stood out from the ground. A short, fat soldier then pulled out an
iron nail from his pocket and picked up a large rock from the ground. He took aim at the head and at the savage
order, smashed the nail downward with the rock. When he pulled the nail out under the glimmering moonlight, a
stream of blood burst forth from Wang Ming’s head like popcorn, spreading through the night air and splashing
onto the sand. Drop by drop the fresh blood was sprinkled on Chinese soil, each drop marking Wang Ming’s love
and hate. He shed his blood out of love for his countrymen and out of hatred for the Japanese army.
This was Sha-min’s first encounter with death on the battlefield. And after this, he no longer feared death.
Moving on with the troops, whether it was a victory or a defeat, Sha-min always lost some of his comrades. He
and his companions had become accustomed to use their blood-stained hands to dig a simple, earthen grave for
those who had fallen in battle. The dead often had broken arms or were missing a leg. Some had lost half of their
body. It even happened that only a bloodied head remained. But for them all, they sought to give the peace of a
burial.
Sha-min sometimes found they had a photo with them: of a young woman, or a family, or parents. It was so
often the case that it had a numbing, disturbing effect. There was a story for each person and how many stories
had their endings blown up by the war? And how many stories were rewritten by the war?
He was no longer determined that he must find his father. He already felt that he was reunited with his father
and that they were working together. It was as if his father was at his side all the time and he no longer had to
search throughout land and sea for him.
Later, he finally learned that he would never see his father again. He heard from an officer that his father had
shot himself after a defeat in battle.
With the picture taken under the banyan in his hand, he cried for an entire evening looking up at the moon.
Even the drying of the wind couldn’t stop the flow of tears. He thought of the death of Wang Ming, and he
honored the method his father used for ending his life.
But he then suddenly felt that he had lost all his strength. A strange feeling of loneliness came upon him—the
photo became a source of his being alone. He could not forget the evening when the photo was burned. He was
seventeen then, young but serious. His company was full of sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds like that who went
all over with the troops. Sometimes they were even foggy about the direction of home. Only when they saw the
moon did they have the consolation that their home was under the same moon. With their family so far away, all
they could do was to tell their troubles to the moon. The moonlight had seen them grow up.
*
After the war ended in victory, Sha-min at first thought he could go home to see his mother. Who would have
thought that his company would not be demobilized. Having fought the laps, they now had to fight the
Commies.\fn{Communists; a derogatory slang term:H} He never got back home. He did, however, exchange a couple of
letters with his mother when he was left in Chungking after the war. Just before he left for Taiwan, he made the
time hurriedly to send a telegram to his mother.
He could not get home, but he wanted his mother to know that he was still alive. At last he remembered the
parting words of his mother:
“If you understand what I’m saying you will know that since Papa has not come back, you must.”
He took out the photo and looked at it, holding it arched in his palm. The shiny paper had a layer of waxy
yellow brought on by the passage of time. The images gradually were becoming indistinct, but the evening when
the photo had been burnt was becoming more fresh in his mind. During the ravages of war, he had lost everything
he carried with him, except for this photo which he valued as much as a gem. On the back was his mother’s
elegant writing:
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My dear son,
please take good care of yourself
for my sake.
Your mother.
Hangchow. August 1942.

Who would have thought that their separation would have lasted more than forty years?
*
Sha-min had thought that he would never see his mother again. How incredible that after over forty years the
missing link was once more restored. He was told that his mother was still alive and quite well. Three years ago,
through his cousin in Hong Kong, he was able to get in touch with his mother. He tried every possible means to
arrange the reunion with his mother. Thanks to his cousin and his cousin’s wife—they promised to bring him the
mother he had been longing to see so much for all those years.
Sha-min had learned from his cousin that his youngest brother had died from scarlet fever two years after he
had left Hangchow. His mother had never mentioned this in her letters, just as he had never brought up what he
knew about his father’s death. As for his other brother, he had been sent to Harbin for an extended period of time
and was only off and on with his mother.
As he lovingly looked at the photo, he was not sure how many times he had done this. He even suspected that
the reason for the images to have become indistinct was from his holding the photo in his hands so often. The
shiny paper contained his tearful longings of over forty years, one layer on top of another. The image of his
mother had almost disappeared.
He couldn’t remember how many times when he was young he had dreamed of meeting her again. He figured
out that she should be sixty-seven already. That she had survived the great disasters of our time, isn’t that from her
faith in her son that “If alive, he will come back?” The photo had yellowed, his mother under the banyan seemed
younger than he was now. The only impressions he had of his mother were from the photo.
There were tears as he had these thoughts. These easy years, he had forgotten the feeling of tears. Tears are a
kind of silent loneliness. The moon over forty years ago was the same as the one tonight, with a wet, yellow halo
around it darkening into deep indigo.
The situation of men is like those encircling clouds. They leave but then come back. They are bright and then
they are dark. They darkly cover even the littlest of lights. Such are the ever-changing realities of life.
He did not sleep that night. He had long forgotten that period of struggle and the tear marks that had filled his
mother’s face on that desolate summer night. Tomorrow, his mother would come to see him.
*
It wasn't easy to put in time until dawn and then have to wait for noon. Sha-min anxiously took his wife and
daughter to the airport and arrived half an hour early. In the waiting room, he said to his wife,
“In the future you’re going to have a lot more work, Yu-ch’in.” His wife gently responded,
“How can you still be that way with me? My parents have been long dead so I’ve not had a chance to be a
good daughter. Now with your mother coming we can both be good children. How can you even mention ‘more
work?’”
Sha-min didn’t say a word but only held her tightly in appreciation.
Even though he had long known that the passing of time would have aged his mother, he felt that he could still
recognize her from her special traits shown on the photo. He naïvely took his mother to be as he had preserved her
in his memory and willingly exaggerated the brilliance of that photo. When his cousins brought his mother to him,
he was so startled that he nearly lost consciousness. It was as if he had bumped into an ordinary stranger in the
street. Only when his wife nudged him did he wake up and open his eyes to take a good look at that elderly
woman.
She was much smaller than he had remembered and wore pants and a coarse, black traditional jacket that
buttoned down the front. She had on cloth shoes. She was shriveled, thin, and bent over. Her silvery hair was
shabbily pulled back and her eyebrows were very thin and colorless. The upper part of her face seemed like a
curtain hanging over the lower part. Her small eyes twinkled like golden thread. What was really a pity was that
her thin lips now looked like orange peels dried in the wind. The full round face in the photo had become a little
pointed. Her chin was now sharp. Wave-like wrinkles hung from her cheeks in layers of dry skin. As he walked up
to her, the closer he came, the more he felt the desolation of past events.
Upon reaching her, he couldn’t help but to fall to his knees. The blue figure of old had turned black. He burst
out:
“Mama!” The hoarse voice typical of an elderly person floated over his head, nervously and unsure saying:
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“Sha-min? Sha-min? Are you Sha-min?”
That sound had been separated from him for a half of a century by the waters of the Taiwan Straits. Looking up
at her, those years were shrunk into a timeless gaze. The old woman was still uncertain and bending her humped
back, asked, “Are you really Sha-min? Eh! My son …”
His mother's wrinkled hands touched him, urging him to get up. He focused his eyes on her and took a good
look. He was happy to see that his mother’s face still had that determined, pointly Greek nose he had remembered.
This made him recall when he had asked her if his father were really dead, and she had replied with a bland
expression on her face,
“There’s been no news for four years. He must no longer be with us.”
That evening when he thought his mother would still be up, he wanted to go and talk with her about things that
he couldn’t bring up when everyone was talking to her. He had the yellowed photo with him. When he entered her
room, from the light in the living room, he saw that she was sitting on the edge of her bed with no lights turned
on.
“Mama,” he called her in a choked voice as he turned on one of the wall lights.
“Yes.”
He pulled over a chair in front of her. It was a familiar setting, as if it had happened before but he couldn’t for
the moment recall when. Maybe it had never happened, maybe it was just in his dreams.
He tried to force out what he wanted to say while his hand was reaching into his pocket to pull out the photo,
but suddenly he stopped. What if his mother had forgotten all about that night? He changed his position on the
chair and said,
“It’s so late, Mother, and you still haven’t gone to bed. I bet you are still not comfortable here.”
“Not at all,” she said but it seemed that there was something else on her lips she wanted to say. But she said
nothing more, as if they were strangers. Her response must be her way to protect herself. Sha-min figured it must
be that she rarely had the chance to speak freely about real things. When she met somebody, she had to be on the
defensive at first. He then asked,
“Does my brother often write to you from Harbin?” As he heard what he himself was saying, he thought it to
be a little formal and was annoyed with himself.
His mother looked at him and while moving a bit on the bed said,
“He does. Last spring he came back, too.” She moved again, and hoarsely said,
“There’s been no letters. He’s not been back for a very long time.”
What he heard sounded foolish and contradictory. Was this customary for her or had her memory at this age
become unreliable? Whatever the case, he was even more reluctant to bring the photo out. Now his mother asked
him,
“Sha-min … are you fifty-eight now?”
He stiffened. He did not expect her to have such a good memory. She must have been thinking of him day and
night so she could remember so clearly his age. At times, he himself forgot how old he was. He didn’t dare to
respond to her as he would to an old friend, “I’m indeed getting old,” which would have made her think of her
own age. Both were indeed getting up in age, living in their golden years, awaiting the end, which in its own way
brought a longing for the past and revealed the heartlessness of the passage of time.
So he only nodded in response to her question. His age brought them closer, reducing the strangeness between
them. His mother’s black shoulders had a red glow. The figure in light blue was now as distant as if it were a
dream, awakening, there was only darkness. Her shoulders once so lovely and soft had now become so thin that
they could hardly hold up her black jacket.
His mother said nothing more. Her eyelids were drooping. Her tiny eyes seemed now almost closed. She
obviously was not planning to say anything more. She seemed tired but was still sitting on the edge of her bed.
Sha-min spread out a sheet for her and brought over a pillow. Helping her to lay back to sleep, he said,
“You’re tired, Mother. Have a good night’s sleep. We’re together now. You can be at peace and do whatever
you want.”
His mother did as he had wanted. Lying in the bed, she opened her eyes and took a long look at him. Sha-min
carefully pulled up the blanket for her. When he was at the door, he heard his mother’s rough voice saying behind
him,
“Little Min, please shut the door for me.”
He paused for a second, wondered, then walked quickly out, shutting the door behind him.
*
For the next few days, his mother sat spiritlessly on the sofa falling asleep as if she had not sleep well during
the night. Sha-min was perplexed and wondered if she was not used to sleeping on a mattress. But she had never
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said anything about this. Maybe that was why she had sat at the edge of her bed the first night. He changed the
mattress for a traditional plank bed and even found a harder pillow for her. Those days, the entire family were
polite to her, as if she were a stranger.
His mother did not say much. A person who is seventy-six can’t be counted on to say much because sometimes
they don’t know where to start from. Her entire life had been one sad experience after another so when she tried to
put everything together again, it was still fragmented. What should she mention first out of the thousands of
broken pieces?
Days of strangeness will pass by. Even those who don’t have much between them, if they are together long
enough, will have times of joy and anger, laughter and tears. And it will be all the more the case for them if they
are mother and son.
His wife was the first to say something to him.
“Sha-min, it seems Hsiao-ching is having trouble getting used to having Grandma around.”
One day, he saw this for himself. Hsiao-ching had thoughtfully invited some classmates to supper, happily
wanting to introduce her grandmother to them. Yu-ch’in prepared a fine meal with succulent dishes filling up the
table. But there was no way that Grandma could be called out of her room. Her door was locked tightly, and there
was no answer if they called to her. After her classmates disappointedly went home, Grandma finally appeared at
her door. That little, black figure said to Hsiao-ching:
“I’ve never seen such waste, calling over all those people to gulp down this food.” She next said to Yu-ch’in,
“How much money do you have dying to be spent? Must you really waste money like this? Later they will
want to come often to our house.”
The mother and daughter were left speechless. At last Yu-ch’in spoke with a forced smile and apologized.
From that day on, Hsiao-ching did not go out of her way to be nice to Grandma. Sha-min said to his wife,
“It will be better after a while. You’d better teach that little girl not to get angry with her Grandma.”
But things did not get better after a while. The sphere of the interference of his mother grew larger. They had a
pet Pekinese named Circles. Before they went to work each day, they would put a piece of lean meat in its bowl to
keep it from going hungry during the day. His mother, however, said that meat was for people and that animals
shouldn’t have such advantages. So he changed the time for feeding the dog. Early each morning he would take
Circles outside to have its freshly-cooked piece of meat and then he would go to work. In the beginning Circles
was not cooperative, but after going hungry for a few days, it became accustomed to storing up early in the
morning for the day’s activities.
Another time his mother mentioned to Yu-ch’in that she should not use the washing machine to do the clothes,
because of the cost of electricity. Yu-ch’in very much felt put upon because since she worked during the day, she
had to do housework at night and hardly had the energy to wash a lot of clothes by hand. Moreover, she had been
using the washing machine for more than ten years, so she was of course unwilling to comply.
But his mother’s request was a sacred command and she must abide by it. Because of his mother’s advanced
age, she was unwilling to do anything to make her unhappy.
Nonetheless, she was not beyond complaining. She said to Sha-min,
“How can your mother be like this? How is it possible?”
Sha-min had nothing to say in her defense. His wife couldn’t be blamed for being unaccustomed to this, it was
even hard for him to adapt. Hsiao-ching, spoiled as she was, spent the entire day at school and only rarely came
home for supper.
The mother he remembered was not a person whom others avoided. When they were little, he and his brothers
were never far from his mother’s smiling face. She had never said an angry word to them. On the other hand,
perhaps time had sweetened his memories. His mother might have even beat him, although he was sure it hadn’t
happened. Time marches on quickly. He was out in front with it. But his mother and her generation walked much
more slowly. He and his mother had drawn far apart in their lives and it had almost become as if there was
nothing between them. They couldn’t go back to the pace of over forty years ago. He said to Yu-ch’in,
“Give her a little time. We need some time, too.”
*
He never did bring up the photo again, and just locked the cold loneliness of over forty years in a cabinet.
During the day, Hsiao-ching was at school. When she didn’t have class, she was rarely at home, afraid of being
alone with her grandmother, who seemed to be from another place and time. She feared hearing that heavy voice,
wondering what colorless places and times it had been through.
At college, she spent her time with a group of girls who dressed prettily and were busy running around
campus. She joined them in their busyness and in this way found variety in her life. There were aerobic dancing,
foreign language classes, and music lessons. With all these activities, she had a good reason to get home later than
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her parents. From the outside, it seemed she was living a rich life, not in the least wasting her youth, Sha-min and
Yu-ch’in had their work to keep them busy. Only his mother and Circles were left at home. Now Circles had
company, or should it be said that his mother had Circles as company.
Their home was an ordinary apartment in Hsintien. They lived at the top on the fourth floor. Because of this,
they had to put steel bars on the doors and windows, which were painted white and even had inlaid flowers. It was
natural for his mother to lock the door tightly. But these stainless-steel doors and windows also locked her in. She
had just changed the space in which she lived. The only difference was that now her little space was comfortably
luxurious. But she had lived to an age when she did not take material prosperity as anything special.
One day, Sha-min called from work the water heater company and said their heater had broken down the
previous night. He wanted someone to go and repair it. An elderly woman would be there waiting for the
repairman. After giving them his order, he at first wanted to call his mother to let her know but then thought it
wasn’t necessary as she didn’t like the sound of the telephone and couldn’t hear clearly on the phone.
That evening Sha-min and his wife were around the table having supper with his mother. Hsiao-ching had just
returned home. She was dressed in light blue, patterned jeans and her pink, hand-dyed shirt was not tucked in. A
bulging, white backpack hung low on her back. Her flat, white, round face was the image of her mother’s, with
very dark eyes and long eyebrows. It was really very cute. Beneath her nose was a determined mouth that loved to
pout girlishly. Her appearance suggested the willful authority of youth. As soon as she entered, she bent over to
take off her very fashionable, patterned sneakers. Yu-ch’in said to her,
“You’re back early this evening, Hsiao-ching. Have you had supper?”
“Yes,” said Hsiao-ching as she entered the room. Ever since her grandmother had moved in, Hsiao-ching
regularly was not home for supper. This time she said,
“Our teacher invited us out! There was no way I could refuse.”
“What was the reason for the invitation?” She couldn’t think of a reason, so she fabricated by coolly saying,
“There doesn’t have to be a reason for a teacher to invite students out. And not every one gets invited, you
know.”
Her father didn’t continue questioning and she calmly went into her room. When her grandmother saw her go
in, she said to Sha-min,
“She’s avoiding me. It’s obvious she’s spending her money to eat out.” Scooping up a mouthful of rice, she
rested her eyes on the fancy dishes of food on the table which they couldn’t possibly finish. She said,
“If the elders are wasteful, so will be the youngsters.”
Yu-ch’in turned red as obviously his mother was suggesting that she didn’t know how to run a kitchen as well
as that she was not raising her daughter in the proper way. Because she was exhausted from the work that day, she
was getting a little impatient. But she couldn’t explode because after all she was an educated person. Furthermore,
she didn’t want her husband to lose face.
Sha-min didn’t make any expression. He was willing to let his mother talk however she wanted. He only gave
a look at his wife to pacify her. A sharp shout came from Hsiao-ching who was already in the bathroom.
“Pa, how come you didn’t call someone to repair the water heater? I can still smell the gas leaking.”
Right after shouting, she appeared wearing her bright yellow shower cap, leaving behind the dangers of a gasfilled room. Sha-min suspiciously looked at his mother and asked,
“Ma, didn’t someone come to repair the water heater today?” His mother tilted her head, thought for a second,
and then slowly said,
“Someone rang the doorbell.”
“And then?” His mother then emphatically pronounced the following:
“I did not permit him in.”
“Why didn’t you let him in?” Sha-min asked with a frown, but then quickly relaxed his eyebrows. His mother
wriggled her shriveled, coarse lips and forced herself to look at him, as if she didn’t want to, he felt. She said:
“Could you have guaranteed that he wouldn’t have taken anything of value?”
“The man at the appliance shop is a very good friend.”
“A friend? It’s a friend you have to be careful about,” his mother stated with finality.
Yu-ch’in suddenly stood up. She didn’t know why it was, but she was especially angry today. She couldn’t put
up with what Grandma had just said. With unusual rancor, she yelled:
“Why care about washing? We won’t rot if we don’t wash! This way we can save on water and electricity!”
She didn’t know what she was talking about. Hsiao-ching thought her mother was attacking her and she felt
wronged. Her face became red in anger and she sharply shouted,
“Who wants to be dirty like you? Why be so angry?” Yu-ch’in was not to be stopped.
“You’re pretty. You’re clean. Where do you think you came from?”
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Hsiao-ching was left speechless standing by the wall, looking down at the tiled floor. Sha-min couldn’t allow
them to carry on like this. If this had happened in the past, he would enter the frey by hitting the table and starting
to swear. But of course he couldn’t do this now. Now his mother was present and there was no latitude for him to
get angry. If his wife didn’t have any restraint, at least he did. He checked his anger and said to Hsiao-ching,
“Don’t pick a fight with your mother.” Then he said to his wife,
“If we heat some water on the gas burner, everything will be all right. Why get so excited?”
Yu-ch’in sat down and continued eating what was left of her rice. Hsiao-ching started to heat a pan of water on
the burner. His mother didn’t seem to have any opinion about the scene. After eating, she went to her room and
locked the door.
Yu-ch’in threw her head on the table and cried. Sha-min moved over and patted her on the shoulders, comforting her by saying,
“Forget about it. You’ve been working too hard and it’s put you in a bad mood.” Yu-ch’in said,
“I’m sorry. It wasn’t intentional. It’s really …”
She didn’t continue. Sha-min knowingly nodded and patted her shoulders.
A little later, Sha-min wanted to go see his mother. He knocked on her door, but she didn’t pay any attention.
Inside there was a low, scratchy sound of a radio. It sounded like a program of Peking Opera. Light was coming
out from below the door. All along his mother never had a light on in her room, even at night. He didn’t know
why she had one on tonight. Obviously she hadn’t gone to sleep yet and she seemed to be doing something. Still
not being reassured, he knocked again on her door. The light suddenly disappeared. His mother’s voice came
through the scenic etching on the wooden door:
“I’m going to sleep!”
It sounded very crisp; going around the mountains and waters, it washed away the mountain mist and flew out
from the door as a clear stream.
*
Two weeks later on Sunday, they received an airmail package that had been sent from America by their son
Hsiao-hang. Inside were four boxes of chocolate and a neatly-wrapped harmonica. Sha-min was surprised to see
this and opened the letter stuck between the boxes. A picture fell out. It was Hsiao-hang standing under a banyan
tree on campus. He must have been very pleased with the picture. The letter read:
Dear Mother and Father,
Has Grandma been there for some time? How much I long to see my honorable Grandmother, that marvelous person
you have said so much about. I imagine that she wants to see me, too, so I’ve sent a new picture of myself taken just for
her. I especially selected a place under a banyan. Doesn’t our old home in Hangchow have a dark green one?
I remember that you had said Grandma likes to play the harmonica, so I especially mail-ordered one to give to her to
show my love and admiration. I hope that I can have my degree next year so that I can go back and hear her with my
own ears play Long Long Ago. This is my desire.
Of the four boxes of candy, one is for Grandma. It will melt in her mouth so will be easy to eat. Don’t let my little
sister steal it.
Are you all all right? I wish you all the best.
Your son,
Nien-hang

Sha-min re-read the letter again and again and had it memorized. His face was beaming, and it lasted for a long
time. His son wasn’t that little and yet still wrote as a child. He didn’t know that old people didn’t dare eat
chocolate. What was touching, however, was that he still remembered what his father had told him and his sister
about the past. His sister wasn’t as attentive.
Sha-min held the harmonica in his hand, stroking it. It felt cold. He tried to play a few melodies. The bleak past
circled through the cold sound of the harmonica, slowly spreading to the corners of the room.
It was almost dusk. The declining sun showered a bright red on the porch that lingered like mist around the
row of potted plants. The flowers were all clothed in the red of the sunset. On the pavement scorched by the
blistering sun someone on the floor below tossed out some water. The sky became darker, as if being covered by
the shadow of a cloud. A breeze blew a few scrapes of white paper that landed on road. They seemed like the
hemp hat of a person in mourning. The recitations of the breezes were the funeral cries along the road.
His mother was sitting in a rattan chair on the porch, wearing a bluish-green outfit Yu-ch’in had recently
bought for her. The wind lightly stirred the strands of hair hanging by her cheeks. Sha-min sat to her left and read
her the letter from Hsiao-hang.
His mother held the picture of Hsiao-hang and looked at it intently. A long while after he had finished reading
the letter to her, she opened her mouth:
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“How old is Hsiao-hang?”
“Twenty-five.” Still looking at the picture, his mother said,
“He looks very much like you did when you were young.” She then added,
“The feelings expressed in the letter are like yours, too.”
He started to suspect that his mother kept a copy of the photo that he had preserved for over forty years. But he
didn’t dare ask her, fearing that his wishful thinking would be destroyed by her answer. He pulled out the
harmonica from his pocket and reaching over her slanted shoulders put it before her eyes,
“Do you want to play it, Ma?”
“How could I? I’ve forgotten how to.”
His mother raised her hand to scratch behind her head and then placed it on her bluish-green pants. She was
lost in her thoughts, staring into the distance. The setting sun glowed in her face highlighting her loose wrinkles,
which were like rows of rivers flowing from her cheeks down to her neck and from there to her jacket, enveloping
her body.
He placed the harmonica on his lips. It still had a cool feeling that seemed to awaken him. Unconsciously he
started playing the tune he had long forgotten, Long Long Ago. He drew out the easy melody. Bitterness and
desolation filled the entire porch becoming entwined with the sunset, unable to be sorted out. He was telling a
story from long, long ago. Yes, from long, long ago.
His mother was apparently touched. Her tears sparkled in the sunset and fell from those small eyes surrounded
by wrinkles. What was it that made a seventy-six year old cry? Shouldn’t the ancient melody have been played
through the harmonica? Did he disappoint her too much? Maybe, maybe his mother too was telling a story from
long, long ago. He was sure, then he wasn’t sure. His fingers that were holding the harmonica touched his cheeks.
They were moist. The amber sunset was glowing. It was long, long ago …
He decided that he wanted to talk to his mother about that photo. Perhaps that night when he had seen the light
beneath her door she had been carefully looking at that photo, admiring his heroic youthfulness. But what was
before her now was an old man who was fat and had a head of graying hair.
The melody from the harmonica did not stop, it was drawn out longer and longer. The unskillfulness. The
desolation. So long, so long ago.
81.124 Bodily Transformation\fn{by Cheng Ching-chung (1977(M) 6

)} Taipei

City, Northern Taiwan Region, Taiwan

Never, not even for a fraction of a second, is our body exactly the same as before. The growth of bodily hair,
the flow of body fluids and the feeble breathing of countless hair follicles—all these occur in a fleeting instant.
With the passage of time, what we think as healthy, safe and fit for all eternity are washed away just the way a
soft, tender handkerchief slowly wipes the skin’s rugged waves, its creases and its scars. During countless nights
illumined by the cold glimmer of the moon, deterioration and rebirth, decline and development, silently go on,
bypassing the valley where dream and the subconscious converge, as the body undergoes a muted relay of
generations.
Because it is so infinitesimal and sluggish—being a mixture of both physical caution and spiritual nonchalance
—change overtakes, without so much as uttering a word, what everyone in this mundane world calls “eternity” in
the perpetually flowing river of time. Change tacitly causes growth, stands witness to union and separation, and
carries on the reincarnation of one season to another, as well as the rising of the sun and the waning of the moon.
Only in the most incidental of conditions is such a change discovered by those who, eager to contest the
passage of time, focus their attention on life’s fleeting transit.
After that, as though having touched off that indescribable terminus of life’s genes, each one weaves his own
cocoon around himself and, in that cold silvery tangle of fibers, loses track of or inscribes his memory of time.
Each one remains adamant about the truths of his life experiences or discards them—immersion in the amniotic
fluids of his mother’s womb, the smiling faces of a young couple in love for the first time, the sound of pen
scratching the surface of paper in the testing site … a complex web of past events and overlapping memories that
silently sets the stage for the next metamorphosis.
The first time this transition became apparent to me, just like the many firsts of childhood, was through the
television.
Those were days of few channels and telecasts limited to mornings and evenings. I was walking down the lane
lined on both sides by apartment buildings, humming a tune I had learned in my music class while my eyesight
swept past iron-grilled verandahs. I could see clothes left to dry billowing in the air and rows of potted plants.
From inside my lunch box, the sound of chopsticks and spoon hitting the metal case was clearly audible and the
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plastic school bag suspended from my shoulders bobbed up and down with every step I made. The setting sun cast
an orange glow at the far end of the street. In just a few hours, darkness would start to set in and the sound of
spatulas hitting woks will be heard coming from around the neighborhood. The hullabaloo of humanity would rise
to a crescendo, thus proclaiming the end of yet another working day.
I turned the key, a metallic item whose heavy burden I cannot accept even to this very day, to open the apartment gate. Grabbing a bunch of mail and ads from the bursting mailbox I could barely reach, I started my ascent
up the stairs. On every landing, the neighbors’ iron doors faced each other in utter silence. Finally, I reached our
flat, then turned the keys to go through the succession of doors, one iron and the other wooden. I took off my
shoes before sliding open the screen.
Yes, that was a standard operating procedure in my days as a child. After that, before all the family members
arrived home one by one, I would normally do my homework first, not for reasons of studiousness but more
because the television screen at that time of the day was still a sea of white dots and flashes, if not sporting a
scowl in the form of seven color bands (sometimes to the accompaniment of patriotic song!) … I wasn’t foolish
enough to stare at the television screen and join the countdown.
After that I usually spent a period of distracted attention—one reason why I have developed the nervous habit
of continually glancing at timepieces. I couldn’t avoid it: I was just too expectant of that only amusement of the
day.
Almost always, before the hour and the minute hands reached a certain angle, I would rush in front of the
television set in anticipation. Sometimes, I would drink some water and take snack food Dad and Mom would
control once they arrived home. I would even do my homework right in the family room. I remember that I could
even recite the television program backwards as a boy.
Now of course, there is no longer that energy and atmosphere. Like the great majority of people, I have joined
the ranks of those who slouch on the sofa while holding on to that remote control like a scepter of power, surfing
from channel to channel in rapid succession. We constantly complain about how bad and how few the programs
are, without really spending ample time and attention to any channel.
Just like the daily growing number of licensed channels, one generation links with another, trapping between
them the entangled rises and falls of mundane events that sweep towards us. Thus, the truth we think will last for
eternity, with the onslaught of time, changes its appearance or is lost in the process. In contrast, the vibrant and
the shimmering constantly change because they are free from the burden of what is eternal. Even as time flows,
they are able to create an image of constancy in our consciousness. In the stillness of a starlit night, when
anxieties over the transience of worldly events engulf us, these lasting memories that are derived from change
boldly jump to the rescue, keeping watch over kaleidoscopic secret worlds hidden deep in our hearts.
These memories mostly start in our childhood and, as we advance in age, expand their radial confines, until we
start to worry about salaries, sales quotas, family expenses and the inquietudes of this world. Then the boundary
that defines eternity becomes hazy with the passing of time, finally inundated and lost in the torrents of daily
living.
As I struggled to keep afloat in this deluge, what came to the rescue and what gave warmth to my cowering
body were cartoons that used to report promptly every day in my past.
Just like the timelessness of what kids of any period in time consider as funny—sincere and coming from the
heart, without the slightest connotation or pretense—cartoons are one and the same, always. When a twist in the
plot is to occur or in which sequel the protagonist will suffer a setback all go on in wordless rapport. Occasionally
a disobedient chap will enter the plot and perform acts never seen before. He too will be quickly accepted by this
clan known for its myriad changes to become yet another eye-catching enticement.
Among the countless tricks and magical feats, what attracted me most was bodily transformation: my younger
brother’s hero instantly changing into my younger sister’s idol; the prince being previously a fierce and hideous
beast … By virtue of magic words, enchanted mirrors, magic wands, telephone booths, secret base or any hidden
nook, minute transformations that occur slowly and are hardly noticed in our body everyday, whenever called for
by the situation, unfolded before my very eyes in an awe-inspiring way.
It did dawn on me that what really attracted my fancy was not limited to the simple process of transformation
or the sudden growth in power following a phantasmagoric burst of lights and shadows. As in my childhood days,
secret worlds the older generation neither would and could know nor comprehend are merged with passwordfilled information. By the action of light and sound, they transcend time and space to relay secret codes only
known to the both of us. I know, in that instant I wield with a sailing motion that magic wand, that the beautiful
young girl’s irises sparkling amidst the brilliance of the stars and the moon, glisten with the crystalline shine of a
gem and reflect a lake filled with childhood’s bygone dreams. Standing by the lake, she turned around and broke
into a smile, her hand waving at me. By the time I realized that she was beckoning me, the young girl had already
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leaped into the lake, creating a splash of water drops and gleaming ripples that reflected the shadow of the moon.
I took to her heels. A veil of mist gradually formed above the water’s surface. Amidst this foggy haze, I seemed to
recall days of not so recent past—former neighbors who have moved elsewhere, classmates assigned to other
sections, some long-lost toys. They all were smiling at me through the mist. After a brief moment of indecision, I
mustered enough courage and jumped into the lake. When I lifted my head above the water, my eyes caught hers
and we smiled at each other. We entered through each other’s eyes and immediately, we ceased being the viewer
and the viewed. Touching each other’s face, we were pleasantly surprised by the invisible mirror between us,
reflecting our metamorphosed countenance and physique. Through her glistening eyes, I discovered an alter ego
that existed outside my consciousness.
Thud! Thud! Thud! The sound of the heavy doors opening and closing repeatedly jolted me out of my dreamland. Back to my senses, I greeted family members as they trickled in one by one.
My reverie usually ended that way. The young girl leisurely disappeared into the watery mist, leaving me in
the middle of the chilly lake, dumbfounded and trying to recall what had just transpired.
*
These trysts and partings occur again and again every week. When science fiction robot films became the
trend, my reveries became quite limited. Yet, here and there these robot films targeted for male audiences also
connote the concept of bodily transformation. They featured simulated forms with head, body and lower
extremities in 1:2:3 proportion or interesting cartoon heroes in 1:1:1 proportion. Stories usually revolved around
adventures and perilous experiences, as well as rivalries over targets and repulsion of arch enemies. Never did
they portray the aging of the characters, bitter splits between bosom friends, much less the unchecked rise of dark
forces. Instead, at the proper scene and time, leading characters humiliatingly oppressed by evil shouted out
passwords while performing bodily movements repeated in every weekly episode to alert the sleeping alloy robot,
or to unite with the robot amidst a flurry of clouds and wind to stage a just counter-attack against the forces of
evil.
Young, beautiful Japanese girls, with their own bodies as medium, directly faced the tests of dazzling lights
and phantasma. Once transformed into another person, another age or once equipped with special power, they
underwent stage after stage of perils in ways that rival those of the male cartoon heroes of the West. In fact,
through the eyes of young, beautiful girls and the muscular, fit bodies of cavaliers and supermen, one can take a
glimpse into different cultures’ treatments of the roles of the sexes. In contrast, robot cartoon films, which are
taken as masculine-oriented, not only dissociated the protagonist from transformation. (Often, the lead character
triggered off a signal for the robots to join forces.) From two-in-one, three-in-one and multiple-in-one assembly
structures, they first disassembled before undergoing transformation in a motley of complicated changes. Other
than for commercial purposes, these set-ups reflected presuppositions made on behalf of the major viewing
audience. In paternalistic Asia, the male sex, and that includes baby boys, is habitually assigned the role of the
wielder of power. That being the case, someone who led (contrasted from the beautiful young girls who achieved
transformation through introspection) and who had a host of army under his command could appropriately belong
to the male sex only. (Many as they could be, young beautiful girls could only be taken as independent entities.)
Lastly, the robots had to assemble before they could fortify their ranks and generate the mechanics capable of
dealing a mortal blow at the enemy, and before they could sing hymns in praise of their esprit de corps. Then as
the plot unfolded, the enemies grew in number and their firepower multiplied. On our side, new robots had to
innovate and their mechanical assembly became even more complicated than ever …
In spite of the logical differences, in the subconscious of the viewer, both the young, beautiful girls and the
robots were also people facing the screen and who, in the flow of time, reflected ordinary life.
Because they are ordinary, the habitual, daily repetition of procedures makes us insensitive to the variety of
shifts and changes occurring in our bodies. And because they are ordinary, we yearn to break away from the
straightjacket of the cocoon of daily life. We hope to change our faces and bodies in an instant. Actually, life isn’t
really a grind and we haven’t really experienced separation and suffered great misfortunes. What we care about
does not go beyond the nitty-gritty trivialities of life, from a pimple to a lock of graying hair, from our body
proportion to which rung of the corporate ladder one is. Constantly they bother us: dismiss them and you feel
helpless; deal with them and you become upset. Only after years of accumulation are we forced to unload, venting
our pent-up anger to the four directions.
In the world of kids, one cannot afford channels for emotional release via consumerism, much less talk about
other means such as traveling or speeding. Yet, sadness is a must for growth. When the teacher uses a rattan cane
to kiss that small palm, when a seat mate draws a dividing line across the desktop, when recitation of the phonetic
symbols and the multiplication table reverberates inside one’s ears like a curse, eyes dimmed by the color of
melancholy naturally sweep pass expressionless faces coming and going in the streets, beyond the skyline marked
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by the silhouette of buildings. Gradually, eyes converge on that magic box that never throws tantrums. Tic. Tac.
Tic. Tac. At the proper moment in time, it floods the screen with kaleidoscopic phantasmagoria. Only kids know
that fairies are no magicians, that the Little Flying Swordsmen are not kids that refuse to grow, that Voltes V’s
adversary is not limited to that villainous ring leader …
Inbetween the plays of lights and shadows, they keep kids company as the latter walk the craggy ravines of
human growth and as they climb one mountain after another, one growing summit after another. In this itinerary
of human growth characterized by rapid increases in height and build, kids no longer feel alone. In their hearts,
they cherish the faces of beautiful young girls and the heroic persistence of robotic warriors, deep in their hearts
feeling warm and satisfied, and walking with their heads up high without any show of hesitation. They are sure
that, together with old friends they have made in the world of toons, they too will suddenly be transformed at the
right moment into their new supernatural selves.
Yet, I remained trapped in the swirling current of life. My table top was always stacked with homework that
piled up higher as I grew older. Buried in them, my ashen face lighted by a pallid fluorescent lamp casually
betrayed my expectations for transformation and metamorphosis. I was aware of the understated significance
hidden beneath cartoon films, and I have accepted sincere invitations from protagonists as they transformed
themselves from one shape to another. Passing through thick forests and a swathe of shrubs and bushes enough to
keep at bay all worldly sophistication, blindness and rivalries, I very cautiously ventured into that flower-laden
secret garden that only existed between us. Within that garden, other kids and I constantly changed from one form
to another: Wishing to mature, we bowed at each other with courtesy. Tired of being old, we went back to
childhood days of naïveté and sincerity, frolicking and chasing one another amidst beds of pink, orange and
violet-colored blossoms. Through a total transformation of our faces, we put all the scruples and fears of growing
behind us as though they never existed.
*
As time went on, I gradually came to realize that at certain times and places, life has to, perhaps a bit helplessly, involve some kind of transformation. It is neither the expedient physical simulation that insects adopt to catch
a prey or to elude their enemies, nor the adventurous masquerading in Chinese chivalry novels; much less is it a
glittering costume party. As we face the mirror in the steam-filled bathroom, stroking a bleeding wound accidentally grazed by the razor, or as our fingertips slide across the curves of our bodies, time already leaves behind the
human dreamland like an express train chugging away through one big bend of human life in the silence of the
night.
Besides, it would never, ever, come this way again. Thus, perhaps finding myself in the crossroads of my travel
itinerary, I would unload my heavy burden by temporarily setting down by the roadside everything I have
collected along the way. The wind would blow across the wilderness and days would go on, much like flippedover pages of a yellowed calendar. I would walk slowly and roam around, finally orienting my steps towards the
center of life with maddening speed.
The cold moonlight would cast a white, silvery, mirror-like glow on my body, highlighting the placid blemishlessness of my complexion at that moment. When the creases, wrinkles, humps and sunken spots—telltale signs
of growth—have regained their original smoothness following regeneration, I would prance around and lie down
in that warm, tender palatial room. Then, like a dormant chrysalis, I would enter into reverie night after night after
night.
Once my reveries start rolling, schools crumble down, heavy schoolwork vanishes into thin air, giving way to
fantastic TV screen animation: between the alternation of lights and shadows, beautiful young girls wield their
magic wands, delicately cavorting around, their eyes wide open and their lips flashing a smile. As though sucked
into the vortex of a whirlpool and buffeted by the swirling current, she guides me nearer towards her. Then, I shall
transcend time and space, go through laughter and pain, the distress experienced during a fall as a child, the sighs
made when I parted with my bosom friend. In the instant our eyes meet, I will be surprised to see an identicallooking young girl slowly walking towards me, out of the brilliantly shining pupil of her eyes.
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The Cathedral of the Holy Rosary, Taipei, Xinyi District, Taiwan

The Mengjia Longshan Buddhist Temple. New Taipei City, Banqiao District, Taiwan
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A Tao temple, Jiufen, New Taipei City, Banqiao District, Taiwan

The Zhi Nan Gong Tao Temple, Taipei, Xinyi District, Taiwan.
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A Buddhist temple in Keelung City, Zhongzheng District, Taiwan

The Temple of the Hsinchu City god (1748), North District, Taiwan
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The Shoujen Temple of the Supreme Lord of the Mysterious Heavens, Alishan, Chiayi County, Taiwan: two
views
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The Temple of the Chiayi City god, East District, Taiwan: two views
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The Temple of the Divine Farmer, Taoyuan City, Taoyuan District, Taiwan

The Yuzun Temple, Sanxing Township, Yilan County, Taiwan
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The Temple of Matsu, the Goddess of the Sea, Tainan City, Luerman, Anping District, Taiwan. Below: the
temple gateway; two sculptural details
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An unidentified temple in Tainan City, Xinying District?, Taiwan; below, some of the interior decoration
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The Temple of the National Museum of Natural Science, Taichung City, Xitun District, Taiwan

The Tao Spring and Autumn Temple on Lotus Lake, Kaohsiung City, Zuoying District, Taiwan: below,
various sculptural details
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The Temple Guardians, in the day, and below at night
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The Great Standing Maitreya Buddha of Beipu, Zhubei City, Hsinchu County, Taiwan: two views
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The Baghua Mountain Buddha, Changhua City, Changhua County, Taiwan: two views
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There is the incomporable natural beauty of Hualien County, Taiwan
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The Peitan Temple (1682), Puzi City, Chiayi County, Taiwan

The Fengtian Temple, Xingang Township, Chiayi County, Taiwan
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A temple in Nanzhujang Village, Miaoli County, Taiwan

The Zhonggang Cihyu Temple (1685), Zhunan Township, Miaoli County, Taiwan
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The Chung Tai Chan Buddhist Monastery (1990-2001), Puli Township, Nantou County, Taiwan

Fault Preservation Hall, Zhushan Township, Nantou County, Taiwan, established to commemorate the 921
earthquake in 1999 by preserving the original Chengpu Fault (which it caused) as part of the National
Museum of Natural Science.
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The Checheng Fuan Temple, Checheng Township, Pingtung County, Taiwan

The Basilica of the Immaculate Conception, Wanjin Village, Wanluan Township, Pingtung County, Taiwan
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The Sanxiantai Footbridge, of exceptional length, connecting the largest offshore island with the coast of
Taitung County, Chenggong Township, Taiwan

The archaeological site in Doulan Village, Donghe Township, Taitung County, Taiwan, where, during the
Japanese rule of Taiwan, a rectangular stony coffin was excavated in the area. Following the investigation
by Academia Sinica, this led to the discovery of a giant stone pile. The site and objects date back to 3,000
years ago.
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The Chaotian Temple in 2009 during the week-long celebrations for the birthday of Matsu, the god of the
sea, in Beigang Township, Yunlin County, Taiwan

The Guangfu Temple (1644), Xiluo Township, Yunlin County, Taiwan
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The Kueishig Temple, Jincheng Township, Kinmen County, Taiwan

The Matsu Nangan Tianhou Temple, Nangan Township, Lienchiang County, Taiwan
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The Tienhou Gong Matsu Temple, Magong City, Penghu County, Taiwan: two views
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